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SELECTION OF THE WELDING TECHNOLOGY
OF RELIABLE JOINTS USING GMAW PROCESS
Radun Vulovi 1, Vuki Lazi , Milorad Jovanovi , Ružica Nikoli , Dragan Adamovi

2

Abstract
Determing of welding regime, besides to choosing welding method, welding joint and welding groove, filler
metal and welding equipment, calculating of energo-technological parameters, implies preliminary estimate of
the base metal weldability. That estimate can be resumed as evaluation of resistance to cracks in the base metal
during welding procedure, as well as determing prior and the follow-up thermal treatment of base metal if
needed. In this paper it will be given a procedure on determing optimized shielded gas welding technology of
the high reliable assemble built-up of the massive pipe and pipe cover.
Key words: weldability, preheating, welding technology, gas metal arc welding, cracks, hardness,
microstructure

1. INTRODUCTION

ReH, MPa
377

As can be seen at the drawing (Fig. 1a), the pipe and
the cover ought to be welded around the whole perimeter,
with the prior prepared groove - detail "A" (Fig 1b).

150

a)

Rm, MPa
577

A5, %
30.8

Based on the chemical analysis of the welded steel,
one can say that here we deal with the fine grain C-Mn
steel of the increased strength and the ferrite-perlite
structure [1].
2.1 Chemically equivalent carbon

"A"

Chemically equivalent carbon, for this type of steel is
calculated according to expression:
Mn Cr + Mo + V Ni + Cu , %
CE = C +
+
+

438.5 (412.1)

b)

Detail "A"

90°

6.4/45°

14.65

6

Figure 1 Welding of the pipe and the pipe cover (a)
and the appearance of the groove shape (b)

2. ESTIMATE OF THE BASE
MATERIALS WELDABILITY
Prior to selection of the welding procedure,
technology and optional thermal treatment (the previous
one and follow-up one), it is necessary to estimate
weldability of the base material. Chemical composition
and mechanical properties of the base metal St 52.0,
obtained by the chemical and mechanical analysis, are
given in the next table.
C
0.17

1
2

Content of individual elements, %
Si
Mn
P
S
0.45
1.33
0.008 0.009
Mechanical properties

Al
0.028

5

15

Steels with CE > 0.45% are considered as
conditionally weldable (the applications of the prior and
the follow-up thermal treatments, preheating and
relaxation are necessary), while steels with CE 0.45 %
are considered as good weldable. For the given steel we
have CE=0.392% < 0.45%. Thus, according to this
criterion, this steel possesses good weldability [1, 2].
2.2 Parametric equations for estimation of proneness
of steel to cracks
2.2.1 Parametric equations of cold cracks
For estimate of the sensitivity to cold cracks of the CMn steels with the yield strength from 272 to 870 MPa,
we use equations which take into account the chemical
composition of the base metal, content of the diffused
hydrogen and stiffness or thickness of the welded layer.
According to Czech sources [1] the following
equations are used:
Php = PCM +

K
H
+ 0.015 log
, za K 1300
40000
2.77
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where: K=70·s - the stiffness factor of the butt joint,
s - thickness of the welded material, mm,
H- content of the diffused hydrogen in the joint
metal, cm3/100g.
The welded joint for which the value PhpI0.24 is
obtained is considered as resistant to cold cracks, while
for the values Php>0.24 the preheating is necessary at:
T p = 1600 Php 308, 0 C .
With assumption that the welding will be performed
as the metal arc gas welding (80% Ar + 20% CO2) with
the dry and clean wire, we adopt H=3 ml/100g.
Maximum thickness of the welded part is s=14.65 mm.
Thus: K=70·s=70·14.65=1025.25<1300,
PCM=0.2515, Php= 0.278, i.e. Tp= 136ºC.
According to analogy with the formula of equivalent
carbon, the Japanese authors [1] proposed the indicators
of low carbon steel sensitivity to forming the cold cracks
during welding:
s
H
PC = PCM +
+
600 60
where:
V Mo Mn + Cu + Cr Ni
PCM = C + +
+
+
+5 B
10 15
20
60
,
s- the steel thickness in mm,
H- content of the diffused hydrogen in cm3/100g.
If 0.25<PC<0.40, at medium weld heat input, the
preheating is necessary up to the temperature:
T p = 1440 PC 392, 0 C .
it gives us: PCM=0.2365, PC=0.3109, namely Tp= 56ºC.
The preheating temperature for conditionally
weldable steels, can be calculated using the Seferian
formula:
T p = 350 [C ] 0.25
, ºC
[C ] = [C ]h + [C ]s = [C ]h (1 + 0.005 s)
[C ]h = C + Mn + Cr + Ni + 7 Mo
9
18
90
it gives us: [C]h=0.317, [C]=0.34, namely Tp=105ºC.
For the test welds, a higher preheating temperature
than the calculated one was adopted: Tpmax=150ºC.
2.2.2 Parametric equations of the hot cracks
According to Russian references [1], sensitivity to
forming hot cracks can be estimated with help of the
modified equivalent carbon:
Si 0.4 Mn 0.8 Ni Cu Cr 0.8
CEm = C + 2S +
+
+ +
+
,%
10
12
12 15
15
Steels that have CEm > 0.45% has sensitivity towards
forming the hot cracks (HCS).
Japanese authors derived the following expression
for estimating the sensitivity towards forming hot
cracks:

3. SELECTION OF THE WELDING
PROCEDURE AND TECHNOLOGY
3.1 Introduction

We selected the metal arc gas welding with gas
mixture (80% Ar + 20% CO2), at the semi-automatic
numerical machine for circular welding. In order to fix
the pipe cover for the pipe, three joints at three points at
120º angles were made (Fig. 2). Joining was done with
CO2 shield manually (wire diameter ø1.2 mm and
current intensity I 200 A), and the joints’ length was
about 20 mm. After cooling down to the room
temperature, the beginnings and end on all three joints
were ground.
20

150

PCM

Si Ni
) 10 3
+
25
100
H .C.S . =
3 Mn + C + Mo + V
The carbon steels are often sensitive to those cracks
for H.C.S. > 4, and steels of increased strength for
H.C.S. > 2 for thin sheets and H.C.S. > 1.6 for thick
sheets.
According to the previous expressions, one obtains
CEm= 0.237 < 0.45 and H.C.S.= 1.49 < 1.6, what means
that the base metal St 52.0 is resistant to hot cracks. Low
content of P and S (<0.015%) approves that fact.
C (S + P +

°
120

K
H
+ 0.075 log
, za K > 1300
40000
2.77
Si Mn + Cu + Cr Ni Mo + V
=C+
+
+
+
+ 5B
30
5
60
15

Php = PCM +

120°

438.5 (412.1)

Figure 2 Scheme of the joints’ positions
3.2 Calculation of the welding parameters

Technological parameters of metal arc gas welding
were calculated according to the following method [1]:
2
1. Groove area: Azl = 2 P = 2 6.4 = 40.96 mm2
2
2. Joint area: Aš R 1.3·Azl= 1.3·40.96= 53.248 mm2
3. Single joint layer area: Az R 25 mm2
4. The single layer mass per length unit:
g
M = Az L = 7.85 3 0.25cm 2 1cm = 1.9625 g
cm
5. Quantity of the deposited material per time unit:
m1.6 = 0.64 + 0.55 M

0.055 M 2 1.51 g

s

6. Welding speed:
m 6000 1.51 6000
vz =
=
= 46 cm
min
Az
25 7.85
7. Wire melting (addition) speed:
vt =

0.012732 Az vz 0.012732 25 46
=
= 5.7 m
min
d2
1.62

8. Welding current intensity:
I1.6 = 378 log vt + 26 = 378 log 5.7 + 26 312 A
9. Operating voltage:

U = 14 + 0.05 I = 14 + 0.05 312 30 V
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test weldings were performed with the calculated
parameters, under the conditions with the preheating
(Tp= 150ºC) and without it, in 3-passes (Fig. 3b) and 2layers (Fig. 3c).
From the test joints, the metallographic ground test
samples were prepared, at which the micro hardness was
measured (HV1) and the microstructure was read off
individual zones of the welded layer (see next table).

3.4 Selection of the welding technology
and control of the realized joints
Prior to commencing the welding, for both the test
and for real ones, the circular radial deviation of each
working piece was checked (Fig. 3a). This deviation was
within the range of 0.1 to 0.2 mm, what was considered
as technologically acceptable.
a)

b)

2

I

1

I

c)

3

B.M.

2

1

I

I

B.M.

Figure 3 Scheme of the a) circular radial deviation,
b) continuous three-passes and c) two-layers welding
Prior to welding, the joint pieces were degreased by
washing with the adequate cleaner, and then dried.
In order to select the optimum technology, numerous

*

3
20°C

JOINT

As the filler metal is used the copper platted steel
wire VAC 60, ø1.6 mm (JUS C.H3 U3203; DIN
8559/94 SG-2-CY 4233; AWS A5.-18-79 ER 70S-6)
aimed for welding in the gas shielded atmosphere.
According to the manufacturer’s recommendation it is
also convenient for welding non-alloyed and lowalloyed constructive steels with Rm 590 MPa (boiler’s
and ship’s thin sheets, etc). Mechanical properties of the
clean welding layer and chemical composition of the
wire are given in the following two tables.
Rp0.2, MPa Rm, MPa A5, % ISO-V (-40 ºC), J
410÷490 510÷590 22÷30
> 47
Welding current: DC (E+)
C
Si
Mn
P
S
0.08
0.90
1.5
<0.025
<0.025

2
20°C

221÷251 HV1 205÷217 HV1 201÷234 HV1
Small grain Small grain
Small grain
Vidmansteten Vidmansteten Vidmansteten

HAZ 3,2,1 HAZ 2,1

3.3 Selection of the filler metal

3
150°C

210÷227 HV1 205÷214 HV1 219÷229 HV1
Interphase
Interphase
Interphase
+ Tempered + Tempered + Tempered
martensite
martensite
martensite

B.M. (pipe)*

passes
Tp
Max. and min. hardness (HV1) and read
off microstructure of characteristic zones

10. Weld heat input:
U I
30 312
ql =
0.85 = 10359 J
=
cm
0.768
vz
11. Welding depth:
= 0.3 0.00537 q l = 0.3 0.00537 10539 = 0.164cm
12. Shielding gas type: mixture (80% Ar + 20% CO2)
13. Shielding gas flow: q R 20 l/min
Besides the enumerated parameters, the following
should be considered: length of the pulled portion of the
electrode wire, position of the wire electrode with
respect to the joint plane, distance of the gas nozzle from
the working piece surface, polarity of the wire electrode,
welding position, variably inductivity, etc.
The calculated welding parameters are the initial ones
for selecting the welding regime. The same are then
compared with ones proposed from experience and,
eventually, the correction of some of them is done. After
testing of the realized joints, welding parameters that
produce the best results are adopted.

201÷210 HV1 201÷210 HV1 201÷210 HV1
Lamellar
Lamellar
Lamellar
pearlitepearlitepearliteferrite
ferrite
ferrite

For pipe cover microstructure is ferrite-pearlite.

Hardness
distribution
and
appearance
of
microstructures at 2-layers and 3-passes welding without
preheating are shown in Figures 4 and 5 (direction I-I,
fig. 3b i 3c).
By analysis of obtained results, one can conclude that
no significant differences were noticed in measured
hardness and read off microstructures of individual zones in conditions of welding with and without
preheating.
We decided to apply the three-passes welding
procedure, primarily due to large angle of the groove
opening and due to necessary follow-up machining of
the joint faces.
Passes were done immediately one after another (Fig.
3b). The capping pass 2 relaxes the root pass 1, and the
capping pass 3 relaxes the root pass 1 and partially pass
2, what gives the better microstructure, the possible
brittle zones are avoided, and the level of the residual
stresses is decreased. With this way of welding the
necessary excess weld metal is formed, which must be
removed by machining according to the constructional
requirements.
During welding the energetic parameters (I, U i vz)
were monitored continuously, i.e. weld heat input was
inside limits ql= 9500÷10500 J/cm. This power provides
for necessary welding, hardness, microstructure and
corresponding output mechanical properties.
Experimental investigations had confirmed that this is
of good weldability, so neither prior nor follow-up
thermal treatments are necessary.

II A.8
230
Two-layers welding without preheating

Hardness, HV1

220

JOINT (2, 1) + HAZ (2) HAZ1

B.M.

210
200
190
Direct I-I

180
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Distance from the surface of the processed joint,mm

method, the TTT diagram was analyzed - for steel St
52.0. The characteristic cooling time between 800 and
500°C (t8/5) calculated according to empirical formula
and entered into the TTT diagram enables estimates of
structure and reading off hardness and toughness of the
HAZ. With this checking, the agreement was confirmed
of the estimated (expected) and experimental results [3,
4, 5].
Besides the visual control and conducted parallel
metallographic investigations, ultrasonic defectoscopy
was a requirement and was performed by the accredited
laboratory for nondestructive testing. During all these
investigations, no faults were noticed, either external or
internal, in the welded joints.

4. CONCLUSION

1. (Joint) Small grain
Vidmansteten
2. (HAZ) Interphase +
Tempered martensite
3. (BM) Lamellar
pearlite-ferrite
Figure 4 Two-layer welding
250
Three-passes welding without preheating

Hardness, HV1

240

JOINT (3,2,1) + HAZ (3,2)

HAZ1

B.M.

8

9

230
220
210
200
190
0

Direct I-I

1

According to the conducted investigations in
determing optimal welding technology on high quality
joints, the following conclusions can be drawn:
- the base metal is from the noble steels class and its
weldability is good,
- this steel is not prone to forming of cracks and brittle
zones during welding by melting,
- welding can successfully be performed by metal arc
gas welding procedure with the proposed technology,
- the three-passes welding is necessary due to
construction of the given type of groove (too large
angle of the groove opening),
- experimental investigations did not show any
undesirable structures and zones of increased hardness,
- neither prior nor follow-up thermal treatments are
necessary.

5. LITERATURE
2

3

4

5

6

7

10

Distance from the surface of the processed joint,mm

1.

2.

3.
1. (Joint) Small grain
Vidmansteten
2. (HAZ) Interphase +
Tempered martensite
3. (BM) Lamellar
pearlite-ferrite

4.

Figure 5 Three-passes welding
For the sake of additional checking whether the
adopted procedure and welding regime provide for the
convenient structure and mechanical properties
(optimum toughness, corresponding hardness and
microstructure), besides already described experimental
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THEORETICAL-EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINING OF COOLING TIME
(T8/5) IN HARD FACING
Vuki Lazi , Miroslav Zivkovi , Dragan Raki , Milorad Jovanovi , Dragan Adamovi

1

Abstract: This paper investigates the evaluation of accuracy of empirical expressions, i.e. the most favourable
methods for calculating the cooling time from 800 to 500°C. The degree of accuracy of time t8/5 is very
significant, because it indirectly determines the cooling rate, and consequently the structural changes in heat
affected zone (HAZ) for hard faced layers. We evaluated the accuracy of specified expressions on the basis of
graphic charts of temperature cycles of HAZ determined either experimentally, by calculations or by numerical
methods.
Key words: cooling time (t8/5), temperature cycle, temperature field, hard facing, operating power,
experimental formulas, finite elements method

1. INTRODUCTION
At welding and hard facing of low-alloyed and
constructional steels, especially tempered ones, it is not
sufficient to determine only the technological
parameters of hard facing necessary for proper
formation of hard faced layers; furthermore, the negative
influence of input heat on heat affected zone (HAZ)
must be taken into account. The influence of
temperature cycle on hardness increase is considered
firstly, but sometimes the influence on change of
mechanical properties, tendency to cracks, i.e. the
appearance of unfavourable structures, residual stresses
and strains is considered as well. That is all connected
with temperature field around the heat source and
temperature change rate from 800-500°C.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS OF HEAT
CONDUCTION
The procedure for solving the problem of heat
conduction through solid environment by finite elements
method will be presented here briefly. Differential
equation of energy balance is based on fundamental
principle of energy preservation. To be exact, the change
of internal energy of material in time unit in elementary
volume dV equals the quantity of heat energy
accumulated at the same volume in time unit
dQ dU ,
=
(1)
dt
dt
where dQ and dU represent changes of heat and
internal energy in volume dV in time interval dt.
Conduction of heat through solid bodies was
defined by Fourier’s Law:
(2)
q = k T,

where: q-specific heat flux, k-die of conduction or
conductivity and T -temperature gradient.
By replacement of appropriate expressions and
change of expression (2) in energy balance equation (1),
we obtain the following differential equation:
c

dT
+
dt

T

(k

T ) + qi = 0

(3)

where: C-material density, c-specific heat and qieffective power of the source.
General solution of differential equation of heat
conduction contains undefined functions and constants
[1, 2].
In practical problem solving, the solution
required for set of temperatures in all points of some
space in given observation moment, i.e. temperature
field T( x, y, z, t ) , must be such that it satisfies given
initial and limit conditions. There is a single solution for
given initial and limit conditions.
The initial conditions are given only for nonstationary problems. They imply that the distribution of
temperatures in initial moment, t = 0 , is known, i.e.
T( x, y, z,0 ) = f 0 ( x, y, z ) ,
(4)
where f 0 ( x, y, z ) is given function of material points
coordinates. Limit conditions in general case can be:
a) given temperature on part
T = Ts ( x, y, z, t ) ,
b) given flux on part

q n = q n ( x, y, z, t ) ,
c) given heat transfer (convection) on part
q h = h (To Ts ) ,

d) given radiation on part
q r = h r (Tr

Ts ) ,

where S1 , S2 , S3 and S4 are parts of surface, Ts is

1
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temperature on surface, q n , q h and q r are fluxes through
surface, T0 - is temperature of the surroundings, h is
transfer coefficient, h r is radiation coefficient, and Tr temperature of radiation source.

3.2 Calculation of cooling time (t8/5) on the basis of
empirical formulas

3. METHODS FOR DETERMINING
COOLING TIME (T8/5)
3.1 Rikalin's Method

When determining temperature fields at
welding (hard facing), differential equation (3) can be
transformed and adjusted to given conditions. That
refers to various thicknesses of plates (thin or thick) and
heat sources (moving or static) [3, 4, 5, 6].
3.1.1 Distribution of temperatures in the case of
moving heat source
In this case, instead of static heat source,
concentrated heat source moving at constant speed is
observed [3, 4, 5, 6].
3.1.1.a Semi-infinite (massive) body
For point moving source of heat which moves
along the surface of semi-infinite body at constant
velocity v, along axis x, expression [1, 2, 3, 4] for
distribution of temperatures was developed
T(r , x ) =

q
2

k

e

v x vr
2a 2a

,

(5)

where: k-thermal conductivity, a-temperature diffusivity
and r-radius of given point.
In the case of source moving at high velocity v,
expression (5) is transformed into the following form:
T( y , z ,t ) =

q
e
k v t

2

r2
4at

.

v s

4

k c t

e

Of Japanese authors [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
3.3 Experimental determining of temperature cycles
in hard facing
With the aim of experimental determining of
cooling rate (time t8/5) in hard facing of steel for forging
dies, we prepared special plates-models [5]. They were
thermally improved, and then holes were punched for
measuring temperatures by means of thermocouples
(from class of type K, NiCr - NiAl, diameter 0.24 and
0.4 mm) [5, 6].
Papers [5, 6, 8] give explicit survey of results
of experimentally determined cooling time t8/5, obtained
by varying input heat in conditions with and without
preheating.
3.4 Numerical method (FEM) of determining cooling
time (t8/5)
On the basis of Fourier’s Law on heat
conduction (3), the following can be written:
chI
V

For the case of moving linear heat source [3, 4, 5, 6]
distribution of temperatures is calculated according to
expression:
T( y ,t ) =

The literature [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] also includes appropriate
formulas for calculating the specified time.
The
following formulas are mainly used:
Based on limit sheet metal thickness (t8/5= f(sgr))
which separates thin sheet metals from thick plates

(6)

3.1.1.b Thin plate

q

languages (Fortran and Pascal). By applying expressions
(5, 6 and 7), temperature cycles were calculated and
cooling time was determined for proper heat inputs and
some points below hard faced layer [5, 6].

y2
bt
4at

,

(7)

where: s-plate thickness, t-time and b-losses [2, 3, 4].
By calculations and experiments, quasi-stationary state
was determined, meaning that temperature cycles and
temperature fields in subsequent points recur after
specific time intervals, i.e. in line with movement of
heat source.
By analysing previous expressions, it can be determined
and proved that the form of temperature field depends
on: kind of source, velocity at which it moves, thickness
of working piece, effective power of arc etc. [3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8].
For calculating the temperature fields and
temperature cycles, mathematical software (Matlab,
Statistica) was used, and for processing the results the
programmes were made in suitable programme

dT
dV + hI
dt
V

3
j =1

kj

xj

T
dV + hI qdV = 0 ,
xj
V

(8)

whereat hI are interpolation functions for finite element.
Temperature T in element point determined by natural
coordinates , , is given as:
(9)
T = HT ,
where H is vector of interpolation functions, and T is
vector of temperatures in nodes.
The following equation (10) represents the equation of
energy balance of finite element in the case of 3D nonstationary heat conduction.
(10)
CT + KT = Q ,
where matrices C and K and vector Q are determined
as,
C=

cH T H dV

(11)

V

K = Kk + Kh + Kr

(12)
.
Q = Q +Q +Q +Q
(13)
By adding interpolation matrix H , the proper matrices
and vectors can be written in the following form in
equation (10):
qn

q

h

K k = B T kBdV
V

r

(14)
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K h = hH sT H s dS

(15)

S

K r = h r H sT H s dV

(16)

S
q

T

Q = qH dV

(17)

V

Q

qn

sT

= q n H dS

(18)

S

Q h = hTo H sT dS

(19)

S

Q r = h r Tr H sT dS

(20)

S

3.4.1 Calculation of cooling time t8/5
For analyzing the cooling time t8/5, two space
(3D) models were formed (one for thin, s= 7.4 mm and
one for thick sheet metals, s= 29 mm), which are based
on the application of finite elements method (FEM).
Since the problem is plane-symmetrical, it is sufficient
to consider only one half of the model. .
For modelling of sheet metals, the mesh of
eight-node 3D finite elements was used. For thin sheet
metal, the mesh of 25476 nodes and 20160 elements was
developed, while for thick sheet metal the mesh of
41184 nodes and 35805 elements was formed. It should
be remarked that, in analytical calculations,
the
difference between thin and thick sheet metals is that for
thin sheet metals, two-directional heat conveyance is
presumed, i.e. T / s = 0 is adopted, , while for thick
sheet metals, change of temperature by thickness is
taken into consideration as well, i.e. T / s 0 . In both
cases, real preheating temperature is employed, as well
as dependence of thermal conductivity k on temperature
(tab. 1) and product of specific heat and material
density: c p = 4898556 J m3 oC [10].
Table 1- Thermal conductivity (k= f(T))
20

350

700

4700

o

36

38

35

35

k, W/m C

In two-dimensional figures (Fig. 3 and 4)
temperature fields from which temperatures can be read
are given around moving source. The knowledge about
those distributions is highly significant for determining
material properties in those zones which are exposed to
the influence of heat inserted at hard facing.

Figure 2 Temperature cycle of HAZ hard faced layer (s= 7.4
mm ,ql= 11058 J/cm, vz= 0.208 cm/s, x= 4 mm, Tp= 180°C)

a)

o

T, C

Figure 1 Temperature cycle of HAZ hard faced layer (s= 29
mm, ql= 16500 J/cm, vz= 0.258 cm/s, x= 4 mm, Tp= 204°C)

Heat is conveyed to sheet metal material according to
Gauss’ distribution and is given as expression (21).
2
(21)
q2 = q2 m e kr
where:
q2 m -flux at point r=0, k=3-constant,
-radius of heat effects [4].
For the realization of this problem, it was necessary to
make a particular programme which would provide the
given distribution of flux per elements with maintaining
the previously mentioned distribution. Therefore, the
heat quantity conveyed from electric arc must be
distributed per elements in radius , the direction of
which corresponds to projection of electrode tip on hard
faced part.
3.4.2 Results of calculation of cooling time
The obtained results are presented here by
diagrams and by tables. On the basis of diagram (T-t),
(Fig. 1 and 2), we can determine cooling time in
temperature interval significant for output properties at a
particular depth (x).

b)

Figure 3 Temperature field, a) from above, b) sideways,
(s= 29 mm, ql= 16500 J/cm,
vz= 0.258 cm/s, Tp= 204°C, at depth of 4 mm)
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(e.g.. martensite, martensite-bainite, bainite etc.) is
adopted from KHZ-diagram, and then on the basis of
formulas for t8/5 [3, 5, 6, 7] operating power of hard
facing is calculated as a single unidentified value.

a)

5. CONCLUSION
b)

Figure 4 Temperature field, a) from above, b) sideways,
(s= 7.4 mm, ql= 11058 J/cm,
vz= 0.208 cm/s, Tp= 180°C, at depth of 4 mm)
Table 2 Comparative values of cooling time - s=29 mm
ql,
J/cm

(t8/5)J

Cooling time t8/5, s
(t8/5)Sgr
(t8/5)EXP
(t8/5)R

16500

10.43

14.89

12

13.514.5

(t8/5)FEM
11.5

Table 3 Comparative values of cooling time - s=7.4 mm
Cooling time t8/5, s

ql,
J/cm

(t8/5)

11058

20.1

J

(t8/5)

Sgr

84.9

(t8/5)EXP

(t8/5)R

(t8/5)FEM

27

42-50

31

4. ANALYSIS OF OBTAINED RESULTS
In the course of calculating cooling time t8/5, the
dilemmas as which formula, i.e. method to select
imposes itself on us. In other words, so far it has not
been identified which formula, i.e. method, gives the
result closest to experimental cycle curve. Due to the
analysis of only a few representative results (table 2 and
3), major (intolerable) differences are observed between
cooling time calculated according to formula t8/5= f(sgr)
and experimental results. The best conformity with
experimental results is achieved by numerical method
and formula of Japanese authors [5, 6, 8]. This
conclusion refers to hard facing of the flat sheets, while
we still haven’t experimented with other forms of hard
faced surfaces. By means of here selected empirical
expression, i.e. proposed numerical method, time t8/5,
which is basis for selection of optimal parameters of
hard facing regimes, and which can be used for fast
estimation of output properties of hard faced layer, can
be determined with required accuracy. Regarding
numerical method, it represents a complex, but very
reliable model for determining temperature fields and
cycles, and can be used as a substitute for the expensive
experiment. .
Cooling time (t8/5) is mostly used for:
Determining of structure in the most critical zone of
HAZ hard faced layer, by inserting it into TTT-diagram
[3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. In the same way, main material can be
selected among many materials according to e.g.
required structure or maximal hardness, in dependence
on condition of part operation.
Calculation of regime of hard facing (ql, Tp) which
enables obtainment of hard faced layers of required
properties regarding structure, hardness and toughness.
In fact, time t8/5 which matches the required structure

When selecting the hard facing technology,
attention must be paid to output properties of hard faced
layer; for most steels, such properties, among others, are
function of critical cooling rate and cooling time in
temperature interval of minimal stability of austenite
800 do 500ºC-t8/5. That is the reason why the reliable
determining of cooling time represents the first
condition which makes possible the influence on
properties of hard faced layer. It was shown that
information on the critical cooling rate and suitable
transformation diagrams for selected steel provides fast,
but somewhat rough estimation of output properties of
hard faced layer.
It was proved that, in the process of calculating the
cooling time, finite elements method achieves the best
conformity with the experiment and among empirical
formulas the expression of Japanese authors, for the case
of hard facing of level and prismatic parts. By applying
the specified information, cooling time in critical
temperature interval can be determined with sufficient
accuracy,
without the complex and expensive
experimental procedure which can only be carried out in
research centres.
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FLEXIBLE TOOL FOR POSITIONING AND CLAMPING THE
ASSEMBLY THE CAR-BODY AND OTHER COMPLEX THREE
DIMENSIONAL FORMS
B. Nedi", M. Kaplarevi"1
Abstract: Development of assembly accessories and its application for clamping in joint technologies (electricity
resistant or forms of welding, brazing, pasting or with bolted connection) enabled multiple cutting down of time
and expenses per product unit, due to accessory price, and also significant lowering of time needed for fulfilling
conditions for manufacturing start. Due to applications of these tools, traditional tool construction and
manufacture, which is connected with long production time and great expenses, are eliminated. Montage tools
elements can be easily disconnected, after finishing production process. This way, the problem of storage or
expenditure is also, successfully solved.
Key works: flexible tools, positions, clamping, car-body, jiont technologies

INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing of complex three-dimensional forms,
whose most prominent representative is the car body,
requires application of expensive tools of special design.
When the matter in question is manufacturing in large
series application of such tools is worthwhile. However,
in manufacturing the small series, application of special,
complex tools, increases the production price up to the
extent that their application is almost excluded.
Basic requirements that a car body tool should fulfill, in
order to manufacture high quality assembly, are the
following:
precise positioning and clamping of the assembly
components,
free access of welding elements or other devices, and
easy assembling of elements and removing of the
welded assembly.
These enumerated requirements ought to be satisfied
regardless of the manufacturing series, which assumes
application of tools for whose construction and
manufacturing adequate money resources should be
invested.
Problems that appear in cases like these in small series
manufacturing of assembles are:

• high share of the tool costs in the product price,
• tool construction costs also have a significant place in
assembly manufacturing development and

• long period of time since the construction till the tool

manufacturing, namely till the start of production,
what can affect the competitiveness of the
manufacturer.

1

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FLEXIBLE
SYSTEM
In contemporary manufacturing practice, car body tools
are designed for manufacturing of a single assembly,
and the automatization degree depends on the magnitude
of the manufacturing series of the relevant assembly.
Since the topic here is a small series production and
manufacturing of prototypes, the tool must correspond
to such production, what assumes that positioning of
elements and their clamping are manual.
Car body assemblies have a complex form that is
defined by variables in the three-dimensional orthogonal
reference frame. The problem of manufacturing such
assemblies within the given tolerances is basically a
problem of positioning and clamping of the assembly
components, in such a manner that necessary welding
are possible to perform, or some other form of joining,
and a problem of obtaining the assembly within the
prescribed tolerances. The same applies for assemblies
of the complex three-dimensional forms in other
branches of the metal working industry.
Minimal configuration of the car body tool consists of
the work bench, referent and clamping group. The work
bench size, number and optimal arrangement of the
referent and clamping groups, are functions of size and
complexity of the assembly, and independent of the
manufacturing series of the produced assemblies.
The fundamental idea which led to development of the
flexible system is the need for realization, on a single
bench, of large number (practically unlimited) of
combinations of positioning, supports and clamping,
through realization of freedom of adjustments in all

Prof. dr Nedic Bogdan, Faculty of mechanical engineering, Kragujevac, nedic@kg.ac.yu,
Kaplarevic Miroslav, Zastava truck, Kragujevac, mkaplar@ptt.yu
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directions of the perpendicular coordinate system XYZ,
together with rotation of elements.
The aim of the flexible system development was to
solve the problem of economic manufacturing of the car
body assemblies, as well as other assemblies of complex
three-dimensional forms which are produced in small
series or in individual production, and in manufacturing
of prototypes in all the areas of production.
Design was realized through system of elements whose
construction solutions enable complete covering of the
area above the work bench, combining their mutual
mating and possibility of adjustments of relative
positions of elements and possibility of adjustment of
the completed assembly on the work bench by help of
the cut in "T" grooves.

Fig. 2.

Flexible tool for positioning and clamping the assembly
the car-body and complex three dimensional forms
consists of the working bench with "T" channels, basic
support assemblies, basic support plates, support and
plate holder, elements of the device for fast fixing. It has
a constructively solution so that the basic elements of
the system through their shape, size, position and
relation of the holes for screw connections provide total
covering of the space above the working bench surface,
till the range which depends of the selected sizes of the
basic welded assemblies and basic support plates.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.
Fundamental elements of the system, manufactured by
the criteria imposed by theoretical principles of covering
the space, enable realization of the complete covering of
the work bench space and also along the height, which is
adopted for height of the welded assemblies and basic
supporting plates. This actually means that it will be
possible to realize practically unlimited number of
combinations of the referent and clamping groups,
within range that we can set freely by the work bench
dimensions and basic elements of the flexible system.
In the figures are presented examples of practical
application of the flexible apparatus in manufacturing of
car body assemblies of a truck (fig. 1 to fig. 8.) and other
clamping (fig. 9 and 10).

Fig. 4.
Flexible tool enables complete fulfillment of
requirements that a car body tool should satisfy, through
application of standard system elements and eventual
construction of specific elements (supports, clampers,
etc.) that would later be used for forming the tool
configuration for the relevant assembly.
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Fig. 5.
Fig. 9.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 10.
Tool construction for forming the relevant assemblies on
the flexible tool represent the optimal combination of
standard elements to obtain desired clamping and
referent groups. As it was already mentioned the specific
elements are drawn whose functions can not be obtained
by application of the standard system elements.
Fig. 7.

Forming of the defined tool construction for the
particular assembly is done according to verified sample
of the relevant assembly, by measuring in the work
bench coordinate system or combined. After completed
manufacturing the groups are taken off and the
configuration of tools for manufacturing the new
assembly can start.
Besides manufacturing the car assemblies in regular
production, the flexible tool can successfully be used in
prototype production of the mentioned assemblies, then
in mounting and welding of different other assemblies of
complex three dimensional forms.
The most important advantages of the flexible tool are
the following:

Fig. 8.

multiple decrease of products per product unit
from the aspect of tool price,
multiple shortening of time needed for creation
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of production conditions,
multiple shortening of time needed for tool
construction, and
complete elimination of time delay for tool
manufacturing.
In manufacturing of prototypes and samples enabled is:
measuring in coordinate system of the work
bench and
easier positioning and fixing of the assembly
components.

The realized system, based on a set of corresponding
elements for positioning and clamping, and the basic
plate for their placing and connecting, enabled obtaining
of the universal tool what caused multiple decrease of
costs per product unit form the aspect of the tool price,
multiple shortening of time needed for construction and
manufacturing of tools, multiple shortening of time for
initiation of production. By application of the flexible
system is also realized many-sided help in technological
analysis of manufacturing the assemblies of the complex
three-dimensional forms for serial production.

CONCLUSION
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AUSTEMPERING OF ALLOY SPHEROIDAL GRAPHITE CAST IRONS
J. Kaleicheva, N. Kemilev, V. Mishev1

Abstract:
The paper presents the results of the study on some peculiarities of structure formation in the bainite range of
alloy spheroidal graphite cast irons. The austempering is done at a temperature of 420
from 5 to 300 min.
An optical metallographic analysis, an electron-microscope analysis, a x-ray phase analysis and testing of
Vickers hardness have been done. The influence of the chemical composition and the austempering regime on
the phase composition, microstructure and hardness of alloy spheroidal graphite cast irons has been examined.
Key words: alloy spheroidal graphite cast irons, austempering, bainite transformation, upper bainie, &-phase,
retained austenite, martensite, carbides.

INTRODUCTION

>? + 0,50 % Cu (Table 1).

The spheroidal graphite cast irons are an
efficient material of construction combining good
technological features with high physical-andmechanical properties. Their mechanical properties can
be improved by alloying with different elements in
certain concentrations and proportions and by different
heat treatments. A considerable improving of the
strength and plastic properties can be achieved by
austempering, with which the bainitic spheroidal
graphite cast irons with a tensile strength of Rm > 1000
MPa and relative extension of 0 > 10 % are obtained.
The spheroidal graphite cast irons with a bainitic metal
basis have high wear-resistance with friction by sliding
and rolling and with abrasive wear-out. Depending on
the austempering regime, cast irons with a structure of
lower bainite or upper bainite are obtained. The lower
bainite structure (220-280oC) is characterized with high
strength and wear-resistance and the structure of upper
bainite (350-450oC) increases plasticity and toughness.
These materials are used successfully for manufacturing
of gears, cast crankshafts and other parts of transport
equipment [1, 2].
The aim of the examination carried out is to
study the structure formation in the bainite range of nonalloy and alloy with >? and Cu spheroidal graphite cast
irons.

Group of
irons
1
2
3

METHODOLOGY OF INVESTIGATION
The paper presents the results of the study on
the bainite transformation in three groups of spheroidal
graphite cast irons with different chemical composition:
non-alloy, alloy with 0,22 % >? and alloy with 0,22 %
1

Table 1
B
3,43
3,59
3,53

Si
2,60
2,58
2,69

Chemical composition, %
Mn
P
Ni
0,30
0,05
0,01
0,31
0,05
0,01
0,30
0,05
0,01

Mo
0,01
0,22
0,22

Cu
0,02
0,02
0,50

All samples examined after casting have been subjected
to normalizing at 900 ?B, 2 h. The austempering is done
after heating at 900 ?B, 1h, in a salty bath at a
temperature of 420 ?B from 5 to 300 min (Fig.1).

Fig. 1. Diagram of austempering regimes.
The microstructure has been examined by an optical
metallographic analysis and an electron-microscope
analysis. The quantity of the retained austenite has been
determined by a X-ray phase analysis. The test of
Vickers hardness has been done with a load of 500 g.
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Valentin Mishev, Eng., Technical University of Sofia, e-mail: vaky@abv.bg
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
ANALYSIS
In the most common case with the bainitic
transformation the structure formed consists of a
martensite H-phase supersaturated with carbon (bainitic
ferrite), retained austenite with a carbon concentration
different from the average one, carbides formed both
directly from the austenite and with the decay of the Hphase as a result of self-tempering. Under certain
conditions, some products of pearlitic and martensitic
transformation can also exist together with the products
of bailitic transformation. [3].

As a result of the austenite austempering in the cast
irons examined at a temperature of 420?B an upper
bainitic structure is obtained. At the beginning of
transformation the upper bainitic structure in the nonalloy spheroidal graphite cast irons consists of oriented
H-phase plates, retained austenite and martensite formed
from the untransformed austenite with cooling to the
room temperature. Packets of H-phase plates and
untransformed austenite following each other are formed
(Fig. 2 a, d). With the development of transformation the
H-phase plates grow laterally and lose their orientation
(Fig. 2 b, c). During the first 15 minutes the retained
austenite 0 increases and reaches 45 %, then decreases
sharply and after the isothermal transformation from 60
J? 300 min it changes inconsiderably, from 15 to 12,5 %
(Fig. 3).

a

b

c

d
Fig. 2. Microstructure of non-alloy spheroidal graphite
cast irons after austempering at 420 ?B, 15 min
(a), 1 h (b), 2 h (c) and 5 h (d).

Fig. 3. Change of the quantity of retained austenite 0
according to the time of isothermal
transformation at 420 ?B in non-alloy (1),
alloy with 0,22 % Mo (2) and alloy with 0,22
% Mo + 0,50 % Cu (3) spheroidal graphite cast
irons.
The cast irons examined contain silicon of 2,6 –
2,7 % (Table 1). It is known that the bainitic
transformation in the iron-carbon alloys with silicon
results in considerouble enriching of the nontransformed austenite with carbon even at an initial
carbon concentration of about 1 %. Silicon makes the
direct emission of carbides from the austenite difficult
due to the decrease of the thermodynamic activity of
iron. However, on a certain stage of the bainitic
transformation development at temperatures of 400-450
?
B the carbide phase in the iron-and-carbon alloys
containing silicon is either directly separated from the
austenite enriched with carbon or this austenite decades
to a ferrite-and-carbide mixture [3]. In the non-alloy cast
iron examined, with the transformation development
after 15 min a ferrite-and-carbide mixture is probably
formed (Fig. 2 b, c), which is the reason for the sharp
decrease of the quantity of retained austenite 0 (Fig. 3).
The hardness is changed from 305 to 335 HV0,5, which
is the biggest one after the isothermal transformation at
420 ?B, 30 min (Fig. 4).
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the retained austenite A decreases to 30%, it is possible
to form ferrite-carbide mixture of the austenite enriched
with carbon. Hardness changes from 320 to 350 HV0,5
and is higher than those in the non-alloy cast iron
(Fig.4).

Fig. 4. Change of hardness HV0,5 according to the time
of isothermal transformation at 420 ?B in nonalloy (1), alloy with 0,22 % Mo (2) and alloy
with 0,22 % Mo + 0,50 % Cu (3) spheroidal
graphite cast irons.
a

a
b
Fig. 6. Microstructure of alloy spheroidal graphite cast
irons with 0,22 % Mo + 0,50 % Cu after
austempering at 420 ?B, 1 h (a) M 5 h (b).

b
Fig.5. Microstructure of alloy spheroidal graphite cast
irons with 0,22 % Mo after austempering at 420
?
B, 1 h (a) M 5 h (b).
The alloying with 0,22 % Mo influences on the
kinematics of the bailitic transformation at 420 ?B. The
bailitic structure is more disperse and the H-phase plates,
unlike those in non-alloy cast iron, keep their orientation
even after 60 min of isothermal transformation (Fig. 5a).
The quantity of the retained austenite 0 increases to
43 % during the first 15 min, then it stabilizes and
remains unchanged up to 120 min at 420 ?B (Fig. 3).
After 300 minutes of isothermal retaining, with which

The influence of >? (beginning with 0,2 %)
appears in improving the cast iron strength properties.
Molybdenum makes the metal basis stronger dissolving
in the hard solution and forming disperse carbides
stabilizing the grain boundaries. [1]. The complex
alloying with >? and Cu allows obtaining of cast irons
with a bainitic structure possessing high strength and
plasticity at the same time. The alloying with Cu
improves the strength properties, neutralizes the carbideforming activity of >? and increases the cast iron
corrosion resistance [1,2].
After austempering at 420 ?B the hardness of
the cast irons alloyed with 0,22 % Mo + 0,50 % Cu
changes from 330 to 370 HV0,5 and is greater than that
of the non-alloy or alloy cast iron with 0,22 % Mo
(Fig. 4). The simultaneous alloying with 0,22 % Mo and
0,50 % Cu changes the morphology of the upper bainitic
structure (Fig. 6). With the development of the
transformation, the H-phase preserves the characteristic
martensite orientation of the plate without expressed
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lateral increasing (Fig. 6 b). The quantity of the retained
austenite 0 increases during the first 15 minutes
(51,5 %), after which it remains a constant up to 60 min
and then, after 300 minutes, it decreases to 42 % at
420 ?B (Fig. 3). The quantity of the retained austenite 0
in the cast irons alloyed simultaneously with Mo and Cu
is bigger in comparison with that in the non-alloy cast
irons and cast irons alloyed with >? for all times of
isothermal retaining. That is explained with the fact that
the additional alloying with 0,5 % Cu decreases point >s
with cooling the untransformed austenite from 420 ?B to
the room temperature influencing the kinetics and
degree of austenite transformation in the bainite range.

CONCLUSION
The microstructure of the austempering
spheroidal graphite cast irons with different chemical
compositions has been studied at 420 ? B from 5 to 300
minutes. The alloying with 0,22 % Mo and the complex
alloying with 0,22 % Mo and 0,5 % Cu influence on the
kinematics of the bailitic transformation, the disperse
character of structure ingredient, on the degree of
the austenite decay and on the morphology of the
bainitic structure. The alloying with 0,22 % Mo and with
0,22 % Mo + 0,50 % Cu increases the hardness and the
quantity of the retained austenite in the structure of the
examined austempering cast irons.
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APPLIANCE OF TRIZ METHOD IN CHOICE OF TECHNOLOGY FOR
SOLVING PROBLEM OF WOODEN WASTE
Dragan Mil i , Miroslav Mijajlovi , Boban An elkovi

1

Abstract:
One of the great problems of wood industry is problem of manufacturing and exploitation of wooden waste. In
order of more economic dealing,, the ways of more efficient exploitation of all resources are searched to achieve
greater material benefits From ecological point of view, that is the problem of all public community .Problems
are: how to more efficiently resolve of wooden waste from wood exploiting companies, how to make a good hand
of it in regard to receive useful product from it which can be soled at the market. Possible solution is making
wood pellets. This paper, shows appliance of TRIZ method in decision of technology for solving problem of
wooden waste and selection of wood pelleting system
Key words: wooden waste, wood pellets, TRIZ method

1. INTRODUCTION
In, not so distant past, problem of wood waste was
solved in of these ways:
leaving wooden waste on, mostly, illegal dumps, to
putrefy or burn,
translating wooden waste in so called wooden
briquettes in order of easy manipulating and
exploitation of wooden waste,
burning wooden waste in specialized systems with
very small efficiency factor, with great exploitation
costs.
Latest researches say that great number of people in
Western and Northern Europe and USA, in accordance
with their tradition, proceed to heating on wood, using
wood waste, transformed into, so called, wood pellets.
In next passages, more words will be about how, by
seeing and analyzing problem, using TRIZ method, the
most efficient technology for solving wood waste was
found
Definition of TRIZ, explained at the easiest way, says,
that this is a theoretical discipline which gives to
researcher (mostly: engineer, scientist, any human
being), assembled knowledge and skills in some
theoretical area, with manual, in tribute of systematical
searching of solutions for some problems. “Father” of
TRIZ method, Genrich Soulovich Altschuller (1926.1998.), unconventional and genial scientist and minder
from Russia (former SSSR).
Analyzing more problems occurred in technical branch,
Altschuller concluded:
aim of development is ideal;
problem, which is run at, is spanned only if the
existing contradiction is solved.;
1

only innovations make;
one innovation process can be partitioned step by
step.

2. SYSTEMATICAL SEARCHING FOR
SOLUTION FOR WOOD WASTE
PROBLEM USING TRIZ METHOD
Due to systematical finding most quality solution, it is
necessary to define dominant constructive indexes of
system for solving wood waste problem and grade them.
Index grading system: good-1.0, satisfinig-0.5,
unsatisfing-0.0. Grading (determining partial indexes)
puts thru team of experts from every of named areas,
whose partial indexes we are searching for.
Totally index is estimated as an arithmetical middle of
partial indexes.
Due to data, shown in Table1, chronology of
development of idea can be seen, also. Totally index
grows analogically with improvement of solutions. Due
to Table 1, optimal solution for wood waste problem is
pelleting (highest value of index).
Table 1.
Problem
solving
method
Economical
indexes
Technical
indexes
Ecological
indexes
Totally
index:

Leaving
on
dumps

Burning
in
furnaces

Briquetteing

Pelleting

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.33

0.67

0.83
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Based to former analyses of technologies can be
concluded that pelleting technology is advanced in
relation to other technologies.

Table 5. Technological requests/wishes.
No
1.

Advantages of peletting technology in relation to other
technologies are:

2.

1. Shape and dimensions of final product are suitable for
automation process of firing, so it is possible to create
central heating system with automation regulation.
2. Easier transport and possibility of storing because of
dimensions of final product (wood pellets). It is
possible to ecologically pack products (3 kg bags).
3. Greater machine capacity (ten times greater then
briquetteing machine).
4. Briquetteing machine’s work is cyclic with empty
returning action, while pelleting machine’s work is
continual. Less energy decrement and use of working
time is for the same quantity of machined wood
waste.
5. New technology.
6. Products reproduced by this technology are standard
(DIN 51731), so there is possibility to export them.

4.

Eventual disadvantage of pelleting technology could be
slightly greater cost of technology then briquetteing
technology.
Dominant constructive indexes are defined thru lists of
requests (R) and wishes (W). (Tables 2 to 6)
After defining of lists of requests and wishes, it is
necessary to do modeling of partial functions of system
for pelleting, using Altschuller’s matrixes. Easiest way
for modeling of functions is by scheme shown on
Figure1.

Systems functionality
Simple and easy
construction
Easy installing and
uninstalling
Modula principle of
building
Appliance of standard
parts

3.

Systems functionality
Wood waste pelleting

Class (R/W)
R

Systems
functionality
Settled and
silent work
Reliability in
work
Easy handling
with system
Harmless for
environment
Modern design
of system

No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Class
(R/W)

No

Systems functionality

1.

Pelleting system’s capacity 1÷1,5
t per h
Pellet’s diameter 6 mm
Pellet’s length 15÷30 mm
Homogeny structure of pellets
Pellet’s density 600 kg/m3

2.
3.
4.
5.

Origin

R

buyer

R
R
R
R

buyer
buyer
buyer
buyer

Table 4. Economical requests/wishes.
No
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Systems functionality
Minimal price for
system
Minimal number of
working needed for
proper functioning of
system for pelleting
Maximal
system’s
capacity
Working life of system
K15000 h
Easy maintenance of
system

Class (R/W)
R

Origin
developer

R

buyer

R

buyer

R

buyer

R

buyer

R

developer

R

developer

R

developer

R

buyer

Class (R/W)

Origin

R

buyer

R

buyer

R

buyer

R

buyer

R

buyer

TRIZ method uses two types of functions: useful and
harmful.
Models of functions are building by mutual connecting
of various useful (UF) and harmful (HF) functions
Structure of functions for
formulating of problem

Developmnet of functional model

Formulation
of problem

Origin
buyer

Table 3. Functional requests/wishes.

Origin

Table 6. Aesthetically, ecological and ergonomic
requests/wishes.

Table 2. Basic systems function
No
1.

Class (R/W)

Searching for
solution
throuout

40 principles
for overriding
principa
technical
contradictions

Tehnical
creativity

Figure 1.
Building of model is achieving by systematic
questionnaire of considered technical system. Technique
is like it appears:
1. Ask yourself “What is familiar useful function of
system?” and write it down;
2. Ask yourself “What is familiar harmful function of
system?” and write it;
3. Ask 4 questions about familiar useful function and
supplement model of functions with additional functions
and relationships;
4. Ask 4 questions about familiar harmful function and
supplement model of functions with additional functions
and their relationships;
5. Ask for new functions according to 3 and 4 and
supplement model of functions by additional functions
and their relationships;
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connections stability (Table8.) and Increasing of mass
upwards decreasing volume (Table9).
From pointed contradictories attendant that jointly
principle of solving problem is 35- Universality,
capability of accommodation, i.e. this is about transition
between modes during manufacturing of pellets.
Wooden waste must change state of aggregation during
pelleting in order to satisfy principles of contradiction
from whom the analysis started.
One wooden waste pelleting system must have 4 basic
subsystems and 2 additional, not less important,
subsystems:
1. System for triturating of wooden waste;
2. System for drying of wooden waste;
3. System for pressing wooden waste;
4. System for cooling wooden waste and
5. System for transportation
6. System for regulation and supervision.
Table 8.

1.

...

8.

...

39.

Productivity

What are terms for
improvement of
system?

1.

Unmovable object’s
volume

Parameter which is
degenerating

Moveable object’s
mass

6. Stop building model of functions when all important
useful and harmful functions of system are shown.
Building of model of functions for pelleting system
looks like this:
l. What is familiar useful function of system for
pelleting wooden waste? Pelleting of wooden waste
1.1. Is for filling out pelleting function necessary other
useful function?
1.1.1. Importing of raw wooden waste
1.1.2. Triturating of wooden waste...
1.1.7. Disposal and synchronization of full system’s
work
1.2. Are these harmful functions cosign any other
harmful function?
1.2.1. Pollution of environment because of exhausting
gases
1.2.2. Pollution of working area. Dust creating.
1.2.3. Pollution of working area. Exhaust waterish air
out of building.
1.2.4. Heating of wooden waste during pelleting process
and existing of possibility of firing after process of
pressing.
1.2.5. Complexness of system...
2. What is familiar harmful function of pelleting system?
There is no harmful function.
After finished building of function model, it is necessary
to decompose function.
To create pellets, it is necessary to pass all of these
phases: 1) triturating of wooden waste, 2) drying, 3)
pressing and 4) cooling.

Moveable
object’s mass

35,3,24,37

...
20.

2.

21.
22.
23.

Energy loss
Material loss

24.
25.
26.

Information loss
Time loss
Quantity of material

27.

Reliability

9.

Mass/weight
of
unmovable objects
Movable object’s length
Unmovable
object’s
length
Moveable object’s area
Unmovable object’s area
Moveable
object’s
volume
Unmovable
object’s
volume
Velocity

Unmovable
object’s
consummation
of
energy
Power, capacity

28.

…
17.
18.

…
Temperature
Dimensions ratio

38.

Precision
of
measurements
…
Structure complexity
Controlling
and
measurement
complexity
Automation level

39.

Productivity

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

19.
-

Moveable
object’s
consummation of energy
-

…
36.
37.

At that, contradiction, basic problem in TRIZ building
model method, Alschuller defined as basic ratio
mutually exclusive statuses, which are directed to only
one function, component or all integrity of system
Altschuller defined 39 standard technical attributes of
contradictions, shown in Table7. Detailed analysis, trails
to great number of contradictions, but, in this paper,
only two of them will be considered: Increasing object’s

13.
...
39.

Object’s
connections
stability
Productivity

34,28,35,4

35,26,24,37

1,35,10,28

Table 9.
Parameter which is
degenerating
What are terms for
improvement of
system?

1.
2
...
39.

1.

Moveable
object’s mass
Unmovable
object’s mass
Productivity

...

8.

...

39.

Productivity

Mass/weight of movable
objects

Unmovable object’s
volume

1.

Moveable object’s
mass

Table 7.

35,3,24,37
5,35,14,2
35,26,24,37

1,35,10,28

For every system-subsystem of system for pelleting, it is
necessary to make variants, i.e. potentially adequate
elements for proper, economically payable, ecologically
correct working of pelleting system.
Solution 1: At Figure2, it is shown pelleting press
(System for wood waste pelleting), with cylindrical
strainer which is rotating around horizontal axis. From
the inner side of strainer are 3 rollers which are pushing
material thru strainer
Solution 2: At Figure3 is solution of pelleting system
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which is very often in the world. Strainer is in shape of
plate and it is unmovable while the rollers, which are
making pellets, are above strainer and create relative
rolling on strainer in order to push out material.
Solution 3: Exactly the same as Solution 2, with
difference in position of rotating axis and existence of
cone strainer. This is rare construction because of its
small efficiency. Its advantage is that raw material is
coming by gravity force to machine.

Figure 2.

These solutions are received bay use of morphological
matrix- one-dimensional aligned scheme which indicates
explicitly partitioned partial functions of whole system.
(Table9.)
From morphological matrix many possible variant
solutions can be made, as example:
Var.1: A1-4, A2-1, A3-2, A4-2, A5-1, A6-1, A7-2, A82;
Var.2: A1-2, A2-2, A3-2, A4-2, A5-1, A6-1, A7-2, A8-2
etc.
Great number of variant solutions does not have any
physical sense, but, there is definite number of variant
solutions which should be considered. After choosing
variant solutions, approaches to graduation of them, in
order to choose the best of them. During grading, in
consideration are taken technical and economic criteria.
Criteria choosing are created by order of user and
manufacturer itself. Complete (economical and
technical) partial grade is arithmetical middle of partial
grades for every criterion, considered for tri reviewers,
at least, experts in their areas. Best variant solution is
solution with greatest grade.
Table 10.

Figure 3.
Table 9.
Functions
A1.
Pressing

Executors
1.

2.

with
moveable
cylindrical
strainer

with
unmovable
cylindrical
strainer

3.

4.

with linear
with
press
unmovable
returnable
cone strainer
effective

A2.
Getting
using
using gravity using shovels using shovels
material in
shovels on
force
on covers
on strainer
zone of
rollers
pressing
A3.
Cutting of
material

cutting
knives made cutting by hand laser cutting
of steel

A4.
Getting
using gravity transportation
material out
force
conveyer
of pressing
zone
A5.
drive

manual

electro-motor gasoline motor Diesel motor

-

-

vapor
power

A6.
Transmission
Power
belt gear
transmission

Spur gear
drive

A7.
Regulation
and
supervision

manual

manual
adjustment
automatic

automatically

-

A8.
Constr. of
system

cast

welded

-

-

Worm gear
Helical
drive
gear drive

Economical

Technical

Criteria
Correctness and
security of pressing.
...
Reliability
Average grade
Number of standard
parts
Energy consuming
...
Product cost
Average grade

1

Variant solution
2
3

Grade
range

3

3

3

1÷4

...
2
3.27

...
1
3.33

...
4
3.87

1÷4
1÷4
1÷4

3

3

3

1÷4

4
...
3
3.83

2
...
3
2.89

3
...
2
3.66

1÷4
1÷4
1÷4
1÷4

3. CONCLUSIONS
Based on previous facts, can be concluded:
1. One of the great problems of wood processing
industry is problem of processing and use of wooden
waste;
2. This paper gives info about TRIZ method in choose of
technology for solving problem of wood waste ;
3. Analysis shows that most economic method is wood
waste pelleting;
4. Choose of pelleting machine was done using
morphological matrix.
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CHOICE ANALYSIS OF REGRESSION DEPENDED OF YIELD POINT
AND ELONGATION OF WELDED CONNECTIONS OF STEEL
NIONICRAL-70 AND TEMPERATURE OF THERMAL TREATMENT
Predrag. Daši&, Sava %uri&, Michal Štefánek1

Abstract:
In paper is analyzed the dependence regression between yield point Rp and elongation A5 of welded
connections of steel NIONICRAL-70 and temperature T of thermal treatment in the form of linear, quadratic,
cubic, power, exponential, complex power-exponential and logarithmic regression. On the basic comparative
analysis the quadratic regression equation is choused, which correlation coefficient for regression Rp=f(T) is
R=0,9146 and regression A5=f(T) is R=0,9573.
Keywords: regression analysis, welding, thermal treatment, mechanical properties

1. INTRODUCTION
Professional public has divided opinions on the need for
heat treatment of welded joints after welding. As the
speeds of welding and cooling and the time of staying at
glowing temperature are very strictly defined, many
authors consider glowing temperature to be the factor
with the greatest influence on mechanical properties of a
welded joint. In the purpose of decision making during
the defining of technological procedure of welded
constitutions from NIONICRAL-70 in Institute IMK
14. October there was an analysis of normalizing
influence on mechanical properties of welded
constitution. For making the necessary samples as the
basic material tin from NIONICRAL-70 was used, and
welding was performed with MIG procedure with filled
wire electrode FLUXOFIL-42.

2. TERMS OF TESTING
Mechanical and metallographic examination of samples
of welded joint were carried out in the Technical
Laboratory of Institute IMK 14. October in Kruševac
city, under the following conditions [4-6]:
operation: are welding by MIG procedure with filled
wire electrode in protection of gas mixture 80 % Ar +
20 % CO2;
basic material: fine grained micro-alloyed steel of
increased strength NIONICRAL-70, produced by
Zelezarna Jesenice city, which corresponds to the
quality of N-A-XTRA M70 or WELDOX 700;
additional
material:
filled
wire
electrode
FLUXOFIL-42 1,2 mm produced by Zelezarna
Jesenice city;
1

protective gas: gas mixture 80 % Ar + 20 % CO2;
row part for welding: two plates with dimensions
16×150×2000 mm, were proposed for welding and
preparation was realized by machine work;
welding was performed with ceramic washer for the
purpose of ensuring continual penetration of weld
root;
preheating of parts: flame preheating of parts at
Tp=190 °C was performed before welding;
welding
machine:
semi-automat
LDA-400
manufactured by Company ULJANIK - Pula city;
welding parameters: number of welding passes i=3,
welding current I=180-220 A, voltage of electric are
U=25-29 V, speed of passing of wire vž=7-10 m/min,
welding speed v=9 m/h and flow of protective gas
mixture q=15-20 l/min;
technological procedure of welding with all
necessary parameters was made with the application
of software system WIS [7];
heat treatment of welded joints: glowing at different
temperatures was realized after welding and
mechanical and metallographic examinations of
samples were carried out according to national
standard JUS C.A4.004.
During examinations the following properties were
observed: yield point Rp in [N/mm2] and elongation A5
in [%], the measured values of which, depending on
glowing temperature T, are shown in table 1 [4-6],
metallographic examinations of macro and micro
structure were also performed.
For measured experimental data (table 1) regression
dependence was analyzed between:

MSc Predrag Dasic, High Technical School in Trstenik and Kruševac, Serbia and Montenegro, E-mail: dasicp@ptt.yu
Sava %uri&, Institute IMK 14. October , 37000 Kruševac, Serbia and Montenegro, E-mail: buba18@ptt.yu
Assist Prof. Dr Michal Stefanek, Faculty of Material Sciences and Technology, Trnava, Slovak Republic, E-mail: stefanek@mtf.stuba.sk
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Table 1: Table view of measured values of yield points RP and elongation A5 of welded constitution of
temperature normalizing T
Yield point Rp [N/mm2]
Elongation A5 [%]
Independence
No.
variable T [°C]
Rp
A5
Rp1
Rp2
Rp3
A51
A52
A53
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

20
350
450
550
650

671
678
684
662
545

677
679
680
666
569

674
687
702
668
532

Yield point Rp and temperature T:
R p = f(T)
and
Elongation A5 and temperature T:
A5 = f(T)

(1)
(2)

In form of: linear, quadratic, (polinomial 2nd degree),
cubic (polinomial 3rd degree), power, eksponential,
complex scaled-eksponential and logaritmic regresion.
Mathematical process of experimental data consists of
determination of numerical values and parameters of
linear, quadratic, cubic, power exponential, complex
power-exponential and logarithmic regression and
correlation analysis of observed equations of regression,
which is performed by software [2], which has been
described in monograph [3]. In papers [1,3,4] are given
some examples of use of this software.

3. DETERMINATION OF PARMETERS
OF REGRESION DEPENDANCE
RP=F(T)

(3)

which correlation coefficient is R=0,5648, and mean
relative error of the experiments is R rel =6,341 [%].
Equation for quadratic (polinomial 2nd degree)
regression has a form:
(4)

which correlation coefficient is R=0,9146, and mean
relative error of the experiments is R rel =2,857 [%].
Equation for cubic (polinomial 3rd degree) regression
has a form:
R p = 692,0189 0,9839 T + 0,00449 T 2
- 0,00000509 T

3

24
24
24
24
26

23
23
24
24
27

22,333
22,667
23,000
23,667
26,667

(6)
which correlation coefficient is R=0,3367, and mean
relative error of the experiments is R rel =6,827 [%].

Equation for exponential regression has a form:
R p = 710,3672 e -0,000222 T

(7)

which correlation coefficient is R=0,5662, and mean
relative error of the experiments is R rel =6,542 [%].
Equation for complex power-exponential regression has
a form:
R p = 461,166 T 0,1326 e -0,000974 T

(8)

which correlation coefficient is R=0,8515, and mean
relative error of the experiments is R rel =3,880 [%].
Equation for logarithmic regression has a form:
(9)
Rm = 726,0831 - 13,4205 lnT
which correlation coefficient is R=0,3336, and mean
relative error of the experiments is R rel =6,659 [%].

Comparative analysis of previus regresion equations of
dependance of yield point and temperature: Rp=f(T) is
given in table 2.

Equation for linear regression has a form:

R p = 661,3818 + 0,4478 T - 0,000908 T 2

20
21
21
23
27

Rp = 734,1892 T -0,0221

In form of: linear, quadratic, (polinomial 2nd degree),
cubic (polinomial 3rd degree), power, eksponential,
complex scaled-eksponential and logaritmic regresion.

R p = 706,4597 - 0,1358 T

674,000
681,333
688,667
665,333
548,667

(5)

which correlation coefficient is R=0,9981, and mean
relative error of the experiments is R rel =0,435 [%].
Equation for power regression has a form:

From table 2 we come to conclusion:
That only cubic (3rd regression equation in table 2),
quadratic (2nd regression equation in table 2) and
complex
power-exponential
regression
(6th
regression equation in table 2) very good represents
experimental data, because the coeficient of
corelation R is higher than 0,85 and for the first two
regresion equations is significant.
That cubic regresion equation can adequate describe
function of yield ponts Rp and temperature of
normalizing T and far best represents experimental
data, but phisicaly does not describes real model of
research. (figure 1) and
That quadratic regresion very good describes
experimental data and at the same time describes real
model of research. (figure 1).
On the bases of analysis of quadratic regresion equation
(4) can be chosen, whose coeficient corelation R=0,9146
and mean relative error of the experiments is rel =2,857
% and at the same time explains 83,66 % from total
variation of dependant variable Rp.
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Table 2: Table view of varius regresion equations of dependance Rp=f(T)

Rp [N/mm2]

750

700

650

600

Experimental points

550

Quadratic regression (w ich bestly
describes real model of research)
Cubic regressiin (w ich bestly approximates
experimental data)

500
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

T [o C]

700

Figure 1: Graphic view of experimental and calculation values of quadratic and cubic dependence Rp=f(T)

4. DETERMINATION OF PARMETERS
OF REGRESION DEPENDANCE
A5=F(T)
Equation for linear regression has a form:
(10)
A5 = 21,4719 + 0,005435 T
which correlation coefficient is R=0,7525, and mean
relative error of the experiments is R rel =4,013 [%].
Equation for quadratic (polinomial 2nd degree)
regression has a form:
A5 = 22,585 0,00899 T + 0,00224 T 2

(11)
which correlation coefficient is R=0,9573, and mean
relative error of the experiments is R rel =1,546 [%].
Equation for cubic (polinomial 3rd degree) regression
has a form:
A5 = 21,9508 + 0,02065 T
+ 0,000000105 T 3

0,00008925 T 2 +

(12)

which correlation coefficient is R=0,9961, and mean
relative error of the experiments is R rel =0,522 [%].
Equation for power regression has a form:
A5 = 20,28273 T 0,02743

(13)
which correlation coefficient is R=0,5573, and mean
relative error of the experiments is R rel =4,360 [%].
Equation for exponential regression has a form:
A5 = 21,5681 e 0,000225 T

(14)
which correlation coefficient is R=0,7640, and mean

relative error of the experiments is R rel =3,840 [%].
Equation for complex power-exponential regression has
a form:
A5 = 28,27094 T -0,083045 e0,000696 T

(15)
which correlation coefficient is R=0,9310, and mean
relative error of the experiments is R rel =1,976 [%].
Equation for logarithmic regression has a form:
(16)
A5 = 20,0144 + 0,6581 lnT
which correlation coefficient is R=0,5445, and mean
relative error of the experiments is R rel =4,487 [%].
Comparative analysis of previus regresion equations of
dependance of elongation and temperature: A5=f(T) is
given in table 3.
From table 4 we come to conslusion:
That only cubic (3rd regression equation in table 3),
quadratic (2nd regression equation in table 3) and
complex power-exponential regression (6. regression
equation in table 3) very good represents
experimental data, because the coeficient of
corelation R is higher than 0,93 and for the all
regression equations is significant,
That cubic regresion equation can adequate describe
function of elongation A5 and temperature of
normalizing T and far best represents experimental
data, but phisicaly does not describes real model of
research. (figure 2) and
That quadratic regresion very good describes
experimental data and at the same time describes real
model of research. (figure 2).
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On the bases of analysis of quadratic regresion equation
(11) can be chosen, whose coeficient corelation
R=0,9573 and mean relative error of the experiments is

rel =1,546 % and at the same time explains 91,65 %
from total variation of dependant variable A5.

A5 [%]

Table 3: Table view of varius regression equations of dependance A5=f(T)

27
Experimental points

26

Quadratic regression (w ich bestly
describes real model of research)
Cubic regressiin (w ich bestly approximates
experimental data)

25

24

23

22

21
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

T [o C]

700

Figure 3: Graphic view of experimental and calculation values of quadratic and cubic dependence A5=f(T)

5. CONCLUSIONS
Methodology of comparative analysis and choice of
regression equation to coefficient correlation R and
mean relative error of the experiment R rel is of general
character and can it can be used for general analysis of
similar process and system dependence.
Experimental data, for the case of dependence
determination of yield point welded connection of steel
NIONICRAL-70 Rp and normalizing temperature T,
represents the best and physically describes quadratic
regression (R=0,9146 R2=0,8366 and R rel =2,857 [%]).
Experimental data, for the case of dependence
determination of elongation of connection of steel
NIONICRAL-70 A5 and normalizing temperature T,
represents the best and physically describes quadratic
regression (R=0,9573 R2=0,9165 and R rel =1,546 [%]).
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THE TESTING OF BORIDING FOR THE CASE-HARDENING STEEL
QUALITY DETERMINATION
Radmila Pljaki', Radica Proki'-Cvetkovi', An(elka Milosavljevi'1

Abstract:
The testings were performed on two groups of the case-hardening steel samples for the purpose of obtaining a
surface layer resistant to wear and corrosion. After appliance of the heat and thermochemical treatments, and
first of all cementation and boriding, the testing of micro-hardness and microstructure was performed in order
to confirm whether the material quality had been improved by the quoted treatments and the required values for
application in practice obtained.
Key words: case-hardening steels, boriding, quality, micro-hardness, microstructure

INTRODUCTION

BORIDE CHARACTERISTICS

A special place in contemporary technical
usage belongs to the technological methods of material
treatment relating to forming of surface structures and
modification of surface layers including modifications
on the level of individual atoms. The addition of boron
to the steel surface layer forms compounds of high
hardness – borides (Fe2B and FeB). These compounds
have a direct influence on the material surface layer
wear and corrosion resistance increase.
The advantage of boriding process in relation to
others, the application of which increases resistance, is
its economy from the aspect of technology as well as the
materials subjected to boriding. Practically, all ironbased materials, including those obtained by powder
metallurgy, can be borided.
Development of the boriding process is directed
to the shortening of duration and quality improvement of
the formed diffusion layer, first of all, by providing
monophase nature of the very borided layer (Fe2B
boride-based), and also the steel surface simultaneous
saturation by boron and other corresponding elements.
In the process, the important role of automation,
introduction of the observation system and regulation of
technological parameters of this aspect of chemical heat
treatment are counted on. Besides, it is also important to
work on the mathematical modelling, process, boriding
for the purpose of enabling design of the process
technology and optimization of borided layers forming
conditions with the optimal exploitation features or to
solve the problem of process management in its entirety.
There are numerous discrepancies concerning
the mechanism and kinetics of the process as well as
redistribution of carbon and alloying elements present in
the steel during the boriding process.

As the valence 2s22p electron configuration in the
boron atom is unstable, at forming either elemental
boron or its compounds it tends to transform into more
stable 2s22p2 form, boron in compounds with metals that
usually show donor qualities (e.g. iron) behaves as the
pronounced electron acceptor. When forming boride,
valence boron electrons enter 3d iron orbital. Increase of
boron content in borides leads to an increased filling of
3d iron orbital. As a consequence a total strength of
interatomic bonds increases going from borides with
lower boron content to borides with higher boron
content.
Boride Fe2B is an intermetallic compound with
8,84%B (mas). Its crystal lattice is tetragonal, type
CuAl2 with parameters c=0,4248 nm, a=0,5109 nm
/1,2,3/ Boride Fe2B structure is composed of iron atom
layers tetrahedrally disposed and mutually bonded and
boron atoms filling-up the spaces between these layers,
Fig.1

Fig.1 Crystallographic structure of boride Fe2B /4/
1
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Intermetal compound boride FeB with
16,25%B (mas.) orthor-ombic crystal lattice with
parameters a=0,4061, b=0,5506 nm, c=0,2952 nm /5/.
Elementary grid is the projection on a plane (001) shown
on a picture 2. ceprehend 4 Fe and B atom, in which
process boron atoms along the z-axis mutually form
zigzag chains with interatomic distance B-B of 0,177
nm.

most and Mn and Ni the least influence on this increase.

Fig.4 Influence of alloying element content on boron
diffusion activation energy /7/.
Fig. 2 Crystallographic structure of boride FeBProjection on a plane (001) /4/
A change of Gibbs free energy while forming Fe2B
compounds can be shown by the following relation:
CG0 Fe2B= - 101340 + 20,04T ± 1250 J/mol (1) /6/
A change of Gibbs free energy at forming FeB
compounds can be shown by the following relation:
CG0 FeB= -93010 + 24,04T ± 250 J/mol (2) /6/

PARAMETERS OF BORIDING PROCESS
Parameters of boriding process (medium for
boriding, temperature and duration of boriding) have a
quantitative influence on carbon and other alloying
element behaviour. Fig.3 shows the influence of carbon
content on boron diffusion activation energy, and Fig.4
shows the influence of other steel alloying elements.In
Fig.5 is given a layout of chromium disposition in
boriding layer.

Fig.5 Layout of chromium disposition in boriding layer
/8/.
From the basis of the layout given in Fig.5, the
pronounced ''saw-like'' structure Fe2B with the highest
Cr content and it is assumed that Cr atoms from FeB and
c- heat-affected zone representing the boron solid
solution in iron and located between basic ferrite-perlite
structure and the ''saw-like'' phase Fe2B, migrate to this
zone.

TESTING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig.3 Influence of carbon content on boron diffusion
activation energy /7/.
Fig.3 and 4 show that the content of carbon and
alloying elements in steel have an influence on the boron
diffusion activation energy increase. Mo and W have the

The testings were performed on two groups of
the case-hardening steel samples I.5421, JUS C.B9.020
and 20X2H4A GOST 4545-71, for the purpose of
quality determination and the cemented and borided case
depth checking, micro-hardness measurement and
metallographic testings. Fundamental difference in
contents of alloying elements contents concerned Ni. Ni
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Table 1: Required depth values and hardness after performed thermo-chemical treatment
Sample
mark
1

Type of material

Treatment

Required values

I.5421
Jus C.B9.020

Cementation
Boriding
Hardening
2
20X2H4A
Cementation
GOST 4543-71
Boriding
Hardening
content in the first steel was 1,7%, and in the second
3,65%.

Depth
1,6 – 20, nm
0,12 – 0,25 nm
nucleus
1,6 – 20, nm
0,12 – 0,25 nm
nucleus

Hardness
min 58HRC
HV0,5 N 1500
35 – 49 HRC
min 58HRC
HV0,5 N 1500
35 – 49 HRC

In Table 1 are given required values of depth and
hardness after heat and thermochemical treatments had
been performed in laboratories of ''Prva Petoletka'',
Trstenik.
Along with specification a care is taken of additional
requirements such as:
- Minimal borided case depth should be approximately
0,8 mm.
- Max. 10% deviation from the minimal depth (0,8 mm)
is allowed
- Max. allowed flaking of borided case is 7% of the
entire surface.
- Specification 173,52.1.TU
Fig.6 Diagram of measuring results of tested steel case
depth (DIN 6773)

Table 2: Measuring results of tested steel case depth
Distance (mm):
Hardness mm
(HV1):, Line1
Limited hardnes.
(HV1):
mm line1
Distance (mm):

Hardness mm
(HV1):, Line2
Limited hardnes.
(HV1):
mm line2

0.10 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.50 1.90 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.50

Nucleus

770 785 775 724 685 640 590 550 528 495 473 465

465

Eht550 = 1.9 mm
0.10 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.50 1.90 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.50 3.00 3.10 3.20
721 734

725 695 672 655 639 623 597 575

550 528 485

450 421

Nucleus
421

Eht550 = 2.4 mm

The measurement of case hardness for steel
I5421 JUS C.B9.020 as well as for steel 20X2H4A
GOST 4545-71 was performed according to Vickers
method HV1-DIN 6773. The results of hardness
measurement depending on the case depth are given in
Table 2 and in diagram (Fig.6). Diagram shows that for
the steel I.5421 there is the hardness fall of 0,4 mm
after depth measurement, while the steel 20X2H4A
mostly shows more even fall.
It is found out that the case depth of the first steel is 1,9
mm, and 2,4 mm of the second steel.
Fig.7 Microstructure of thermo-chemical treated steel
I.5421
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CONCLUSION
On the basis of data gained from literature and
analysis of obtained results the following can be
concluded:
- Measured values of cemented case depth and microhardness are in accordance with the demands.
- The presence of Fe2B phase that essentially influences
borided case quality was stated in borided case as well
as the presence of less desirable FeB phase followed by
microresidual stresses.
- Applied regime of thermo-chemical treatment made it
possible to get qualitative structures of tested steels.
Fig.8. Microstructure of thermo-chemical treated steel
20X2H4A
The borided case depth as well as microstructure
are defined mathalographically on an electron
microscope. Beforehand polished samples are etched in
3% solution of nital and picric acid. Fig.7 and 8 show
the look of thermochemical treated steel microstructure.
Shooting was performed along the cross section,
immediately at the sample edge.
Fig7 shows the present zone of cemented case as
well as the present porousness in the case (the white
surface on the right). A borided case with Fe2B and FeB
phase ''saw-like'' structure is shown along with this zone.
The measured depth of cemented case was 1,9 mm, and
the borided case depth was 0,12 to 0,2 mm.
Fig.8 also shows the present zone of cemented case
with higher participation of porosity (the white surface
on the right). The borided case is somewhat more
prominent in relation to the previous steel. It also has a
''saw-like'' structure with higher presence of Fe2B phase.
An increased content of Ni in steel No. 2 decreases
boron activation energy, fragmentizes structure and
influences quantitative rate increase of Fe2B phase
which has a direct influence on borided case quality. In
this case, cemented case depth is 2,4 mm, and borided
case depth is 0,12 to 0,21 mm.
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EXPLORATION OF POSSIBILITIES FOR REENGINEERING OF
TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESSES AND MACHINES
Lj. or evi 1, I. Filipovi 2, D. or evi

3

Synopsis:
Installed equipment for production processes is in service for relatively long period, so it is necessary to undertake its
reengineering and adjustment to modern production requirements. If it is possible to achieve and to which
technological level, can be answered after each individual case study. Hereunder we presented the results obtained on
hydraulic compress in one of our factories.
Keywords: reengineering, technological process, machines and equipment
environment could be closer to modern production
facilities.

1. INTRODUCTION
Installed equipment for production processes is in
service for a long period. In some production facilities
still operating, it's average age is from 20 to 30 years.
There is an understandable desire to explore the
possibilities of reengineering of existing production
equipment, constrained with existing operating
capability (funds shortage or unfavourable funding
resources). This way, at least our production

2. CONDITION OF INSTALLED
EQUIPMENT
Table 2.1 gives the oversight of installed equipment in
one of forges in our surroundings. There are only
machines for deforming and extreme cases of outdated
equipment. The rest of equipment is newer, but also over
20 years old.

Table 2.1 - installed machinery and their condition
FACTORY
Inv.#

Klass #

64-1441

253.0.642

64-1447

254.0.476

73-1436

252.0.644

72-2600

203.0.544

637

FABRIKA
52-D

634

51-A

1413

57-A

Nomenclature
Eccentric
compress
Hydraulis
compress
Friction
compress
Steam-air
hammer
Friction
compress
Eccentric
compress
Air hammer

IMK“14.Oktobar“-Kruševac
Year of
Type of
Producer
product
equipment
ion.
EP-150
ILR-Železnik
1955

working

Total # of
this
machines
21

IWK-630

ERFURT

1958

working

23

FP-150

ILR

1952

working

7

MPMHUTA
1967
working
5000
ZYGMUND
FABRIKA VAGONA KRALJEVO
100 tona
1926
working

7

100 tona

1938

working

6

500 kg

1930

working

6

3. REENGINEERING OF HYDRAULIC
MACHINE FOR EXTRACTING HVO2-250
The data given above has a goal to show that it is
1

Condition

necessary to undertake adequate reengineering, so certain
functions could be updated. Machine in this example was
installed during the sixties and is currently operating in
company ALFA-PLAM in Vranje. It is a hydraulic
machine for extracting HVO-2-250, manufactured by
Litostroj Ljubljana with following basic technical

Ph D Ljubodrag or evi , Mech. Eng., Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Kraljevo, , FIM - Krusevac djljuba@ptt.yu
Ivan Filipovi , Mech. Eng., ICM Electronics, Krusevac, ks@icm.co.yu
3
Dejan or evi , Mech. Eng., MAKO LTD, Krusevac, dejan@marni.co.yu .
2
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characteristics:
- max extracting force 250 t
- compress motion 800mm
- cushion motion
- working desk dimensions 1250 x 1250 mm
- cushion dimensions 1000 x 1000 mm
- Compress dimensions 3,1 x 1,8 x 6 m

that the machine is operational, displaying its basic
functions on LCD display.

3.2. Screens that are not password protected
After worming up period of compress, the green LE diode
on the terminal is turning on displaying the basic screen
where, by pressing DATA key, other non pasword
protected options can be seen. Display is always
beggining with basic working screen showing number of
processed pieces. Other data, displayed on figure 3.2, can
be accessed also:

Mentioned automation can be applied on the following
compress functions:

3.1. Warming up period
Warming up is running in first 10 seconds after
powering up the compress and informs the operator

No. of
pieces
done

Pump 1

Pump 2

Pump 3

ON
OFF

ON
OFF

ON
OFF

Lower
desk
pump
ON
OFF

Ventilator

Lubricator

Operating
mode

ON
OFF

ON
OFF

AUTOM
ATIC

Figure 3.2. Operational informations for machines with non pasword protected display
If there wasn’t any key pressed for 10 seconds, display
will automatically show the screen with No. of pieces
done, the same screen as shown on top of figure 3.2
which is memorized even after the machine is turnd
off.

3.3. Password protected screens
The purpose of screens that display data only after the
correct password is entered is to enable changing of
certain working parameters only to an authorized
personnel only. Possible combinations are given on
figure 3.3.
If there wasn’t any key pressed for 10 seconds, display
will automatically show the screen with No. of pieces
done, the same screen as shown on top of figure 3.3
which is memorized even after the machine is turnd
off. Time can be adjusted in range from 0-999.9 sec. by
pressing UP and DOWN keys, and input must be

confirmed bu pressing ENTER key. To display password
protected screen, press REG key.

3.4. Alarm screens
Alarm screens are intended to inform the operator of
eventual anomalies or alarm states of machine. Alarm
screen is displayed directly after the alarm state
occurrence and stays as long as alarm state exists. Alarm
state is additionaly signalized with turning off green LE
diode on terminal which marks regular machine state and
turning on red LE diode on machine terminal.
If there are multiple alarm states, only one with the
highest priority is shown (figure 3.4.)
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ENTR
PASSWOR
D
(change
password)
0000

WRONG
PASSWOR
D

Pause in
lubrication

Impuls of
lubrication

692.3 sec

053.0 sec

Material
stabilization
period

Release wait

Idle time

Release
time

002.0 sec
002.7 sec

003.5 sec

001.5 sec

Figure 3.3 – Display on password protected screen

ALARM
!!!
Pump 1
or

ALARM
!!!
Pump 2

ALARM
!!!
Pump 3
or

or

ALARM
!!!
Lower
desk
pump

ALARM
!!!
Ventilator
or

ALARM
!!!

ALARM
!!!

Lubricator

Thermostat

or

ventilator
or

ALARM
!!!
Machine
stall

Figure 3.4. Alarm screens
- Digital input module CQM1-ID212
- Digital output module CQM1-OD212
- Power source S82K-05024
Automatization of compress operation is achieved with

4. Built-in components

embedding of Programmable logical controler (PLCOMRON CQMIH), with modular construction built in
electrical locker of KP-250 compress, which consist of:
- power supply module CQM 1-PA 203
- CPU module CQM-CPU61

As additional detail of whole process, the electrical
diagram of Pump 1 and its installation is given on figure
4.1.:
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Figure 4.1. Electrical diagram for installation of Pump 1

5. RECAPITULATION

6. LITERATURE

Analysis of reengineering of installed equipment
should be done for each machine separatelly, in order
to justify the investment in reengineering. It can be
seen that some of machines operating are in very bad
shape, so there can’t be an interest in their reparation or
automatization.

[1] Revitalizacija automatskog upravljanja hidrauliMne
prese, KB3534A (KP-250), TehniMka dokumentacija
firme IC SISTEM, Kruševac.
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THE ASPECTS OF QUALITY AND ECOLOGY IN THE PROCESS OF
BORONIZING STEEL MATERIALS
Radmila Pljakic, Andjelka Milosavljevic, Jovan Manasijevic1

Abstract:
This work demonstrates results of the process of boronizing with solid agents. Here are observed the essential
parameters that influence over quality of boride layer. Analysis of the ecological aspects of process of
boronizing was performed and their affect on process applying. Analyzing the law regulative that is referred to
by its manufacturer, which obligates customers, it can be concluded that the costs of boronizing process are
lower than the costs of ecological releasing of the solid waste products formed during the process of boronizing.
Emphasis is set on introducing more contemporary processes of boronizing, lower costs of treatment, and thus
the costs of ecological releasing of solid waste products that remain after multi-usage of boronizing powder.
Key words: Boronizing, ecology, quality, solid agents, steel materials.

INTRODUCTION
Main contents of the work is based on the results of
investigation, identification and observation of the
process of boronizing in the enterprise “Prva PetoletkaTMO AD” Trstenik and an attempt of releasing used
“Durborid 2” powder that remained as solid waste
product after process of boronizing.
It is well known, in comparison with the other
processing, that this process is very simple/1,2/ to work,
but very complicated from the view of aspects of
ecological releasing boronizing by-products, and that is,
actually, useless granule that remains after multi-applied
“Durborid 2” powder /3/.
Since that is a high temperature process and that the
percent of ecological waste products is high, there is a
danger of injury since the process is performed
manually, it is not automated.
Because of that, it is necessary to intensify
investigations, and apply world experience in
introduction of new, clear processes and technologies
/4,5,6/, that we are in obligation by Europian and
national conventional standards.

PROCESS OF BORONIZING
Powder-pack boronizing belongs to the group of
diffusion thermo-chemical process and leads to
improvement of physical, chemical and tribological
characteristics of the surface harden layers of steel
materials.
Boride layer formed during powder-pack
boronizing has been used in conditions that request high
hardness, high wear and corrosion resistance of parts.
The process of boronizing takes place in simple
1

equipment (chamber furnace) in which are placed boxes
designed for that. Parts prepared for boronizing are
packed in those boxes. Economization of the boronizing
process is influenced by numerous factors: a temperature
gradient, powder concentration, powder composition
and ecological releasing of solid waste products formed
in the process of boronizing. To make the process of
boronizing economical and boride layers of good
quality, our experience shows that the optimal
temperature is 900°C. Minimal boronizing time is 13hrs.
Air cooling time is 10hrs. Quality control of the boride
layer performs according to proper procedure by the
customer, for determined types of parts and determined
technological process.
It is important that finding the optimal process
of boronizing follows examination with investigationdevelopment character /7, 8, 9, 10/.

ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS
PROCESS OF BORONIZING

OF

THE

LAW BASE
Boronizing powder consists of borides of various
compositions as boron basic compounds, and some other
unknown compositions, and because of that is under the
regulations about deposition of solid waste products
formed during the process of boronizing.
Because of that powder the manufacturer gives
instructions about destroying solid waste products as
that is about dangerous matter and demands respect of
regulations valid for dangerous matters.
Manufacturer, in this case a foreigner, refers to
respect “Law about removing the waste products”.
In the time when “Prva Petoletka – TMO AD” did
the procedure under driving conditions, the boronizing

Radmila Pljakic, PPT – TMO AD. Trstenik, radapljakic@yahoo.com; Andjelka Milosavljevi!, Mechanical Engineering University, Belgrade,
Jovan Manasijevi!, Institute FKS d.o.o., Jagodina
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agent manufacturer offered a solution to his customers,
e.g. releasing the solid waste products using the –
“manufacturer” as a third party.
There was a condition – to maintain the line of
direction given by the manufacturer and these consists
of instructions on how to: collect, clarify, mark, pack
and transport solid waste products.
On that occasion the manufacturer refers to the
following regulations:
Regulations about transporting dangerous matters on
the roads;
European agreement about international transporting
dangerous matters on the roads;
Regulation about transporting matters by railway.
That means that packages containing solid waste
products should be classified in the way showed in
Table I
Type of solid quenching salt residue
(manufacturer’s mark)
From the solutions containing the
following durferrit salts:
C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7,
CECOSTANT®
GS 430, 520, 540, 560, 660,
750, 960, A4, A5
R2, R4
Carboneutral,
Semperneutral,
Sediment from TF1
NS1, NS2, NS3
NS – Rotring
From the solutions containing the
following
“Effge” salts:
cisol, olesol, cyanol,
all duasal salts
RA, EAS,
GS 43, 52, 54, 65-69
Neutral 54, Neutral 70, Constant, Sintert
- Polluted brick for furnace lining

Table I and Table II “Line of direction by
manufacturer”. The lines of direction further order
transport and deposition of solid waste products order
should be directed to the manufacturer’s address by
mail.
The order has to contain the exact weight and type
of solid waste products data.
Transport of solid salt residue is to be done by an
authorized company that has permission for this type
of work.
Customer task and law duty is to respect law
regulation of both, his and manufacturer’s country.
For re-delivery of solid waste products, the paragraph
from law regulative is relevant.

Laying out the barrels using oil
paint according to transport
regulations
DC
(minimal letter size 15cm)
using water-resistant paint:
(oil paint)
Customer’s number:
Warning stickers No. 6.1
(dead head)

Example for salts marked “DC”
Solid waste products marked as “DC” have to be
described in a load sheet as following:
“Salts for the heat treatment: used
Transport technical name: waste products consists
of sodium- potassium – cyanide
Class 6.1. No 41a, GGVE, GGVE, GGVS, RID, ADR
Very poisoned matter!
Keep separately from food products, and acids.”
Salt residue marked as “DW” has to be described in a
load sheet as following:
“Salts for the heat treatment: used
Transport technical name: waste products consists
of hydroxide – nitrite – and nitrate of alkaline metal
Class 8, No 65b, GGVE, GGVS, RD ADR
Corrosive, flammable (oxidizing) solid material”.

Composition
3-4 % sodium – potassium
cyanide
2-45 % sodium – potassium
cyanate
3-40 % barium- carbonate
3-37 % barium – chloride
5-25 % sodium – potassium
– chloride
5-25 % sodium – potassium carbonate

TRANSPORTATION AND DEFERMENT
COSTS
The costs of qualification, transportation and
deferment are paid by the customer, and to both, the
firm that does transportation and the firm that does
deferment of dangerous matter.
By disregarding “manufacturer’s lines of direction”
customer bears not only costs of deposing but he
responds for damages caused by disregard or their
offence.

RULES REGARD TO SOLID WASTE
PRODUCTS
Disregarding or offending manufacturer’s law,
decree, regulation, line of direction or instruction on the
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customer’s part with regards to deferment waste
products, with no means if it is purposely or not, the
manufacturer is entitled to take necessary steps against
the customer. The manufacturer would demand amends

for every damage made to the third party.
In unclear events the customer is in an obligation to
prove the regularity of his behavior, that is regularity of
delivery.

Table II
Type of solid quenching salt residue
(manufacturer’s mark)
From the solutions containing the
following durferrit salts:
AS 140, 220, 235, 300
GS 230
AVS 250
TR155
KOLENE® - salt residue from AB1
SR700
From the solutions containing the
following
“Effge” salts:
AS 1,2,3
GS 23
AVS 22,25
ASD
Cleaning salts
Salts for blackening

Laying out the barrels using oil
paint according to transport
regulations

Composition

DW
(minimal letter size 15cm)
using water-resistant paint:
(oil paint)
Customer’s number:

3-40 % barium – carbonate
3-37 % barium – chloride
5-25% sodium – potassiumchloride
5-25% sodium – potassiumCarbonate
20-30 % sodium – potassium –
nitrate
20-30 % sodium – potassium –
nitrite
10-80 % sodium – hydroxide
10-80 % potassium – hydroxide

Warning stickers No. 8
No. 5
(8) (reagent of a bottle with the
drop on the plate and hand )
(5) (flame beyond the circle on
the yellow base, secondary
danger)

RETURN OF SOLID WASTE PRODUCTS

CONCLUSIONS

Manufacturer is, except in the events anticipated by law,
entitled to return irregular parcels.
a) If, from the customer part, delivered waste
products is not according to regulations.
b) If the customer neglects the law or regulation,
line of direction or individual instruction given
by manufacturer.
c) If the deferment, not due to reasons that
manufacturer represents, is not possible to
realize or it is impossible to demand for it.
If the customer is a person or a firm that does trading,
the court in the country of manufacturer is authorized;
and for manufacturer’s complaints that is customer’s
court.
Considering the previous, ecological aspect
would be particularly significant in developing plasma
technologies, because in applying those technologies the
risk of pollution of human environment can be reduced
to minimum or absolutely eliminated.
In applying plasma deferment layers, that is particularly
important that using various combinations of number
and quality of surface layers can increase wear
resistance, fatigue and cracking resistance on surface
layer and corrosion resistance.
All of this with achieving low friction
coefficients provides wide possibility of applying
plasma deferment layer in modern industry, although the
cost of involving new technological methods in serial
production is relatively high.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

In consideration of well-known circumstances, until
now, according to author’s knowledge, there is no
permanent solution for deferment, refining or
destroying solid residue of used salts.
Comparing the costs of storing, transporting and
deferment waste products after the process of
boronizing and by applying regulative laws with the
total costs, there is need for further work to find
cheaper ways to deferment and recycle solid waste
products after the process of boronizing.
It is necessary to continue examinations for the
purpose of finding cheaper ways of ecological
releasing of the existing problem amassed waste
products, either by engaging the manufacturer, or in
own condition.
More detailed information
can be found in
tandards, regulation or
corresponding
internal documentation “Prva
Petoletka – TMO.AD. – TRSTENIK.
Since this involves a high temperature powder-pack
process of boronizing it is
necessary to expand
and apply world-wide experiences and involve new,
cleaner processes and technologies that we are
obligated to, under conventions and standards on
national and world level.
According to previous analysis about quality and
ecology aspects, anticipate is an introduction of
deposition solid layers using plasma processes,
where the preference is given to ion beam
technologies.
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ECONOMY AS ONE CRITERION FOR THE SELECTION OF THE
AUTOMATION LEVEL OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
Dragan Živkovi 1, or e Zrni

2

Abstract:
This paper considers the selection of an optimum automatiyation level of production equipment. There is a
multitude of criteria on basis of which the selection of an optimum automation level can be done. One of those
criteria, not the most important, is economy of production equipment . There has be done an analysis of 317
technological operations divided into forty-one group (group technology), in the factory "Zmaj" .The results, the
dependence of economy on the automation level of production equipment, are shown in this paper.
Keywords: Economy, automation level, production equipment,

1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose and goal of optimization of the
automation level of production equipment is achieving
greater efficiency of the production process, and the
enterprise as a whole. Greater efficiency implies greater
income too, and it is in the interest of any enterprise to
increase their income. Income is the material basis of
existence and development of an enterprise. Increase of
income can be achieved by increasing the volume of
production or by decreasing the cost of production.
Efficiency of production can be evaluated by the amount
of assets engaged in the realization of production, and also
by the working resources and the level of their rational
employment, because it is a big difference if income will
be realized with lesser or bigger production means.
Consequently, the goal of an enterprise is to create bigger
income by engaging financial assets as rational as possible,
i.e. :
• to achieve a maximum volume of production and
income by minimum use of labor force.
• to achieve a maximum volume of production and
income with minimum cost.
• to achieve a maximum volume of income by
minimum engagement of production means.
• to achieve a maximum volume of production with
a minimum amount of working time.
The basic principles of the profitability of an
enterprise, i.e. the efficiency of production:
• Productivity
• Economy
• Profitability

2. ECONOMY
Economy of labour is the ratio between the achieved
1
2

amount of production and the production costs. The ratio
between the production amount and its costs is the level of
economy of production. In mathematical terms, that is:
E= Q / T
(1.)
and
E = Q / (TRS + Tm + TSR )
(2.)
where is:
T (€/h) - Production costs
TRS (€ /h)- Labour force costs
Tm (€ /h) - Material costs
TSR (€ /h)- Costs of labour equipment
If the production increases, and the costs for this
production are decreasing, then the economy of production
is higher. In other words, the level of economy increases
when the the costs per unit of production are decreasing.
Costs of labour equipment. When selecting
production and transportation equipment there should be
saved as much time and money as possible, to decrease
the amortization period, to increase profit and
productivity, and decrease maintenance and exploitation
cost. Factors that affect working costs of production or
transportation equipment are numerous. To make the
right choice, it is necessary to make detailed analysis of
all the relevant factors, which build the exploitation
price of the selected production and transportation
equipment.
The basic structure of costs of production and
transportation equipment (invested equipment) is as
follows:
1. Working equipment costs
1.1 cost of amortization (Ta)
1.2
maintenance costs (To)
1.3
cost of tools and accessories (TAP)
2. Energy costs
2.1
cost of fuel and energy used (TeA)
2.2
cost of lubricants etc. (TM)
3. costs of foreign services (TSU)
4. costs of interest rates and insurance (Tko)

Dr Dragan Živkovi , profesor VTŠ-Zrenjanin, , or a Stratimirovi a 23, 23000 Zrenjanin, e-mail:zivkkev@drenik.net
Dr or e Zrni , academician of AES SCG, profesor Mašinskog fakulteta u Beogradu, e mail nenadzrn@ yubc.net
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5.
6.

cost of labourers (TRS)
cost of working space (TRP)

Consequently, the structure of production i.e. transport
equipment exploitation costs, mathematically expressed,
is:
(3.)
T=Ta+To+TAP+TeA+TM +TSU +Tko+TRS+TRP
Depending on the unit used for presenting particular,
previously explained costs (mainly in dinar or €) and on
the time period within which these costs have been
observed (mainly year, month, day or hour) we get the
exploitation costs of production i.e. transport equipment in
corresponding units.

technology), in the combine factory "Zmaj", and we got
the following results (table 1. for production equipment,
and table 2., for transport equipment):
Economy of labour, as we have mentioned already, is
the ratio between the achieved amount of production and
the costs of production, and can be determined from the
equations: (1. and 2.). Average values for the following
parameters Q- max. number of pieces per year and Tproduction costs , and the corresponding level of labour
economy -E., are shown in table 4:
On basis of the results given in table 4., we can draw a
diagram of interdependence of economy and automation
level of production equipment.(figure 1).

3. AUTOMATION LEVEL OF THE
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
Automation of the production equipment i.e. of
production system has the task
•
to reduce physical effort of a man,
•
to increase productivity,
•
to increase product quality,
•
to increase economical efficiency.
As a measure of automation for production
equipment - machine, production process i.e. production
system most frequently is used one measure named:
level of automation. The automation level represents the
relation of the number of automatizated functions to
total number of functions and can be determined by
means of the formula: [ 1.]
(4)
A0=Af / Au
where:
A° - Automation level
Af - Number of automatizated functions
Au - Total number of functions
Since nowadays is present a great number of
different production equipment having available quite
considerable variety of construction and technological
characteristics it is therefore very difficult to make
comparisons between them. In order to determine the
number of automated functions and their comparing the
sorting of their single characteristics can be done in
different ways. One of them, neither the only one nor the
final, is as the following: [1]
The automation level is one relative measure of the
automation which shows the development phase of
managing information to which all changes are
automated. For example: the automation level would be
as follows: for a radial drill 0,12 for a radial drill with a
circular table 0,15, for a horizontal drilling and milling
machine 0,17, for a machining centre 0,48.

4. ANALYSIS OF ECONOMY OF A
CHOSEN AUTOMATION LEVEL OF
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
An analysis of 317 technological operations was
conducted, divided into forty-one group (group

Figure 1. Diagram showing relation of productivity to the
automation level of production equipment
From the diagram which shows the relation between
the level of economy and the automation level of
production equipment we can see that the economy of
labour does not necessarily increase with the increase of
the automation level of production equipment. On the
contrary, the economy function curve has an extreme
value which shows the optimum automation level of
production equipment. The reason for this is that the costs
(price) of production equipment with a higher automation
level increases much faster than the productivity when
working with this equipment. CNC production equipment
is in average 5 to 10 times more expensive and 1,5 to 4
times more productive than tool machines which are
manually controlled. The objective is to work with a better
level of economy, and a less expensive production.
The resulting curve of interdependence between
economy and automation level of production equipment
we can approximate by a curve for which the equation
(5.) is:
(5.)
y= a +b/x + c/x2
where: a= 206,317;
b=-54,97
c= 3,672
The approximated curve is almost identical with the
curve of interdependence between economy and
automation level of production equipment.
On basis of equation (5) we can follow the change of
one parameter (economy or automation level of
production equipment) when the other parameter
changes. This contributes to easier decision-making in
the combine factory "Zmaj" when selecting optimum
technology, and the optimum automation level of
production equipment which will be used for the
realization of the product.
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Table 1. Exploitation costs for production equipment
Radial drill

Rad. drill
with revol. table

Horiz. drill
and mill

Machining
centre

0,12

0,15

0,17

0,48

Autom.level

Average duration of an operation cycle (min./piece)
operat. 1

-

-

62,0

45,0

operat. 2

7,8

7,3

7,1

6,9

operat. 3

10,2

9,7

9,5

9,3

operat. 4

10,2

9,7

9,5

9,3

Total cost of operations 2,3 and 4 (€ /piece)
2,2

2,7

16,9

51,5

Radial
drill

Rad. drill
with revol. table

Horiz. drill
and mill

Machining
centre

0,12

0,15

0,17

0,48

Table 2. Exploitation costs for transport equipment

Autom.level

Average duration of a transport cycle (min./piece)
operat. 1

-

-

0,15

0,15

operat. 2

0,6

0,2

0,15

0,15

operat. 3

0,6

0,2

0,15

0,15

operat. 4

0,6

0,2

0,15

0,15

Total cost of transport operation 2,3 and 4 (€ /piece)
1,05

0,35

0,26

Table 3. Costs as a function of the automation level of production equipment
Tzpe of costs
Automation level
(€ / h )
0,12
0,15
0,17

0,26

0,48

Ta –Amortization costs

0,475

0,725

7,456

26,316

TO –Maintenance costs

1,037

1,585

15,65

55,261

TAP-Tools and equip. costs

0,14

0,22

2,23

7,9

TeA –Energy costs

0,13

0,13

0,246

0,5

TM –Lubricant costs
Tko –Inter. rates a. insurance

0,013
0,826

0,013
1,27

0,025
7,38

0,05
26,18

TRP –Work space costs

1,2

1,2

5,00

4,6

TRS –Costs of labour force

0,873

0,873

0,873

0,328

TRS +TSR- costs

4,694

6,016

38,86

121,135

Using the results shown in table 2, we can produce a
diagram ( figure 2) which shows the relation between
internal transport costs and the automation level of
production equipment, as well as their position from the
aspect of the economics of the production process.
The correlation shows in the part where the
automation level is based on the aggregation of single

production operations. Where the automation level is a
result of the automation of control operations this
correlation is very weak. By defining this correlation we
make possible a more economical choice of
technological operations and the choice of a optimum
automation level of production equipment.
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Table 4. Level of economy as a function of the automation level of production equipment
Radial
drill

Rad. drill
with revol. table

Horiz. drill
and mill

Machining
centre

Autom. level

0,12

0,15

0,17

0,48

Q-Max. number of pieces per year

5745

5955

6207

6141

Operation costs of prod. equip. (€ /piece)

2,2

2,7

16,9

51,5

Transp. costs (€ /piece)

1,05

0,35

0,26

0,26

T-Total costs (€ /piece)

3,25

3,05

17,16

51,76

T-Total costs (€ /year)

18 671

18 163

106 512

317 858

E- Level of economy

0,308

0,328

0,058

0,019

0.35
Economy

ECONOMY (piece/DM)

0.3

Costs Inter
transp.

0.25

1
0.8

0.2
0.6
0.15
0.4

0.1

0.2

0.05
0

COSTS INTER TRANSP.
. (DM/piece)

1.2

0
0.12

0.15

0.17

0.48

AUTOMATION LEVEL

Figure 2. Relation between costs of internal transport
and costs of production equipment and their
influence on the economics of the production
process

5. CONCLUSION
By establishing a relation between economy and
automation level of production equipment, helps with the
selection of a suitable technology, i.e. selection of a
optimum automation level of production equipment. Of
course, it is important to stress that economy is not the
only, nor decisive criterion for the selection of
technological operation, and the automation level of

production equipment. Economy can only be one among
the many other criteria. Their analysis can contribute to
the selection of an optimum technological operation.
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MODERN APPROACH IN DESIGN AND EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
WITHIN THE MATTER OF A PRODUCT LIFECYCLE1
Arandjel Babic, Aleksandar Zukovski2

Abstract
The aim of this paper is to represent a model of exchange of information at the level of product lifecycle. The
basic technologies functioning within PLM(Product Lifecycle Management),of which first of all are Parasolid
and XML, have been analised in this paper. The design and exchange of information are based upon the complex
models which include management in exchange of information between the particular phases of engineering
design and the product lifecycle.
Key words: PLM, XML, Parasolid, HTML

Serial production makes the most of world industrial
production nowdays. It makes 60-80 % of all
production.The main difficulties in serial production
arise from the great varieties of products and the small
output series. Product variants cause to designers the
problem of designing the large assortment of different
parts. The decisions made at the designing stage
significantly affect product costs, quality and time
needed for product`s arrival on the market. It leads to:
high investments in equipment, milling cost increase,
prolongation of production preparation time, needless
material wastage and high quality control costs.
Solving of this problem is based upon formation of
modern Web technologies-based informational system.,
first of all upon XML protocol. The consortium, in
charge for internet W3C development, managed to excel
client-server logic,outdated within business, by
developing of XML technologies and, in that way, to
improve the two-way exchange of information on the
product. XML is object-oriented structural language
which main advantage, in relation to HTML, is its
independence from Browser. The architecture of Web
application by means of XML is illustrated in the figure
1.
HTML says very little about the data structure which it
shows, that means it enables us to enter the sructural
data in regular tables with.: headings,rows with
1

particular entitled columns and rows in which data is
entered. In addition, it is very important to emphasise
that in such organization HTML does not give relation
between entitled columns and data. Structuring data by
XML, a purpose is given to a classic table which
becomes very intelligible object-oriented model. Such
approach makes the programmers` job much easier. That
means that the most of the programming languages have
the basic data structures included in language
specification – relational lists, vectors, coorelations, but
all of them mainly represent linear structures. The
problem of representing the tree diagram structure is that
consistent methodology for design of such structures
does not exist, thus it is necessary to program the
technics for tree diagram fullfilment, navigation,
searching for elements, etc.

Data
Browserclient

XML or HTML
file

Aplication

XML

Aplication servr

1.THE BASIC POSTULATES OF
EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION ON
WEB TECHNOLOGIES-BASED
PRODUCT

HTTP server
with scripts

HTTP

Data

Figure 1. Arhitecture of Web application using XML
In order to transform the XML document in a form
suitable for representing the data which it contains, there
are the mechanisms, as the XML technology`s subset,
which enable suchlike conversion, and they are to be
defined using XSL. This language support XML

The paper is realised as part of project TR-6345A ”Developing of special milling tools for road and railway infrastructure objets”with finance
support of Ministry of Science and Environmental Protection of Republic Serbia
2
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documents transformation in other forms such as
HTML, SQL scripts, etc. In terms of theory, XML
should be able to transform XML document data in any
form.
The basic role and advantage of exchange of
information on manufacturer-customer relation at XML
technology level is that the customer simply can
generate his demands using internet. That is, the
customer can put forward his demands by simple
fullfiling the form defined by JAVA platform, which is
available on the site of a company. The demand defined
in this way, by XSL protocol, is transformed in XML,
which,upon integrated XML, generate in application the
product variant on customer`s demand. The scheme of
this approach is illustrated in the figure 2.

product design Solid Edge, which uses Parasolid as a
geometrical kernel, was used for model designing in this
work. Parasolid represents tridimensional geometrical
kernel of CAD software, or “kernel” modeler, which
enables fundamental functionalty in the product design
procedure, that is, it provides the conditions for very
effective design of associative models of high
complexity level. It is based upon Boundary
representation technology and upon Soild modeling,
Cellular modeling, sheet metal products modeling and
complex boundary modeling.
Model in the figure has been developed by the operation
revolve protrusion, i.e. by profil rotation round its axis.
Beside the profil, with which rotation the model is
developed, the table of parameters is given, i.e..
dimension variable. Since only the tool holder is
analysed here, thus only variable V1919, defining the
total length of tool holder, may be important. The
reliance established among this variable and the others,
which define tool holder geometry, is shown in column
“Formula”. The parametric model, defined in this way,
enables modifying the total tool holder geometry by
modification of variable V1919.

Figure 2. The steps in realization of presented exchange
of information

2. THE DESIGN OF MODEL FOR
EXCHANGE INFORMATION ON
PRODUCT
The procedure of milling road pavements is
characterized with the wide range of appliance. The
milling drum tools have its appliance in milling road and
concrete pavements, soil stabilization, mining industry,
tunneling, etc. This fact says that there is a very wide
range of shapes of all milling drum tools` components.
Regarding very short lifecycle of milling units` tools,
one may conclude that the manufacturers of assemblies
of milling drum tools are, in order to meet market
demands, forced to launch extremely large assortment of
these products at market in a very short terms.
A hypothetical market situation will be used for a
simplified analysis of an ideal solution of informational
system which would enable qualitative communication
among all acters in a product lifecycle. Namely, the
certain customers of road pavement mills have particular
demands for tool geometry. This may be caused by the
usage of the various manufacturers` point attack tools,
which have different tool holders shapes, different types
of bearings, fixturing etc. In this case we will take in
consideration the tool holder shape.
The main activity necessary for realization of such
informational system is design of a product parametric
model. The model of a body of a milling drum tool is
illustrated in the figure 3. The programming package for

Figure 3. Parametric model of milling tools and
variables
Prametrically defined tool holder enables description of
the tool holder by the structural object-oriented
language, such as XML. In the figure 4 is given the
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description of the tool holder, where variables are
defined as basic elements and variables` values as
attributes. At the beginning of the XML description
stands the initial tag, which defines XML protocol, and
immediately after it instructions important for the
procedure. The defined elements are further,
i.e.variables and its atributes - values. In this example
the main XML advantage can be seen, and that is that it
bears information on structure and information on
information. Actually, XML treats this tool as an
element of database, i.e. of a catalogue

As it is mentioned, solid Edge functions upon Parasolid
technology. Parasolid is represented in this work as a
kernel of integration of engineering procedures.The
models generated in XT, Parasolid, format are
characterized with association. This means that CAM
model itself will be modified by the modification of
CAD model. According to the size of series ordered by
customer, technological procedure of tool production
will be selected. This decision-making is based upon
technical-economic analysis and is liable to
automatization.

Figure 4. XML description of tool holder
As it is mentioned in the introductory chapter of this
work, the customer can very simple, by fullfiling the
form on the company`s site, put forward his demands
upon which a product variant automatically will be
generated by XSL protocol , which is integrated in
application(in this case Solid Edge).
Solid Edge is a system which paid considerable attention
to this way of business, therefore it has tools for
automatic generation of model desriptions in HTML
format and is able to meet such requirements
automatically. In the figures 5 and 6 is illustrated the
product model in HTML format, which enables model
manipulating by the means of IPA Web Viewer program
and also gives information on hierarchical structure.

Figure 5. HTML illustration of assembly of milling
drum tool
This way of exchange of information does not exist only
at extreme level, manufacturer-customer, but has its
usage in exchange of information between particular
phases of engineering as well.

Figure 6. HTML illustration of asembly of milling drum
At design level of technological procedure, XML has its
usage in exchange of information among computerbased system for technological design procedure and
relational base of tools, material, machines, etc. In the
figure 7. is illustrated the document which defines tools,
finishing mills, and which is generated as an example of
communication between tool database of ”Sandvik
Coromant” and computer-based system for design of
technological procedure “Edge CAM”.

Figure 7. XML tool description
XML feature of containing information on structure and
information on information is more evident in this
example.
EdgeCAM can also generate all information on
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technological procedure in HTML format, as in format
suitable for exchange. In the figure 8. is illustrated the
first page of such document which gives us the choice of
job classification.

I)
Figure 9. Technological procedure model manufacturing

3. CLOSING
Figure 8. The first page of HTML document
The page in the figure 9 (a-c) illustrates the
technological procedure of forging tool production. (9
technological procedure model manufacturing)

Modern buisnes commerce in development, production,
supply and delivery of products implies high effective
exchange of information between the mentioned acters
with no limits in geographical locations. The role of
modern Web technologies provides transmitting of
product information such as geometry, assembly
structure, technology, features and managing
information in a very short period of time considering
time zones` differences
In the example of the body of a milling drum tool for
milling road infrastructural objects is shown model
formation in design and exchange of necessary
information related to product lifecycle.

S)

Figure 10. XML role in modern business
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NONTRADITIONAL MACHINING BY ABRASIVE WATER JET CUTTING
Predrag. Jankovi , Miroslav. Radovanovi , Mašinski fakultet Niš
Abstract
New, difficult-to-machine materials and increased part complexity have resulted in the creation of new manufacturing
processes, known as nontraditional manufacturing processes. Water jet cutting is one of the newest technique in nontraditional machining processes. With the water jet process, the same tooling and system can be used to cut virtyally
any material, such as steel, stainless steel, high-nickel alloys and poliymer composites.
This paper presents principle of work and uses of abrasive water jet machining.
Key words: nontraditional manufacturing processes, Abrasive Water Jet Cutting

1. INTRODUCTION

•

Abrasive water jet machining is unique process
that is able to cut almost all materials cost effectively
and is quickly becoming a new "standard tool" in
machine shops around the world. The basic technology
is both simple and extremely complex. At its most basic,
high pressure water flows from a pump, through
plumbing and out a cutting head. It is simple to explain,
operate and maintance. The process, however,
incorporates extremely complex materials technology
and design. Essentialy, there are two types of water jets;
(a) pure water jet and (b) abrasive water jet. The first
version, circa mid 1970`s, uses only water, and found
early applications cutting corrugated cardoard and food
items suc as cakes and candy bars. The second version,
called abrasive water jet machining (AWJ), which
appeared in the 1990`s introduced an abrasive sand type
media into the high pressure stream to assist the cutting
action, and in doing so greatly expanded the scope of
what is possible. Since the AWJ version is hunderds of
times more powerfol when compared to pure water jet,
the range of work includes cutting stone, ceramic, glass,
composites and metal.

•
•
•
•

2.0 PRINCIPLE OF WORK AND USES OF
ABRASIVE WATER JET MACHINING

cutting of difficult-to-machine materials by
abrasive water jets
milling and 3-D-shaping by abrasive water jets
turning by abrasive water jets
piercing and drilling by abrasive water jets
polishing by abrasive water jets

At its basic, water flows from a pump, through
plumbing, and out of a cutting head. The energy
required for cutting materials is obtained by pressurizing
water to high pressures and then forming a highintensity cutting stream by focusing this water through a
small orifice.
There are essential two types of water jets pure and abrasive. With either, the water must be
pressurized if it is to erode materials - and water jet is
essentially an erosion process.
In pure water jet, the water stream erodes the
material (Fig. 1a). In abrasive water jet, the water stream
is assisted by abrasives, usually garnet, and it is the
abrasives that erode the material, not the water (Fig. 1b).
The abrasive stream is much more powerful than pure
water jet, an is thus used to cut hard materials, such as
metals.

Abrasive water jet machining if appropriate and
cost effect for a number of procedures and materials and
are applied in nearly all areas of modern industry, such
as automative industry, airospace industry, construction
engineering, environmental technology, chemical
process engineering, and industrial maintenance.
In the area of manufacturing, the water jettechnique is used for:
•
•
•
•

material cutting
deburring by plain water jets
surface peening by plain water jets
conventional machining with water-jet
assistance

a) Pure water jet

b) Abrasive water jet

Figure 1. Cutting Head
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1 Cutting head
2 Water nozzle
3 Water jet
4 Abrasive head

5 Abrasive
6 Mixing chamber
7 Abrasive nozzle
8 Abrasive water jet

Solid particles - the "abrasive" - join the water
jet in the mixing chamber and are focused by the
abrasive nozzle. The water jet itself has the function of
accelerating the abrasive material. The extremely rapid
flow rate of the water jet results in a natural vacuum
situation in the abrasive head. Air and abrasive material
are drawn into the mixer cavity and carried off by the
water jet.
The abrasive material is subsequently
accelerated by the water jet in the abrasive nozzle. For
this purpose, the abrasive nozzle is in coaxial alignment
to the water jet. The abrasive nozzle is approx 70 mm
long, and usually with an inside diameter between 0,8
and 1,2 mm.

1 Water preparation system
2 High pressure pump
3 High pressure supply line
4 Cutting head
5 Water nozzle
6 Mixing chamber
7 Abrasive nozzle
8 Workpiece
9 Table
10 Catcher
Figure 3. Machine for abrasive water jet cutting
The pump is the heart of the water jet system.
The pump pressurizes the water and delivers it
continuously so that a cutting head can then turn that
pressurized water into a supersonic water jet stream.
Two types of pump can be used for water jet
applications - an intensifier based pump and a direct
drive based pump.

Figure 2. Pictures of pure water jet and abrasive water
jet cutting heads
Figure 3 shows a chematic of the machine for
cutting by an abrasive water jet and its essential
components.
The high pressure pump produces the required
pressure (up to 400 MPa). A high pressure supply line
directs the pressurized water from the pump to the
cutting head. The high pressure supply line is terminated
by a nozzle at which the pressure is relieved. The result
is a very thin, extremely high velocity water jet. Solid
abrasive particles are added and mixed with the water jet
and subsequently focused by a second nozzle - the
abrasive nozzle.
The workpiece rests on the table support grids
during the cutting process. The water jet penetrates the
material and progressively cuts the contour relative to
the motion of the cutting head.
Having penetrated the material, the residual
water jet energy is absorbed by a catcher traveling
synchronous to the bridge. Cutting water and sludge are
transported out of the machine working area to a
disposal unit.

Direct drive pump
For low to intermediate pressures up to 280
MPa direct pressurization the use of triplex positive
displacement pumps is adequate. These deliver water by
the action of oscillating pistons, which are directly
coupled to a crankshaft rotating at a constant speed.
Thus the delivered flow of water is constant in time.
Figure 4 is a schematic of a direct drive pump system.

Figure 4. Schematic of pump and water supply system
These pumps are gaining acceptance in the
water jet industry due to their simplicity. Though direct
drive pumps are used in some industrial applications, the
vast majority of all ultrahigh pressure pumps in the
water jet world today are intensifier based.
Intensifier based pumps
With high pressures, direct drive pump is less
reliable and additional components must be incorporated
to maintain a constant volume at a constant high
pressure. One such method is the use of an intensifier
(Figure 5). An intensifier usually consists of two
cylinders with different inner diameters. The piston with
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the largest diameter is driven by a low-pressure
hydraulic system (normally 5 to 35 MPa). The pressure
in the other cylinder is higher due to the difference in
diameter and the radio of the pressures varies directly as
the ratios of cross sectional areas of the two cylinders
making up the intensifier. These rations are typically of
the order of 1:10 to 1:25. The resulting magnification in
pressure results in values up to 400 MPa. To operate in a
quasicontinuous mode, two or more intensifiers are used
together.

Figure 5. Intensifier
Intensifier based pumps are mostly plunger
pumps. A solid plunger is pushed into a closed chamber,
raising the pressure and expelling the pumped fluid
through an outlet check valve. Then, the direction of the
plunger motion is reversed, and low-pressure fluid fills
the chamber through an inlet check valve. The
continuously reciprocating plunger provides the
pumping action (Figure 6).

Out

In

Reciprocation

Figure 6. Pumping chamber
At 380 MPa, water is about 12 percent
compressible. That means that the plunger must move
enough to fill 12 percent of the chamber volume before
the pressure reaches 380 MPa. At that point the outlet
check valve can open against the pressure already in the
output line. Then, at the end do the stroke, when the
plunger reverses and the outlet check valve closes, any
water trapped in the cylinder continues to expand and
push on the plunger until the plunger has moved far
enough to drop the pressure on the inlet check valve.
The energy put into the plunger motion by this
expanding trapped water can be recovered or not
depending upon the drive type.
Because of the compressibility of water by high
pressure, comes to pressure fluctuations and this in turn
causes inaccuracies in the water jet/abrasive eater jet
machining operations. One method to address this
problem of pressure fluctuations is to use double acting
intensifier and to include an accumulator design which
is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Use of an accumulator with a double acting
intensifier
In a double acting intensifier design the units
are directly connected and work alternately; while one
intensifier unit delivers pressurized water to the system
the other unit is refilled. The accumulator (this is also
known as an attenuator) stores a volume of water at an
elevated pressure which it will release into the system as
a decrease in pump pressure is sensed. This then reduces
the variations in system pressure.

3.0 ADVANTAGES OF ABRASIVE
WATER JET CUTTING
Abrasive water jet cutting offers many
advanteges over conventional cutting methods. They
include:
• cold cutting - no heat-afected zones, no hardening
• cuts virtually any materijal
• minimal ficturing required
• environmentally friendly
• reduces dust and hazardous gases
• provides stress-free cutting
• saves raw materials - small cutting kerf width and
nesting capabilities
One of wate jets`s biggest advantages is its
cold-cutting quality. This allows materials to be cut that
would be burned, melted, or cracked by other cutting
methods. Another advantage is its ability to cut
reflective materials, uneven survaces, and stacked layers
of different materials. High cutting accuracy is achived
withoud leaving any frayed edges or burrs. Therefore,
edge quality is such that in many cases the need for
secondary finishing processes is eliminated.
In comparation with other non-conventional
manufacturing processes abrasive water jet cutting is
slower than laser or plasma. But if you look at how fast
you can get a finished part and at what cost, the water jet
typically comes out ahead, thanks to no secondary
operations are required - saving both time and money.

3. CONCLUSIONS
In the last few years, the abrasive watre jet
machining has shown a rapid development due to its
remarkable advantages and its capability to extend to
new fields of application. As their advantage has
become clear, so water-jetting equipment has been
developed, used and water jets have become, in several
industries, the accepted method for solving a problem.
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Predictive control enables the machining systems
incorporating water jets to match of better the accuracy
and quality of the competing technologies. Some
previously impossible tasks can now be carried out costeffectively opening up the market place for a whole new
range of new manufacturing materials. This machining
technology, however, compliments other technologies,
such as milling, laser, EDM, plasma, as well as a host of
other traditional and non-traditional processes used in
manufacturing industry.
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DRILL STIFFNESS ANALYSIS
Vasi Ž., Kalajdži M.

Summary
This paper contains results of the twist drill stiffness analysis which significantly influence the drilling process
dynamics. The statements for the thrust and torsional stiffness of the twist drill, as helical body, have been obtained in
the function of the drill diameter and length as a result of the Finite Element Method Analysis (FEM analysis). The
paper also analyzes the impact of the of the standard twist drill helix angle on the stiffness…

1.

INTRODUCTION

Twist drill is an interesting subject for research because
of its complex geometry and its impact on the drilling
process. Twist drill point geometry is defined by a
characteristic flute surface and flank surface obtained
by the respective twist drill point grinding. The flute
surface consists of the rake surface formed by helical
movement of the main cutting edge along the drill axis
and rear part surface designed on the basis of optimum
chip evacuation from the cutting zone and drill
stiffness. The cutting edge is obtained at the
inrtersection of the rake and flank surfaces and it is
characterized by of the flank and rake angles variation
which cannot be disregarded in a serious analysis of
the drilling process. Mathematical model of the conical
twist drill and analysis of the geometrical variation
along the cutting edge is shown in detail in the paper
[2] Flank and rake angle variation, with variation of the
cutting velocity along the cutting edge points out to a
great influence of the twist drill point geometry to the
cutting forces i.e. chip formation mechanism in the
cutting zone. The twist drill point flute surface required
for chip evacuation and cutting edge formation
significantly decreases the stiffness of the tool-twist
drill which affects the machining system characteristicstiffness. The impact of the twist drill stiffness on the
machining system stiffness points out to the
requirement to find adequate analytical statements
which would be used as basis for obtaining
approximate values of the respective stiffness.
Application of computers enables simulation of the
twist drill deformation based on the finite element
method without any need for adaptation of the existing
analytical statements of the stiffness of the twist drill
helical body geometry. The analysis does not include
the impact of the twist drill shank since the method of
the twist drill clamping in the main spindle ensures
rigid connection with the main spindle. Finite element
method analysis of the stiffness provides a more
realistic impression about the twist drill cutting edge
and drill body as a consequence of the of the
approximately real cutting force. The paper represents

a finite element method analysis of the twist drill thrust
and torsional stiffness in the function of diameter, helix
angle and length

2.

DISCRETE TWIST DRILL
MODEL GENERATING

Twist drill static analysis has been performed
for the conical twist drill that is most commonly met in
practice, whose the detailed mathematical model is
shown in the paper [2], On the basis of this
mathematical model, the CAD model of the conical
twist drill, as shown in the figure 1a., has been formed
in Pro/Engineer which was used for the twist drill
deformation finite element method analysis in the FEM
software. Due to the twist drill complex geometry, the
mesh is automatically generated by application of the
existing preprocessor in Pro/Mechanic having the
possibility of manual control of the finite element
parameters in the form of curved tetrahedron to which
the twist drill geometry is approximated and which the
accuracy of the obtained results depends on.

Fig 1. CAD and twist drill model with mesh
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Application of the curved 3D finite elements ensures
better approximation of a very complex twist drill
geometry. The twist drill model with the generated
mesh is shown in the figure 1b. Number of the finite
elements to which the twist drill geometry has been
approximated depends on the twist drill dimensions
(diameter and length) and ranges between 100 and
1000. Apart from the twist drill model with mesh, the
loads and boundary conditions should be defined for
the purpose of conducting the finite element method
analysis. In this analysis, we observe the twist drill as a
console seized above the twist body so that only the
drill body so that stiffness is influenced only by the
drill body (twist drill shank stiffness is not taken into
consideration).It is necessary to make an analysis of
the cutting forces at drilling in order to follow up the
twist drill deformation the on the basis of the real loads
generated in the cutting process i.e. in order to define
approximate real loads on a twist drill discrete model
used for finite element method simulation of
deformation and defining of the respective stiffnesses
in relation to it.
The twist drill load is defined in accordance
with the cutting forces formed on the twist drill point.
The resultant cutting force on the cutting edge in the
drilling process can be divided into three components:
F1- main cutting force which is orthogonal to the
position vector of the observed point in which the
resultant cutting forces act, F2-radial force which is
orthogonal to the machined surface F3-feed force
concurrent with the drill axis. The cutting forces are
shown in the figure 1. The main cutting forces form the
torsion moment called drilling torque, the radial forces
are of the same intensity and of the opposite direction
and, in the ideal case of drilling, they nullify one
another while the feed forces are added from the
cutting edges forming drilling thrust force.
Consequently, the twist drill is under load of the
torsion moment M and drilling thrust force F3 the
approximate values of which can be obtained by
application of the statements given in [3].

p

Application of the point load shown in the figure 1.
does not express the twist drill deformation in an
adequate way due to large local deformations in the
observed point and variable stiffness and cutting forces
of the twist drill along the cutting edge although the
results obtained in this way can be applied for the
purpose of obtaining informative deformation values.
Application of the continually distributed loads along
the cutting edge represents a more realistic case but
there is no possibility of accurate determination of this
distribution. The change of geometry described in the
paper [2] and cutting velocity along the twist drill
cutting edge points out to the variation of the cutting
forces coefficient in the function of the observed point
on the twist drill cutting edge. It is possible to achieve
approximately realistic distribution of the cutting force
by means of the estimation of the cutting force
coefficient for each point on the cutting edge.
However, due to the fact that the chisel edge geometry
and material indentation mechanism on the chisel edge
require additional experimental tests for the purpose of
determination of the resultant cutting force distribution
on the chisel edge, the load distribution acquired on the
basis of the previous research in the field of the drilling
process, shown for the tangent and drilling thrust force
in the figure 2, has been applied in this paper.
According to some experiments, the cutting force
acting on the cutting chisel equals 15% of the resultant
cutting force which appears on the cutting edge while
the torsion moment can be disregarded due to a small
value of the drill chisel width. Due to the non-existence
of the adequate mathematical model for description of
the cutting in the field of the cutting chisel, the
following assumptions have been accepted: a) the
torsion moment on the cutting chisel can be
disregarded, b) the thrust force along the main cutting
edge is uniformly continuoally distributed and its value
is equal to 50% of the total thrust force in the drilling
process. It can be concluded, from the figure 3., that
the drilling torque is replaced by tangent force-main
cutting force which is uniformly continually distributed
along the cutting edge where the tangent force
coefficient per a unit of length is computed on the basis
of the following statement:

Ftl =

F1
F2

F3

rb

O

F2

ra

F1

Figure 2. Cutting forces at drilling

M
Ftr
=
rb
l gs
2 r( ) d
ra

(1)

where: Ftr-tangent-main cutting force, lgs-- cutting edge
length, M-drilling torque, r(<)-cutting edge point
position vector.
The drilling thrust force on the cutting edge equals
25% of the resultant drilling thrust force and its
distribution along the cutting edge has a shape of a
continual distribution triangle with zero on the
circumference and maximum value at the intersection
of the cutting and chisel edges as shown in the figure 3.
The model of the twist drill loads, on the basis of
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which the thrust stiffness and torsional stiffness are
computed by means of the finite element method, is
defined in accordance with the previous analysis.
The FEM model of the twist drill with tangent loads
(the forces which replace the drilling force) is shown in
the figure 3a. and the model with thrust loads in the
figure 3b., where the previously defined distribution of
loads along the cutting edge can be noticed.

3.

TWIST DRILL TORSIONAL
AND THRUST STIFNESS

Twist drill torsional stiffness is defined as a ratio
between the drilling torque and the respective average
helix angle as defined in the chapter 2, which can be
expressed by the following statement:

ct =
where:

sr =

M
sr

[ Nmm / rad]

(2)

1 n si
,
4 i =1r (z i )

si-displacement in the arc direction of the point on the
cutting lip with the radial distance between the drill
center point on the cutting lip
Figure 3. FEM model of the twist drill with a) tangent,
b) thrust loads (cutting force)
The calculation was performed using the p-adaptive
finite element refinement the theoretical bases of which
were given in [5]. The results obtained by the finite
element method analysis have convergence below 10%
which is a high rate for such a complex geometry. The
twist drill deformations resulting from the thrust loads
are shown in the figure 4a and those resulting from the
torsion moment are shown in the figure 4b.

The twist drill thrust stiffness is defined as a ratio
between the thrust force and the respective average
decrease of length, i.e. displacement of the drill point
in the axial direction on the basis of the following
statement:
F
c a = 3 [ N / mm]
(3)
z sr
Analysis of the twist drill torsional and thrust stiffness
has been performed for standard type N twist drills
(helix angle 30o) within the range of diameter 5-15 mm
and length 23-144 mm. The statements for the
respective stiffness have been obtained by means of
the regressive analysis and have the following form:

c t = 0.84262

0.999 D 3,0112 [kNmm / rad]

c a = 31,365 1.0537 D1,0938 [kN / mm]

(4)
(5)

where: D-drill diameter, B=D/l-drill non-dimensional
parameter , l-drill body length

a)
b)
Figure 4. Ffinite element method analysis of the twist
drill stiffness a) deformation of the twist drill loaded by
thrust force, b) deformations of the twist drill loaded by
torsion moment.
Displacement taken as adequate for thrust stiffness
calculation is obtained as average displacement in 4
points on the cutting edge and the point of intersection
of the twist drill longitudinal axis and chisel edge. The
helix torsion for calculation of the torsional stiffness is
obtained as average helix angle for 4 points on the
cutting edge. These helix angels are obtained indirectly
by dividing the displacements in the arc direction with
the respective intensity of position vectors of the
observed point on the cutting edge. In this way, an
attempt to eliminate the local deformations on the twist
drill cutting edge was made.

The statements for thrust stiffness and full beam crosssection diameter torsional stiffness have been given for
the purpose of comparison of the twist drill and beam
stiffness.
ctš =

G Io

= 7,74543
l
A E
c aš =
= 157,001
l

D 3 [kNmm / rad ]

(6)

D [kN / mm]

(7)

Analysis of the twist drill and beam stiffness shows
that the twist drill thrust stiffness equals 20% and
tosional stiffness is 10% of the respective stiffness of
the full circular cross section beam, which points out to
a great impact of the flute surface on the twist drill
stiffness and drilling process rate.
The results for thrust stiffness and torsional stiffness
obtained by finite element method for the diameters
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thrust and torsional stiffness obtained on the basis of
the derived statements are of help in the drilling
process studies.

= 40 o

cf[Nmm/rad]

D=5,7,9,11,13, and 15 mm and various lengths of the
drill body are shown in the figure 5. The results
obtained by the statements (7) and (8) are shown in
parallel in the figure 5.

= 30 o

= 13 o

D[mm]
10

105

4

= 13 o

ca[Nmm/rad]

D=15mm
D=13mm
D=11mm
D=9mm
D=7mm

= 30 o

D=5mm
= 40 o

l[mm]
Figure 5. Twist drill stiffness in the function of the
diameter and drill body length: a)torsional stiffness b)
thrust stiffness
Analysis of the standard twist drill thrust and torsional
stiffness shows that the twist drill thrust stiffness
increases and torsional stiffness decreases with the
decrease of the helix angle. This analysis refers to the
type M twist drills (for soft materials – helix angle 40o)
and type T drills (for hard materials –helix angle 13o).
Figure 6a shows the torsional stiffness variation and
figure 6b thrust stiffness variation for standard short
twist drills in the function of the diameter and helix
angle F i.e drill type.
4.

CONCLUSION

Application of the analytical model for calculation of
the stiffness of the twist drill, as a drill body, enables
identification of the twist drill stiffness without any
experimental tests and the finite element method
simulation. The approximate values of the twist drill

D[mm]
Figure 6. Twist drill stiffness in the function of the
helix angle: a) torsional stiffness b) thrust stiffness
5.
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CONTRIBUTION TO VIRTUAL MANUFACTURING MODELLING
Miroslav Pilipovi 1, Dejan Vu1kovi 2, Žarko Spasi

3

Abstract: Virtual manufacturing as concept applied in the design of advanced manufacturing systems, enables
realization of manufacturing processes in synthetic computer environment in the same way as under real
conditions. The paper describes the concept and architecture of the Control-Centered virtual manufacturing
environment defined by integration of different tools for products, manufacturing processes and manufacturing
resources modelling. The applications of developed concepts and environment for virtual manufacturing system
modelling are also given with an example.

1. INTRODUCTION
The globalization of the market of today
requires the manufacture of increasingly complex
products, with a great range of project design variants to
adjust with and meet the specific needs of the end buyer.
This imposes the need for as short as possible
manufacturing cycle, as well as the distribution of
design, development and manufacturing tasks to several
geographically distant sites. Simultaneous decreasing or
complete removal of inter-state barriers enables the
existence and growth of efficient and innovative, i.e.,
agile companies. The designers of advanced products
and workshops, as well as the management of business
and production systems, have therefore to pass decisions
each day in order to find the best balance between the
product quality and price, deadlines and production
equipment performance.
Advanced manufacturing
systems, however, require an increasing use of computer
for accomplishing of a large number of activities for
computer information processing or process control.
Such intensive changes in the field of manufacturing and
computer technologies demand continuous development
of existing concepts and the creation of new concepts.
The concept of computer integrated manufacturing CIM integrates all computerized fields in manufacturing
systems. In the design field a new concept is being
defined - Virtual Manufacturing Systems (VMS).

generates control commands for the real and physical
system. The same authors extend and define this
concept as the aggregation of various computer
hardware and software, requiring wide range of
modeling and simulation tasks. Based on an analysis
dealing with the information dependence between the
tasks, Iwata [2, 3] proposes that VM system architecture
should be defined with seven types of the following
activities:
device
model
preparation,
service
development, virtual shop floor definition, operation
definition, product handling, virtual shop simulation and
simulation interface. The core idea of the other concept
given by Kimura [4] is that a parallel to the real world of
CIM enterprise is a modelled virtual world comprised
from product model, virtual prototype model,
manufacturing resource model and manufacturing
environment model.
According to Wiendahl and
Scholtissek [5], this model of reality (engineering and
business activities) creates the test field for experiments
about the influence of production design on the
production itself, as well as on planning of supported
operations and tests of new methods in production
management. Lin [6] defines the VM system as an
integrated, synthetic manufacturing environment, whose
purpose is to enhance all levels of decision and control
comprising design-centered VM, production-centered
VM and control-centered VM.

2. VIRTUAL MANUFACTURING

3. CONTROL-CENTERED VIRTUAL
MANUFACTURING

According to the professional literature, virtual
manufacturing (VM) system may be defined in several
ways. According to Onosato [1] and Iwata [2], this
concept executes and estimates manufacturing processes
in computers, without the use of real facilities.
Computer system entitled as "virtual and informational
system" simulates real and information system, and

Three paradigms defining specific view of the
VM, were proposed at the "Virtual Manufacturing User
Workshop" held in Dayton, Ohio on 12-13 July 1994
and published in the "Technical Report, Compiled and
Edited by Lawrence Associates Inc." (Obtained from the
www address http://www.isr.umd.edu). These three
paradigms, Design-Centered VM, Production-Centered

1
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VM and Control-Centered VM, have been analyzed in
more detail by other authors as well, and particularly in
[6]. Design-Centered VM uses manufacturing-based
simulation to optimize the design of products and
processes for specific manufacturing goals such as
design for assembly, quality, lean operations, and/or
flexibility.
Production-Centered VM provides an
environment for generation of process plans, production
plans and resource requirement planning. Simulation is
used to allow inexpensive, fast evaluation of many
processing alternatives. Control-Centered VM provides
information for optimizing manufacturing processes and
improving manufacturing systems with the use in
simulation of control models and actual processes as
well.
Taking into consideration the above-mentioned
paradigms with further development of the previously
defined model of virtual manufacture for extended CIM
enterprise, the authors of this paper have built the
concept and the architecture of control-centered VM, as
described in [7].
The basic concept of this model illustrated in
Figure 1 was made with IDEF0 methodology for
functional modeling.

4. VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT FOR
ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
Based on defined concept and the architecture
of Control-Centered Virtual Manufacturing Systems, the
detailed functional model of virtual manufacturing
systems is developed. The IDEF0 methodology for
functional modeling and UML methodology for object
oriented are used in analysis and design of the VM
system [9, 10]. According to the basic functional
concept (Figure 1), activities and life cycle of the virtual
manufacturing are modeled [10]. Four stages are
defined: product design, manufacturing preparation,
manufacturing resources modeling, simulation and
analysis.
Main supports of the presented concept are
modelers for the system components. The "big four"
CAD/CAM/CAE/PDM vendors: Dassault Systems/IBM
Corp., Parametric Technology Corp. (PTC), SDRC, and
Unigraphics Solutions Inc.--all claim to offer "designthrough-manufacturing solutions." As such, all have ties
into the virtual manufacturing world. According to that,
the modeling of parts and processes in this stage of the
system development is achieved with the use of standard
advanced CAD/CAM/CAE systems (Catia [11]), with
models based on STEP and other data files types. For
further developing of the system, other software tools
will be used (Delmia, Enovia, Quest, etc.).
4.1. Products Modeling for Virtual Manufacturing

Figure 1. Control-centered VM concept
The main inputs are product and process
models.
For
the
established
production
planning/scheduling, model different variants of
shopfloor and machine control models may be defined
and modeled, so that control optimization elements
(control strategy, process performances and possible
shopfloor layout) may be obtained through distributed
simulation process.
For this model, in agreement with defined
concept, detailed architecture of the Control-Centered
virtual manufacturing system is given in [9].
It is possible to single out in the system the
subsystems for modelling of virtual manufacturing
system components (parts, processes, equipment and
control resources), the distributed simulation controller,
computer resources for the creation of virtual
environment - simulation, as well as the system of joint
data/knowledge base.

The modeling of virtual products is the first
phase in realization of the virtual manufacturing system.
Within years, long cooperation between HC "Petar
Drapsin" and the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in
Belgrade a part of the research has been devoted to the
development and introduction of advanced technologies
in the manufacture of cylinder assemblies [8].
According to the fact that virtual manufacturing has its
roots in the automotive industry, together with the CIM
the new approach to the design field is defined through
the virtual manufacturing system - VMS concept for
advanced manufacturing of cylinder assemblies.
Without entering into all detail about the
design, mathematical models and CAD/CAM modeling
of the piston, on the Figure 2 CATIA 3D CAD model of
the piston example is given. The presented models are
generated in internal CATIA file format. For the
defined concept of the virtual manufacturing and using
of Iternet/Intranet network, VRML1 file for presented
CAD models are generated also.
The manufacturing preparation is the second
phase in the virtual manufacturing system modeling. It
contain: manufacturing processes modeling and
production planning and scheduling modeling. In this
paper manufactuing processes modeling examples are
given
using
CATIA
modul
for
NC
manufacturing/programming. The example of process
1

VRML - Virtual Reality Modeling Language
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planning for the piston manufacturing is shown on
Figure 3 (simulation of turning on CNC lathe with tool
paths presentation).

integrated manufacture, holonic manufacturing systems,
agile manufacturing systems, intelligent manufacturing
systems and others represent development steps of 21st
century factories - flexible, fully automated and,
according to some, intelligent factories without men.
All these concepts are based on advanced manufacturing
programmable equipment such as CNC machine tools,
industrial robots and other automated systems. The
advanced programmable equipment uses specializedpurpose-oriented control systems (CNC control units,
robot controllers, cell controllers, programmable
controllers) and general-purpose control systems based
on industrial or personal computers. According to that,
manufacturing resources modeling includes modeling of
physical resources (machines, robots, conveyers, tools
and attachments), modeling of control resources and
modeling of plant layout. The example of the machine
tools modeling using CATIA modules (Mechanical
design, Equipment and systems, etc.) is shown on the
Figure 5.

Figure 2. Piston (CATIA 3D) models

Figure 4. Tool selection example

Figure 3. Piston turning simulation and tool paths
For the designed process plan, tools and cutting
data selection are realised in two stage: tool selection
from CATIA catalogues with the basic data for
simulations and real tools and cutting data selection
from the tool manufacturer catalogues. Example of the
turning tool selection from the Seco catalogues are
shown on the Figure 4 [12]. For the final modeling of
tools and other equipment, real models are used when
even it is possible.

Complying with the above requirements and in
the view of current projects carried out at the Chair for
Production Engineering at the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering in Belgrade, that involve implementation of
programmable controllers, the authors have decided to
construct development environment for the modeling of
virtual programmable logic controllers (Virtual Control
System Modeler) [9].
The test example of the application of the
developed virtual programmable logic controller in the
task of the control of pick-and-place robot is illustrated
in Figure 6.

5. CONCLUSIONS
4.3 Manufacturing Resources Modeling
The modeling of the manufacturing resources is
of special significance for the created Control-Centered
virtual manufacturing. The concepts of advanced
manufacture such as flexible automation, computer

In this paper, the concept and the architecture
of Control-Centered virtual manufacturing environment
are defined. The developed concept of the virtual
manufacturing system has four stages: the products
modeling,
manufacturing
processes
modeling,
manufacturing resources modeling, simulation, and
analysis. The defined concept is modeled in detail using
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IDEF0 methodologies. The test example of the designed
environment application for the cylinder assemblies’
virtual manufacturing system modeling is given.
The development of the described virtual
manufacturing environment architecture will be further
directed towards open system architecture for control in
advanced manufacturing automation. The plans are also
made to expand developed virtual manufacturing with
modules for computer education in the field of
automated processes and systems.

Figure 5. CNC machine tools modeling (milling
machine CATIA 3D model)
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MODEL OF THRUST FORCE AND TORQUE IN TAPPING OPERATIONS1
Kokotovi B.,Puzovi R., Tanovi Lj., Kalajdži M.2

Abstract:
As well as another machining methods it is important to predict representative cutting forces in tapping operations.
Developed procedure uses basic relations in orthogonal cutting, transfering them on every particular discrete part of
cutting edge, using traditional transformations from orthogonal to oblique cutting, in order to calculate cutting forces
on this elmentary edge. Resulting thrust force and torque in tapping are obtained through integration. Presented model
is suitable for simple numerical simulation of thrust and torque in whole tapping cycle.
Klju ne re i: Cutting forces, model, tapping, simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
There are a small number of texts in literature
which deals with technology of tapping.In small-batch
production it is partly clear. This method is used for
machining of features which sometimes are not frequent,
and in whole required time and energy resources
contributes in small percentage. On the other hand,
permanent interest in tapping technology could be
explained by two facts. The first, it is safety required for
threaded joints in many products, which is related to
quality of manufacturing of threaded pairs. The second,
there is specific philosophy of large volume production,
where optimisation of each operation, including tapping,
leads to significant benefits. Actual research activities in
tapping technology are concerned on new materials for
taps, optimizaton of tap geometries and cutting
parameters and new techologies for manufacturing of
taps. It is useful to have reliable model for cutting forces
required for various calculations in technology design.
Model which is oriented to simulation, for obtaining
profile of tapping thrust force and torque is presented in
this paper.

(holder with coupling). Besides maximum values, it is
useful to predict the change of thrust and torque in
whole tapping cycle for implementation of automatic
monitoring of process [9] in high volume production.
This paper presents model for axial thrust force and
torque derived from model of cutting forces in
orthogonal cutting and their transformations in oblique
cutting [10]. This model is developed for obtaining
profiles of thrust force and torque for specified geometry
of tap (cutting section and calibrating section; figure 2)
through simple computer simulation.

2. MODEL OF THRUST FORCE AND
TORQUE IN TAPPING
During the tapping cycle cutting forces are
drastically changing. Thrust force and torque by full
immersion of cutting section of tap
used as
representative values for such operations. Dynamic
change of torque, for example, is shown in figure 1 for
two cases of tapping operations (tapping in blind hole
and in through hole). Maximum values that appears in
phase B (same situation is for axial thrust force) are
important for phases in technology design process
which are related to choice of fixture, tool and tooling
1

Figure 1. Change in torque durig the tapping cycle
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, or calibrating sectoin. There is :
cutting zone,

Parameters of tap and tapping operation: -angle of
thread profile; -thread helix angle tg =P/d ; inclination of cutting section; LR- cutting section
length of tap; z-number of flutes; d3-root diameter of
tap; a-cutting depth, a=(d-DR)/2; DR-diameter of
hole; b-max. width of unreformed, b=2a tg( /2); xaxial position of cutting edge
Figure 2. Unreformed cross section of chip in
tapping

If the unreformed chip area A(j) on particular tooth of
cutting section is approximated with regular trapezoid,
than it will be:

Hj

A( j ) = b 1

2a

(H j

H j 1)

S-

- shear angle in

shear stress,

-rake angle,

-

friction angle. There are two ways to obtain of
constants KiC i KiE (i=t, r, f ). One is to use results from
tests (turning of tube) with orthogonal cutting (used for
verification in this research). The second procedure
assumes co called mechanistic approach, also based on
experiments.
Cutting speed has direction of tangent on thread helix
and , in case of tap with straight flutes, contribution of
cutting edge of particular tooth to tangential and axial
component
of cutting force will be:
Ft ( j) = K tC A( j) + K tE L( j) cos + K rC A( j) + K rE L( j) sin

[

]

[

[

]

[K

Fa ( j) = K tC A( j) + K tE L( j) sin

]

rC

]

A( j) + K rE L( j) cos

For cutting edges on calibrating section of tool it is
assumed that exist just edge component of cutting force.
In given moment, resulting thrust force and resulting
torque are sums of contributions of all immersed cutting
edges:

Fa =

NR
j =1

Fa ( j )

,

M =

d
2

NR
j =1

Ft ( j ) .

2.1. Experimental setup

H ( j ) = x ( j ) tg( )
P
H ( j ) = ( a tg( ) + ( j 1) ) tg
2
z
( j 1) P
x ( j ) = a tg( ) +
2
z

, j = 1,2,..., N R

Equations for force components in oblique cutting are
derived from transformations of orthogonal to oblique
cutting [10]:

F1 = K tC A + K tE L
F3 = K fC A + K fE L

F2 = K rC A + K rE L
Where cutting coefficients are:

[

) + tg 2

K tC = B cos(
K fC = B

sin(
cos

K rC = B tg
B=

sin

]

)

[cos(

) sin

] , where are

S

sin

2

cos ( +

) + tg 2

sin 2

Edge forces (related to friction effects by small depth of
cut ) FiE (i=1,2,3) are proportional to the length of
particular
immersed
cutting
edge
L( j ) (1 / a )(a H ( j ))(b + 2a / cos( / 2)) for
edges on cutting section and

L( j )

2a / cos( / 2))

1- Work piece (disc); 2- Distant ring;3- Two
component piezoelectric dynamometer KISTLER
9271A;4- Fixture;5- Table of machining center
HMC500; 6- Amplifiers KISTLER 5007;7- Module for
conditioning and isolation ED 1778AP; 8- PC module
for data acquisition ED2000; 9-PC; 10- DAQ software

Figure 3. Experimental setup for acquisition of thrust
force and torque during the tapping cycle

As a part of wider research in the field of machining of
threaded holes with tap a large number of experiments
were conducted. From necessity to work with different
cutting speeds and have appropriate feed speed
according to actual tap
pitch, experiments were
conducted on numerically controlled machine tool
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(horizontal machining center LOLA HMC500).
Installation which was used, with piezoelectric
force+torque transducer, components for conditioning ,
acquisition and digital signal processing is shown on
figure 3.
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2.2. Model verification
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Figure 4 shows graphs of thrust force and torque in
tapping operations, for two tap with metric normal
profile (M8 and M10). Work piece material was E.1730
(JUS). Through hole depths were 20mm for both
examples. Tapping cycle was programmed to ensure that
cutting section of tap pass through the end of hole, in
working stroke. Tap are with straight flutes both with 3
flutes. Geometry and dimensions of tap are according to
DIN 376(1) Form C (tap with thin shaft, short cutting
section, =20°). Simulation is based on previously
described model. There are shown, in same graphs,
results of experiments and results obtained through
simulation, for equal conditions.
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Figure 4. Comparing of experimental and simulation results
for thrust force and torque during the tapping
operations M10x1.5 i M8x1.2.
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Remarkable deviations between experimental and
simulation results are expected. The nature of tapping
process and cutting forces in tapping is more complex
comparing to proposed model. Part of inaccuracy of
model results from experimental obtaining of model
constants (specific cutting forces) used in calculations of
forces for every particular cutting edge. Also there are
details referred to coolant and cooling, orientation of
tapping axis, small deviations of diameter of previously
machined holes, use of specific tool holders, and so on.
As most important, proposed model does not consider
the real mechanism of chip forming in tapping
operations. During the tapping each particular tooth on
cutting section of tap has three cutting edges (one longer
than two others) with different orientation, acting on
work piece material. There is no relief edge in
traditional manner. This results in higher cutting forces
as well as in edge forces. As a rule, such chip forming
process, similar to threading operations on lathe, with
radial approach of tool,
should be avoided in
machining whenever is possible. Good results, tested in
experiments, were obtained through simulation for
taps with straight flutes. For different geometries of taps
it is necessary to modify calculation of underfomed chip
thickness and, during simulation, modify calculating of
triggering moments for each particular cuting edge.
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3. CONCLUSION

4. LITERATURA

Presented model is based on approach which was
succesfuly used for modelling of cutting forces in
turning, milling and drilling operations . This approach
includes integration of force components acting on
dicrete parts of cutting edge, which are engaged into
workpiece material, and project them on directions of
main force components acting on the entire tool.
Presented model of thrust force and torque is suitable
for simulation.
Besides simulatoin of regular condition in tapping
operation this model allows insight in influence of
particular disturbing factors such as breakege of some
cutting edges or tool wear. This could be used in
training of systems for automatic monitoring of tapping
process. Current research are expected to provide better
model which would respect specific mechanism of chip
forming in tapping and its influence on cutting forces,
and accuracy and quality of machied internal threads.
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THE UNIFICATION OF THE MECHANICAL PRESS DRIVING
MECHANISM
P. Popovic1 , Lj. Djordjevic 2, B Radicevic 3 , M. Bjelic4

RESUME
The basic aim of this research is to find the possibilities of the unification of the mechanical press driving mechanism.
There are certain directions and methodologies in the construction of the unified driving mechanisms in the group of
mechanical presses having different pressure force and different press stroke number. A certain number of different
applications are pointed considering huge number of various solutions of mechanical press driving mechanism.
The main words: driving mechanism, mechanical press, and unification.

1. THE INTRODUCTION
Considering well-known patterns and methods, we deal
with the problem of finding the possibilities of
application a certain driving mechanism in the group of
mechanical presses whose pressure force and press
stroke number are different. Selecting the flywheel and
analyzing its power usage we specify the domain of its
application at the presses of specified pressure force and
different number of press stroke
Producing groups of presses differed by pressure force
and the number of press strokes, as the main
characteristics, it is possible to produce some subsystems as unified.
The main purpose of this research is to find, through the
familiar patterns, the possibility of the application of the
same driving mechanism in a certain number of
mechanical presses. Here, we will try to show some
directions in construction of mechanical press so that the
complete system (driving motor-lamella and brakereduction gear-excentric sheave axle, and possibly
presser) could be the same at a few presses of the same
group (presses of different pressure force and different
press stroke number).
It is obvious that this is impossible for the whole group
as the range of pressure force and press stroke number is
huge, but it is possible to include reasonable range
(excentric sheave 63 to 100 mp pressure or excentric
sheave 100 with press strokes 50-80) what gives a lot of
advantages in such conditions.
This can be done if we don't stick to the principle of
dimensioning machine elements considering hardness.
This factor can't be completely denied or neglected, but
it is just pointed that it is not always the only one and the
1

most important, so it can be denied if other factors are
economically and technically justified.
To satisfy the other factors influencing more deeply the
production profitability, trying to solve this problem we
had to be aware of the fact that certain press elements
are more or less over capacitated.
There are some of these factors:
1. The possibility of driving system serial
production for individual or small serial
production directly influences the decrease of
product cost..
2. Certain funds are necessary for the testing of
press group as the testing of driving system and
all connected with it is done only once.
3. It is easier to supply the substitute of
elements and framework in usage meaning
that maintenance is easier in the workshops
with more presses of the same group
constructed on this way.

Figure 1. Universal model of mechanical curving press
driving system
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2. THE DIRECTIONS FOR THE
UNIFICATION OF DRIVING
MECHANISM

C1 = a

(GD )
2

m

7 10 6 Pm
[daNm2] (1)
2
nsm
ne S k (2 S k ) p

=

where: (GD 2 ) m - GD 2 of flywheel is reduced on the axle
of electric motor in daNm 2 ,
Pm - nominal power of driving motor in KW,
- Coefficient of motor overloading that is
here from 1,7 to 2,2.
p - Coefficient representing the relation of real
cycles to possible ones (for automatic work,
p=1)
n sm Synchronized number of electric motor
rotations per minute,
n e The press stroke number per minute,
S k Critical sliding of electro motor given in
the formula:

Sk = SH

(

+

2

)

1 = SH k

(2)

where:

SH =

n sm nm
nsm

(3)

- Nominal sliding of electric motor
n m – Nominal number of electric motor rotations per
minute
- Coefficient that is the function of power coefficient
and diagram coefficient of resistance moment .
If we lack the data for obtained by an experiment, we
can get coefficient by the formula:

1

(6)

1

=

2

0,9

(7)

1

equation (1) is now in following shape:

(GD )
2

m

= C1 C 2

Pm
[daNm 2 ]
ne

(8)

Let’s analyze, (5), (6) and (7):
1) The value of engine overloading coefficient ( ) is in
relatively tight limits from 1,7 to 2,2 and it can be
asserted that it has little influence (almost none) on the
value of the formula (5), while the nominal sliding of
electric motor makes the main influence ( table. 1). For
the burst work the value of coefficient a is given in the list
T1 for,
= 1,7 and
= 2,2 with the practical
average value.
A diagram on figure 2 is drawn according to the values
on the list T 1.
2) Driving machines used for the mechanical presses
are asynchronies three-phase short-circuited motors with
2, 4, 6, and 8 ends, with synchronized rotating number
nsm = 3000, 1500, 1000, and 750(rev/min). According to
this, for all the electric motors, the burst work, it is
possible to calculate the value of coefficient C 1, which
is shown on the diagram and figure 3.
In the formula (7) we can see that C2 is the function of
coefficient i . Changing to 1,1 — 1,3 and
from
0,5 — 1,0 we get the values for C2 as shown on the
diagram in figure 4.
30
25
20

a

To analyze this problem in details, we must set the
scheme first consisting of elements: electric motor (8),
flywheel (6), lamella and brake (5), reduction gear (4),
shaft (4), connecting rod (1) and presser.
The application of certain driving system depends on the
choice of flywheel.
The selection of flywheel: The selection of flywheel is
made using the formula:

C2 =

7 10 6
nsn2

15
10
5

0 .1

0 .0 9

0 .0 8

0 .0 7

0 .0 6

0 .0 5

0 .0 4

(4)

0 .0 3

1

0 .0 2

= 0,9

0 .0 1

0

2

SH

Figure 2.
where: - coefficient of engine power and it is usually
from 1,1 to 1,3 and
- coefficient of resistance moment which is usually
from 0,5 to 1,0.
It is marked like this:

a=

sk

(2

sk ) p

(5)

It must be mentioned that nominal sliding for
asynchronies three-phase short-circuited motor is not
higher than 0,1.
As we defined the value of C1 in function to SH and C2
in function to
and , we can easily define the and
(GD 2 ) m of fly wheel using the formula (8) for the
certain electric motor and press stroke number, with at
first approximation supposed values for
and ,
define (GD 2 ) m of flywheel.
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Figure 3.

Table T-1.

1.7
2.2

0.10
3.28
3.34
3.30

0.09
3.57
3.61
3.60

0.08
3.95
3.97
3.95

0.07
4.43
4.44
4.43

a for SH
0.06
0.05
5.10
6.00
5.04
5.91
5.07
5.96

Defining the transmission ratio electric motor – flywheel
we want, or which is suitable, considering lamella
available and the dimensions we need to place the
flywheel, we can easily define dimensions and weight of
flywheel using the familiar formula:

(GD )
2

z

(

2
= imz
GD 2

)

m

(9)

As we defined the flywheel, we defined the lamella and
the transmission ratio but reduction gear with
transmission ratio, inlet and outlet rotating moments as
well. In short, a mechanical press of certain possibilities
is defined, and it represents a group of mechanical
presses. Changing the pair of gear in redaction gear, or
changing the press body and safety plates, we can get
the other presses in the group with their characteristics,
the presses with the other press stroke number or the
other pressure force.

0.03
9.65
9.40
9.52

0.02
14.3
13.8
14.0

0.01
28.1
27.0
27.5

We consider the solution by analyzing the laws of orbit
changing and analyzing the number of work orbit cycles
in working part of the machine, as these parameters are
tightly connected with the solution for the driving
mechanism.
The presented parameters show the complexity of
finding the solution at the machines of static effect and
wide range for the creativity of a constructor, which led
to the large varieties of these machine types.
It is useful to consider the case of unified driving
mechanism for the universal model of driving
mechanism. Changing some of the components, the
characteristics of the press inside the group are changed
as well.
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KNOWLEDGE BASE IN DEVELOPMENT EXPERT-CAPP SYSTEMS FOR
ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINING TECHNOLOGY
D. Eri51, G. Miodragovi52

Abstract:
In this paper there has been given a presentation of the role knowledge base in designing machining for the
erosimate with ware. The role of this knowledge base would be, first of all, to define all necessary elements of
the CAPP process for EDM technology. That is, above all, making a decision about whether the processing by
this technology is possible in a particular case, and then defining the type of processing, determination of
processing regime, processing parameters and other elements of this process.
Key words: Knowledge base, design CAPP system, electric discharge machining

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper to give is synthesis between Electrical
Discharge Machining Technology (EDM), Computer
Aided Process Planning systems for design technology
and software tool for this systems. Purpose this
compromise is to define intelligent knowledge base for
technology process EDM.

2. EDM TECHNOLOGY TODAY AND
TOMORROW
Now in world is actually next the assertion. Electrical
Discharge Machining is no longer "non-conventional" or
"non-standard" machining. Why ? In fact, EDM is now
the fourth most popular machining process, selling more
than all other processes expect milling, turning and
grinding, with EDM sales increasing from about 0.5
percent of the 1960 machine tool market to about 6
percent of the 1998 market.
In the soft 1999 machine tool market, EDM' share
increased further because EDM sales were off less than
machine tool sales as a whole. The increasing strength
of EDM is based on the rapid improvements in its
price/performance rations, on the new applications made
feasible by the improved performance economics and on
a growing awareness of the advantages of EDM by the
metalworking industry in general.
Sales and performance have increased dramatically for
both wire and ram (die sinking) EDM, but the two
processes have generally been out of phase with each
other. Each process has been subject to important but
1

different trends.
Wire EDM started from scratch in the early 1970s and
has made steady progress, with the most rapid process
improvements occuring from the mid 1980s to the mid
1990s. Progress occured in six key measures of
price/performance. This is:
speed,
workpiece size,
taper
price
accuracy and
untended operation.

3. COMPUTER AIDED PROCESS
PLANNING (CAPP)
One of the most important steps in converting a design
concept into a manufactured product is process
planning. The essence of that task is the creation of a
complete package of information on how to perform the
manufacturing process, which may include work
instructions for the shop floor, a bill of material, a
quality control plan, tool planning, and so on. Also,
there may be links to other manufacturing systems such
as MRP (material requirements planning), PDM
(product data management), time standards, engineering
and manufacturing change control, shopfloor control and
data collection systems. In most cases, this initial
package of information ultimately determines the final
cost and quality of the product.
Traditionally, manufacturing engineers produced the
necessary process planning documents from scratch

Eric M. Dragan, mechanical engineer, Company "SLOBODA", Ratka Mitrovic b.b. 32000 Cacak , Serbia and Montenegro (Yugoslavia) ; Fax:
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using manual techniques. That required the retrieval and
manipulation of a great deal of information from many
sources including established standards, machinability
data, machine capabilities, tooling inventories, stock
availability and, hopefully, existing practice. The
resulting process plan was then manifest in the form of
printed text, lists and drawings. The introduction of
computers into manufacturing has certainly made the
planning function more efficient, but there are additional
advantages. For one, computers can readily perform vast
numbers of comparisons and, therefore, many more
alternative plans can be explored than would be practical
in a manual setup. Also, the application of computers
can bring greater uniformity to process planning. Ask
ten engineers to develop a process plan for the same
part, and you will probably end up with ten different
plans. Not only does this mean some plans will be better
than others, but also that essentially similar jobs planned
at different times will be done differently. However,
with the comparative capabilities brought about by
computer-aided process planning (CAPP), it becomes
easier to answer the questions: Which plan best utilizes
the facility's capabilities ? Which can be used for
estimating future work ? Which is best for scheduling
and shop loading ? And most important, which plan
reflects the best practice based on past experience ?

experience before is sitting down to the computer and
start by work. Because that done attempt with involving
some elements of artificial intelligence to enable work to
designer that has not sufficiently experience in that
areas.
For this knowledge base we used knowledge from CNCtool AG-100, knowledge from working-piece and
knowledge from tools for working. Mecanic is software
for CAM design (production programs for CNC-tool).
This programming package we are using for creation
technological process at tool for erosion. Host computer
is Hewlett-Packard systems series 9000 with output at
punched tape.
During technology defining for EDM, the knowledge
base has the leading role in two segments of designing:
-defining of processing possibilities on erosimate,
-defining of processing parameters if EDM
processing is possible.

While CAPP can indeed answer these questions, to be of
optimum value, particularly in larger manufacturing
facilities, companies must carefully consider its
implementation and integration with other systems. Here
are some factors to think about if CAPP is to achieve its
potential.

4. KNOWLEDGE BASE FOR EDM
TECHNOLOGY
The EDM process on an erosimat with wire is used for
the processes of precise cutting in our company. The
preciseness of the machining comes to several microns
only. The machine is CNC (Computer Numerical
Control) oper`ated, and Mecanic-CAM software is used
as a software support. For programming in order that
this process should be as optimal as possible, there has
been developed a project to support technology defining
by means of an expert system. The rule of this expert
system is that by activating its knowledge base it should
offer a wide range of answers which are necessary in the
process of technology defining. These answers in the
first place relate to the following elements of the EDM
technology:
types machining with which it is possible to operate,
choice of tools (type, quality),
choice of suitable systems (relations) of machining
and
defining of input parameters.
Designer of technology process must be had great

Figure 1.
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The following segments, such as making of NCprogramms have already gained a support expressed
through software "Mecanic-CAM" and hardware
"Hewlett Packard-9000". For development knowledge
base we are used software Visual FoxPro.
The Figure 1 yes representation flow activity Computer
Aided Process Planning for EDM machining with
support knowledge base.
Visual FoxPro uses objects as the main form of
knowledge representation. Physical entities or abstract
concepts are grouped into a hierarchical structure of
classes, subclasses and instances. Characteristics, or
slots, describe each class and are inherited by any object
below in the object hierarchy. In Visual FoxPro is to
represent
all
characteristics
object-oriented
programming. This is following property: hierarchy
class, subclassing, inheritance and encapsulation.
The program can obtain new information from
established information throughout object-oriented
programming, and functional programming.

5. CONCLUSION
CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing) is one base
goals in past of research in technological processes.
Today is certain what object-oriented structure would be
one the most important tools in realization of CIM
structures. This paper is attempt of implementation some
elements object-oriented programming in knowledge
base for classical Computer Aided Manufacturing
(CAM) and Computer Aided Process Planing (CAPP)
technologies. This is possibly concept for future expert
CAM/CAPP-system for EDM precise cutting.
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CLASSIFICATION, CHARACTERISTICS AND APPLICATION OF THE
CERAMIC CUTTING TOOLS
Predrag. Daši31), Ratomir Je)menica2), Valeriy Kuzin3)

Abstract:
In this paper the analysis of classification and characteristics of materials of cutting tools for multi-cutting indexable
inserts (MCII) or mechanical fixing of cutting inserts (MFCI) and classification and characteristics of ceramic cutting
tools. Through some examples are given the efects of the application of ceramic cutting tools.
Keywords: metalworking, ceramic cutting tools, efficiency application
1. INTRODUCTION
Application of modern high produced technological and
working systems, it is present the constant tendency for
reduction as main, so and accessory time, specially that
part of accessory time which is spent for change and
sharpening of cutting tool. By that it is necessary in one
firm to use generally standards cutting tools and,
percentile only small number of specially manufactured
in peculiar produced section or in co-operation. In
region of metalworking this is realized in big proportion
by large application of cutting tools with mechanical
fixing of cutting inserts (MFCI) or also multi-cutting
indexable inserts (MCII) for turning, planing, drilling
and milling. MCII that are in big proportion push back
the rest tips of cutting tools specially the cutting tools
from HSS and with solded inserts. By that reason it is
present in development and perfectintg that cutting tools
the have a big attention last years, specially in
development the basis components of cutting tools
(figure 1) [1-3]:
the development of materials for cutting tools;
the development of cutting geometry, especially the
elements for bending and fragiling the turnings and
the development of fixings and clamping the
indexiable cutting inserts.
therefore the big importance have the correct choice of
all three components, respectively the choice whole
structure of cutting tools with mechanical fixing of
cutting inserts.
In field of material working are used MCII produced
from [1-5,9-12]:
carbides,
multi-coated carbides,
cermet,
cutting ceramics,
1)

CBN (Cubic Boron Nitride) and
PCD (Poly-Crystalline Diamond).

Fig. 1: Basic cutting tools components with mechanical
fixing of cutting inserts
2. CLASSIFICATION AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF MATERIALS OF CUTTING TOOLS FOR
MCII
MCII are manufactured from powder by various
methods of sintering. In world nowadays most extensive
are the following methods: cold pressing with alternate
sintering, warn pressing and warn izostatic pressing.
Last years in world for production of new tips of
materials for cutting tools widely is used method of
casting under pressure of mixture powder. For
enlargement of physical-mechanical and exploitational
characteristics cutting inserts are subject of mechanical
working. From showed is evident that it is a question of
metals and semimetals chemicals fusions from class
(figure 2) [2-4,7,10]:
oxide,
carbide and
nitride.
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Structure of all three tips materials for cutting tools
permit the forming of mixed crystals, that is permit the
forming of dispersion one phase in other phase. Using
such possibilities of alloying the combinations are
possible as in frame of one tip oxides, carbides or
nitrides, as and combinations of corresponding
components various tips. At this way are formed the
undertips: oxi-nitride, carb-oxide, carbo-nitride and
carboxi-nitride. From figure 2 is easy able to recognise
the structure ones tips materials for cutting tools
compared to classics divisions.

Fig. 3: Dependence of hot hardness and wear resistance
from strength and toughness for different tools material

Fig. 2: Classification of materials for cutting tools
which are produced from powder various methods of
sintering
Cutting tool must have the following characteristics in
order to produce good quality and economical parts:
Hardness and strength of the cutting tool must be
maintained at elevated temperatures also called hot
hardness;
Toughness of cutting tools is needed so that tools
don’t chip or fracture, especially during interrupted
cutting operations;
Wear resistance means the attainment of acceptable tool
life before tools need to be replaced.
Basic characteristics of cutting-tool materials are shown
in table 1 [9,10].
Table 1: Basic characteristics of cutting tool materials

Dependence of hot hardness and wear resistance from
strength and toughness for different of tools material is
shown on figure 3 [2-3.5,9-10] and speed ranges for
various cutting –tool materials are shown in figure 4 [9].

Fig. 4: Speed ranges for various cutting–tool materials
3. CLASSIFICATION AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF CERAMIC CUTTING TOOLS
Ceramic cutting tool are made of metallic and nonmetallic particles from oxide, carbide and nitride, which
basic features are: high hardness, high resistance to wear
and pressure, high chemical stability on high
temperatures.
There are three basic groups of ceramic cutting tool
materials (figure 4) [2-5,7]:
oxide ceramic (oxides),
mixed ceramic (oxides+carbides) and
nitride ceramic (nitrides+oxides).

Fig. 4: Classification of ceramic cutting tools
Oxide ceramic applies for rough and finish off
processing of cast iron and steel with high cutting
speeds. Cutting tools of high speed steel and hard metal
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can be changed with oxide ceramic cutting tools in
turning, milling and planing.
Mixed ceramic cutting tool is suitable for rough and
finish off processing by turning and milling of cast iron,
steel for thermal processing, harded steel with hardness
up to 65 HRC and high speed steel, too, all of them with
cutting speed which is 3-6 times higher than speed of
hard metal. Eliminating of drosses, sands and cavities
are prerequisite for economical applying of mixed
ceramic cutting tools. In last time, grinding is changed
with grating finish of with the help of ceramic cutting
tools in metalworking industry.

Nitride ceramic is used in branch of metal turning and
milling processes on cast iron and other castings with
adversely cutting conditions, with interruptions of
process, with use of cooling and lubricating fluids, or
with high requests for accurate dimension with medium
and high cutting speeds. Use of nitride ceramic is able
on machine tools with small powers which is not
suitable for application of oxide ceramics. According to
high prices of nitride ceramic, it applies in mass
production particularly on automatic lines and flexible
technological systems.
Basic characteristics of ceramic cutting-tool materials
from firm SPK-Feldmuhle are shown in table 2 [1-3].

Table 2: Basic characteristics of ceramic cutting-tool materials from firm SPK-Feldmuhle
Grade
SN 60
SN 80
SH 1
SH 20F
SL 100
SL 200
Composite
Al2O3+ZrO2 Al2O3+ZrO2 Al2O3+TiC Al2O3+TiC Si3N4+TiC Si3N4+ Al2O3
90%+10% 80%+20% 90%+10% 80%+20%
Colour of insert
White
while
black
black
black
black
Code colour
Blue
violet
white
yellow
green
red
Code number (=last digit of ref.no.)
…5
…4
…6
…9
…1
…2
Density [g/cm3]
3,97
4,16
4,30
4,28
3,30
3,25
<3
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2
Grain size [µm]
E-module [KN/mm2]
340
340
370
370
300
300
Vickers hardness HV
2.000
2.000
2.500
2.100
1.700
1.500
Breaking strength Klc [N/mm3/2]
175
210
160
170
250
220
450
600
600
600
800
750
Bending strength B [N/mm2]
Ceramic cutting tools have some advantages in respect
to hard metal concering the filings shape and posibility
to apply higher cutting speeds. It is enough in about 80
% cases to choose the right facet of a replaceable cutting
plate and vary cutting speed in order to obtain good
filing shape (figure 5) [2-4].
For the remaining 20 % cases where good filing shape is
not schieved, cutting tools manufacturer developed
various ways for making complex-cannals on the front
surface [2-4].

Fig. 5: A field of good filing shape for ceramic cutting
tools in v-s diagram

4. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS CERAMIC
CUTTING TOOLS
Ceramic cutting tools with MCII in region of material
working magnified hardness are used for finish working
of improved and hardened steels by turning, planing,
drilling and milling. In many cases this operations can
exchange the operation of grinding.
Effectiveness of working cited ceramic cutting tools in
much depend from correct chose material for cutting
tools and whole structure of cutting tool. Negative
effects who can to report oneself by reason of wrong
choose of material for cutting tools on illustrate best by
used oxide and mixed cutting ceramics at finish turning
of harded steel with hardness 52÷54 HRC. By that for
value of tool wear VB=0,25 mm it is tool steadiness
from mixed cutting ceramics 55 min, and tool steadiness
from oxide ceramics only 13 min.
Example 1: On figure 6 it is presented the operation of
finishing turning of the small gear from harded steel
hardness 62÷63 HRC by mixed cutting ceramics SH1 by
firm SPK Feldmuhle, by which is realized by demanded
roughness worked of surface Rt=8 [µm]. The elements
cutting regime were: cutting depth a=0,15÷0,2 [mm],
cutting speed v=100÷180 [m/min], feed s=0,08
[mm/rev] and nose radius r=1,2 [mm]. For difference
from grinding, the working costs by finish turning are
reduced for 25 % (fig ure 6) [3-4].
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Fig. 6: Finishing turning the small gear from harded
steel hardness 62÷63 HRC with mixed cutting ceramics
Example 2: On figure 7 it is presented the operation of
finishing turning the cover from cast iron FC 20
(according to GOST standard) by nitride cutting
ceramics SP4 by firm NTK Cutting Tools. The elements
cutting regime were: cutting depth a=2÷3 [mm], cutting
speed v=700 [m/min] and feed s=0,2 [mm/rev]. For
difference from turning with oxide ceramic the number
of working pieces which can be worked with one cutting
edge of insert is increased for four multiply [11].

Fig. 7: Finishing turning the cover from cast iron FC
20 with nitride cutting ceramics
5. CONCLUSIONS
Effectiveness of working by modern ceramic cutting
tools in much depend from correct chose material for
cutting tool and whole structure of cutting tool.
Application of ceramic cutting tools it is possible
exchange the finish operation grinding by turning,
planing, drilling and milling, what show and tree
examples cited.
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CLASSIFICATION, CHARACTERISTICS AND APPLICATION OF THE
CERAMIC CUTTING TOOLS
Predrag. Daši31), Ratomir Je)menica2), Valeriy Kuzin3)

Abstract: This paper analysis classification and characteristics of materials of cutting tools for multi-cutting indexable
inserts (MCII) or mechanical fixing of cutting inserts (MFCI) and classification and characteristics of ceramic cutting
tools. Through some examples are given the efects of the application of ceramic cutting tools.
Keywords: metalworking, ceramic cutting tools, efficiency application

1. INTRODUCTION
Application of modern high produced technological and
working systems, it is present the constant tendency for
reduction as main, so and accessory time, specially that
part of accessory time which is spent for change and
sharpening of cutting tool. By that it is necessary in one
firm to use generally standards cutting tools and,
percentile only small number of specially manufactured
in peculiar produced section or in co-operation. In
region of metalworking this is realized in big proportion
by large application of cutting tools with mechanical
fixing of cutting inserts (MFCI) or also multi-cutting
indexable inserts (MCII) for turning, planing, drilling
and milling. MCII that are in big proportion push back
the rest tips of cutting tools specially the cutting tools
from HSS and with solded inserts. By that reason it is
present in development and perfectintg that cutting tools
the have a big attention last years, specially in
development the basis components of cutting tools
(figure 1) [1-3]:
the development of materials for cutting tools;
the development of cutting geometry, especially the
elements for bending and fragiling the turnings and
the development of fixings and clamping the
indexiable cutting inserts.
therefore the big importance have the correct choice of
all three components, respectively the choice whole
structure of cutting tools with mechanical fixing of
cutting inserts.
In field of material working are used MCII produced
from [1-5,9-12]:
carbides,
multi-coated carbides,
cermet,
cutting ceramics,
CBN (Cubic Boron Nitride) and
PCD (Poly-Crystalline Diamond).
1)

Fig. 1: Basic cutting tools components with mechanical
fixing of cutting inserts
2. CLASSIFICATION AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF MATERIALS OF CUTTING TOOLS FOR
MCII
MCII are manufactured from powder by various
methods of sintering. In world nowadays most extensive
are the following methods: cold pressing with alternate
sintering, warn pressing and warn izostatic pressing.
Last years in world for production of new tips of
materials for cutting tools widely is used method of
casting under pressure of mixture powder. For
enlargement of physical-mechanical and exploitational
characteristics cutting inserts are subject of mechanical
working. From showed is evident that it is a question of
metals and semimetals chemicals fusions from class
(figure 2) [2-4,7,10]:
oxide,
carbide and
nitride.
Structure of all three tips materials for cutting tools
permit the forming of mixed crystals, that is permit the
forming of dispersion one phase in other phase. Using
such possibilities of alloying the combinations are
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possible as in frame of one tip oxides, carbides or
nitrides, as and combinations of corresponding
components various tips. At this way are formed the
undertips: oxi-nitride, carb-oxide, carbo-nitride and
carboxi-nitride. From figure 2 is easy able to recognise
the structure ones tips materials for cutting tools
compared to classics divisions.

Fig. 3: Dependence of hot hardness and wear resistance
from strength and toughness for different tools material

Fig. 2: Classification of materials for cutting tools
which are produced from powder various methods of
sintering
Cutting tool must have the following characteristics in
order to produce good quality and economical parts:
Hardness and strength of the cutting tool must be
maintained at elevated temperatures also called hot
hardness;
Toughness of cutting tools is needed so that tools
don’t chip or fracture, especially during interrupted
cutting operations;
Wear resistance means the attainment of acceptable tool
life before tools need to be replaced.
Basic characteristics of cutting-tool materials are shown
in table 1 [9,10].
Table 1: Basic characteristics of cutting tool materials

Fig. 4: Speed ranges for various cutting–tool materials
3. CLASSIFICATION AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF CERAMIC CUTTING TOOLS
Ceramic cutting tool are made of metallic and nonmetallic particles from oxide, carbide and nitride, which
basic features are: high hardness, high resistance to wear
and pressure, high chemical stability on high
temperatures.
There are three basic groups of ceramic cutting tool
materials (figure 4) [2-5,7]:
oxide ceramic (oxides),
mixed ceramic (oxides+carbides) and
nitride ceramic (nitrides+oxides).

Dependence of hot hardness and wear resistance from
strength and toughness for different of tools material is
shown on figure 3 [2-3.5,9-10] and speed ranges for
various cutting –tool materials are shown in figure 4 [9].
Fig. 4: Classification of ceramic cutting tools
Oxide ceramic applies for rough and finish off
processing of cast iron and steel with high cutting
speeds. Cutting tools of high speed steel and hard metal
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can be changed with oxide ceramic cutting tools in
turning, milling and planing.
Mixed ceramic cutting tool is suitable for rough and
finish off processing by turning and milling of cast iron,
steel for thermal processing, harded steel with hardness
up to 65 HRC and high speed steel, too, all of them with
cutting speed which is 3-6 times higher than speed of
hard metal. Eliminating of drosses, sands and cavities
are prerequisite for economical applying of mixed
ceramic cutting tools. In last time, grinding is changed
with grating finish of with the help of ceramic cutting
tools in metalworking industry.

Nitride ceramic is used in branch of metal turning and
milling processes on cast iron and other castings with
adversely cutting conditions, with interruptions of
process, with use of cooling and lubricating fluids, or
with high requests for accurate dimension with medium
and high cutting speeds. Use of nitride ceramic is able
on machine tools with small powers which is not
suitable for application of oxide ceramics. According to
high prices of nitride ceramic, it applies in mass
production particularly on automatic lines and flexible
technological systems.
Basic characteristics of ceramic cutting-tool materials
from firm SPK-Feldmuhle are shown in table 2 [1-3].

Table 2: Basic characteristics of ceramic cutting-tool materials from firm SPK-Feldmuhle
Grade
SN 60
SN 80
SH 1
SH 20F
SL 100
SL 200
Composite
Al2O3+ZrO2 Al2O3+ZrO2 Al2O3+TiC Al2O3+TiC Si3N4+TiC Si3N4+ Al2O3
90%+10% 80%+20% 90%+10% 80%+20%
Colour of insert
White
while
black
black
black
black
Code colour
Blue
violet
white
yellow
green
red
Code number (=last digit of ref.no.)
…5
…4
…6
…9
…1
…2
Density [g/cm3]
3,97
4,16
4,30
4,28
3,30
3,25
<3
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2
Grain size [µm]
E-module [KN/mm2]
340
340
370
370
300
300
Vickers hardness HV
2.000
2.000
2.500
2.100
1.700
1.500
Breaking strength Klc [N/mm3/2]
175
210
160
170
250
220
450
600
600
600
800
750
Bending strength B [N/mm2]
Ceramic cutting tools have some advantages in respect
to hard metal concering the filings shape and posibility
to apply higher cutting speeds. It is enough in about 80
% cases to choose the right facet of a replaceable cutting
plate and vary cutting speed in order to obtain good
filing shape (figure 5) [2-4].
For the remaining 20 % cases where good filing shape is
not schieved, cutting tools manufacturer developed
various ways for making complex-cannals on the front
surface [2-4].

Fig. 5: A field of good filing shape for ceramic cutting
tools in v-s diagram

4. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS CERAMIC
CUTTING TOOLS
Ceramic cutting tools with MCII in region of material
working magnified hardness are used for finish working
of improved and hardened steels by turning, planing,
drilling and milling. In many cases this operations can
exchange the operation of grinding.
Effectiveness of working cited ceramic cutting tools in
much depend from correct chose material for cutting
tools and whole structure of cutting tool. Negative
effects who can to report oneself by reason of wrong
choose of material for cutting tools on illustrate best by
used oxide and mixed cutting ceramics at finish turning
of harded steel with hardness 52÷54 HRC. By that for
value of tool wear VB=0,25 mm it is tool steadiness
from mixed cutting ceramics 55 min, and tool steadiness
from oxide ceramics only 13 min.
Example 1: On figure 6 it is presented the operation of
finishing turning of the small gear from harded steel
hardness 62÷63 HRC by mixed cutting ceramics SH1 by
firm SPK Feldmuhle, by which is realized by demanded
roughness worked of surface Rt=8 [µm]. The elements
cutting regime were: cutting depth a=0,15÷0,2 [mm],
cutting speed v=100÷180 [m/min], feed s=0,08
[mm/rev] and nose radius r=1,2 [mm]. For difference
from grinding, the working costs by finish turning are
reduced for 25 % (fig ure 6) [3-4].
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Fig. 6: Finishing turning the small gear from harded
steel hardness 62÷63 HRC with mixed cutting ceramics
Example 2: On figure 7 it is presented the operation of
finishing turning the cover from cast iron FC 20
(according to GOST standard) by nitride cutting
ceramics SP4 by firm NTK Cutting Tools. The elements
cutting regime were: cutting depth a=2÷3 [mm], cutting
speed v=700 [m/min] and feed s=0,2 [mm/rev]. For
difference from turning with oxide ceramic the number
of working pieces which can be worked with one cutting
edge of insert is increased for four multiply [11].

Fig. 7: Finishing turning the cover from cast iron FC
20 with nitride cutting ceramics
5. CONCLUSIONS
Effectiveness of working by modern ceramic cutting
tools in much depend from correct chose material for
cutting tool and whole structure of cutting tool.
Application of ceramic cutting tools it is possible
exchange the finish operation grinding by turning,
planing, drilling and milling, what show and tree
examples cited.
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THE METHODS OF MODELLING OF ASSEMBLY SRUCTURES IN CA
ENVIROMENT
G. Miodragovi 1, A. Petrovi 2, A. Žukovski3

Abstract:
Concurent Engineering and Design for Manufacturing are two basic methods for decreasing time of product
realization and increasing of productivity. Concurent Engineering enables the communication between various
experts in very early stages of design (i.e. a product designer and a designer of technology). Design for
manufacturing does not involve only tooling, testing, maintenance, servicing, but also assembly activities,
especially because assembly activities take part in product price with 40%. The methods of assembly structures`
modelling in computerated enviroment are represented in this paper. When designing new and changing existing
product`s components, with no changing of once established assembly structure, the significant savings are
achieved using the software package Solid EDGE
Key words: CA modelling, assembly structure, CAD, Solid EDGE

1.

INTRODUCTION

Observing within the matter of product`s complexity,
industrial production can be considered as a production
of a component as a final product, or as a production of
a complex product, including a production of
components which are assembled in a final product.

assembling, especially in cases when retooling is
necessary either because of the changes in construction,
or because of the complexity of the assembling process
itself, figure 2.

The main function of assembling is to form, by putting
together, a final product of certain features, whenas each
component retains its geometrical features, that means
quality features(quality of tooling surface, tolerance of
shape and position, i.e.) by which product`s proper
functioning is accomplished. An assembly process,
which complexity depends on components` complexity,
type of construction and demanded degree of integration
with other processes (figure1.), includes several steps. It
is very important to make a difference between a
subassemblies` creating and a final assembling, which
leads to product`s variants.
Creating of subassemblies represents a particular
assembly operation, where one component is put
together with another basic component or with a
subassembly.
Final assembling enables realization of assembly
constructing or final product constructing. In a process
of a final product`s assembling, it does not necessarily
mean that the other processes, which characterize
machine tooling of components, control, adjusting and
etc., are excluded. On the contrary, there is a tendency to
include these processes between particular phases of
1

Fig 1 .Complexity assembly dependences from assembly
flow

2. MODELLING FOR ASSEMBLING-DFA
When designing according to demands of assembling, a
designer needs suitable tools, with which he can analize
assembly process, or possible alternative solutions (of
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components, tools and equipment,…). A computer is
very helpful in the sphere of appliance of particular
knowledges concerning design for assembly, as well as
in sphere of work with necessary data.

One of the most productive CA tools for modelling
components&assembly is Solid Edge. This, computersupported, system for design includes unique tools for
identification and elimination of errors in design, by
what the time needed for product developing and
expenses are decreased.
The process of assembly structures` design(of complex
product) in Solid Edge does not include only making of
tridimensional virtual prototype, but also acquisition of
knowledge, which leads the process of engineering
design to precise solution without mistakes.
3.2. ASSEMBLY RELATIONS` MODELLING
In relation to components` modelling in constructing
domain, the problem gets considerably complicated in
researching the approaches and ways of modelling for
assembly structure, that means elements of functions
and processes.

Fig. 2. Possible variant including other processes in final
product assembly process
Conventional (classical) design for assembly is divided
into two parts. The first part is the design of
components, whenas a designer knows all about a
component`s structure, including its function in product,
while the latter refers to processes of assembling the
designed components into a final product. Both
designers are experts in their fields of design, but they
know little about each other`s field of design. The
solution is in parallel design for assembling and design
of components and assembly process, with integrated
knowledge of both designers, according to the principles
and demands of concurent engineering. Such design will
enable, by making a change in any stage of design of
components, or in assembly process, changing in all of
design`s stages concerning that change. Appliance of
CA tools, represented in a form of suitable designing
software, as well as a knowledge basis and a data basis,
as a support to expert system in design for assembling,
are necessary for achieving of this aim.

Function
Fluid flux
Pass fluid
Input
fluid
under pressure
Organs

–

Function

Faucet body
Up cover
Down cover
Screwes
Handle
Reel
Pin
spindle

3. MODELLING OF ASSEMBLY
STRUCTURE BY CA TOOLS
3.1 CA TOOLS IN DESIGN OF ASSEMBLY
STRUCTURES

Slider
Slider
Capsule
O ring

CA tools for design of assembly process include beside
the tools for modelling of components also the tools for
defining the relations among the designed components,
that means the tools for defining the coincident relations
(mate, coincident,…).

Fig 3. Function and organs-function bearers (for faucet)

By joining the data basis and knowledge basis to CA
tools through expert systems, enables that changes, in
any stage of design of assembly (of components/process
of assembling), affect the entire assembly process.

In the basis of analysis of formation assembly
primitives, it is started from a function of an observed
assembly. It is necessary to recognize, on the basis of
functional demands, the bearers of functions or the

Sealant
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organs for the level on which a primitive is defined
(figure 3), and then to form subassembly`s or assembly`s
skeleton (for faucet, figure 4).
reel
pin
spindle
screwes

a)

Up cover
O ring/sealant

slider
b)
Faucet body
zavrtnji
Down cower
Fig. 4. Faucet for the desks for examinig the hydraulic
instalations
For modelling of assembly, or for forming coincident
relations between components in assembly structures,
figure 3, in Solid Edge, two groups of relations are used.
The first refers to establishing of “more clear” relations,
or easily defined relations between flat and cylindrical
surfaces (figure 5), and the latter refers to all those cases
when it is impossible to establish clear relations between
components (figure 6).

a)

b)

c)

d)

a) Point-to-Line (A mate relationship is applied between
the faces of the two parts. Because the sides of each
part are drafted, there are no part faces which you can
use to apply a planar align relationship.).
b) Point-to-Point (A mate relationship is applied
between the mitered corners of the parts. A connect
relationship, which ties a point on one part to the
appropriate point on another, connects the two
corners properly.)
c) Cone-to-Cone – (The cone on the fastener is
connected to the cone on the countersunk hole on the
plate. (When we add a connect relationship between
two conical faces, the keypoint that represents the
theoretical intersection of the individual cones are
connected)
d) Point-to-Plane – (The lower right pin is positioned to
a depth that just touches the surface of a reference
plane).
Fig 6. Additional relations for defining of assembly
primitives

c)
a) Offset-mate, b) Planar alignment between two flat
surfaces c) Axial alignment between two cylindrical
surfaces (A) and (B), d) Taking the certain angle
between the wanted elements
Fig.5. Relations for defining of ”clear” assembly
primitives

4. MODELLING OF ASSEMBLY
STRUCTURES
Starting from a hierarchical product`s structure, or from
identification of function (providing of fluid flux), figure
7, and organs (components, figure 4) for realizing a
given function, it comes to assembly model, figure 8.
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Relations, or coincident components` relations are
included in an assembly model.
Having established concept, an assembly structure is
very easily modelled by tools for relations`
establishing(given in the figures 5 and 6).
Taking into consideration a part`s function, or assemblyrelational model, it is easily noticed that a basis element
for forming assembly is a faucet`s body(three
components are in direct coincident relation to body:
upper cover, >>>>> and lower cover). The procedure of
forming an assembly structure in Solid Edge is given in
the figure 9.

5. CLOSING
By appliance of CA tools in processes of assembly
modelling, decrease of time and integration of a process
of forming components` model and a process of
assembling are achieved. Parametring components and
establishing coincident relations between them, it is
possible to make models of families of products. In this
way a virtual model is made, on which all necessary
analyses and simulation in realistic conditions can be
done.

a)

b)

c)

I
P

Fig 7. Fluid flux-basic faucet`s function
reel

=0

d)
e)
f)
a) setting lower cover, b) interleaving slider`s, c)
interleaving rein, d) link spindle, e) setting upper cover,
f) link reel.
Fig 9. Process of modelling faucet`s assembly structure
in Solid Edge

=0

6. LITERATURE

=0

pin
=0

spindle
up cover

body

=0

Capsule for lead
=0

slider
0=
=3

down cover

Fig 8. Assembly model with coincident relations
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THE UNIFICATION OF THE MECHANICAL PRESS DRIVING
MECHANISM
Ph.D. Predrag Popovic,
Ph.D. Ljubodrag Djordjevic,
B.Sc. Branko Radicevic,
B.Sc. Miso Bjelic

RESUME
The basic aim of this research is to find the possibilities of the unification of the mechanical press driving mechanism.
There are certain directions and methodologies in the construction of the unified driving mechanisms in the group of
mechanical presses having different pressure force and different press stroke number. A certain number of different
applications are pointed considering huge number of various solutions of mechanical press driving mechanism.
The main words: driving mechanism, mechanical press, and unification.

1. THE INTRODUCTION
Considering well-known patterns and methods, we deal
with the problem of finding the possibilities of
application a certain driving mechanism in the group of
mechanical presses whose pressure force and press
stroke number are different. Selecting the flywheel and
analyzing its power usage we specify the domain of its
application at the presses of specified pressure force and
different number of press stroke
Producing groups of presses differed by pressure force
and the number of press strokes, as the main
characteristics, it is possible to produce some subsystems as unified.
The main purpose of this research is to find, through the
familiar patterns, the possibility of the application of the
same driving mechanism in a certain number of
mechanical presses. Here, we will try to show some
directions in construction of mechanical press so that the
complete system (driving motor-lamella and brakereduction gear-excentric sheave axle, and possibly
presser) could be the same at a few presses of the same
group (presses of different pressure force and different
press stroke number).
It is obvious that this is impossible for the whole group
as the range of pressure force and press stroke number is
huge, but it is possible to include reasonable range
(excentric sheave 63 to 100 mp pressure or excentric
sheave 100 with press strokes 50-80) what gives a lot of
advantages in such conditions.
This can be done if we don't stick to the principle of
dimensioning machine elements considering hardness.
This factor can't be completely denied or neglected, but
it is just pointed that it is not always the only one and the

most important, so it can be denied if other factors are
economically and technically justified.
To satisfy the other factors influencing more deeply the
production profitability, trying to solve this problem we
had to be aware of the fact that certain press elements
are more or less over capacitated.
There are some of these factors:
1. The possibility of driving system serial
production for individual or small serial
production directly influences the decrease of
product cost..
2. Certain funds are necessary for the testing of
press group as the testing of driving system and
all connected with it is done only once.
3. It is easier to supply the substitute of
elements and framework in usage meaning
that maintenance is easier in the workshops
with more presses of the same group
constructed on this way.

Figure 1. Universal model of mechanical curving press
driving system
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2. THE DIRECTIONS FOR THE
UNIFICATION OF DRIVING
MECHANISM

C1 = a

(GD )
2

m

7 10 6 Pm
[daNm2] (1)
2
nsm
ne S k (2 S k ) p

=

where: (GD 2 ) m - GD 2 of flywheel is reduced on the axle
of electric motor in daNm 2 ,
Pm - nominal power of driving motor in KW,
- Coefficient of motor overloading that is
here from 1,7 to 2,2.
p - Coefficient representing the relation of real
cycles to possible ones (for automatic work,
p=1)
n sm Synchronized number of electric motor
rotations per minute,
n e The press stroke number per minute,
S k Critical sliding of electro motor given in
the formula:

Sk = SH

(

+

2

)

1 = SH k

(2)

where:

SH =

n sm nm
nsm

(3)

- Nominal sliding of electric motor
n m – Nominal number of electric motor rotations per
minute
- Coefficient that is the function of power coefficient
and diagram coefficient of resistance moment .
If we lack the data for obtained by an experiment, we
can get coefficient by the formula:

1

(6)

1

=

2

0,9

(7)

1

equation (1) is now in following shape:

(GD )
2

m

= C1 C 2

Pm
[daNm 2 ]
ne

(8)

Let’s analyze, (5), (6) and (7):
1) The value of engine overloading coefficient ( ) is in
relatively tight limits from 1,7 to 2,2 and it can be
asserted that it has little influence (almost none) on the
value of the formula (5), while the nominal sliding of
electric motor makes the main influence ( table. 1). For
the burst work the value of coefficient a is given in the list
T1 for,
= 1,7 and
= 2,2 with the practical
average value.
A diagram on figure 2 is drawn according to the values
on the list T 1.
2) Driving machines used for the mechanical presses
are asynchronies three-phase short-circuited motors with
2, 4, 6, and 8 ends, with synchronized rotating number
nsm = 3000, 1500, 1000, and 750(rev/min). According to
this, for all the electric motors, the burst work, it is
possible to calculate the value of coefficient C 1, which
is shown on the diagram and figure 3.
In the formula (7) we can see that C2 is the function of
coefficient i . Changing to 1,1 — 1,3 and
from
0,5 — 1,0 we get the values for C2 as shown on the
diagram in figure 4.
30
25
20

a

To analyze this problem in details, we must set the
scheme first consisting of elements: electric motor (8),
flywheel (6), lamella and brake (5), reduction gear (4),
shaft (4), connecting rod (1) and presser.
The application of certain driving system depends on the
choice of flywheel.
The selection of flywheel: The selection of flywheel is
made using the formula:

C2 =

7 10 6
nsn2

15
10
5

0 .1

0 .0 9

0 .0 8

0 .0 7

0 .0 6

0 .0 5

0 .0 4

(4)

0 .0 3

1

0 .0 2

= 0,9

0 .0 1

0

2

SH

Figure 2.
where: - coefficient of engine power and it is usually
from 1,1 to 1,3 and
- coefficient of resistance moment which is usually
from 0,5 to 1,0.
It is marked like this:

a=

sk

(2

sk ) p

(5)

It must be mentioned that nominal sliding for
asynchronies three-phase short-circuited motor is not
higher than 0,1.
As we defined the value of C1 in function to SH and C2
in function to
and , we can easily define the and
(GD 2 ) m of fly wheel using the formula (8) for the
certain electric motor and press stroke number, with at
first approximation supposed values for
and ,
define (GD 2 ) m of flywheel.
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Figure 4.

Figure 3.

Table T-1.

1.7
2.2

0.10
3.28
3.34
3.30

0.09
3.57
3.61
3.60

0.08
3.95
3.97
3.95

0.07
4.43
4.44
4.43

a for SH
0.06
0.05
5.10
6.00
5.04
5.91
5.07
5.96

Defining the transmission ratio electric motor – flywheel
we want, or which is suitable, considering lamella
available and the dimensions we need to place the
flywheel, we can easily define dimensions and weight of
flywheel using the familiar formula:

(GD )
2

z

(

2
= imz
GD 2

)

m

(9)

As we defined the flywheel, we defined the lamella and
the transmission ratio but reduction gear with
transmission ratio, inlet and outlet rotating moments as
well. In short, a mechanical press of certain possibilities
is defined, and it represents a group of mechanical
presses. Changing the pair of gear in redaction gear, or
changing the press body and safety plates, we can get
the other presses in the group with their characteristics,
the presses with the other press stroke number or the
other pressure force.

0.03
9.65
9.40
9.52

0.02
14.3
13.8
14.0

0.01
28.1
27.0
27.5

We consider the solution by analyzing the laws of orbit
changing and analyzing the number of work orbit cycles
in working part of the machine, as these parameters are
tightly connected with the solution for the driving
mechanism.
The presented parameters show the complexity of
finding the solution at the machines of static effect and
wide range for the creativity of a constructor, which led
to the large varieties of these machine types.
It is useful to consider the case of unified driving
mechanism for the universal model of driving
mechanism. Changing some of the components, the
characteristics of the press inside the group are changed
as well.
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3. CONCLUSION
Analyzing the solution for the mechanical curving press
of simple effect and analyzing its main functions we
come up with a number of these machines that produce
by deformation.
Analyzing the universal model of driving mechanism
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possible concepts of variations and classify them.
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ONE APPROACH OF DEVELOPING THE NETWORK SOFTWARE USED
IN CIM TECHNOLOGIES
G. Vuja i , S. Risti , Ž. Marjanovic1
Monitoring presence, usability, and response times of the different host workstations on LAN or WAN
networks using cross – platform, open source ICMP interface libraryICMP, cross-platform, networking,
library

I PREAMBLE
Nowadays, when computer networks are growing in
their organization and infrastructure complexity, it is
essential to monitor presence, network characteristics,
usability and data transfers between different network
hardware, network servers and end user workstations, all
in favor of speed, quality and finally, business.
Client – server revolution has brought many advantages
and innovations; mainly it has become the epicenter and
backbone of the entire network facility and also the
standards implementer. There are many software
products present on the market today, starting from the
network simulators to the IRC or chat programs, mail
clients, private intranet chat servers and various
dedicated software applications. In this, so called
“jungle” of software, not just server administrators, but
more often, users need to know if there are remote hosts
present on the network. Users want their software to be
easy to use, with friendly interface and simple help files;
they want software to be fast, attractive and easy to use.
On the other side, server administrators want to have
more control; they do not care much about the user
interface, they want to tune their software to their needs
and personal taste; furthermore, they want their software
to be extendable, scriptable or based on the plug-in
architecture.
So what can one computer scientists or engineer do to
help?
There are many demands: portability, interface,
modularity, plug-in architecture, easiness of use, and
finally budget. Open source is the philosophy which is
used in this solution; it fulfils most of the demands of
this enigma.
Pretty modest IT budget and the quality of open source
solutions of the large specter, force the software
designer to see the big picture.
The solution presented here follows the GNU
philosophy and standards of the open source
community.

1

The entire C – GLIBC – Console – GNOME – KDE –
Windows™ framework is based on this idea and RFC
documents, providing the simple, yet powerful solution
to the presented problems and demands.
In this solution we are going to present the most
significant parts of software, concerning advantages and
disadvantages
between
architectures,
software
implementations and platform differences.

II IMPLEMENTATION
Main programming language used in this project is C,
both on Windows™ and Linux platforms. C is very
powerful, low level language able to access raw
operating system functions, which is especially
important on the Linux platform.
The core of the software is dynamic (shared) library,
written entirely in C and based on the ip-utils package
(on Linux) from Mike Muss (US Army ballistics
laboratory) and the Berkley University in the United
States of America. This package offers many useful
utilities, among which the ping program is of the most
interest. This program is Linux console program which
does the “standard” pinging and is invoked from the
shell with `ping <options> <hostname | IP address>`.
The ping utility is useful program and is used very often
by network administrators; it can also be useful in shell
scripts and pipes. And … that’s almost all of its
possibilities.
This program completely implements the ICMP protocol
and uses checksum functions that calculate IP packet
data and headers length, defined in RFC 793 and 1791.
It was released in the early ‘80s and it can run on every
Linux platform I had opportunity to work with.
Windows™ solution is based on the Icmp* functions
API provided by Microsoft and with Icmp.h and
Icmp.lib files. These functions are IcmpCreateFile,
IcmpSendEcho and IcmpCloseHandle. These functions
are wrapped in the iphlpapi.dll and icmp.dll dynamic

mr. Goran Vuja i , Politehni ka akademija, Novi Beograd – gvujacic@ptt.yu, mr. Slobodn Risti , Viša železni ka škola Beograd , Željko
Marjanovic – savethem4ever@yahoo.com
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link libraries. This solution provides another library
which even more simplifies the usage and
implementation.
I’ve mentioned that the entire library is written in ANSI
C on both platforms. That is the key to the power of this
library. I’ve wrapped all the low level details in bunch of
simple to use library calls including the power and the
speed of the C language.
On the Linux platform this library is compiled with the
GCC (GNU C Compiler) which offers superior
optimization and minimum possible file size.

problems with creating and realizing the GUI (minor
problems occurred with callback functions and
redefining C structures and types). You can see the
Delphi interface below. Few clicks and lines of source
were just enough. Every network administrator could
have done this, with the language of his choice (or even
a script), because he would have the library.
Program was tested on the Windows 2000 and Windows
XP and worked very stable. Its file size was a little
larger, (because of the VCL) but it was compressed with
UPX.

On the Windows™ platform I’ve tried the Microsoft
Native C/C++ compiler and the Bloodshed Dev C++
which is based on the Mingw project. Microsoft’s
products offers more possibilities and platform
integration, but the file size of Dev C++ is much smaller
(as twice as small, without the shared linking). Even
though, I’ve noticed that the Microsoft’s compiler has
produced more stable and less memory demanding code,
so I’ve decided to use it (file size does not matter that
much these days: 6kb with the Dev C++ and about 10k
with the Microsoft’s C/C++ compiler) .
The source code implementations mentioned above
differ very much.
It was “easy” on the Windows platform: wrap Icmp
functions, write a few checksums and thread handlers
(because we did not want to block the calling process),
and that was almost all about that.
On the Linux platform things were different. We had to
use RAW sockets, realize and/or implement entire
ICMP protocol in our program, realize the standard
procedures, parse replies, decode errors, preserve the
buffers, install the filter(s) on the socket …
Functional differences forced implementing custom
functions (which were primarily needed on Linux) and
centralized flow handlers.
Based on mentioned Icmp* Windows™ functions I’ve
implemented icmp_init, icmp_send_echo_echo, and
icmp_get_last_error functions in the library. They
behave almost like the Microsoft’s functions, which was
their main purpose.
You can see the entire source code in the Appendix.
With this functions in a shared library began the GUI
part of the problem.

a) Windows implementation
On Windows™, Borland Delphi having the reputation of
the best RAD tool (which is true), was used to create the
GUI. Delphi uses Object Pascal as its base and very
powerful VCL framework. There were no major

Picture 1 Delphi interface

The situation was much more complicated on Linux.
First of all there are several window managers. Most
popular managers nowadays are GNOME and KDE so
I’ve decided to write interfaces for both of them, and, of
course, the console version of the program.
GNOME and KDE use completely different APIs on top
of the X Window Library, or so called Xlib.

b) GNOME implementation
GNOME was built on top of the GTK+ (or GIMP
Toolkit) which is completely written in C. GTK is based
on the GLIB library which implements and redefines
some GLIBC functions and types and gives easier and
friendlier API.
Luckily there is a great tool, Anjuta IDE. GNOME
implementation was completely written in it. Interface
designer Glade was used to produce an UI.
Program supports GNU gettext package by which it can
easily be translated to any language. Main source file
contains the callbacks which are triggered when user
interacts with the UI. New thread is created per entry,
just like in Windows. Maximum number of threads that
can be created is 100 per process. This limitation was set
because we did not want to create to resource
demanding program and to produce bugs that are hard to
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trace. Lightping library was implemented as a shared
library. All functions in the library are called from the
thread’s core stack. When the thread starts new window
opens and shows the progress, as well as the TTL and
round trip times. This window can be hidden (useful
when there are many hosts in the list) and user can
change its background and foreground colors. User can
choose to automatically end running threads on exit,
save and/or reload last used list on startup and to define
how main times to send echo requests. Program is small
and versatile and its beta version was very stable on the
GNOME 2.6 platform from the SuSE 9.2 Professional
distribution, as well as on the Debian Unstable Sid 3.0.1.

There are two main source files. First one contains
KMainWindow class and defines it. The second one
contains implementation of the central widget (all actual
work gets done here).
Similar to GNOME application, new thread is created
per entry and maximum number of threads per process is
100. User can choose whether to show ping progress and
other useful options. When the thread start progress
window pops up and shows progress. When entire
pinging process is done report is created and displayed
showing TTL, and round trip times.
Ping list can be saved or retrieved from a file, which is
very useful if user wants to check hosts or his local area
network, or his other favorite host list.
Program is a bit more larger then the GNOME
implementation it haven’t crashed so far and has been
tested on KDE 3.3 and KDE 3.4 from the SuSE 9.2
Professional distribution, as well as on the Debian
Unstable Sid 3.0.1.

Picture 2 GNOME Interface

c) KDE implementation
With KDE there is different approach. KDE is based on
the Trolltech Qt library and has been built on top of it.
Qt library was written in C++ and has wide range of
classes; from low level and utility classes to widget and
interface parts of various kinds.
KDE application was developed using one of the best
IDEs I have ever worked with – KDevelop. The
interface part was designed with Qt Designer from
Trolltech. It was easier to implement it than with Glade,
and SIGNAL
SLOT mechanism is easier to use and
understand then the GTK+ callbacks, (one has to write
fewer lines of source code thanks to the `uic` compiler).
The only thing I do not like is Qt Designer’s
implementing of slots. One have to subclass the *.ui.h
file to get the actual implementation of the signal
handlers and the *.cpp file which can be compiled (it’s
not that annoying once you get used to it).
KDE application can be translated easily to (it uses i18n
function versus to GTK _ macro).
KDE applications look nicer, and can be really an eye
candy, because of the superior rendering engine and
presence of many window styles and themes.

Picture 3 KDE Interface

d) Console implementation
Console implementation was the easiest part of the
implementation.
Program was written in C in ViM editor and compiled
with GCC, linking the ligthping library. Only problem
which existed was passing long list of hosts which were
going to be checked on the command line. This problem
was solved by the means of implementing a pipe
(forking the parent process), so one can easily write a
command `cat ./myhostlist > lightping`.
Of course this program has the smallest file size,
because it has no UI, it is very fast and convenient to be
used in shell scripts. It worked very stable and had a few
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minor bugs that were successfully fixed. It was tested on
the SuSE 9.2 and Debian Unstable Sid 3.0.1.

On Windows Icmp functions are implemented in the
icmp.dll library and can not be used for fine-tuning and
reimplementation.
Furthermore GTK framework does not allow program to
have setuid root. If this is the case GTK refuses to
initialize and quits. I’ve solved this using a pipe as a
mean of transferring data from the library and
backwards.
There are installation problems (on Linux platform), too.
If you are trying to compile the library in the GNOME
environment you need to have libgnome, libkeyring and
libgtk2 development packages, as well as other GNOME
development files.
For KDE application to compile you need Qt version 3.3
and above and at least KDE 3.3

Picture 4 Console implementation

VARIOUS

There are no special requirements on the Windows
platform, but I’m not sure how this library works on the
Win9x.

Even though this projects is open source it has some
limitations depending on the interface implementation
used:

Library itself and console application do not have any
special requirements, they have been successfully
compiled on both platforms and have been thoroughly
and heavily tested.

III DEPLOYMENT
CHARACTERISTICS

•
•
•

AND

On the windows platform it is because of the
Delphi, which is not free tool; it is commercial
software licensed from Borland Corporation.
On the KDE platform GPL + Qt license apply
(basically Qt license is free for the open source
programs).
On the GTK/GNOME platform program is
completely under the GPL.

Every platform has some advantages and disadvantages.
To be able to run a program one must have root
permission or have the program installed as suid root on
the Linux platform. This is because of the raw sockets.
There is no such limitation on Windows; every standard
user account can be used to run the program.

This library is just a part of another, larger software
project which is currently under development and will
have ICMP functions library as a plug-in module.
This project is primarily developed for the Linux
platform, following the Open source philosophy.

LITERATURE
-
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NONLINEARITY IN FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS1
M. Popovic, M. Kalajdzic2

Abstract
This paper presents some of the principles of nonlinear analysis, and gives example of contact analysis of an assembly.
In general there are three major, and most common, sources of nonlinear structural behavior: geometric nonlinearity
(large scale deformations, large strains, snap-through buckling), material nonlinearity (plasticity, creep,
viscoelasticity) and boundary condition nonlinearity (opening/closing of gaps, contact, follower force). In a contact
analysis, the relation between the load applied to the model and the resulting deformations and stresses is not linear.
The contact area changes nonlinearly as the load increases, because the contact area depends on the deformation of the
model. Nonlinear FEA allows one to simulate the behavior of the product and based on the information obtained from
the simulation, to apply engineering judgment to optimize the design.
Keywords: Finite element analysis, Nonlinearity, Contact

1. INTRODUCTION
Analysis in structural or mechanical engineering means
the application of an acceptable analytical procedure
based on engineering principles. Analysis is used to
verify the structural, thermal, or other multi-physical
integrity of a design. Sometimes, for simple structures,
this can be done by using handbook formulas or other
closed form solutions. More often, however, this type of
analysis relates to complex components or structural
assemblies and is performed by using computational
simulation.
The predominant type of engineering software used in
these analyses is based on the Finite Element (FE)
method, giving rise to the commonly used term Finite
Element Analysis (FEA). Over the past 50 years, FEA
has been successfully applied in all major industries,
including:
aerospace,
automotive,
energy,
manufacturing, chemical, electronics, consumer, and
medical industries. FEA is indeed one of the major
breakthroughs of modern computational design
engineering.
This paper presents some of the principles of nonlinear
analysis, and gives example of contact analysis of an
assembly.

2. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
NONLINEARITY
Nature is nonlinear. Although, for our own
understanding, we often look to simplify the world that
surrounds us, ultimately we need to come to terms with
the fact that nature and hence engineering science is
inherently nonlinear, either due to material or geometry

effects or other multi-physics characteristics. With the
increase of hardware capacity and software
improvements in the last decade, the linearization of real
life engineering problems is no longer necessary, and
more and more virtual simulations are being performed
using nonlinear techniques. Automotive, aerospace,
marine/naval, defense, construction, biomedical and
packaging are just some of the industries where
nonlinear techniques are used at the moment [3].
In general there are three major, and most common,
sources of nonlinear structural behaviour:
Geometric Nonlinearity (large deformations, large
strains, snap-through buckling). Structures whose
stiffness is dependant on the displacement which they
may undergo are termed geometrically nonlinear.
Material Nonlinearity (plasticity, creep, viscoelasticity).
Material Nonlinearity refers to the ability for a material
to exhibit a nonlinear stress-strain (constitutive)
response.
Boundary Condition Nonlinearity (opening/closing of
gaps, contact, follower force). Early FE analyses were
typically performed on single structural components
which underwent relatively small displacements.
However, when considering either highly flexible
components, or structural assemblies comprising
multiple components, progressive displacement gives
rise to the possibility of either self or component-tocomponent contact. This characterizes to a specific class
of geometrically nonlinear effects known collectively as
boundary condition or ‘contact’ nonlinearity. In
boundary condition nonlinearity the stiffness of the
structure or assembly may change (considerably) when
two or more parts either contact or separate from initial
contact. Examples include bolted connections, toothed
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gears, and different forms of sealing or closing
mechanisms.

Contact
Since the detection of contact (or separation) is
dependent on a continual monitoring of an updated
geometry configuration, contact is by nature a type of
geometric nonlinearity. However it is often referred to as
boundary condition nonlinearity since the change in
contact conditions act in a similar way to changes in
boundary conditions such as loads or constraints.
During contact, mechanical loads, and perhaps thermal
or other physical entities, are transmitted across the area
of contact. If friction is present, shear forces are also
transmitted.

In a contact analysis, the relation between the load
applied to the model and the resulting deformations and
stresses is not linear. The contact area changes
nonlinearly as the load increases, because the contact
area depends on the deformation of the model:
Contact analysis takes longer to run than linear static
analysis because Pro/MECHANICA must calculate
results several times iteratively.
A contact analysis is required when two parts of an
assembly are pressed together, or when a part is shaped
such that is can be pressed together to the point that two
surfaces will touch (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Example of contact analysis [4]

Figure 1. The contact area changes nonlinearly as the
load increases

3. WHAT FEA SOFTWARE CAN
OFFER?
At the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Belgrade
two Computer Aided software are used: Pro/Engineer
(include modul for FEA Pro/Mechanica) and Catia
which offer gateway for FEA modul MSC.Marc. Some
possibilities of this FEA software regarding nonlinearity
have been presented briefly in this chapter.
There are two nonlinear cases of static analysis in
Pro/Mechanica wildfire. Nonlinear means that there is
an iteration process to arrive at the solution. Nonlinear
analyses take longer to solve than linear analyses. The
two cases of nonlinear static analysis are Large
Deformation and Contact.
Large Deformation
In the case of large deformation, the stiffness matrix is
recalculated as the part deforms. A large deformation
analysis is necessary when model bends to the point
where small deflection theory becomes invalid. Small
deflection theory becomes invalid when the model bends
beyond 5 degrees. It is also referred to as geometric
nonlinear analysis. To check whether a large
deformation analysis is necessary, you can first run a
linear static analysis and inspect the deformed shape in
the results. Using simple trigonometry, calculate the
angle of deflection from the constraint to the farthest
point in your model. If it is equal to or exceeds 5
degrees, then rerun the analysis using large deformation.
Contact

Contact analyses are especially useful when dealing with
assemblies. The applied loads on an individual part in an
assembly might be difficult to determine because the
load is determined by its mating parts. So rather than
trying to guess what load to apply to an individual part,
you might want to place that part in the assembly, and
do an analysis on the assembly. There are four important
aspects of contact analysis in Pro/Mechanica wildfire:
all parts in assembly must be constrained against rigidbody motion, contact regions are frictionless,
contracting surfaces may be initially overlapping or
coincident and contact analyses are only valid for small
deflection theory (rotations less than 5 degrees).
Nonlinear Structural Analysis in Catia V5 includes
gateways for MSC.Marc with geometric, material and
contract analysis types.

Figure 3. Large deformation and self-contact analysis
on a rubber bushing [3]
MSC.Marc supports large deflections, nonlinear
materials and contact (including surface to surface
contact) conditions, regular and modified Newton
Raphson, updated and total Lagrangian, large rotations,
line search option and automatic time stepping.
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In MSC.Marc, areas of potential contact do neither need
to be known nor specified prior to the analysis.
Potentially contacting surfaces are continually
monitored, and the contact and separation conditions are
automatically applied, transferring load (or other
entities) accordingly.

4. EXAMPLE OF CONTACT ANALYSIS
IN PRO/MECHANICA
This distributive assembly comprises a distributive
clamp, two toggles which grip insulated neutral
messenger and a stainless steel handle connecting this
assembly to bracket (Figure 4). Modeling, nonlinear
static stress analysis and optimization of distributive
clamp have been applied in integrated mode of
Pro/Engineer
and
Pro/Mechanica
software
(Pro/Mechanica also can worked in independent mode).
Concerning symmetry plane of distributive assembly
model applied, all calculations have been conducted on
one half of assembly model. Symmetry constraint
consists of fixing translation normal to the plane for

solid models. Figure 5 shows finite element model of
distributive assembly. This model has 4170 solid
elements.
Toggle part model has been exposed to the force of
15000/2= 7500 N in longitude direction. Displacements
of the clamp part model are known. at the handle to
clamp connection points. The model applied has two
contact pairs.
The clamp is made of aluminium alloy. Mechanical
features have been presented in Table 1.
Rm (N/mm2)

140-220

Rp 0.2 (N/mm2)
A5 (%)
HB
E (kN/mm2)

80-140

µ

2-6
45-60
65-75
0.3
2790

(kg/m3)
Values used for simulations are as follows:
= 2.7e-09 t/mm3,
E = 69000 N/mm2 i

Figure 4. Distributive clamp (top), toggle (bottom-left)
and a half model of distributive assembly (bottom-right)
µ = 0.3
The toggle part is made of PVC.
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Distribution of von-Mises stress have been presented in
Fig.6.

Figure 6. Distribution of von-Mises stress

Figure 5. Finite element model of distributive assembly
(1 – distributive clamp, 2 – toggle)
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RELIABILITY EVALUATION USED FOR THE REDESIGN OF
THE ELECTROSPINDLE IN A CNC TOOL MACHINE
Cristiano Fragassa1, Filippo Marzio2

Abstract:
The main objective of this research is to show how a reliability statistical analysis of damaged components can
be profitably used for the redesign of a CNC woodworking machine. The reliability analysis was performed
using a self-made Monte Carlo software, based on advanced reliability methodologies and algorithms. Failure
data, provided either by the original suppliers of machine’s parts or by using failure information recorded by the
inner service team of the Company (SCM Group), were elaborated with simulated information about life
conditions (f. ex. effective working hours and days, stress condition and so on) and the effective running
machines (for. ex. sales and dismissed machines).
In this way, also following a high level theoretical background, a quick and practical method for reliability
analysis is developed, tested and suitable evaluated for applications: first of others, the redesign of components
to improve quality.
Keywords: reliability, redesign for quality, Montecarlo simulation, wookworking machin

INTRODUCTION.

Aims and scopes

Customer Satisfaction is one of the most important
aspect of modern market where the needs for any Brand
is to obtain the maximum satisfaction of costumers
thanks to a never ending improvement of products and
processes. This result is possible only if the Company
knows and controls, in detail, not only every phase
related to the production and sale, but, also, the way to
use (and disuse) its products by customers. Every
Company is able to redesign a product or a process for
improving performances, decreasing, at the same time,
costs. But few of them can objectively evaluate the
quality level of their products and often occurs that basic
information like the number of failures and spare parts,
the costs cover by warranty, are estimated without any
rational methodology, sometimes following inconsistent
opinions of fortune-tellers.

The main object of this research is to show how a
reliability “post-mortem” analysis of faults on damaged
components and subsystems of a CNC woodworking
machine can be profitably used for the redesign the tool
machine.
Joining various kind of information like
1. time to failures and type of defects (data coming
directly from costumers by a constant monitoring);
2. conditions of life, use and disuse of the tool
machines (data coming from costumers by a
statistical analysis);
by a Monte Carlo simulation software, it is possible to
define the reliability behaviour of the components
referring to the main failure causes.

Fig. 1, Woodworking machine
1
2

For the fundamental components or subsystems could be
possible to emphasize, for example:
1. the failure causes with their relative incidence
2. the reliability behaviour at the beginning of life
3. the reliability trend at the end of life

Fig. 2, Ideal failure rate for mechanical components

DIEM – Mechanical Engineering Dept., University of Bologna, via Risorgimento 2, 40100, Bologna, mail contact: cristiano.fragassa@unibo.it
CSR Research & Development – SCM Group S.p.A Via Emilia 77, 47900 Rimini
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The knowledge of the relative incidence of failures helps
designers to clearly direct their actions where any
improvement will obtain better results.
A low reliability at the beginning of life (components
fail after few cycles of work) will indicate problems in
the industrial process that cannot be resolve by
improvement of product without considering the
particularities of process.
The trend of reliability curves after an high number of
working cycles can be also used to evaluate the e
fficacy of improvements before acting them. For
example, a curve of unreliability that slowly increases
will suggest a slowly degradation of performance that
can be prevented with partial solutions (oil, paints).
On the opposite, a steep growth of unreliability will
indicate that the component have reached its end limit of
endurance and it is necessity to completely change the
product searching for new solutions.
System
Although the study was performed over the entire CNC
woodworking machine, the present paper will focus only
on the CNC electrospindle, Power 2000 HSK63F of 11
kW.
This limitation appears more acceptable by the
following considerations:
1. a complete reliability study for a whole tool
machine would be too detailed (involving dozens of
components and thousands of failure causes)
without adding further interesting information on
respect of the study of its more representative
subsystems;
2. the electrospindle represents the most important
subsystem of the machine either for complexity or
for cost (15% of whole cost, the highest partial cost
without considering the frame);
3. more than 50% of failures was referred to this
particular subsystem (another 20% of failures
referred to the load/unload subsystem and it is
object of another parallel study);
4. the most part of the other not described subsystems
are commercial devices or components and the
Company have not the possibility to directly
redesign them
This electrospindle is characterized by an high level of
performance in cutting power (11 kW starting from
9.000 rounds per minute), robustness, working precision
(ten times more then other similar tool) and reliability.
At the same time, it is a complex subsystem at the risk
of fault for different failure causes.

Data and information.
Input data and useful information can be divided in:
1. information about the global system:
trend of sales
time limit for dismissing (or obsolescence)

Fig. 4 , Trend of sales
2.

information about working conditions:
stress conditions during the operative cycle
number of operative cycles for an hours
effective working hours for a day,
effective working days for a month,

F
Fig. 5, Global density of utilization (it probabilistically
takes in count of different working conditions)
3.

information about failures
working time before the first failure
failure cause
maintenance policy

Information was provided either by the inner design and
service teams of the Company (SCM Group) or by a
direct contact with the customers.
After 54 months, between the 1800 monitored machines,
they reported 148 failures, divided in 17 different
causes. Then, failure causes were grouped in:
1. mechanical (bearings, tongs, pistons)
2. pneumatic (membranes, valves, water)
3. electronic (sensors, processors)
4. miscellaneous (other causes)

Fig. 3, CNC electrospindle, Power 2000 HSK63F
Between 30/01/2000 and 30/06/2004 the Company sold
about 1.800 of these components starting to monitor
each information coming from costumers.

Fig. 6, Repartition of failures between failure causes
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Calculation Methods.
Calculations were performed in different steps:
1. analysis of draft data and Monte Carlo simulation of
the working system (by self-made codes) to obtain
the reliability empirical curves
2. extrapolation of reliability models from empirical
curves (using a commercial software tool)
3. new Monte Carlo simulation (by self-made codes)
to obtain the complete knowledge of the system.
Monte Carlo algorithms are often used to foresee a
complex system’s response by the stochastic simulation
of every different situation in which the system could
evolve [4]; each modification of this simulated system
represents a single story, a possible evolution, while the
global response can be obtained by combining the
parameters of single story’s response.
first step: “not-parametric” estimation
The reliability analysis was performed using a self-made
Monte Carlo software (LifePrev®), based on advanced
reliability methodologies and algorithms.
Using sale data and working condition information a
simulation was done to obtain the aging profile of
components: practically a density curve with the fraction
of tool machines (on Y-axis) that has reached a specific
number of working hours (in X-axis) in a particular
calendar date.

Fig. 8, reliability curve with not parametric estimator
second step: “parametric” estimator
Thanks to not-parametric draft estimation and using a
commercial software tool for statistical analysis
(Weibull++), it was possible to obtain a parametric
evaluation of component’s reliability. Proper algorithms
suggested criteria to choose the best approximation
between widespread models and
mathematic
formulations. Practically it was possible to move from
discrete curves of failure probability to analytical
models able to describe the physical behaviour of failing
components for each failure cause.
Referring to the whole component and without dividing
by different failure causes, it was possible to evaluate
that after 1.200 working hours (a period approximately
equivalent to one year of a typical activities), 6
electrospindles on 100 have been broken and repaired.
At the second year, the number is double; the third year,
the number is three times and this proportional growth
continues till the fifth year (about 6.000 hours, and 78%
or reliability) when reliability curve start to decrease
faster. After 15.000 hours of working, about 12 years,
the probability for a electrospindle to be broken would
reach and overcome the probability to continue to work,
but customers will not discover this loss of quality
because obsolescence for this kind of tool machine is
consider to be less than 10 years.

Mechanical

Pneumatic

Fig. 7 “aging profiles” after 24, 54, 72, 120 months
Comparing the registered failure data with the aging
profile for the same calendar time of recording, it was
possible to obtain an unreliability curve: practically a
density probabilistic curve with the fraction of fault
machines (on Y-axis) that stochastically had a failure
before reaching a specific number of working hours (in
X-axis). The unreliability function was estimated using
Herald-Johnson or Kaplan-Meier not-parametric
estimators, as theoretically defined in [1].
Not parametric estimation of reliability basically means
that the estimation is done without preventively
considering a particular reliability or physical behaviour
of component, but only taking in count of draft data. Not
parametric estimation is very useful for a quick vision of
the problem, but show strong limits for further and more
detailed investigation.

Electronic

Miscellaneous

Fig. 9, unreliability models of fault (show in proper
charts) for each of failure causes.
third step: complete simulation
As in the first step of calculation, the last phase of
simulation used sale data and working condition
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information to obtain the like-real aging profile of
components. But, at the same time, Monte Carlo
algorithms used failure data, by extrapolated models, for
the evaluation of reliability response of the system.
In this way it was possible to estimate the trend of
failures (or spare parts) for the whole component and
related of each failure cause. The number of failures will
linearly increase of about 3.5% for year till 2008
(27.8%) when a the saturation will start to show its
effect. This information can be easily used for planning
the maintenance service and the spare part storage.

Fig. 10, Comparison of real and simulated failure trends
for the whole component (all failure causes)
Redesign for Quality.
Observing the reliability curves and the best fitting
models it was possible to obtain useful information to
direct the task of designers for the quality improvement
of the component. Separately considering each failure
cause:
Mechanic failures: with an incidence of about 50%
(mean value considering the entire life cycle of
component) they represent the most common failure
cause: wear bearings, broken tongs and problems with
pistons, etc. The quality of whole component is heavy
influenced by its mechanical reliability. A three
parameter Weibull model appears the best choice for
expounding this behaviour. The related statistical
function is a versatile threshold function able to describe
various physical situation. In particular, this model is a
proper choice in the case of a “chain system with a weak
link”: the resistance of the whole chain is the resistance
of its weakest link.
Pneumatic failures: with an incidence of about 25%
they represent a large group of failure cause: no correct
positioning of members and valves, closure of pipes and
passages, loss of refrigerant and water, etc. A
Lognormal model appears to expound this aspect. The
lognormal function is used to represent a situation of a
“multiplicative global effect of random local effects”
like ageing, fatigue phenomena where the functionality
depends on external actions that proportionally reduce.
Electronic failures: not working sensors and electronic
devices appear to follow a Weibull model against the
theoretical background that suggest an Exponential
model. This was related to the presence of a deep
relation between electronic and mechanic subsystems
(electronic devices that drive mechanic systems).
Miscellaneous failures: even if their high incidence

(about 25%), the Exponential model clearly shows their
complete random way of emerging.
Failure Cause
All
Mechanics
Pnematic
Electronic
Miscellaneous

Reliabilty
Model
Weibull 3
Weibull 3
Lognormal
Weibull 3
Exponential

Reliability
at 4500 h
0.812
0.986
0,927
0,957
0.954

Mean Time
to Failure
21700 h
>> working life
>> working life
34 100 h
>> working life

CONCLUSIONS
Following a high level theoretical background, a quick
and practical method for reliability analysis is
developed, tested and suitable evaluated for different
applications: first of others the redesign for quality of
components and system.
By reliability, new useful information for redesign can
be acquired like, in this case, the following conclusions
mechanical failures are less important than
pneumatic in the first thousands hours of working
(2% against 5% after 3 year): so it would be better
if any task to improve the quality in warranty period
first moved to solve pneumatic faults;
mechanical failures become strongly dominant after
5-8 years: any improvement on mechanics will
mainly reduce utilization costs for costumers;
electronic failures can not be sharply reduced
without considering the mechanical problems;
although their high incidence, miscellaneous
failures appear too random and inhomogeneous for
a serious task of redesign for prevention
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE OF MECHANICAL SCISSORS USED IN
METAL PROCESSING INDUSTRY
Viara Pozhidaeva1, Dragan Živkovi+2, Milorad Ran4i+3

Abstract:
In this work, the principles of the preventive maintenance of the mechanical scissors are being considered in
order to reduce the number of malfunctions as well as the increase of the production capacity. Both work
analysis and tracking of type and cause of mechanical scissors malfunction have been carried out in the
sections of the AMI ( Agricultural machine industry) “Zmaj”. The results of the research have been presented in
this work.
Key words : preventive maintenance, mechanical scissors

1. INTRODUCTION
Production process requires all available production
capacity and transportation equipment to be functional,
in other words , as intensive use of production and
transportation equipment as possible. During the use of
the production and transportation equipment , the
material becomes old and technological and working
efficiency is also reduced. Besides that, there is a
manifestation of malfunction, damage, crash and all the
other ways of stoppage and breaks during work. The
work stoppages cause the manifestation of additional
expenses during replacement and repair of parts as
well as expenses because of stoppage in the process of
production which was caused by waiting the production
equipment to be repaired.
Industrial scissors do not belong to the group of
expensive transportation means, therefore , there should
not be production stoppages because of their
malfunction. In order to reach this level, it is extremely
important to maintain them as best as possible, to reduce
the possibility of their malfunction. Statistic analyses
show this production equipment capacity to be reduced
for approximately 3.47% ( hydraulic scissors), actually
4.6 % ( mechanical scissors) because of the malfunction.

productive and convenient to be put into assembly lines
for tin processing.
Scissors can be shown as:
• mechanical scissors ( picture 1 )
• hydraulic scissors
The basic scissor characteristics are:
• Cutting boards of irregular outlines according to
previously marked lines is available
• The upper knife is under the angle of 3° which
releases tin during the process of cutting. The knives
have been made with more ( four ) cutting blades.
• Clearance between the knives is mainly set by
moving the table manually.
• Lubrication is central and separate
• Tin weights are separate
In case of cutting tin which is stronger than nominal,
following formula can be applied:
D1=D (R / R1 ) 1/2
where :
D1 is- required tin thickness in mm
D is – nominal tin thickness in mm
R is - nominal tin strength in kp/mm2
R1 is- given tin strength in kp/mm2

2. INDUSTRIAL SCISSORS
Scissors are used in industrial sections and metal
processing workshops and their purpose is to cut all
sorts of tin of thickness up to 7 mm , of strength from 25
to 90 kp/mm 2 depending on the thickness of the tin
which is cut. Apart from cutting of tin boards, endless
tin strips can be cut as well. The precision of the boards
cut is +0.1mm per one meter .Owing to a great number
of working operations of the knife, scissors are very
1

3. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE OF
MECHANICAL SCISSORS
Preventive maintenance of mechanical scissors
include the following check-ups:
• Inspection of screws and stencils. In case they are
loose, to tighten them
• Inspection if all working surfaces
have been
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3
Mr Milorad Ran4i+, professor at VTŠ-Zrenjanin, 0or1a Stratimirovi+a 23, 23000 Zrenjanin
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lubricated
• Inspection of belt tension
• Inspection of knives
• Clearance set up
• Keeping scissors clean
If we want to divide preventive maintenance according
to the place of maintenance of mechanical scissors, we
have:
• preventive maintenance of elecricity
• preventive maintenance of mechanical elements
• lubrication of mechanical scissors
Preventive maintenance of electricity
Mechanical scissors are set into action by means of
electric motor with rotor in the form of a cage and of
which the engine housing is closed. The electric motor is
connected to the grid by means of tripolar switch which
is controled by pressing buttons.The electric motor is
protected from overburdening with tripolar thermometer
which must be set to the area which corresponds to the
engine current specified on the plate.
• Preventive maintenance of electric wiring should be
carried out once a month.If necessary , clean and
replace. Also,check the protection wiring.
• General condition of the electric equipment (
wiring ) should be examined every six months.It is
also necessary to examine if the thermic relay is
functional. If the relays during overburdening of
elecrtic current do not separate the motor from the
grid in one minute, they should be set or replaced
with new ones.
• Electric motor should be dismantled and dusted
from inside and also examine the insulation once a
year. Bearings should be cleaned and relubricated
using fresh grease.
Preventive maintenance of mechanical elements
Preventive maintenance of mechanical elements
includes periodical examination of mechanism
condition.Particular attention should be paid to control
and brake mechanisms.
During preventive examination of mechanical scissors it
is necessary to examine the condition of knives. Work
with a blunt or incomplete knife is not allowed.
All operations connected to the setting or lubrication are
to be carried out before the machine is set into action.
In case of any kind of malfunction during work, scissors
are to be shut down.
Lubrication
For mechanical scissors, central lubrication, oil bath as
well a separate lubrication are mainly applied .

Central lubrication, which is done by means of circular
oil ( M-120 viscosity of 50° C from 10.6 to 13 E),
includes the following elements of the mechanical
scissors:
• Left and right bearing of the main shaft
• Left off-centred part
• Link
• Left and right beam extention
• Left and right inclined reign of the support
• Left and right straight reign
With
pump for grease lubrication the following
elements of the mechanical scissors are lubricated:
• Bearing of the spindle on the limiter ( if necessary)
• Supporter of the fly-wheel ( after every replacement
of the fuse)
• Brake lever ( after every 8 hours of work)
The following elements of the mechanical scissors are
lubricated by spraying or oil bathed :
• Roller bearing
• Cog-wheels of the machine
• Off-centered part
• Bearing socket
• Rotary pin
When lubricate spraying, actually oil bathing, oil should
be added up to the mark on the oil sensor.
During the period control ,the old grease should be
removed and after the scissors have been cleaned, all the
parts are to be lubricated using new grease.

4. RESEARCH RESULTS
In the factory ( AMI ) “Zmaj”, in the machine section
there are 6 mechanical scissors with the following
characteristics:
• Allowed thickness of the tin which is cut ( with
strength of 50 kg/mm2) 5mm
• Maximal length of the cut 2500mm
• Angle of the cut 1° 30
• The number of working operations in a minute 50
• Main motor power 7.50KW
• Mechanical scissors weight 4350 kg
• Mechanical scissors dimansions
1200 x 2070 x 1370mm
On the average, these mechanical scissors do not work
80 hours in a year.This is because mechanical scissors
wear out ( on the average they last for 38 years).
Statistic tracking shows that the malfunctions are
divided into :
• Electric malfunction
8 hours
• Mechanical malfunction
68 hours
• Lubrication
4 hours
Starting from the fact that the possible capacity of the
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Picture 1 : Schematic description of mechanical scissors
(1- machine body; 2- knife support ; 3- frontal clamp ; 4- table; 5- reductor cover; 6-wieght; 7- rear limiter ; 8- knife
segment, 9,13 – screw; 10- console ; 11- scale ; 12-cornerer; 24- head of the switch; 25- fly-wheel ; 26- fuse ; 27- shaft;
28- main shaft; 29-off-centred part ; 30-pulling lever; 31- rotary pin; 32- rotary pin socket; 33- brake; 34- pulling line ;
35 – electromagnetic lifter ; 36 switch-off button ; 37- fuse cover ; 38,40,44,46,48,74 – screw-nut;
39,41,42,43,47,51 – screw ; 49,50,68 – bearing ; 52,55,64,65 –control buttons ; 53 –reigns ; 54,58 – sliding reigns;
56,57,73 – socket ; 59,60,62,75,76 – bearing socket ; 61 – control panel ; 63 – ring ; 66,70,72,81,83 – spring ; 67 –
switch ; 69 – substitutor ; 71 – frictional panelling ; 77 – revolving container of the brake ; 80 – foot switch ; 85 –
wedge-shaped belt)
factory of agricultural machines » Zmaj« during one
shift is 1725 hours per a year, we have been observing
work during both shifts,with the total number of
working hours of 3450 hours per a year ( it is 365 days
- 52weeks – 8 days of public holidays – 20 days of
annual holiday ) x 7.5 hours per a shift x 2 shifts = 230
x 15 = 3450 hours per a year ), we get the result that one
mechanical scissors during one year , when used in both
shifts,do not work 2.3 % ( 4.6 % when they are used
only in one shift).

reduced even more by better preventive maintenance,
actually better preventive maintenance organisation.
Or if we express it in the form of a diagram we get the
following pictures 2:
100
80
60
40

Recorded average annual stoppage of the mechanical
scissors is divided into the following types of
malfunctions expressed in percentages:
• Lubrication
5%
• Mechanical malfunctions 85%
• Electrical malfunctions 10 %
The usual reason for the intervention on mechanical
scissors is because of the belt damage, knife supporter
damage, lever crash or cog –wheel crash or actually
wearing out in the activating system.
Apart from relativly little time during which the
mechanical scissors«do not function », this time can be

20
0

podmaz.

meh-kvar

el-kvar

Picture 2: The percentage of the malfunction type for
mechanical scissors
Operational availability includes the time of the usage
and the time of the stoppage of the system.Average
operational availability can be determined by the
application of this formula:
Pro = tk / ( tk + tz )
Pro = 1645 / ( 1645 +80 ) = 0.9536
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Table 1.
The name of the
equipment
The mechanical
scissors
The average of
one scissors
Availability
Maintenance mark

Maintenance
in
duration
2001. (hours per
a year)
522

Maintenance
in
duration
2002( hours per
a year)
498

Maintenance
in
duration
2003 ( hours per
a year)
420

Maintenance
average
duration ( hours
per a year)
480

87

83

70

80

0.9496

0.9519
-0.0023

0.9594
-0.0075

0.9536

Where :
Pro is – operation availability
Tk is =1645 ( hours per a year ) – the time of the
usage
Tz 80 = ( hours per a year ) – the time of the
stoppage
From table 1 it can be seen that the maintenance time
during the first and the second year of observation is the
mark of the maintenance :
Ood = P ( t1 ) – P ( t2)
Ood = 0.9496 -0.9519 = -0.0023
Where :
Ood is – the mark of the maintenance success between
two time periods t1 and t 2
P ( t1) – production equipment availability in a time
period t1
P ( t2)-production equipment availability in a time
period t2
It is obvious that the maintenance quality is better in
every year. If the results from table 1 are shown in the
form of a diagram we get the curve which can be
approximately the same as the curve shown in the
picture 5. and the equation of which is:
Y = 1 / ( a+bx)
Where the parameters of the equation are:
a = 1.0549
and
b = -0.000625

Picture 3 :Mechanical scissors operational availability
during the observation time

Number
observed
scissors
( pieces )
6

of

In picture 3 it is possible to see that from the start of the
system quality application in maintenance, we get the
increased level of their liability.

5. CONCLUSION
Regardless the stoppage time periods which may happen
using the mechanical machines ( the analysis in the AMI
» Zmaj« shows that it is 80 hours a year, actually 2,3%
of the total possible capacity,in one working shift), this
time can be reduced by better preventive maintenance
and its better organisation.The effort of any kind
directed towards making production process cheaper is
useful at all events.
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EUROPEAN APPROACH TO PRODUCT CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT
Dr Mirko api , Dr Vladimir Zeljkovi

1

Abstract:
This paper2 representing a general approach to the product conformity assessment for the product on European
Union market. The product in global depends to (1) mandatory certification defined in New and Global
Approach or (2) voluntary certification defined through various certification systems.
Key words: Conformity Assessment, New Approach, Certification Systems

1. INTRODUCTION

foundation of common market. The aim is to:
Dismantle a technical barriers from inner EU
market as consequences of national technical
regulations, use of national standards and
established test procedures, control and product
certification.

The requirements for products that could be ready and
satisfy European Union market depends whether on
technical legislation of New Approach or not.
If the products in frame of technical legislation than the
product conformity assessment are defined in eight
modules due to Council Decision of European Union for
product conformity assessment.

A mechanism which enables the realization of this goal
is based on:

• prevention from new market barriers,

The numbers of these products are in spectrum from
20% to 25% of total ones which are delivered to the
European market. (Prešern, 2005). These products pass
through so called "mandatory" procedures of
conformity. As a verification of successful
implementation of the procedure the manufacturer is
liable to put a CE mark on his product, and that means
an acknowledgement of conformity with essential safety
demands defined in adequate Directives.
If the product are not implied in technical legislation of
New Approach than it belongs to so called "voluntary"
verification. Hence in other words it means that the
manufacturer is open to choose certification or not to
certify a product. The manufacturers used to do the
certification in aim to get customers and as an objective
to create a market advantage to competition. The size of
different systems of certifications could be large. ISO
book (ISO 1992) gives eight different systems of third
party certification for products.
The purpose of this paper is to represent a global
approach to product conformity assessment for the
products that are delivered to European Union market.

2. NEW AND GLOBAL APPROACH
Free flow of goods, services, people and money is the
1

• mutual recognition and
• technical harmonization
Notifed Body
Producer

Autorized
Surveillance

Figure 2.1 Main participants for providing a technical
legislation
When we speaks of New and Global approach than we
must to identify a main actors for implementation of
technical legislation of European Union level (Figure
2.1). There are:

•

Manufacturer
The one who produce a product or authorized
represent. He is responsible in general for

Dr Mirko api , dipl. maš. ing., LOLA Institut, 11030 Beograd, Kneza višeslava 70a, E-mail: mdjapic@lola-ins.co.yu
Dr Vldimir Zeljkovi , dipl. maš. ing., LOLA Institut, 11030 Beograd, Kneza višeslava 70a, E-mail: vladazz@yahoo.com
2
In this paper there are some parts of research framed in project TD-7082B, ”Development and application of methods and procedures of testing,
control and certification of machine tool and high pressure vessels according to European directives” which is partly finance by Ministry of Republic
of Serbia
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conformity of its product according to essential
requirements defined in directives of New
Approach. The simplest way to do it is through
use European harmonized standards.

•

•

the acknowledgment of all this on the product is
applied CE mark.
•

Notified body
Notified body is the institution for evaluation of
conformity which officiate the tests, inspection
and certification of products and QMS if the
directives of New Approach requires involvement
a third party. Those must be independent and
objective respectively to all parties prior to
producer and market supervision.

New Approacch
New Approach
Directives /
essential
requirement

Market
surveillance
authorized
body
Agreeable force criterion including market
supervision are indispensable assuring a right
implementation of New Approach directives.

Harmonised
standards =
Presumption of
conformity

Main elements of New Approach (Fig 2.2) defined in
Council Resolution3 of New Approach technical
harmonization and standardization section. Those are:
•

•

•

•

3

To assure high level protection of mutual interest
such as health, security, consumer and environment
protection for manufacturers and their authorized
represents in EU there are defined a mandatory
essential requirements. There are defined in such
way that is unique to apply in whole EU. Such an
approach enable Conformity Assessment Bodies
(CAB) to evaluate a conformity of product
according to essential requirements, and institutions
for development of European standards (CEN,
CENELEC and ETS) to develop a standards
regarding particular or complete accomplishment of
essential requirements.
Manufacturers are free to choose any technical
solution regarding essential requirements. The
products that matched harmonized standards are in
assumption correlated to essential requirements.
Manufacturers are in obligatory to select adequate
procedure of conformity which must be according
with a type of risk related to product. Reciprocal,
these procedures require an involvement of
conformity assessment body as a third party. These
bodies are known as notified bodies which the
member states sign in to European commission for
services of test, inspection and QMS and products
certification that are liable to technical jurisdiction
of New Approach. Manufacturers are loose to select
the most promising procedure for conformity
assessment according to demands of appropriate
directive (appropriate annex of directive).
Manufacturers or their approved represents are
liable (in the most directives of New Approach)
prior to releasing a product to the market sign a
product with CE. This sign carry the information
that the product conforms regarding all harmonized
standards, apropos that the product "pass" all the
required procedures of conformity assessment. As

93/465/EEC: Council Decision of 22 July 1993

Responsibility of the members states is to attempt
appropriate criterions of obligations including
market surveillance in order to remove the products
from market if the ones do not satisfy the essential
requirements of directives and not pass all the
conformity assessment procedures respectively.
Global Approach
Conformity
Assessment
(eight moduls)

Product
evaluation

Appoved
QMS-a

Free product circulation / CE marking

Figure 2.2 New and Global Approach

Shortly, the foundations of New Approach are based on:

•

Product conformity prior to market
Products that are placed to the market must
accomplish essential requirements. Manufacturer
provide this marking CE sign on a product

•
Product control on the market
Member states must control the market products
according to the essential requirements. This aim is due
to national agency for market surveillance
3. EUROPEAN APPROACH TO
PRODUCT CONFORMITY
ASSESSMENT
There are a different ways for placing products to the
European Union market. The manufacturers and
suppliers use diverse techniques which very often
involve engagement an independent body third party for
conformity assessment of the product.
The picture 3.1 gives an overview concerning the main
routes for mandatory or voluntary routes for product
conformity assessment.
Required first answer is the products in frame of or not
in technical legislation of New Approach.
If the product pertains to technical legislation, namely
closed by directives of New Approach, the procedures of
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Product
No

Mandatory
mark
Yes

System component

Notifed
Body

Notifed
Body

Notifed
Body

Surviellance

Testing

H
Full quality assurance

G
Unit verification

F
Product verification

E
Product quality
assurance

D
Production quality
assurance

Notifed Body

C
Conformity to type

Design

No

Yes

System certification

Type examination

A
Internal control of production

Production

Decl. of
conformity

Yes

B

Notifed
Body

No

Third party
mark

Notifed
Body

•

Type

•

Batch

•

100%

•

Withouth surviellance

1

2

3

4

5

X

X

X

X

X

6

7

X

X

8

X
X

X

• By QMS-a

X

• By comparsion with

X

oruginally accepted designs

• By testing sample – open

X

market

• By testing sample – factory

Producer issue
Self Declaration
of Conformity
(SDoC)

X

X

X

X

X

X

EN 45014

EN 45011

Moduls

( ISO/IEC Guide 65)

EC DoC

( ISO/IEC 17050)

SDoC

Access to EU market
Governmental market surveillance
Figer 3.1 Eoropean approach to product conformity assessment

conformity assessment are defined in Council Decision4
of European Union as introduction of conformity
assessment modules.

Notifed
Body

Notifed
Body

H
Full quality assurance

Notifed
Body

G
Unit verification

E
Product quality
assurance

Notifed
Body

F
Product verification

D
Production quality
assurance

Notifed Body

C
Conformity to type

A
Internal control of production

Production

Design

B
Type examination

Notifed
Body

Figure 3.2 Modules of mandatory certification

Procedures of conformity assessment included in
directives are based on modules for conformity
assessment (Figure 3.2). Variety of modules, require
from producer to include an independent third party in
the procedure of conformity assessment, notified bodies
respectively. Engagements of these bodies are
principally required in procedures of conformity
assessment which are related to high risk products
hazardous to the people health and environment. Hence
it is very important that those bodies act own function
with prior valid high level of competence, integrity and
professionalism. The obligation of the member states is
4

93/465/EEC: Council Decision of 22 July 1993.

to nominate those bodies if they have demand from
market. In other words, member states have not
obligation to nominate the bodies for all directives then
only ones that have a demand from market or interest.
The nomination of bodies for assessment of conformity
is an obligation according to directives of New
Approach and the criterions are in Council Decision No
EU 93/465/EEC about introduction of conformity
assessment modules and annexes of directives. There is
no mention in those documents about prior accreditation
but it implies "de-facto". Decision 93/465/EEC clearly
denotes that member states which authorize bodies that
were not prior with accreditation must maintain an
objective proof about their ability of competence.
The second answer placed to the producers is about the
product that pertains not to technical legislation of New
Approach: is the verification of the product necessary or
not depending on market or from some other reasons.
The ISO book concerning “Certification and related
Activities” (ISO 1992) gives eight systems for thirdparty certification systems for products (Figure 3.3).
Principally product certification systems should contain
at least two activities:
• the acceptance of the product based on testing
of the (design of the) product and or the
production process,
• the surveillance of the continuing ability of the
manufacturer to produce a conforming product.
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Certification system 1, type testing only, is not seen as a
“mature” certification system, because it provides no
form of surveillance by which continuing assurance of
conformity is usually assessed. The same is valid for
system 7, whereas for system 8, surveillance is not
relevant because 100% testing is a system which each
and every item “marked” is tested to the applicable
requirements.
Certification system 6 relates to the determination of
compliance of the supplier’s quality management system
(ISO 9000) for designated products. No mark on a
product is allowed for this system.
Comprehensive system of certification is number 5. It
frames type testing in the development phase and QMS
supervision in the production phase as well as sample
testing where the samples are taken from market and
production line.
System certification

Surviellance

Testing

System component
•

Type

•

Batch

•

100%

•

Withouth surviellance

1

2

3

4

5

X

X

X

X

X
X

8

The rest of products are free to emerge on the market.
The producers, in the aim of marketing position
promotion or from various reasons could perform a
"voluntary" certification of product. The most usual it is
according to the certification system defined by ISO
(ISO 1992).
In all of this cases the manufacturer issue a declaration
of conformity of his product with essential requirements
of directives and harmonized standards respectively.
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X
X
X

oruginally accepted designs

• By testing sample – factory

X

X

• By comparsion with
market

7

X

• By QMS-a

• By testing sample – open

6

The products framed with technical legislation must pass
conformity assessment procedure prior to market of
European Union, with essential requirements of
appropriate directives, defined in Council Decision
about introduction of modules for Conformity
Assessment number 465/93/EEC. All of these products
pertain to the so called «mandatory" certification of
product. Producers are in obligation, for products that
passed the conformity assessment procedure, to mark
with CE sign.

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Figure 3.3 Voluntary product certification systems

4. CONCLUSION
Today European Union market make 25 states with the
common market and population of 450 millions. In the
aim of creation of common market it is designed a New
and Global Approach about conformity assessment of
products, technical harmonization and standardization.
Essential requirements for safety product are defined in
New Approach directives 23 of them.
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TOOL WEAR STATUS AND WAVELETS
SUCCESSFUL TECHNIQUES IN AN OLD PROBLEM
Ilija Latinovic, Predrag Kezele, Volodja Pezo1

Abstract:
Unpredictable tool life and premature tool failure are one of major problems in machining. This paper indicate
some modern approaches to identify tool wear status. It is an entry to neural networks and related techniques.
The emphasis is on diagnostics though the prognosis and maintenance are accesible with the same means. The
methods pertain to advanced manufacturing technology and can not be neglected in future projects and
education. Nevertheless these results contribute to concept of complex links between machining and computing.
Key words: tool wear, wavelet transform, neural networks

INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the tool condition monitoring is of
great importance in modern manufacturing processes. A
tool condition monitoring system is basically an
information flow and processing system in which the
information source selection and acquisition,
information processing and refinement are fully
integrated. To achieve greater reliability and robustness
in tool condition monitoring, both single and multiple
sensing have been investigated for single or multiple
tool conditions identification. From the viewpoint of
information utilization, the most economical scheme for
tool condition monitoring is to employ a single sensor
approach. In recent years the acoustic emission (AE)
sensing technique has been considered to be one of the
most effective methodology for various tool condition
monitoring tasks (flank wear, fracture, chiping, chip
breakage).
In previous methods the power spectral density of AE
signals is computed from Fourier transform based
techniques. To overcome some of the limitations
associated with the Fourier representation of AE signals,
wavelet representation of AE signals is investigated.
The feasibility of combining two very promising
techniques [Wavelet Tranformations and Neural
Networks (WT-NN)] is investigated.
A family of functions derived from one single function
can be expressed by the following equqtion:

h ( a ,b ) ( x ) = a

1/ 2

xib
h
a

(1)

where a and b are the dilation and translation
1

parameters, respectively. In the above equation h(a,b)
represents the family of wavelets obtained from the
single h function by dilations and translations. The given
data consists of the f function in the given x coordinate.
The original signal can be reconstructed by using the
following expression:

da
db h ( a ,b ) , f h ( a ,b ) (2)
2
a
( a ,b )
,f
where f is original function. h
f =C

are the inner

product of wavelet.
A discrete wavelet transform is used to work with
discrete signals.
The original signal can be reconstructed by using the
following expression:

f =

2
a+b

hm, n , f + R (3)
m,n

Daubechies [1] proposed a wavelet system based on an
orthonormal base.
The adaptive resonance theory type neural networks
were developed by Carpenter and Grossberg to achieve
a self-organized stable pattern recognition capability in
real time.
If the input is similar to any of the patterns, it will be
placed in the same category with similar paterns. On the
other hand, if the input is not similar to any of the
previously presented patterns, a new category will be
assigned to given input. [2]-[28]

Mr.Ilija Latinovic, dipl inz., Lola Institut, Kneza Viseslava 70a, 11000 Beograd, SCG
Predrag Kezele, dipl. inz.., 16 McCallum Dr. L4C7T2, Richmond Hill, ON CANADA
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The system of wavelet networks was introduced by
Zhang and Benveniste (1992) as a computational
scheme that combines the mathematical rigor of wavelet
theory with the adaptive learning properties of
conventional neural networks into a single unit

TOOL CONDITION MONITORING
SYSTEM
A tool condition monitoring system is shown in figure 1.
Machining
Machining processes involve a number of parameters.
Tools with its diameter or geometry, material etc.
Cutting conditions like feed rate, depth of cutting,
coolant. Working piece, material, initial and a shape at
the end of machining. The crucial classification : initial ,
normal, acceptable and severe tool wear state.
Sensors
The motor current measurement system (Hall current
sensor) is relatively simple and its mounting will not
affect the machining operations but it is less sensitive
than force sensing and AE sensing.
Among indirect methods, AE is the most effective mean
of sensing tool wear. The major advantage of using AE
to monitor tool condition is that frequency range of AE
signal is much higher than of the machine vibrations and
environmental noises and not interfere with
cutting/drilling/milling operation. [B]
Dornfeld pointed out the possible sources of the AE in
metal cutting : plastic deformation during the cutting
process in the workpiece; plastic deformation in the
chip; friction contact between tool flank face and the
workpiece resulting in flank wear; friction contact
between tool rank face and the chip resulting in crater
wear; colisions between chip and tool; chip breakage;
tool edge chipping.

Signal processing
The analog signals from the AE sensor are digitized and
preprocessed in this case. The continous AE signal is
stationary in the sense that its mean and autocorelation
function are essentially time-independent. The transsient
AE signal is non-stationary because its short impulse
burst is both frequency and magnitude modulated.
Condition identification
Tool wear state could be clasified into four
classifications including: initial wear, normal wear,
acceptable wear, severe wear etc.

SET-UP
A successful tool wear detecting method must be
sensitive to tool wear change and insensitive to the
variation of cutting conditions (cutting speed, feed rate,
with or without coolant etc. Transmiting AE signals of
rotating tool to AE sensor by liquid medium is one of
the most effective method which do not affect the
machining process.
The schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is
shown in Fig. 2. From a mathematical point of view,
the features extraction can be considered as signal
compression. Wavelet packet transform is represented as
a commpresed signals methods.
At the beginning of the cutting process the AE signal in
time domain affected by tool wear is smaller because the
tool is fresh. It can be seen that the magnitude of AE in
frequency domain are sensitive to the change of tool
states.

Problems of the technique are how to detect AE signals
from rotating tools such as in machine centre (MC) for
boring and milling, and how and where to install the AE
sensor.
Data collection
The AE signal is ussualy detected by transducers, then
amplified and transmited to counter, RMS voltmeter,
spectrum analysis, etc.

Figure 2.
Wavelet Packet Decomposition (WPD)

Figure 1.

Wavelet packets are particular linear combinations of
wavelets. They form bases which retain many of the
orthogonality, smootheness and location properties of
their parent wavelets. The coefficients in the linear
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combinations are computed by factored or recursive
algotithm, with the result that expansions in wavelet
packet bases have low computational complexity
Given an AE signal x(n)(n=1,2,...,N, N=2048), its WPD
can be calculated using a recursion of filters h(n) and
g(n), which represent the finite impulse response low
pass and high pass filters.

xs (n) = F0 ( x(k )) =

x ( k ) h( 2 n k )
k

xd (n) = F1 ( x(k )) =

x ( k ) g ( 2n k )
k

where xs(n) and xd(n) denote sequences resulting from
low pass and high pass filter decimation; F0 and F1
denote the operators which perform the convolution of
x(n) with h(n) and g(n) respctively, followed by
decimation of two. The full WPD is displayed as a tree
with discrete sequence at every branch. Each branch
sequence is named as a basis vector b. The
decomposition may be continued down to the final level
where there is only one element in each basis vector.
Any basis sets from the orthonormal bases can be used
to represent the analyzed signal. There must be a best
basis among them which can represent the signal in the
most comact way. Coifman and Wickerhauser introduce
a best-basis search algotithm to tackle this problem.
-calculate the information cost of each basis vector
p j log p j , where p j = b

h(b) =

2

/b

j

- starting from the information cost at the bottom level
of the WPD tree, whenever a parent node is lower
information cost than the total of children, that parent
node is marked; otherwise, assign the lower total
information cost of the children nodes to the parent
node. Repeat this above inductive steps untill all the
nodes are eximined. Then the top-most marked nodes
from the best basis set.
The best basis wavelet packet consists of N number of
coefficients (also termed time-frequency atoms) which
contains time (t), frequency (f) and scale (s) information
of the analyzed signal. To explicity represent these
information, a phase plane representation is employed.
A phase plane is a two-dimensional time frequency
plane in which each time-frquency atom indexed by
(t,f,s) is represented by a rectangular box. The scale (s)
is represented by assigned gray scale proportional to the
value of s.
The wavelet packet transform decomposes AE signal
into components in different time windows and
frequency bands. The components which contain the
principle components of the original signal are defined
as objection of feature selected.
The RMS of of wavelet coefficient of the components
selected can be considered as the monitoring features.
The feature extracted with wavelet packet transform can
be implemented real time since wavelet packet

transform requires only a small amount of computation.
Essentially, this approach employs:
• Single AE sensing for multiple tool condition
identification.
• Wavelet packet transform (WPT) as the transient AE
signal separator and its feature extractor.
Dominant techniques are :
1. unsupervised ART (Adaptive Resonance Theory)
neural networks. The individually trained ART2
networks are used for automatic classification of
transient tool condition.
2. Fuzzy clustering method (FCM). In general, there are
two FCMs used in tool wear monitoring. One is
technique based on the fuzzy relationship between
patterns and the other is the fuzzy C-means (ISODATA)
algorithm.
add1. ART2 clustering possesses several exelent
features
o fast incremental learning ability without large samples
o ability to adapt to changing environment
o self-stability
o self-organizing ability in response to arbitrary input
sequences
add2. Fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm called ' fuzzy
ISODATA' which is one of the unsupervised
classification methods. The aim in clustering is to
determine the cluster centers, which are representative
values of features corresponding to the classified
categories. Once clustering centers are determined at the
learning stage, the classification is made by comparison
of the incoming pattern and each clustering center.

CONCLUSION
This paper has discused the approach of multi-category
classification of of tool condition by using single AE
information.
1. One of the main obstacles in AE application is how
to detect the AE signals from rotating tool. Transmiting
AE signals of rotating tool to the AE sensor by liquid
medium is one if the most effective methods.
2. The wavelet packet transform is a powerful tool for
on-line mionitoring of tool wear. It can
captureimprovement features of the sensor signal,
namely, features are sensitive to change of tool wear
condition, but are insensitive to the variation of process
working conditions and various noises. The feature
extracted with wavelet packet transform can be
implemented real time since WPT requires only a small
amount of computation.
3. Pattern recognition using the fuzzy ISODATA
algorithm has been succesfuly incorporated into
monitoring of the wear states. [1]
4. An ART2 neural network is used to distingush tool
fracture, chipping and chip breakage. [rad2]
5. The present technique can be extended to many other
AE sensor based monitoring applications such as
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breakdown prediction of mechanical components (e.g.
bearing and gears) and nondestructive inspection.
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BUSINESS PLAN FOR WORKSHOP FOUNDING
Z. Radojevi 1, D. Stojanovi 2, J. Avakumovi

3

Abstract:
This study describes founding of a workshop. Such workshop would produce structural steel lattices and booths.
This study has all important factors of the business plan.
Key words:: business plan, steel workshop, steeel building construction.

1. INTRODUCTION

2.2. State of the company

Social needs nowadays require forming of small
workshops in which products of steel combined with
other metals would be produced (steel sheets, steel
profiles, aluminum sheets etc.). In other countries in the
world such workshops are used for performing service
activities. Beside mentioned hereinabove, nowadays,
small stores, workshops, exchange offices, dairy stores
etc. are mostly being founded since they require a small
sum of money. Further in this study is described a whole
business plan for founding of a workshop for production
of steel lattices and offering of related services.

By the developed business plan a new workshop will be
found. Its owner should have experience in steel lattice
and booths sale and in offering related services
according to his and existing technical documentation.

2. BUSINESS PLAN
Business plan is a document that has all important
information of technical and economic character
required for opening of a construction project with
particular demand and dimension.
2.1. Business plan summary
This business plan has all important information
required for founding of a workshop steel in Mirijevo.
By market analyzing, it is concluded that such workshop
will produce steel lattice booths and perform services in
their production. Employees will work 265 working
days in one working shift, per year, and produce 60
booths. This means that 24 tones of steel, 132 tones of
steel lattices, and total 156 tones of structure will be
produced. Production will be performed on site of 250
m2, rented on a period of 10 years. Reproduction
material expenses will total 78,000.00 EUR, plus
electric current expenses 13,200.00 EUR that amounts
91,200.00 EUR per year. These funds will be provided
out of private resources.

1

2.3. Marketing plan
For workshop founding, the chosen location will be
Mirijevo (outskirts of town), municipality Zvezdara.
This location is chosen due to cheap renting space and
specific type of production, since the production
involves hard steel profiles and requires a lot of space
for material manipulation. Also, this location must have
large stocking area for reproduction material storing.
Workshop working hour will be from 9 AM to 5 PM
every day except on Sundays.
2.4. Organization and human resources
Planned scope of production requires 8 employees. The
owner will act as main chief and an engineer, who will
be in charge of production and assembling. In order to
realize production process, it will be necessary to
employ 6 sheet metal workers who had already
performed work such as making and assembling of steel
lattices.
2.5. Workshop legalization
If all assumptions of business plan are accomplished,
required space, equipment and financial assets,
workshop “Celik” – Mirijevo will be registered.
a) Assets required for investing in equipment
(in EUR)
Loan-making for small and middle enterprises on
market, with 7% of interest rate on 5 and 10 years is
approved.

prof. dr Zoran Radojevi , Fakultet organizacionih nauka u Beogradu;
Dragana Stojanovi , Fakultet organizacionih nauka u Beogradu, stojanovicd@fon.bg.ac.yu;
3
Julija Avakumovi , Ministarstvo za energetiku; julija09@yahoo.com;
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No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Equipment
and types of
investment
Gas-cutting
equipment
Welding
CO2
equipment
10
mm
scissors
10 mm press
Measuring
scale
Lathe

Quantity

Value

Types
of
financing

2

1200x2=2.400

2

2400x2=4.800

Credit on 5
years
Credit on 5
years

1

7.000

1

8.600

1

1.600

11

10.200

1

6.900

1

12.600

9.

Drilling
machine
Milling
machine
Sand blaster

1

8.000

10

Painter

1

4.100

11.

Machine
tools
and
other tools

1

10.200

8.

rate. When we multiply annuity per year with the
number of years for credit repayment (5 years) we will
get total amount of credit repayment. When we reduce
the total amount of credit repayment for the credit
amount, we will get interest rate.
For credit on 5 years: EUR
Annuity per year amounts 11.389,66 EUR.
EUR
Annuity per month amounts 949,14 EUR.
EUR
EUR
Interest rate for credit on 5 years amounts 10.248,30
EUR.
Calculation is the same for the credit on 10 years:
Interest rate for credit on 10 years amounts 12.586,1
EUR.
Total monthly credit on 5 and 10 years amounts. :
949,14 EUR + 352,38 = 1301,56 [din per month]

Credit on 5
years
Credit on 5
years
Credit on 5
years
Credit on
10 years
Credit on
10 years
Credit on
10 years
Credit on 5
years
Credit on 5
years
Credit on 5
years

2.6. Total expenses per month and year (u EUR)
Type
Amount
Amount
of expenses
per month
per year
Material expenses
7.600,00
91.200,00
Amortization (15%)
910,00
10.920,00
Gross earnings
3.600,00
43.200,00
(8 workers)
Leasehold
500,00
6.000,00
Credit annuity
1.301,56
15.618,72
Other expenses
500,00
6.000,00
:
14.411,56
172.938,72

Table 1. Preliminary estimate of an investment
b) Collective credits
In table 1. we have the following credits on 5 years:
No. Value in EUR
No.
Value in EUR
1.
2.400 9.
8.000
2.
4.800 10.
4.100
3.
7.000 11.
10.200
4.
8.600 :
46.700
5.
1.600
Table 2. Credits on 5 years

Production
and service
nomenclature
Production
and instaling
of booths
Production
construction
service

No.
6.
7.
8.
:

Table 4. Planning expenses per month and year

Quantity

2.7. Valuation of total monthly and yearlyincomes
(in EUR)
Income
Unit price

Measure
unit

Monthly

Yearly

[EUR]

Monthly

Yearly

[kom/kg]

2.000

24.000

2,5

5.000,00

60.000,00

[kg]

11.000

132.000

1

11.000,00

132.000,00

Value in EUR
10.200
6.900
12.600
29.700

Table 3. Credits on 10 years
According to credit amount and discount factor we will
get annuity value per year and month, and the interest

:
16.000,00
192.000,00
Table 5. Planning monthly and yearly incomes
2.8. Available financial assets
Types of assets
1. Private assets of the owner
2. Long-term loans on 5 year:
on 10 year:
:
Table 6. Available financial assets

Amount
[Evra]
10.000,00
46.700,00
29.700,00
86.400,00
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2.9. Required financial assets
Types of assets
1. Investment
2. working kapital
3. Gyro account assets
:
Table 7. Required financial assets

Amount
[Evra]
76.400,00
9.500,00
500,00
86.400,00

29,700.00 EUR on 10 years for buying rest of the
equipment. Interest rate per year is 7% total. Working
capital and gyro account assets are provided by the
owner of the workshop.
2.10. Income statement for the first five years of
investing and next five year after (u EUR)
Since the profit for the first five years is positive and for
the next five years as the table 8 and 9 shows, the
conclusion is that the business project should be
successful and economically approved.

Assets are provided by self financing of 10,000.00 EUR
and by extension of long-term loans of 46,700.00 EUR
on 5 years for buying a part of the equipment and of
2006.
2007.
2008.
2009.
2010.
Amount
INCOME
960.000
192.000 192.000 192.000 192.000 192.000
60.000
60.000
60.000
60.000
60.000
300.000
- Booths
660.000
132.000 132.000 132.000 132.000 132.000
production
-Services
OUTCOME
166.939 166.939 166.939 166.939 166.939
834.695
91.200
91.200
91.200
91.200
91.200
456.000
- Purchases
6.000
6.000
6.000
6.000
6.000
30.000
- leasehold
10.920
10.920
10.920
10.920
10.920
54.600
43.200
43.200
43.200
43.200
43.200
216.000
amortization
- salaries
15.619
15.619
15.619
15.619
15.619
78.095
- annuity
GROSS
25.061
25.061
25.061
25.061
25.061
125.305
PROFIT
2.506,1
2.506,1
2.506,1
2.506,1
2.506,1
12.530,5
Tax (10 %)
NET
22.554,9 22.554,9 22.554,9 22.554,9 22.554,9 112.774,5
PROFIT
Table 8. Income statement for the period from 2006 to2010 years
2011.
2012.
2013.
2014.
2015.
Amount
INCOME
192.000 192.000 192.000 192.000 192.000
960.000
60.000
60.000
60.000
60.000
60.000
300.000
- Booths
660.000
production
132.000 132.000 132.000 132.000 132.000
-Services
OUTCOME
155.549 155.549 155.549 155.549 155.549
777.745
91.200
91.200
91.200
91.200
91.200
456.000
- Purchases
6.000
6.000
6.000
6.000
6.000
30.000
- leasehold
10.920
10.920
10.920
10.920
10.920
54.600
43.200
43.200
43.200
43.200
43.200
216.000
amortization
- salaries
4.229
4.229
4.229
4.229
4.229
21.145
- annuity
GROSS
36.451
36.451
36.451
36.451
36.451
182.255
PROFIT
3.645,1
3,645,1
3.645,1
3.645,1
3.645,1
18.225,5
Tax (10 %)
NET
32.805,9 32.805,9 32.805,9 32.805,9 32.805,9 164.029,5
PROFIT
Table 9. Income statement for the period from 2011. to2015. years
b) Critical point of profitability
2.11. Project valuation
Critical po int (threshold) of profitability =
a) Terms of funds return
Terms of funds returns amount:
10.000
RV =
= 0,44
22.554,9

=
1
=

Fixed exp ences
10.920
=
=
Variable exp enses
156.019
1
Re alization income
192.000

10.920 10.920
=
= 58.395,72 [din per year ]
1 0.81
0,187
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c) Margin of certainty

2.12. Conclusion

M arg in of certa int y =

According to mentioned hereinabove, we think that the
business project shall be successful and economically
approved for the realization. We could’ve seen that the
creator of idea invested 10,000.00 EUR and lent a longterm loan from financial institution with 7% of interest
rate on 5-years period, 46,700.00 EUR total, and on 10years period, 29,700.00 EUR total. This loan should be
returned on credit repayment date and so should be
stated in the income statement for the mentioned period.

= 1

Scope at the turning po int of profitability
Existing scope of sale

M arg in of certa int y = 1

58.395,72
× 100 =
192.000

= 0,695 × 100 = 69,5 %
According to high marginal certainty, one may see that
the workshop is stable compared to market oscillation
and regarding this type of service.
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DEVELOPMENT OF BUSINES POSSIBILITIES IN FORMATION AND REFORMATION OF ORGANIZATION
Cedomir Avakumovic1, Julija Avakumovic2

Abstract:
In this research, authors have discussed questions of importance small enterprises, terms of engineering and
entrepreneurship. Accent is on importance of re-formation enterprises from the aspect of analyzing adequacy,
idea, managing and supposition for realization that business attempt.
Key words: small business, entrepreneur, engineering, idea

1. INTRODUCTION
In observing period of time, many organizations
originate and disappear. More of them pass through
changes which are designed and re-designed by them
managers. We can meet with more definitions of small
business, and we always can be sure that small business
has got important role in our life. Many activities –
economics activity, in our life we have done with
managers of small business.
Small business is “place where everything has begun”.
Phrase “engineering” mean programming, building and
operation. In practice engineering is including more
information content. It is cumulative term for more
successive actions – important for implementation
production and services, from the decision of choice
technology, action, way of action and identification the
most rational work process, analyze of adequacy, ideas,
managers part across constitutive premise for realization
business possibilities, planning of projects and
realization of projects.
Special function of entrepreneur is ability to take all
facts to production – land, work and capital, and take it’s
to make new goods or services.
Entrepreneur has to identify possibilities which the other
business people could not able to identify or are not
interested in.

other
side
management
including
permanent
coordination of production process. He says:
“entrepreneurship incoherent phenomenon, which
appear to introduce changes in production…and after
that evanescent, buy only till appear again to start with
new changes”.[1]
Entrepreneurship is primarily something in conjunction
with incoherent process in which are combination
substance to product new goods and services.
In our earlier passed, importance was to big enterprises system. After its “smash”, men were not being able, and
in present time man hard accept paradigm of new age of
production development that the most of new
employment places are in opening and helping small
business.
It is necessary to help development of small business,
shops, and agencies and to changing ambience of
industrial development introduction new way of
production and new kind of services.
Entrepreneurship could make four priorities for some
society. Its incentive economic growth; incentive
production; incentive new technology, production and
services; changing and rejuvenate concurrency on the
market.[2]
To make more successfully development of business
possibilities of entrepreneurship engineering, we have to
make thinks on the next way:

2. DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES OF THE
BUSINESS POSIBILITIES
Entrepreneurship is different term than management.
Paul H.Wilkin has got opinion that entrepreneurship
contains initialization changing in production, on the
1
2
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Dedicate enough care on potential entrepreneur
which have more idea to make better development of
society,
Analyzing their personality, skills and manners, like
as condition for their development,
Find facility to help entrepreneur with which they
could continue with help the others and explain
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reasons for which they could start action of new
business action and make new organization for that
action,
Advert entrepreneur attention on intensive need and
right analyze of business comparison offer with
financial and the other risks with which business
enterprise included,
Make analytical process of facts which could make
risk of business in future,
Make to entrepreneur possibilities to develop plan
with which could prevent fact of risks and fortify
emergency.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF BUSSINES
POSIBILITIES OF
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Through opinion of business possibilities of
entrepreneurship is necessary to make clear situation and
give answers on next questions and do critical analyze:
Analyze of adequacy,
Ideas,
Managerial parts,
Substantial suppositions for realization defense –
suggested business capability, and
Rational make decisions.
3.1 Analyzing of adequacy or payable
Adequacy and payable are possible to understand like
“capacity to use something or to make trading with
something“. Success we can define like criterion for
profit or growth interest. Analyze of payable or validity
is kit for evaluation fluctuation with which owners of
business could realize in business. This “changing”
could be on: development of new product or services,
promotion existent goods or services, change marketing
strategy or complement of strategy, expansion or
reduction new business and make new organization.
In frame of analyzing of adequacy and process of
payable are necessary to include and to view: timetable,
goals which are rational (specifically, measurable,
attainable, real and confident), criteria and make
minimum which have to be filled to continue project,
fortify goals of study of adequacy, phase of development
business chance and possibilities like as phase of
analyze validity and process of making analyze of
validity.
3.2 Ideas
In view of any idea, it is important to envisage facts and
critically analyzing some of the next questions:
Whether idea should to fill up our goals?
Which facts or terms could prevent bad way of idea?
Are there some point, obstacles or surprises on the

way which could prevent making idea?
Is some usage of any idea could be enough to
vindicate price through cost, personal sacrifice and
engage family?
Are we ready or not to adapt process of internal
entrepreneurship, rather to attend beginning of usage
and development of new business in frame of
structure existent organization,
How much we are ready to except idea about our
organization like “flexible” and members of that
organization like “independent” to make new ideas,
goods and relationship, and how to
Make daily care about re-design of ours
organization.
3.3 Managerial part
Within of this research of managerial part, possible are
to give answers on next questions:
Which kind of managerial part are missing to
establish for efficiency control in our organization?
Whether are we able to control that skills, or if we
are not – have we got power to make arrangement
with somebody who know that?
In which phase of development our organization,
could manifest deficiency of skills and become
restrictive factor in development of organization?
Whether we obtain understanding of our family to
give support to our idea and accept risk – failure of
our business?
3.4 Suppositions for realization of business
possibilities
Hypotheses which we have for realization of our
business possibilities are: technical and market aspects,
criteria for counter value, prices and financial questions.
While we monitoring technical question, we have to
answer on next questions:
Have we access to row materials, auxiliary goods
and intermediate goods?
Have we enough knowledge about technology,
equipment and process of production?
How much is system for production adequate for
arrangement and usage of our product organization?
In approach of market situation, we have to give answer
on next questions:
With which base we need to meet our product or
services?
About description of goods or services which we
have to place on the market,
Analyze of the market – current setting,
Analyze of market partition,
Target market,
Analyzing of concurrency,
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Which concurrency product, goods or services are
strong or weak, and which characteristics of them are
strong or weak?
Could we make situation on our side and take some
priority in quality and quantity?
We have to monitoring some criteria of counter value
and give some answers on next questions, there are:
What are minimum of value of prices necessary for
maintain alive of project?
Whether potential of grow adequate and are they
suitable?
Whether our product the best option and is that
option available for us?
While we approach prices and finance like important
question, we have to analyze some of the next questions:
Have we got ready money for start new business?
How long times we have to spend for attain money
flow?
How much are cost in the first business year?
When we can expect return of invested funds?
3.5 Rationally in decisions making
To make rational decision, first of all we have model of
rational making decision. In authors opinion the best
solution is to have on as like Model from book
“Management”, published by James A. F. Stoner, R.E.
Freemont and D. R. Tolbert Junior. That Model has to
include next four phases:

1. Test situation,
2. Find alternative,
3. Evaluation of alternative, and
4. Make the best choice and implementation in
monitoring of decision.

4. CONCLUSION
The most important task of modern business activity is
to give answer on the key question of the modern
business activity and to give answer on entrepreneur and
managerial activity in technology and innovation
branch.
Organizations are forming, passed, changing, and again
change influence in entrepreneurship which could make
again forming existent organization.
It is important to make clear next questions and make
analyze of adequacy, idea, managerial skills and
substantial supposition for realization business
possibilities – technical, market, financial and risks
which could control to minimize influence of negatively
coincidence.
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BUSINESS ETHICS AND FREE ENTERPRISING SYSTEM
Dr Savo Trifunovi"1

Abstract:
For the reason that free enterprising system in our country is still at the first stage of development (in the phase
of open market), the business ethic following such economy is elementary as well. Especially after nineties, due
to expanding application of automation and robotics in the business, human work is increasingly
depersonalised. Economic recession “generates” growing economical and social insecurity – till the
turbulences. The influence of the competition is more expressed and of international global characteristic.
Fluctuation of more fluid available manpower is more explicit, more international and “sufficient”. Lifelong
employment illusion disappears while the existing one becomes uncertain. System of educational institution
provides mostly decreasing education and moral values. Social and payment differences become grater in
amount. Permanent renew of education of the managers, enterprisers, workers appears as first-class urge It
seems that the reality is full of immorality – from the point of social ethics and social orders given to the
business. It also seems that the business is full of moral behaviour, from the point of business orders that are
given by the business itself. However, dissents to the orders of the social responsibility, intention to relieve from
general moral, are increasingly present. Business features justify these dissents, behaviour,, which is actually
halted by many of standards of general social morality, preventing it to be «successful machine for products,
money and profit making». It is not expected business ethics will have greater influence on business if there is
no increasing ethical activities for instance, political, public institutions which (in)directly have an affect upon
business and ethic behaviour of the companies and employees.
Key words : business ethics , free enterprising system, doubts , moral , business , perspectives , development

1. SOME BUSINESS ETHICAL DOUBTS
For the reason that free enterprising system in
our country is still at the first stage of development (in
the phase of open market), the business ethic following
such economy is elementary as well. On account of that,
we are expected to look at some of the problems, doubts,
requests that are immanent to the business and business
ethic in the countries which already have that kind of
system and which haven’t experienced socialism. Some
of the intentions are already present in our country
Teamwork, productiveness, working groups
homogeneity, individual moral qualities could be
expressed in the period of relatively stabilized economic
growth, lifelong employment in one company
(permanent employment), with the same people, at the
same working position, with the regular payment and
possibility of becoming perfect and making
improvement.
Self-giving,
conscientious
work,
satisfying payment, solving of house providing
problems, expert special training paid by the company,
different awards, «relatively beneficent» legislation,
have been sufficient motivations for business ethical
behaviour.
The workers could identify themselves with the
company and its values. (1)
They could be involved in problems solving in
1

active manner because it was of their concern (till the
workers identification with the company – « my
company»). Especially after nineties, due to expanding
application of automation and robotics in the business,
human work is increasingly depersonalised. Economic
recession “generates” growing economical and social
insecurity – till the turbulences. The influence of the
competition is more expressed and of international
global characteristic. Fluctuation of more fluid available
manpower is more explicit, more international and
“sufficient”. Lifelong employment illusion disappears
while the existing one becomes uncertain. System of
educational institution provides mostly decreasing
education and moral values. Social and payment
differences become grater in amount. Permanent renew
of education of the managers, enterprisers, workers
appears as first-class urge. In that context, nowadays,
subjective (thematic) focus of business ethic is displaced
from institutional responsibility to the moral capability
of the individual. Laura L. Nash gives indicative list of
ethical uncertainties, doubts that managers take into
account nowadays. Those moral doubts are:
- Greed
- Hiding and incorrect evidence in reports and during
examining procedures
- Statements causing wrong conclusions regarding
quality of the products and services
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- Avoiding of keeping ward or deceiving regarding
agreed conditions and terms
- Accepting business politics which will probably make
other people telling untruth with the intention to
complete the business
- Exaggerated certainty of self-made estimate regarding
corporation’s entity risk
- Insufficient loyalty to the company in a time of
difficulty
- Bad quality
- Humiliating people in their working places or by
commercial stereotypes
- Obeying authorities without objections in spite of their
unethically and dishonourable behaviour
- Self-raising above corporation’s responsibilities
(conflict of interests)
- Favouritism
- Price arrangement
- Sacrifice of powerless and innocent people with the
intention to obtain certain goals
- Repelling of basic rights: freedom of speech, elections
and personal relationship
- Neglect to mention unethical activities
- Family and personal needs carelessness
- Making decisions on products which application can
endanger the public security
- Failing to return expropriated, from the funds of
employees or corporation
- Conscious overstatement of some plan advantages
purposing to obtain necessary support
- Neglect to solve problems of possible intolerance,
male-female relations or racialism
- Flattering to the people on the higher positions instead
of conscientious duties performing
- Improving position on the corporation’s scale without
regard to other people
- Improving position of destructive intrusive person
making excuses for his errors before their arising
- Fail to cooperate with the other parts of the companyhostile attitude.
- Lying employees by giving incomplete information,
allegedly for the business, making association with
suspected partners evening the case of the good reason
- Refuse to accept the responsibility for harmful practice
– intended or unintended
- Insulting corporation’s blowhards that are wasting
both time and the money or accepting their actions
- Corrupting of public political process by means of
legal system
Length of the list is the most interesting. Those are not
rare problems occurring once in the career –those are
well known doubts. (2)
Business is one of the social activities. It is product ional
and serviceable activity, which satisfies many social
needs, as integral part of the society, business is
«applying» to the rules of the social, ethical behaviour.
Nevertheless, the business is specified by the necessary
features of business activities and which, due to their
specificity, «generate» characteristic reasons of the
moral evaluation, conclusions, behaviour. Is it possible
and should the business possess «its» own moral? If

yes, may it differs and in what degree, from the
generally accepted social moral values? Is the myth of
unmoral business just the story, or it is a reality even
nowadays? The answers are too complicated and
demand accurate elaboration without intentions to be
entire.
It seems that the reality is full of immorality – from the
point of social ethics and social orders given to the
business. It also seems that the business is full of moral
behaviour, from the point of business orders that are
given by the business itself. And there is a question of
range and aims of the business ethics as a part of general
ethics, that is to say its intention to be ethics on it’s own
disregarding general ethics.
There are eight elements ( orders) of business social
responsibility presented by Milton Freedman ( in New
York Times):
- Business should be honour
- With no deception in interpersonal relationship
- Showing respect towards conventions on honour
competition
- Showing respect towards lows
- Showing respect towards contracts
- Showing respect towards the rights of the employees
and investors
- Aiming towards the most possible satisfaction of the
clients
- Acting in the way that allows free choice of
individuals taking part in business process
However, dissents to the orders of the social
responsibility, intention to relieve from general moral,
are increasingly present. Business features justify these
dissents, behaviour,, which is actually halted by
many of standards of general social morality, preventing
it to be «successful machine for products, money and
profit making».
Business characteristics in business moral mirror could
be described by mentioning the following distinctive
attitudes:
Our ethical or unethical behaviour is not a
question for businessmen. We are just dealing with
business. And we obey rules and «rules» of the business.
Ethical principles and
ethical ideals of the society are one thing, but business
principles are completely different thing. «We are acting
in extremely competitive enviroment.If we want to
continue our activities we have to keep searching the
profit wherever it is legally allowed. We don’t make
laws.. We respect them. Why should we tolerate these
conversations about ethics in style « better catholic than
Pope»! It is explicit hypocrisy. We are not dealing with
the business to promote ethics. For God’s sake, look at
the companies producing cigarettes! If the lawmakers
haven’t built in the ethics, the businessmen are not
expected to fulfil the emptiness. Sudden turning
businessmen to the Christian ethics would produce the
greatest economical disturbances in the history.» (3)
«Never tell untruth using words», but think and conduct
the strategy of illusion and cheating; verbally always
stay moral. Be moral as much as you like, but only when
you are not in business. That’s your individual
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«afternoon» problem.
Telling truth but never «the whole truth»
Business doesn’t make laws.
Intelligence operation is allowed.
Using
intelligence operation in business is not more disgracing
then using it by the state... Intelligence in business is not
ethical question, it’s conventional technique used by
competition in business». (4)
Hide facts purposely, overreact if necessary,
introduce yourself wrongly – if it is on behalf of
yourself.
« Untruth stops from being untruth when all
parties understand that the truth is not expected to be
told»
« Business is the game. Act like a player. Bluff, if
necessary –to survive in business.
Play to win.
Commonsensical ethical values (nobility,
honesty,.
Faithfulness,
sincerity,
serviceability,
respectfulness, keeping promises) that are available on
the market are good «for myself» but not «from myself»
Business is making money and the profit on free market,
which is ruled by eternal uncontrolled greed, and
ravening moral, which is hard to defeat by “lamb’s
arguments”
Unscrupulousness, tendency to deception,
hypocrisy are some of elements of Machiavellianism in
market game .All means are ethical if lead to my goal.
Bribe, corruption conducted by the others, why wouldn’t
I do it? It’s hard to be under pear tree and don’t eat pears
.Do not discuss and speak of unethical actions,
cheatings, manipulations. Silence is better and do not
endanger flexibility of management and business.
Such, shortly mentioned «business moral ideology»
causes decreasing of moral standards authority, produces
some specific behaviour including all negative
consequences regarding social values and business
ethics. Erosion of confidence, decreasing loyalty of the
companies, scandals, moral silence (i.e. growing
caricature presentation of the management), are some of
fundamental features of organizational behaviour and
business life. Expanding of embitterment, distrust,
dissatisfaction, struggle for survival, short term payment
emphasizing, indifference towards other people, ethics»
me and only me at the first place».

2.
PERSPECTIVES OF
ETHICS DEVELOPMENT

BUSINESS

Business ethics is ethical process. It is altering,
but it is not passing. The same is with the man and its
work. It is also ethical consciousness and ethical rules
as well. Business is in its centre, and man should know
that.
The urge for the business ethics is greater than ever.
The ethics of the free market as “ controlled greed”
appeared especially after historical decline of socialism.
Globally, socialism came down from the historical scene
together with its positive values. The world of nowadays
is more and more world of capitalism – in different

phases of its development- from transitional to
informational phase. New capitalism, world capitalism
ought to become good society. It’s not just theoretical
order of the actions. It should be a reality. Called for
new (and the only) order to be good and effective, it
should be humanised. It ought to integrate all positive
values of socialism - which were its advantages, aiming
to maximize huge working, willing and moral energies.
Today it is the only strategic direction of further
development and further changes which should mean
material, spiritual and moral progress as comparable
process. And that is not easy. It seems that the greatest
problem is altering of the conscience and understanding
of the changes essence. Business and business ethics are
especially important in that process. They also have
particular responsibility.
Due to committed global changes, achieved
civilization degree of evolution, strong development of
material production power ( till automatically ,
robotically and cybernetic integrated production
systems), today it is necessary to treat the business ethic,
ethos of the company, ethics of the managers more wise
and sophisticated. Naturally, it is also for each person
composition allowing to act wrong (intentionally or
unintentionally) due to insufficient readiness and
deciding to abstain from the challenges of the money
and the power. (5)
The personal interest of the companies, which
was up to now a priori in advantage, should be directed
towards business ethical values of each employee and
towards general ethical values of the society. According
to Laura L .Nash, they will have to introduce “agreeably
business ethics”.
Business will have to be more directed towards
essential meanings as business values, rather than
towards business goals that could be quantified in
quarter, annual reports. Of course, ethic could not be
quantified. We think that the further intention to do the
business, disregarding ethical essence of the business,
really could be the same as trying to change the tyre on
the vehicle without using bumper jack. “ There is no
guarantee the ethics is worthy. But there is no guarantee
the ethics is not worthy.” (6)
«Moral atmosphere « of the work, moral speech
( not moral silence) have to get complete «civil rights»
in annual reports of companies business. Just enlarged
conception of business morality could clearly explicate
disturbing of psychological and moral integrity of
employees and contribute to advancing of business
morality, that is to say business activity as well.
We see further perspectives of business ethics
development in achieving higher degree of moral culture
of the company ( moral corporation culture) and in
maintaining of the moral autonomy and identity of each
employee in extend context of moral culture of the
company ( corporation culture). «Hewlett – Packard,
which owns one of the most powerful culture, which is
called « the way HP does it», is proud of its human
oriented philosophy... or ....Companies of high morality
in all ways are trying to avoid problem of NTMN (
Nobody Tells Me Nothing) ..or It seems that they all (
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companies of the high morality) follow the ninth
command of Fletcher Birom from 3M company:» You
have to make a reasonable number of mistakes». Some
ones even celebrate them.» (7)
It is not expected business ethics will have
greater influence on business if there is no increasing
ethical activities for instance, political, public
institutions which (in)directly have an affect upon
business and ethic behaviour of the companies and
employees.
More stabile conditions of producing will also
have the positive influence on extending implementation
of the morality in business. Since business ethics could
not be imposed to the companies that means they are the
most responsible for ethic behaviour. (8)
It is acknowledged: ethical behaviour of the managers,
from the point of individual factors of personality and
working socialisation, is modelled and of the greatest
affect upon employees. If the behaviour of the managers
is unethical, “epidemic” is ready to break. Therefore,
business ethic have to start from the top management.
Ethical codes, ethical professional training certainly will
be very useful.
It is acknowledged: it’s easy to be moral and
respect business-ethical standards while you are strong
enough. We also know : primary property of the
company will appear as high ethical standards of
employees behaviour, and iron cage between manager’s
personality and his morality will have to be removed. In
that respect, Laura L. Nash, emphasizes with arguments
and not without reason, that “ good business and destiny
of the capitalism depend on intended maintaining of
complex net of ethical values.” (9)
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ABOUT ETHICAL CODEX OF MANAGERS
Dr Savo Trifunovi)1, Dr Milorad Pavli+i)2, Mr Dušan Babovi)3

Abstract:
Organizations and associations nowadays are expected to determine, introduce and actualize ethical codices.
Professionalism, connectedness, civilization development, general urge for business ethics improvement and
introducing of superior standards, position of managerial profession are only some of reasons for increasing
interest of ethical codices implementation. Ethical codices should not be regarded as identical to business bon
ton. Ethical codex is written document representing basic group of professional standards. It is one of the
evidences of professional status. It explicite regulates: Basic values of profession, Professional ethical
principles, Professional standards, Regulating and disciplinal mechanisms, but and roles of the etical board,
ethical court, business ethics officer, ethical ombudsman.Determination and acquiring of professional ethical
codex doesn’t mean that all members of the profession will follow ethical behaviour and ethical standards, or
that they haven’t followed them up to present time. The idea is to act with good intentions, from the ethical pint
of view, to improve professional practice and to define general ethical business criteria. Codex of managerial
ethics acts and is verified only and always by concrete business (work) of concrete people (managers) as the
most superior parameter of codex ethic, ethic of profession, ethic of managers Increasing number of managerial
ethical codices in our society will be good indicator of extending acceptance and accomplishment of collective
and social responsibility of managers. We are still at the beginning phase.
Key words : ethics , business , business bon ton , ethical codex , ethical board , ethical court , business ethics
officer , ethical ombudsman , codex of managerial ethics

1. BUSINESS ETHICS AND BUSINESS
MORAL ACT
Business ethics is one of the essential features (from
the point of human anthropological view) of human
being in the process of its work and one of the greatest
capabilities regarding possibilities of modern man,
modern society and expanding scientific and technicaltechnological power of the world of work. Recognizing
yourself as individual, working and social being;
searching for the personal essence of the existence in
business world; conducting ethical-business- working
recognizing and self-recognizing through practical
working activities producing good and enabling good
life among concrete people- act reasonable and in the
manner of the human being-are just some of the eternal
aims and crucial reasons for modern men’s necessity of
(business) ethics.
Totality of working, moral and ethical is not always
expressed in certain functionally –practical moral aim.
From the extended point of view, indicating single
superior aim of morality and ethics is actually
expression of eternal tendency for searching,
acknowledging of complexness and totality of moral and
ethics integrity.
1
2
3

Sometimes it is en expression of historical limits of
certain period of time, certain social relations and
permanent man’s imperfection. Sometimes, however, it
is en expression of apology of certain social ( mainly
owning) relations and authorities structure.
Every economical, production, serviceable, operationalbusiness activity, every concrete business action is not
necessary concurrently moral activity, concrete moral
action as well.
All incompletenesses are not in the function of
the integrity. The integrity is an aspiration, but
incompleteness could be separated from the integrity,
estranged and even become destroying against the
business integrity. However, each incompleteness of
business action, if it is incorporated into wholeness, has
potential of moral act – with the condition that the
incomplete subject becomes subject, creating wholeness
in a way that other people, subjects in business process
are represented as human, moral aim. For that, there is
no more superior social or economical action above
moral action. Though possible moral action, business
action is specific activity for the reason that moral action
is the most human action.
Business ethics is not just a work, just a
business. It is also a life value, sensibleness, thinking,
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willing, hope, usefulness, language, intuition, intimate
belief, salvation, purpose.
We cannot make the whole business ethics and
its aims using one business-ethical act. They are always
single aims; from the point of integrity of the business
ethics – they are always partial. But, even such partial,
business ethical acts, from the point of view of possible
realization of human wholeness in specific social
circumstances, are in special way integral for being en
expression of creatively practical and human power.
Differently from other human activities
business moral act has essentially expressed unity: a)
human personality, b) work-business, c) society, d)
humanization, axiology. And other human activities
have similar content, but it is especially indicated (and
characteristic) in business moral act. It is, however,
predominated by components of the personality and
components of man’s valuable direction. (1)
Organizations and associations nowadays are expected
to determine, introduce and actualize ethical codices.
Professionalism,
connectedness,
civilization
development, general urge for business ethics
improvement and introducing of superior standards,
position of managerial profession are only some of
reasons for increasing interest of ethical codices
implementation.
Ethical codices should not be regarded as
identical to business bon ton.
Business bon ton in organization is generally
understood and related to all employees. It is a measure
of taste, work pleasance, help to business success and
excellence, outstanding element of work culture,
measure of ethic in communications and behavior
between employees and outside the company.
Despite the fact that the business bon ton is
actually understood, organizations often decade to
express it in written form to uniform in ethical manner
behavior, appearance, behaving rules with respect to the
individual personality and position in organizational
structure and similar.
Business bon ton often regulates rules of
behavior at meetings ( formal and informal), at business
gathering, dates, in social life related to work. (2)
Business bon ton suggests kinds and manners of
contacts face to face ( e.g. the first business meeting,
manner and style of conversation during applying to the
position, contacts between superiors and their
subordinates, colleagues, buyers and suppliers, arguing
conversation, respect of discretion, informing of
colleagues, establishing of business relations).
Business bon ton also advices the best way of
business correspondence performing, phone contacts,
treating businessmen from the same country and from
other countries (respecting cultural, habitual, linguistic,
ethnical, religious differences), manner of mutual acting
between companies (avoiding “land mines”) e.g. respect
hierarchy, be loyal to your company, praise your
company, be honest, learn to loose, respect common
interest, etc.)
General target of business bin ton are good
business manners contributing to successful business,

long term solid business relationships,
development, increasing work satisfaction.

personal

2. ETHICAL CODEX
Ethical codex is written document representing
basic group of professional standards. It is one of the
evidences of professional status. It explicite regulates:
- Basic values of profession
- Professional ethical principles
- Professional standards
- Regulating and disciplinal mechanisms
Ethical codex is fundament of professional
behaviour direction. It defines essential areas of ethical
actions and ethical responsibility. Ethical codex
regulates solving ethical professional problems. Ethical
codex is compelled for all members of certain
association, group.
Ethical codex should:
1.Regulates rules of managerial professional behaviour
and real intention – up to ethical ideals within
profession:
2.To be explicit and well-defined and to regulate
specifically professional questions representing
temptation of the managers, «ethical traps» of
mangers profession and « land mines» which are
unethical, but not always illegal behaviours;
3.To protect common and public interest and not only
interest of managerial profession;
4. To define rules, procedures and mechanisms of
practicing of ethical codex standards;
5. Members of managerial profession for their
awareness of correct and incorrect behaviour should
create this ethical codex. They are aware of «the
traps» of profession. (Therefore, they should have
certain degree of autonomy regarding nonprofessional social control).
Meaning of ethical codex is professional
promotion from the ethical aspect as well. It directs
ethical behaviour and responsibility of members of
(profession) association, individual and related to group
behaviour as well, preserving ethical features of the
profession.
At the first place, certain professions within
professional associations introduced ethical codices.
Today, according to increasing business ethical requests,
there are more companies implementing ethical codices
often expressing fundamental ethical values and models
of behaviour in relation to all segments of the business.
Ethical codex of managerial profession insists
on professional work and professional loyalty honour
and integrity, responsibility, accuracy, love of truth,
individual professional and ethical improving,
progressing of managerial knowledge and skills,
permanent education and self- education, accepting
general standards of good taste in behaviour.
Managers are expected to accomplish
professional ethical standards such as to carry out
obligations conscientiously and in accordance with the
best personal knowledge in relation to the colleagues
within the same profession and in relation to the ones
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cooperating in professional work (apart from the
hierarchical position). He should act according to
personal example. He ought to comply professional
acting with general interest of society (public interest),
with professional interest, with interest of organization.
Manager should respect human rights and freedom, all
standards of cicilization achievements; especially he
should respect the ideal of individual free opinion and
free opinion of others. Therefore, he should respect
fundamental principles of personal dignity developing
cooperation, understanding among individuals, groups,
and institutions.
Manger must not destroy his own reputation
and the reputation of his profession and practice
behaving in a bad manner. Forbidden practice is the one
involving bribe, corruption, conflict between individual,
organizational interests and state processes; representing
interests of the competition; possessing of the secret
accounts and accepting illegal payments up to impelled
gifts; intentionally, consciously destroying of
professional reputation and practice of managers
colleagues.
Ethical codex define the composition and the
role of ethical board as special organ composed from
few often the most respectable managers, which control
ethical codex implementation and general ethical
behaviour in organization. Ethical board is responsible
for the most compound question of ethical codex and
their practical application (with the consequences). The
Most frequently, ethical board is conducting the function
of ethical court which is responsible for decisions
making and pronouncing judgments on ethical codex
standards violation and immoral, i.e. amoral behaviour.
State courts are not disciplinal organs promoted by
ethical codex and they are not expected to be that. The
most frequently, to prevent ethical codex rules violation,
they use critique, public announce, elimination from the
professional organization.
Ethical codex (but it’s not the only one) defines
business ethics officer, business solicitor, «specialist for
business ethics is a full right member of managers board
or other bodies making crucial decisions, acting as social
conscious and critically inquire decisions morality, that
is he illuminates dimension of their ethical implications.
This prevents negative influence of collective opinion or
conformation, and ignores ethical principles and
dimensions of business decisions.» (3)
Ethical codex usually defines ethical
ombudsman, ethical commissioner. He is a » member of
organization with duty and responsibility to follow and
investigate of complaints and problems considering
ethical aspects of business and management decisions
and behaviour. He investigates complaints regarding
those problems and informs top management of ethical
omissions. Basically, he has a role of organizational
ethical conscious. « (4)
- It is not good for managerial ethic codex to:
- Be list of wishes and big ethical ideals which are aimed
to in professional managers practice;
- Emphasize only general moral values at the first place
(honesty, love of truth...), that is to say, forbid telling

untruth, stealing, because these are general ethical
values. They are understood. They are valid for all,
and for the managerial profession as well. Such
«structure» in managerial ethical codex is sufficient;
- Be list of rules regulating professional behaviour;
- Express dominating order of disciplinal rules
- Require lower ethical request from managers than the
ones required by the society (state)
It is also not good that the agencies of
professional managerial associations announce post
festum, e.g. after pronouncing a verdict of crime
committed by members of association.
Determination and acquiring of professional
ethical codex doesn’t mean that all members of the
profession will follow ethical behaviour and ethical
standards, or that they haven’t followed them up to
present time. The idea is to act with good intentions,
from the ethical pint of view, to improve professional
practice and to define general ethical business criteria.
Will ethical codex survive, it first of all depends on
managers behaviour in business situation and generally
in managerial practice.
They make decisions- they ought to respect
codices. “ Managers are “ members of leading group”
This group, however, has outstanding, easily obvious
position, and authorisations. Therefore, it also has a
responsibility. But what are the responsibilities, what are
moral principles of single managers, members of elite
group? In essence, being a member of leading group
means being what is traditionally described by phrase
“ professional”. Being a member of such group denotes
status, remarkable position, authorisations, but
obligations as well. It is uselessly to expect each
manager to become a leader. In highly developed society
there are thousands, even millions managers, but
leadership is always rare exception involving only
uncommon individuals. But being member of leading
group, manager is always under pressure of professional
ethics requests and demands of ethics of responsibility «.
(5)
The complexity of human personality and
situation is present in managerial practice with all
challenges of personality and the situation (practice).
The ethical codex would be unneeded if all managers
were moral in their business behaviour. Since this is not
the reality, ethical codex as intention to better and
superior levels of business ethics practice, is strong
motive and expression of the sense. Insufficient
presence of morality in managerial profession practise
causes ethical codex – though result of immorality,
which is increasingly present in professional practice,
needn’t result in ethical codex. These are some of
discussion questions of (un) need of ethical codices in
managerial profession. The question of relation between
normative and real, range and final reaches of ethical
behaviour norming is still open. Manager, as expert is
not expected to be ethics expert. What ethical codex
wants is that the managers’ expertness is practised
simultaneously with high ethical principles and
professional standards. That means good management is
at the same time good ethical deduction and behaviour
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(practise), acting good, not causing damage.
Codex of managerial ethics acts and is verified
only and always by concrete business (work) of concrete
people (managers) as the most superior parameter of
codex ethic, ethic of profession, ethic of managers.
Absence of ethical codices regulation stands for
complete social (state) control of professions. Each
profession has its social importance and justification and
it
means
social
(not
strictly
professional)
responsibilities. Like other professions, managerial
profession has a specific social value; it includes
specialised knowledge and competence; supposes
prolonged education aiming achieving specialised
knowledge and skills (it couldn’t be replaced by some
other profession); calls for higher own requests than the
society ( state) is asking for
Increasing number of managerial ethical codices in our
society will be good indicator of extending acceptance
and accomplishment of collective and social
responsibility of managers. We are still at the beginning
phase.
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DEFINITIVE SUM OF SOME SERIES
Smiljkovi S.1

SUMMARY
This work does with setting up and proving a new relation between the numbers. These are the numbers that must be
written by the certain rule, but like that they have one specific reciprocal relation. It consider the posibility of widening
this rule to all series which can be present like these numbers.
Setting up these relations between the numbers can lead out directly consequences which are valid for them. And you
can combine reciprocal, giving new complex numbers which fit this rule.
Key words: number, serie, interval, sum.

1. INTRODUCTION
This rule (theorem) is something that we are coming
upon for the first time in the mathematics. Till now it is
still in development, and it is yet up to be completely
researched and defined. Also, and its significance. For
the beginning, I placed it in the sphere of number
theory, although it might not belongs to this sphere of
mathematics. It should be possible after defining of this
theorem.
The basic theorem and some of its direct consequences
are placed and argumented in this paper, and could be a
good base for its own further exploration and
development. For easier understanding, there is a
characteristic example for each rule or underule. Also,
it should be mentioned that this theorem will be valid
even if all terms are placed all at once, that is if all of
these numbers consist of all possible additions that are
included and argumented in this paper, what could be
of importance for writing very complex number
systems.

2. THEOREM
If the first number (A) is a decreasing series of
digits, second number (B) increasing series of the
same digits, third number (C) decreasing series of
the same digits (with casting out the largest digit
and leading in the next smaller digit of the already
existing smallest digit), and the fourth number (D) is
increasing series of digits of the third number, it
follows:
J = A B C+ D = 0

1

m 1

A=
i =0
m 1

B=
i =0

m 1 i) x

m + 1 + i ) 10(

(n

1 i ) 10(
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m + i ) 10(

C=
i =0
m 1
i =0

10(

(n

m 1

D=

( n i)

m 1 i) x

m 1 i) x

m 1 i) x

(

)

n - the first number in number A, B, C or D , n > 1 ;

m - the number of numbers that are series m
x - number of numbers (digits) in n ;

n;

Proof:
J = A B C+D =
m 1
i=0
m 1
i=0
m 1
i=0
m 1

( n i ) 10( m 1 i ) x
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+
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=
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Example:

m 1

A=

n = 99

x=2

m=3

m 1

A=

( n i ) 10

(m

1 i) x

2

( 99 i ) 10

=

i=0

i=0
m 1

( 2 i) 2

B=
=

i=0
m 1

i=0

C=

= 99 102 2 + 98 101 2 + 97 100 2 = 999897
m 1

(n

B=

m + 1 + i ) 10

(m

2

1 i) x

=

i =0

( 97 + i ) 10

(2 i) 2

i=0

=

i =0

C=

(n

1 i ) 10

(m

1 i) x

2

( 98 i ) 10

=

i=0

i =0
02

= 98 102 2 + 97 101 2 + 96 10
m 1

(n

D=

m + i ) 10(

m 1 i) x

2

i =0

= 96 102 2 + 97 101 2 + 98 10

(2 i) 2

( 96 + i ) 10( 2

=

i) 2

=

i =0
02

= 969798

3.1

There is a possible existence of digits,
anywhere in the numbers, which are not in relation
with interval / intervals, but they must be repeated
on the same place, in every number and solution is
undependable. And then we can difference three
states:
1. If the digits are after the interval, the following
formulas are used:

A=
i=0
m 1

B=
i=0
m 1

C=
i=0
m 1

D=
i =0

( n i ) 10

( n m + 1 + i ) 10( m
(n

1 i ) 10(

(n

m + i ) 10(

+E
1 i) x+p

m 1 i) x +p

+E

+E

m 1 i) x+ p

(n

1 i ) 10(

(n

m + i ) 10(

m 1 i) x

m 1 i) x

+ E 10m

+ E 10m

m 1 i) x

+ E 10m

2) Example:
33398765432 33323456789 33387654321 + 33312345678 = 0

3. If the digits are in the middle of the interval, the
following formulas are used:

1) Proof:

3. DIRECT AFTERMATH

( m 1 i) x +p

m + 1 + i ) 10(

1) Proved as same as the theorem.

J = A B C + D = 999897 979899 989796 + 969798 = 0

m 1

(n

10m

p - number of digits in E
E - digits that are added (presented as a number)

= 989796

=

D=
i =0

= 97 102 2 + 98 101 2 + 99 100 2 = 979899
m 1

m 1

( n i ) 10( m 1 i ) x + E

+E

p - number of digits in E
E - digits that are added (presented as a number)

1) Proved as same as the theorem.
2) Example:
98765432333 23456789333 87654321333 + 12345678333 = 0

2. If the digits are before the interval, the following
formulas are used:

If
A = N1 N 2 EEN3 N 4 ,
B = N 4 N3 EEN 2 N1 ,
C = N 2 N3 EEN 4 N5 and D = N5 N 4 EEN3 N 2 , then:
J = A B C+D =
N1 N 2 EEN3 N 4 N 4 N3 EEN 2 N1
N 2 N 3 EEN 4 N 5 + N 5 N 4 EEN3 N 2 =
N1105 + N 2 104 + E103 + E102 + N3 101 + N 4 100
N 4 105

N3 104

E103

E102

N 2 101

N1100

N 2 105

N3 104

E103

E102

N 4 101

N5 100 +

N5 105 + N 4 104 + E103 + E102 + N 3 101 + N 2 100 = 0 ;
therefore we can see that EE does not effect the
solution.

2) Example:
98763335432 23453336789 87653334321 + 12343335678 = 0

3.2
There could be an infinitively many different
intervals that are inferior to the rule.
1) Proof:
This rule can be considered as an underule of the
previous rule. The main interval becomes any of the
already given ones, while the others are considered as
digits that are not in relation with the (chosen) interval2.
According to that, the argument of the previous
consequence also stands and for this one. This method
2

These digits are analog to those of the first consequence.

II C.35
could be, afterwards, applied to all others intervals in the
number.

3.3

Decimals does not effect the solution, that is,
the comma could be anywhere in the number, but it
must be on the same position in every number.

1) Proof:
A
q

q

B
q

C D (A B C + D) 0
+ =
= =0
q q
q
q

{10,100,1000,...}

2) Example:

3.6

difference of the fourth and the third number
( D C) .

1) Proof:
A B=
m 1
i=0
m 1
i=0
m 1

98765,432 23456 ,789 87654,321 + 12345,678 = 0

3.4
If every number is decreased or increased
for the same value, solution stays unchanged.
1) Proof:

(A + r ) ( B + r) (C + r ) + (D + r ) =
= ( A B C + D) + (r r r + r) = 0 + 0 = 0
(A r) (B r ) (C r ) + (D r) =
= ( A B C + D) + ( r + r + r r ) = 0 + 0 = 0

The difference of the first and the second
( A B ) is equal to absolute value of the

number

i=0

m 1

( n i ) 10( m 1 i ) x

(n

m + 1 + i ) 10(

m 1 i) x

=

i=0

(n

i n + m 1 i ) 10(

(m

1 2 i ) 10(

m 1 i) x

=

m 1 i) x

D C=
m 1
i=0
m 1

m + i ) 10(

(n

m 1

m 1 i) x

(n

1 i ) 10(

m 1 i) x

=

i=0

m + i n + 1 + i ) 10(

(n

i=0
m 1
i =0

1 2 i ) 10(

(m

m 1 i) x

=

m 1 i) x

A B = D C

2) Example:

( 98765432 + 341986 ) ( 23456789 + 341986 )
( 87654321 + 341986 ) + (12345678 + 341986 ) = 0
( 98765432 341986 ) ( 23456789 341986 )
( 87654321 341986 ) + (12345678 341986 ) = 0
3.5

If every number is decreased or increased
the same number of times, solution stays unchanged.

2) Example:
98765432 23456789 = 75308643
12345678 87654321 = 75308643
75308643 = 75308643

3.7
number

The difference of the first and the third
( A C ) is equal to absolute value of the

1) Proof:

difference of the fourth and the second number
( D B ) .3

A r B r C r + D r = (A B C + D) r = 0 r = 0

1) Proof:

A B
r r
r 0

A C=

C D (A B C + D) 0
+ =
= =0
r r
r
r

i=0
m 1

2) Example:

( 98765432 18 )

m 1

( 23456789 18 )

( 87654321 18 ) + ( 12345678 18 ) = 0
( 98765432 ÷ 18 ) ( 23456789 ÷ 18 )
( 87654321 ÷ 18 ) + (12345678 ÷ 18 ) = 0

i=0
m 1

3

(n

1 i ) 10(

m 1 i) x

=

i =0

(n

i n + 1 + i ) 10(

1 10(

i=0

m 1

( n i ) 10( m 1 i ) x

m 1 i) x

m 1

m 1 i) x

10(

=

=

m 1 i) x

i =0

These differences are numbers that are consisted only of digits 1.

II C.36
D B=
m 1
i=0
m 1
i=0
m 1

4. GENERAL OBSERVATION
m + i ) 10(

(n

m 1

m 1 i) x

(n

m + 1 + i ) 10(

m 1 i) x

=

i=0

m + i n + m 1 i ) 10(

(n

m 1

( 1) 10( m 1 i ) x =

10(

i=0

m 1 i) x

=

m 1 i) x

5. CONCLUSION

i=0

A C = D B

2) Example:
98765432 87654321 = 11111111
12345678 23456789 = 11111111
11111111 = 11111111

3.8

( A + D)

This rule (theorem) is not valid when the number is
consisted of the series of numbers that are on
crossing over from tenth to ones, from hundreds to
tenths, thousands to hundreds, etc. that is, instead of
0 it gets number divisible with 9 .

The sum of the first and the fourth number
is equal to sum of the second and third

number ( B + C ) .4

1) Proof:

Considering that this rule is still insufficiently examined,
it is hard and irresponsible to make any conclusion of
greater importance; so at this stage we should
concentrate more on further exploration. However, I
could point out some directions that could make further
work easier. There is a certain regularity of the
reciprocal multiplication (division) of these numbers.
Also, there could be further exploration about the
numbers that are on the crossing over, as mentioned
before. There are also indications that this rule could be
expanded and generalized to all the serieses, etc. that it
could be used to all the serieses that are inferior to the
starting conditions.
Special use of this theorem is still blurry but with certain
modifications and improvements it could have certain
significance for coding.

A+D =
m 1
i=0
m 1
i=0
m 1
i=0

( n i ) 10( m 1 i ) x +

m 1

m + i ) 10(

(n

m 1 i) x

THANKS OF GRATITUDE

=

i =0

i + n m + i ) 10(

(n
(2

n m ) 10(

m 1 i) x

I am thanking to the Regional centre of talents in
Kraljevo, for providing me this work and to my mentor
dipl. math. Bogi evi Zoran who helped me to finish
this work and who helped me and explained me all the
things that were unknown to me.

=

m 1 i) x

B+C =
m 1
i=0
m 1
i=0
m 1
i=0

(n

m + 1 + i ) 10(

m 1 i) x

m 1

+

(n

1 i ) 10(

m 1 i) x

=

i =0

(n
(2

m + 1 + i + n 1 i ) 10(
n m ) 10(

m 1 i) x

=

m 1 i) x

A+ D = B+C

2) Example:
98765432 + 12345678 = 111111110
23456789 87654321 = 111111110
111111110 = 111111110

4

These differences are numbers that are consisted only of digits 1 & 2.
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REGIONAL CITY LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAINS IN MACHINERY
Bukumirovi} M., Ga{i} M., Savkovi} M.,G. Markovi}1)
In this paper the scope of goods exchange of Kraljevo region with foreign countries is analyzed. The aim of analysis is
estimation of scope of goods flow as one of the starting parameters for introducing the innovations in industrial
warehouse and for development of city logistics concept based on concentration of goods and information flows.
Key words: industry, development, region, city logistics, supply chain

1. INTRODUCTION
In millions of dollars

800

Rapid development of industry and information
technologies have caused introducing the innovations in
industrial warehouses and goods transport. These
innovations are influenced not only by industry
development and product increase but by the level of
realized goods flows i.e. by export and import as well.

2. PRESENT CONDITION OF
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND GOODS
EXCHANGE IN KRALJEVO REGION

There are three municipalities in Kraljevo region with
more than 300.000 inhabitants and distance among them
being not longer than 100km. Total goods exchange
between this region and foreign countries is more than
300.000 dollars. The exchange scope (as well as
exchange in the region that is not included by this
estimation) enables the problem of development of new
industrial warehouses and city logistics to be taken into
consideration.
Data on export and import in Kraljevo region for period
from 2001-2004 (fig.1) also prove the abovementioned.
The numbers in fig.1 present the millions of dollars.
In 2002 35.77% of total goods exchange in Kraljevo
region was realized as an import and 64.23% as an
export. In 2004 the export was increased on 37.9% but
the import increased for 514 million dollars. Data on the
region corresponds to the trend of goods exchange of
Serbia and they are even a bit favourable.

400
200
0

export
Izv
oz

2001

2002

2003

9 6 .0 3

9 0 .9 4

1 1 1 .1 4 0 0 .2 1

2004

U
v o z 1 4 0 .6 3 1 7 6 .2 3 2 1 4 .4 4 6 5 5 .3 1
import

Fig.1
Some significant and the most important partners are
shown in figures 2 and 3, respectively.

In millions of dollars

Development of city logistics is the feature of big cities
but also of the regions where towns are closely
connected in goods transport.
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3. CENTRAL INDUSTRIAL
WAREHOUSE IN REGIONAL LOGISTIC
CENTRES AND CITY LOGISTICS

In millions of dollars
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2003
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39.6
31.6
16.1
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13.6

43.2
35.2
20.5
26.9
13.7

31.9
25.7
22.1
20.5
4.9

78.4
62.6
39.1
36.5
11.5

Germany
Italy
Chezh Republic

Turkey
Macedonia

Fig.3
Figures 4 and 5 show the exchange of goods and
products in some industry branches. Figures 4 and 5
show the scope of export and import from 2002-2004,
respectively.

Strategic up-to-date orientation of our economy
forecasting development of small and medium
enterprises points out the need for a new approach to
improvement of regional prosperity. It must be started
from basic requirements: decrease of both production
and goods price and increase of the service quality level.
Very useful solution for improvement of business
management in the regions is forming and development
of regional logistic centres with a centralized industrial
warehouse. In logistic centres all activities on total flow
and retaining of the goods2) in the region would be
concentrated [1].
The experiences of developed European countries show
that basic activities of logistic centres ( goods and
transport centres, distributive centres) and their supply
are:
•

In millions of dollars

60
50

•

40

•

30

•
•

20
10
0

2001

2002

2003

Machine ind.

43.6

27.2

40.3

Wood ind.

16.4

16.1

8.6

Copper

0.7

1.1

49.4

Aluminum

0.4

0.9

53.2

Custom ind.

0.4

0.8

17.9

The stated activities clearly point out the basic aims and
tasks of the logistic centres and supply chains in the
sectors of industrial (production) economy, traffic
economy, living conditions etc. These aims and tasks are
the following:
•
•

In millions of dollars

Fig.4
100

•
•
•
•

50

0

2002

2003

2004

Machine
industry
Wood industry

86.4

79.4

59.8

7.6

7.7

14.9

Copper

0.6

0.5

0.4

Aluminum

8.7

8.9

39.8

Plastic
production

19.8

18.1

19.6

Fig.5

Supply, keeping and retaining of goods
(especially for the needs of the region),
Reloading of goods (in these kinds of
transport),
Incoming and outgoing remote, regional and
local transport of goods,
Collective and distributive transport,
Additional and service activities (informational
control systems, load exchange etc.)[1].

•
•
•
•

2)

Improvement of economy structure,
Enabling the faster and wider development of
small and medium enterprises (production and
service ones),
Making conditions for general improvement of
regional development,
Improvement of service quality,
Decrease of transport costs and goods stocking,
Improvement of functioning efficiency of the
whole distributive system, especially the town
and production enterprises supply,
Improvement of traffic structure,
Improvement of space plan,
Large energy savings,
Improvement
and
protection
of
the
environment.

Term goods means the most various products:
material, half-finished material, finished material,…
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Basic manner for decrease of both production and
service costs is the adoption of new strategy supplying
the consumer with materials/goods "just in time" i.e.
when they are needed in production or when the service
is being done.
The mentioned requirement implies that small and
medium enterprises
should
have
a
central
warehouse/distribution centre, from which the needed
goods, materials, half-finished materials, components,
etc. would be supplied just in time for immediate
installation/production. It is irrational that the enterprise
structure covers those quantities and assortments in the
warehouses. So, the solution is forming the collaborative
industrial warehouse either as part of the logistic centre
or as the beginning of development of the regional
logistic centre.
The central regional industrial warehouse can be
structured in two ways:
•
•

Centralized for whole region in one location, or
Decentralized in more sub-regional locations in
the city centers which are mutually integrated
by information technologies.

When choosing the warehouse type one should bare in
mind that application of information technologies
enables the decentralized warehouse to be treated as
centralized and both of them as part of the regional
logistic centre.
By right choice of location of industrial warehouse and
logistic centre the city logistics is basically improved as
well as city and regional transport, which influences
both the application and maintenance of travelling
network.
4. THE NEED FOR CITY LOGISTICS
DEVELOPMENT IN KRALJEVO REGION
For most European countries the problem of goods
transport in cities is becoming current at the moment
when the number of inhabitants exceeds 100.000 and
when transport is being done on a distance up to 50km.
According to geographic location of the towns in the
region (fig.6) Kraljevo region has a line characteristic in
the city logistics sense with exception of Gornji
Milanovac. The analyses show that about 80% of
transport is realized at the distance shorter than 50km.
The important thing is that about 50% of road transport
costs are realized in city transport and delivery.
Except financial parameters it is also important to
mention that lorries make noise which is 10 times louder
than the noise made by cars and that more than 50% of
exhaust gases are made in traffic. [2].

Gornji
Milanovac
21.2
22.6

27.2
29.3

27.9
70.7

29.9
87.5
15.8
35.3

23.9
35.9

Novi Pazar
5.1
27.5

5.7
31.5

Export
Import

2002

Export
Import

2003

In millions of dollars
Fig. 6

Having in mind these data as well as the geographic
location of this region (Kraljevo is about 50km far from
DaEak and Kruševac but in opposite directions) and the
increase of total goods exchange of the region, planned
industrial development (after privatization, reengineering of equipment and technologies) it can be
stated that the conditions for starting then project of city
logistics development in this region as well as new
concept of centralized industrial warehouse and supply
chains are made.
Each town, in this case the region as a whole, requires
its own concept of city logistics which must be
constantly followed and developed. In order to realize a
project like this one must estimate and analyze a number
of parameters related to this problem, firs of all the
strategic concept of city logistics and forming the
knowledge base [5].
Development of city logistics conception in the region is
based on the concentration of goods, transport and
information flows. In order to develop this concept
adequate logistic centres must be formed and supply
chains connecting incoming and outgoing goods flows
must be provided (fig.7).
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Level of applied
Technologies
(up-to-date in the first place)
Concept solutions
of business partners

Consumers'
requirements
Transport analysis

Location and capacities
of logistic centres

General concept of
city logistics
Supply chains

Integration concept
of approaching

Results of costs
analysis
Experiences of countries
with developed city
logistics

Fig.7

5. SUPPLY CHAINS
MANAGEMENT

AND

THEIR

A supply chain is a network of means and distributive
options supplying material, transform it into halffinished material and distribute it to the consumers.
There are supply chains both in production and service
business organizations.
In a word, the supply chain is a part of the process where
the products are made and delivered to the consumers.
The supply chain is a complex network of relations and
it is managed by companies in order to acquire raw
material and half-finished material, to make new
products, sell them and finally to deliver them to buyers.
The management of the supply chain is coordination of
material, information and finance flows among all the
companies participating in business transactions:
•

•
•

Material flows include transfer of physical
products from the supplier to the consumers
through the chain, as well as reverse material
flows such as reclamation of sold and delivered
products, maintenance, recycling etc.;
Information flows include prediction of
demand, order transfers and reports on the
status of single deliveries;
Financial flows include information about the
credit cards, credit conditions, payment terms
etc.

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
have enabled costs and effective spreading of
information among various subjects in the supply chain.
New strategies for the supply chain, such as Vendor
Managed Inventory (VMI), Collaborative Planning,
Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR) and Efficient
Consumer Response (ECR) have started to exploit these
new communication channels at the end of retail supply
chain. The influence of electronic management on
supply chain of producers and on suppliers of
material/components is less understood and exploited.
Some of basic strategies for supply chain (fig. 8) are:
•
•

•
•

Decreased strategy- with one participant less in
a supply chain,
Electronic shopping-with distributive network
being overcome and information and material
flow is directly done between the consumer and
the producer,
EPOS- with information beimg transferred
from the market to all companies in the supply
chain,
VMI simulated by development of the protocol
between two participants in a supply chain
giving necessary information about the stock
and sale, authority and responsibility toward
the supplier so that he could manage the
consumers' stock.

Distributor

CONSUMER
CONSUMER

Warehouse

Producer

Reduced supply chain

CONSUMER

CONSUMER
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Producer
Supply chain with e-shopping

Seller

Distributor

Warehouse

Producer

EPOS supply chain

Seller

Distributor

VMI supply chain

Warehouse

Producer

Information flow toward the
producer
Return information flow

Fig. 8
In the screenplay where EPOS is approved the sale to
final consumers is obvious to all members of the supply
chain. The situation is the same as in numerous shops
supply chains where data are available by the Internet
or directly from the retailer or through the third groups
and can be used by members of supply chains so that
forecasts would be generated. In this strategy data on
sale can be used by any participant, but each participant
still should deliver the ordered (if it is possible).
Particular VMI screenplay that is under consideration is
the following: distributor in two member VMI relation
manages the retailer's stock. Distributor is given the
information on the sales and retailer's stock. The retailer
in this screenplay does not place the orders to the
distributor but believes he will set appropriate stock
quantities in order to have enough ( but not too much)
stock at the retailer's.
The other participant in this screenplay (warehouse and
factory/producer) functions in traditional mode.

Transport is one of the most important element in
logistics costs for most of the companies. In practice,
each supply chain management begins with transfer of
raw materials or half-finished materials, than it includes
internal flows and ends up with outgoing flow of
finished products. Because of that transport management
is of key importance for supply chain improvement.
Transport management includes:
• Transport planning,
• Determination of directions and distribution of
vehicles in dynamic schemes,
• Selection of transport type (road, railway, air
transport)
• Warehouse management, and
• Providing the functioning of return roads and
continual transports.
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Along with improvements in transport system product
prices at big geographic (national) markets can be quite
lower and favorable for most of the consumers.

5. CONCLUSION
The analysis of presented results of goods exchange
shows that goods exchange is on the increase and that it
might have sudden increase. In the region Kraljevo has
the position of a central unit, its number of inhabitants is
considered to be current for development of the regional
city logistics. Transport requirements in supply chains,
ecologic requirement and the need for living quality in
stated towns in the regions particularly point out the
significance of location selection of logistic centres as
well as the manner and time for their supply.
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GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF SNOW MASS’ MELTING’S TIME UNDER
ACTION OF THE ELECTRIC ENERGY
D.V. Polyakov1, S.M. Merdanov2, G.G. Zakirzakov3

Abstract
In the article problems of salvaging of snow mass are considered at removal urban streets in the winter season.
Outcomes of laboratory probes of private(individual) relations of snow mass’ melting’s time from such factors, as
voltage on current electrodes, weight fraction of components of snow mass, environmentional temperature, distance
between current electrodes are submitted. The general relation of snow mass’ melting’s time from listed factors is
offered. Ways of operational use of outcomes of activity are considered. The capability of development and use of snow
melters of type is marked.
.
Key words: electric energy, snow melter, snow mass, current electrodes, semiportable type of snow melters.

USING AN ELECTRIC ENERGY FOR
SALVAGING SNOW MASS
Recently rather new method of salvaging of the snow
gathered from urban streets - devices for melting a snow
intensively explicates.
The analysis of devices for salvaging snow mass has
shown, that the philosophy of their action this water
saturation of the acting snow mass by means of warm
water given from exterior sources, stirring of received
snow porridge before practically complete melting and
waste interception of the formed water in open pools.
Has been solved to develop essentially new mode of
melting of snow mass up to a condition required at
salvaging.
The hypothesis about a possibility of use in considered
process of disposableer and general-purpose power electrical has been put forward. At what not at the
expense of heating any conductor, and at the expense of
heating and melting of a snow, as conductor of a current
flow. At first sight such it is not possible basically as the
snow is one of modular condition of water which in a
clear condition is a dielectric. But in a clear condition,
and the snow mass collected from streets of cities,
represents the certain disperse system consisting of three
basic elements:
1) Immediately snow-and-ice particles and free
water;
2) Fluid chemical and salt component reagents;
1

3) Parts of a ground, injected it is synthetic at
extirpation with glazed frost, or hitted in the
collected mass at sanitation of a road bed and
transportation.
Application of electrical power for partial melting
snow mass will allow to manufacture its humidification
at the expense of inner resources of a snow, not applying
water which transportation is power-intensive enough
process.

DETERMINATION OF PRIVATE
ASSOCIATIONS
Factors of a variation at different stages of experiment
are specific:
TOKP - environment temperature, in °C ;
S , G, % - components of snow mass, in fractions of
total mass;
U - voltage on current electrodes, in V;
t - operate time of a current, in sec;
L - distance between current electrodes, in cm.
Definition of association of time of melting of a sample
from a voltage on current electrodes. The objective
analysis shows, that on small currents melting of
samples is impossible, and on major currents time of
melting is faded out.
In this connection a guessed aspect of association logarithmic, or exponential.

Polyakov Dmitry Valer’evich, Tyumen State Oil and Gas University, ptsdm@tgngu.tyumen.ru
2 Merdanov Sakhbuba Magomedkerimovich, Tyumen State Oil and Gas University, ptsdm@tgngu.tyumen.ru
3 Zakirzakov Godil’ Gaziz’yanovich, Tyumen State Oil and Gas University, ptsdm@tgngu.tyumen.ru
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The regression - correlation analysis which has been
carried out in program TableCurve, has shown, that to
received experimental data association of an aspect (1)
has the greatest approximating.
y = C 0 + C1 ln( x)
(1)

as +0 , +1 - constants.
At account of regression coefficients the apparent aspect
of association for initial{starting} stationary values of
requirements ( , -./ = 1°+ ; a clear snow) has been

In connection with that research problems do not guess a
determination of a precise aspect of association of
function at small volumes of the contents of a snow, the
majority of experimental samples was in limits of fifty
and more percentage of a snow. For what limitations
have been injected into a figurative frame of axes. The
arrangement of weight fraction of components of snow
mass in a contour figurative field with injected
limitations is introduced on fig. 2.

received.
t (U ) = 996 130 ln(U )
(2)
Pictorial map of received association is introduced
on fig. 1.
660
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Fig. 1. Association time of melting of a laboratory
sample of snow mass (sec) from a voltage on current
electrodes (V)

Definition of association of time of melting of a sample
from weight fraction of components of snow mass. It is
unconditional, there is an effect of the contents of
ingredients of snow mass for the period of melting a
sample, that potentially can affect efficiency of a
considered method.

Fig. 3. Association of time of melting of a sample
(sec) from weight fraction of components of snow mass

Integral three-factor association of process after an
evaluation of regression coefficients looks like:
t (G , H , S ) = 372,8 H + 2068,5 G + 360,5 S
(3)
2196,2 H G + 746,4 H S 1725,7 G S ;

Pictorial map of received association in volumetric
triangular coordinates is introduced on fig. 3.

Fig. 2. An arrangement of experimental data on
the contour graph of a figurative surface of association
of time of melting of a sample from weight fraction of
components of snow mass

Having assumed, that the form of association is
analogous to effect of weight fraction of components of
snow mass on specific electrical resistance of a sample,
experimental data with the purpose to clarify regression
coefficients have been processed and to define an
apparent aspect of association.

Definition of association of time of melting of a sample
from
environment
temperature.
The
factor
circumscribing effect of exterior natural factors, in
considered process environment temperature is.
Therefore its effect for the period of melting a sample is
necessary for taking into account, as causes
requirements to a determination of association of time of
melting of a sample from environment temperature.
On considered temperature range of an environment in a
general view it is possible to introduce association of
time of melting of a sample on this factor the
exponential law.
After account of regression coefficients association
looks like the following:
t (TOKP ) = 355,25 e 0, 05 TOKP ;
(4)
Pictorial map of association is introduced on fig. 4. It is
necessary to mark, that on temperature range up to a
minus 10 oC melting of samples up to a condition of
collapse during 600 seconds was not observed. And at
the considerable overflow in temperature of a mark 0 oC
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(especially after 5-10 oC) melting of a sample happens
any more so much at the expense of action of a current
flow, how many at the expense of natural melting a
snow.

After account of regression coefficients association
looks like the following:
t ( L ) = 37,33 L;
(6)
as L - in centimeters.
Pictorial map of association is introduced on fig. 5.
All private associations are characterized by high-scale
of adequacy.

600

,

500

DETECTION OF COMMON
ASSOCIATIONS.
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Fig. 4. Association of time of melting of a sample (sec)
from environment temperature (-+)
Definition of association of time of melting of a sample
from distance between current electrodes. For designing
and account of a critical parameters of snow melters it is
necessary to take into account effect of constructional
parameters of a method for the period of melting a
sample. The essential factor to which can describe the
given effect, the distance between current electrodes (L)
serves. However the variation of this factor guesses
change of volume of a sample and, accordingly, change
of mass of a sample.
Meanings of time of melting of samples were fixed,
data’s registering experiment.
1200

,

1000

800

600

400

200

As a matter of convenience uses of a mathematical
means to exposition of conduct of snow mass under
action of a current flow it is necessary to make common
mathematical model which would affect effect of a
complex of factors. Therefore the output of common
mathematical model from private associations is
required.
Necessity of carrying out of such accounts has been
stipulated at planning experimental searches that has
stipulated a choice of original parameters of probes.
At the first stage incorporation of associations of factors
surveyed above for the period of melting a sample was
made. Having introduced each association as (7), it is
possible: at first, to define objectivity of the suggested
associations, determining a stationary value of
association for fixed initial conditions; second, to take
out for a mark of function a stationary value for data’s of
initial conditions magnitude.
t ( x) = t 0 f ( x);
(7)
as t 0 - time of melting of a sample in "zero"
requirements - a stationary value for fixed initial
conditions magnitude; f (x) - function agency of the
concrete factor for the period of melting a sample.
The possibility of a determination of common
association in such a way speaks a small degree of
interference of factors. According to data’s of
experiment, it is possible to reveal the requirements
accepted for original, at a determination of a stationary
value component.
Thus, at reduction of private associations in common
mathematical model according to the formula (7):
t = f (U; TOKP; L; H; G; S) =
= t 0 f (U) f (TOKP) f (L) f (H; G; S) =

0
0

5

10

15

20
!

25

30

,

Fig. 5. Association of time of melting of a sample
(sec) from distance between current electrodes (cm).
Variation of meanings of distance between current
electrodes it was made in limits of the following discrete
magnitudes: 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 mm.
It is possible to introduce a general view of association
as a polynomial of the first degree, as adequate which
pictorial interpretation the straight line serves:
y = C 0 + C1 x;
(5)

(8)
= 373,3 (2,67 0,35 ln(U)) (0,95 e 0,05 TOKP ) (0,1 L)
(H + 5,54 G + 0,97 S 5,88 H G + 2 H S 4,62 G S );
The given association features agency of all significant
factors surveyed during probe for the period of melting a
sample of a snow in original firmness of 0,3 E/m3 and,
accordingly, in mass 75 g.
Time of melting n kilogram of snow mass:
t = f (U;TOKP; L; H;G;S;n) =

= 373,3 (2,67 0,35 ln(U)) (0,95 e 0,05TOKP) (0,1 L)

(H +5,54 G+0,97 S

5,88 H G+ 2 H S 4,62 G S)

n
;
0,075
(9)
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The picture representation of introduced total
associations complicates in view of major number of
factors, therefore visual introducing about agency of
that, or other factor it is possible to receive only on
private associations. However mathematical expressions
of common associations represent the considerable
interest, as at designing and selection of mode of
behaviors of snow melters, and for exposition of process
of melting of snow mass under action of the electric
energy.

APPLICATION
OPERATION.

OF

OUTCOMES

OF

The detected associations allow further a carry designing
of snow melters on the basis of the suggested mode.
Application of the suggested associations probably by
development of a procedure of moisture determination
of snow mass.
Taking into consideration hazard of ac operation of a
high voltage at transferring a snow in an aqueous phase,
it is necessary to give special attention to requirements
of electrical safety.
Snow melters of electrical type can be referred to
electroheat installations which maintenance operation
the electrotechnological personnel should realize. Duties

of the electrotechnical and electrotechnological
personnel should be separate when due hereunder. It is
necessary to provide a system of protective automatics
with the purpose of switching-off of feeding of a current
flow on electrodes at a short-circuit between electrodes.
The attention a possibility of development and use of
snow melters to a floor of stationary type pays to itself.
To a floor stationary snow melters can be builted in the
beginning of a winter season in served territory, and at
the end of a season to be disassembled and relocated on
basis of a storage. Compactness of such snow melters
will allow to lower expenditures on carriage of a snow
from a place of assembly to plant of salvaging and will
stipulate a possibility of their use not only for melting
snow mass from urban streets, but also a snow collected
in domestic territories.
The basic advantages of such type of snow melters
should be:
1. A possibility of change of the location
depending on amounts of works;
2. Sufficient compactness at a necessary velocity
of salvaging.
Making of compact snow melters will help to provide
cutting-down of hauling charges on carriage of a snow,
and as a salvageability of small volumes in short terms.
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THE LAW OF THE LIVING MATTER CONSTANT
( the sixth Ecoman law)
Radivoje Djurin Man i

1

, Dragan J. Gavrilovi

2

Resume: The process of urbanization must sustain the living matter constant. This law was derived from five basic
Ecoman laws and from Odum’s law, applied in urban ecology, regulating relation between continually built areas at
40 percent, to urban green areas of 60 percent, on which biomass is produced. The sixth Ecoman law has significant
use in deciding on the degree of urbanization and the rate of area usage in the continually built area. The law of the
living matter constant is another term for the sixth Ecoman law which is recommendedto be used in urban engineering.
Key words: Odum’s law, urban-ecological systems

INTRODUCTION
The end of the second millennium of new era passes in
affirmation of urban ecology, in new architectonicurbanism, scientific discipline whose theoretic basis
consists of principles, rules and laws of ecological
balance. Thus Odum's law is implemented and applied
in architectonic-urbanism science, finds the place and
implementation of Odum’s law (1.,160). The Odum’s
law gives the relation between the rate of yield
(fecundity), depending on ecological, social and
economic effects in spatial relations with natural spatial
characteristics which are changed by human acting (fig.
1).

era. The beginning of the twenty-first century has the
character of new era in global natural and geographic
meaning, too (the ozone holes have already defined the
new era).
100

80

60

40

THE URBAN AND ECOLOGICAL
INTERPRETATION OF THE ODUM’S
LAW
The Odum’s law applied in urban ecology regulates the
relation between continually built areas (urban areas)
and areas with biomass (the total amount of green areas
in a town). From this interpretation of the Odum’s law
the sixth Ecoman law was developed stating the
following: towns architecture must conserve the amount
of living matter on the earth .
Architectonic and urbanism science in the twenty-first
century is based on the law of constant amount of living
matter in the precise geological era (V.I.
Vernadskij,129).
Technical
and
technological
development of civilization in the twenty-first century
changes cognition about length of duration of a
civilization period, so that the twenty-first century must
be considered as new, the third era in social and
civilization sense, substantially different from previous
1

20

0
0

20

100

80

40
60
% of human systems
60

40

80

100

20

0

Fig. 1. Odum's law graph.
The third era from geographic,climate and energetic
aspect brings new material and energetic phenomena,
processes and relations in architectonic and urbanism
functional design and materialization. For life survival
on the earth, for urbanization of the twenty first century,
we should find (considering the Vernadsky’s law of the
constant matter), the new relation between the amount of
biomass and the earths material potential, which will suit

Institute Ekoman, (Ekološki fakultet), Štrpce - Brezovica,
2 Gra)evinski fakultet, Univerziteta u Nišu,
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the planning degree of built and the degree of used
space.
The process of urbanization so far has meant the
reduction of the earth’s biomass. The law of biomass
constant demands the constant level of biomass on the
earth, that is if there is a decrease of the biomass amount
on one area there must be the increase of the biomass
amount on another area. Up to now the process of
urbanization has devastated the earth’s biomass, and the
biomass has not been produced on the same rate on
some other places.
In theoretical basis of architectonic and urbanism
science in the twenty-first century the principles, rules
and laws of ecological balance are implemented. The
basics of the optimality principle are formulated as
optimal energy consumption necessary to sustain present
level of life in an urban system and ability of the system
to resist chaotic tendencies with the minimum energy
spent. The implementation of the Odum’s law means
bringing to an end the rule of technologies and
introducing the basic biological principles into the
process of development and reconstruction of towns. It
is necessary to implement biological laws in projecting
urban areas because towns are habitation places of
humans which are biological creatures.
Architectonic and urbanism concept of continually built
areas must undergone the principle change in the
twenty-fist century: The Odum’s total ecological, social
and economic effect implemented on urban areas, needs
the following relations: 40 % of constructed areas and
60 % of natural ecosystems with the condition that green
urban areas must be created with 100 % of natural
arrangement. Only that kind of space could be potential
carrier of the characteristic of ecological efficiency. The
Odum’s law is in direct relation with the degree of built
and the degree of usage of continually built space.
In table 1 there is synthesis of gradation analysis of
solar impact factors, which follow the degree of built
urban block. The gradation has five categories from 15
to 30 percent of built. Along with the decrease of the
degree of built there is the increase of solar
accumulation, radiation, evaporation and ventilation as
well as decrease of the shadow factor. The result which
could be apply for the solar characteristics of a block,
depend of the degree of built is the factor of (Sisol)
whose value moves from 2.63 for the first category (Si1),
to 3.72 for the fifth category (Si5). The evaluation of the
degree of built is given in the range from 0.2 to 1.0, and
is used for ecological evaluation of a project. (R. Man i
and D. Gavrilovi on the Architecture faculty in Pristina,
from 1994 to 1996 investigated the models for the
degree of built and the degree of urban block usage by
the effects of the sixth Ecoman law and found the results
which withstood ten years of practical review).

THE SOLAR EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
DEGREE OF LAND USAGE [Sk]
In urban and ecological gradation of the degree of land
usage of an urban block, as the ratio between the totally
developed architecture land with the total block area,

whose ratio is in the interval between 0.4-1.2, one can
notice: as the values of the Sk coefficient increase, the
size of the object also increases, and the areas for the
energetic absorption and emission also increase. From
this follows that the impact of such space configuration
is more sensible to energetic flows of exchange with the
environment. In the same time the Sk coefficient has
bigger impact on the microclimate change in an urban
block, as well as the creation of internal air streams.
For the degree of land usage (Skn), it is begun from the
division on five categories of the degree of land usage,
from Sk1=1.2 for the first group, to Sk5=0.4 for the fifth
group.
With the increase of the degree of land usage there is
also the increase
the values of coefficients of
accumulation, radiation and shadow, and the values of
coefficients of evaporation and ventilation decrease.
Because of this contrast, with approximately the same
absolute values but with opposite sign compared to the
value of the coefficient Skn, we obtain relatively small
changes of the solar factor of the degree of usage (Sksol),
which moves in interval from 3.24 for Sk1 to 3.32 for
Sk5. The evaluation of value is given in the range from
0.2 for Sk1 to 1.0 for Sk5.
In figure 2, the graphic interpretation of functional
distribution of coefficients of importance for maximal
absorption of passive solar radiation is given, for
different variants of the usage of land in an urban block.
From the graphic interpretation one can notice that the
impact of solar shadow for the fifth level (Sk5) has the
minimum value while for the first level (Sk1) it has
maximum value. Accumulation and radiation factors act
on the similar way, while the factors of evaporation and
ventilation have different course. The deployment of the
sixth Ecoman urban and ecological law is based on the
principles of openness, optimality and self regulations of
the urban systems.

THE ENERGY, THE MATTER FLOW,
PRODUCTIVITY AND PROFITABILITY
OF URBAN-ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
Material and energy flows between neighboring
settlements and a city are completely unilateral, from a
smaller to a bigger settlement. 90 % of material flows is
directed to a city while 10 % flows from a city to
neighboring settlement. This is the implementation of
the energy pyramid’s law, which is formulated by R.
Lindeman (N R.,103). According to the energy pyramid’s
law, the energy from one level of ecological pyramid
flows to another, higher than previous one, averagely
about 10 percent of the energy that is accumulated on
the previous level. The reverse flow, in conjunction with
the matter produced on the higher level of ecological
pyramid, is much smaller and its value is no more than
0,5% (even 0,25%) of total amount of energy.
N.Rejmers ( ,104) finds that, if energy is ten times more
wasted in transition from lower to higher level of the
ecological pyramid, in the same time the concentration
of pollutants is ten times higher in the higher level.
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If a town is observed as an open system, according to
“sustain arrangement” (according to I.R. Prigožinu
Table 1.

(N.R.,54)

the entropy will not increase but decrease, until
the minimum is reached.

The categorization of the degree of built of an urban block with matched solar dependant
factors.

Kind of

The categorization of the degree of built

activity

SI1

SI2

SI3

SI4

SI5

Accumulation

0.45

0.56

0.67

0.78

0.90

Radiation

0.48

0.59

0.70

0.81

0.92

Evaporation

0.60

0.67

0.75

0.83

0.90

Ventilation

0.40

0.52

0.65

0.77

0.90

Shadow

0.70

0.55

0.40

0.25

0.10

Solar factor of degree of built
Sisol

2.63

2.89

3.17

3.44

3.72

Evaluation of value

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

The engagement percentage

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

Degree of land usage
Fig. 1. Decomposition variants of the degree of land usage of an urban block .

Table 2.

The categorization of the degree of built of an urban block with matched solar dependant
factors.

Kind of

The categorization of the degree of built

activity

Sk1

Sk2

Sk3

Sk4

Sk5

Accumulation

0.90

0.85

0.80

0.75

0.70

Radiation

0.94

0.88

0.82

0.76

0.72

Evaporation

0.45

0.56

0.67

0.79

0.90

Ventilation

0.25

0.41

0.57

0.74

0.90

Shadow

0.70

0.55

0.40

0.25

0.10

Solar factor of degree of usage
Sksol

3.24

3.25

3.26

3.29

3.32

Evaluation of value

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0
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radiation
accumulationt
i

evaporation

Fig. 2. Functional distribution
evaporatio

ventilation

value evaluation

The elements of the settlement under the influence of
this theorem disposes in the manner that in some
elements the entropy increases, in others notably
decreases, while a town does not lose the arranged
property. Human activity never produces entropy,
because it always keeps the systematization property,
humans always accommodate themselves to new
surroundings, they keep individuality in development
and have the role of factors that form environment
characteristics. The majority of the systems that urban
ecology meets does not produce entropy.
Big cities are similar to dinosaurs, whose huge amount
of matter and energy is spent for sustaining of big mass
(city’s biomass) and huge number of information
required for preserving the city’s spiritual life.

moveable equilibrium and destroys optimal functioning.
The city systems will keep on functioning, but under the
huge consumption of energy and matter, which is
opposite to global ecological goals in development of a
city, settlement or regional town systems or other
settlements. Not long time ago the architectonic and
urbanism science theoreticians claimed that urban
systems do not posses their own equifinality, and there
are no fix boundary between the growth and the final
state of the system. However, the deeper support of
architectonic and urbanism science on biological laws,
produces the attitude that a city has its own optimal
dimensions and optimal land usage density and land
built after overgrowing of these values the physiological
changes of system life take place. There is desirable
state of the system which corresponds to geological era
in which the relation between human and natural is
precisely settled.

CONCLUSION
Urban science must obey the universal law under which
whole world functions with the aim to preserve life on
the earth. The self regulation mechanism at population
level of biosphere does not depend on human practice. If
architecture science does not find the laws for ecological
city development, as a community where natural laws
rule, the danger state of natural laws neglecting can
come. The human activities from the first urban
revolution to the end of the twentieth century, has
modified biocenosis and significantly changes
homeostasis at the cenosis level, but still the level of
global change has not brought to the life modification or
to the life disappearing. The group of laws under which
the self regulation takes place, have as consequence that
every population supports its environment. The
unlimited cities enlargement or enlargement of their
parts, complicates preservation of the system’s
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THE MODEL FOR DETERMINATION OF THE TEMPERATURE AND THE
GAS COMPOSITION OF BIOMASS GASIFICATION PRODUCTS BY THE
USE OF MATERIAL AND ENERGY BALANCES
Vladan Karamarkovi 1, Miljan Maraševi , Rade Karamarkovi
Abstract:
The paper presents the model for the analytical determination of the temperature and the gas composition of
biomass gasification products in downdraft gasification reactors at atmospheric pressure. The temperature and
the gas composition were determined by the use of material and energy balances.
Key words: biomass, gasification, gasification temperature.
The difference between this and other models is that this
model includes the fourth homogeneous reaction (1.4).

INTRODUCTION
The main disadvantage of the existing models for
prediction of downdraft gasification gas composition is
only applying the material balance equations.
Analytically gained results for the temperature and the
gas composition by the use of material balance
equations are acceptable only for the precise relation
between moisture content of the biomass and the amount
of carbon that is used as a heat source for occurring of
gasification reactions, apropos for the definite heat loss
through sensible heat of gasification products.
The model modification, presented in this paper, is done
by applying the equation of energy balance and the
homogeneous reversal equation:
CO2 + H2

Figure 1.1. Downdraft reactor scheme

CO + H2O

MODEL FOR DETERMINATION OF
THE BIOMASS GASIFICATION
TEMPERATURE
The assumption made for determination of the
temperature and the gas composition of biomass
gasification products is that in the reduction zone of
downdraft gasification reactor these reactions take place:
C + 2 H2
C + CO2
C + H2O
CO2 + H2

1

CH4
2 CO
CO + H2
CO + H2O

(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)
(1.4)

B (kg) – the amount of the fuel that enters in the
reactor
W (kg/kgB) – the moisture content of the fuel
L (kg/kgB) – the amount of air that enters in the reactor
XCO, XH2, XCH4, XCO2, XN2, XH2O, XC (kmol/kmol) – the
mole fractions of the reactions products at the
equilibrium mixture.
This is a complex mathematical problem that requires
solving the system of eight equations with eight
unknowns. The seven unknowns are the mole fractions
(XCO, XH2, XCH4, XCO2, XN2, XH2O, XC) and the eighth is
the gasification temperature.
The additional assumption, which states that whole
amount of the biomass hydrogen, is used as the heat
source for the reactions in the reduction zone is
introduced.
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The chemical equilibrium constant of the assumed
homogeneous reaction (1.4) depend on temperature, and
is determined with equation:

H dB = 33900 C + 117000

X CO + X H 2 + X CH 4 + X CO2 + X N 2 + X H 2O + X C = 1 (1.6)

1
1
X CO + X CO2 +
X H 2O
2
= 2
=A
X H 2 + 2 X CH 4 + X H 2O
H2
C

=

N2

(12635

X CO + X CO2 + X CH 4 + X C
X N2

=

(

)

22.4
C Cg
12
12 X CO + X CO2 + X CH 4

(

)

(

= H dB 1 q g

X CH 4 (1 X C )

K1 =

p X H2 2
2
p X CO
(1 X C ) X CO2

K2 =

X CO X H 2 p

K3 =

X H 2O (1 X C )

K4 =

X CO X H 2O
X CO2 X H 2

(1.8)

)

(1.9)

(1.10)

(1.11)

In equations (2.6), (2.8), (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) there
is unburned carbon (Xc). The equations are derived on
this way:
X CO + X H 2 + X CH 4 + X CO2 + X N 2 + X H 2O + X C = 1 (1.14)

X H2
X CH 4
X CO2
X N2
X H 2O
X CO
+p
+p
+p
+p
+p
= p
1 XC
1 XC
1 XC
1 XC
1 XC
1 XC
According to Dalton’s law:
p

pCO + pCO2 + p H 2 + p H 2O + pCH 4 + p N 2 = p

(1.12)

K2 =
(1.13)

conduction and radiation

kJ
- the biomass heating value.
kg

(1.15)

By using the partial pressures determined in the equation
(1.14), the equilibrium constants of chemical reactions
can be calculated by following equations:
K1 =

[%] - the entire heat loss through sensible heat, and
H dB

kJ
kg

X H2
X CH 4
X CO2
X N2
X H 2O
X CO
+
+
+
+
+
=1
1 XC 1 XC 1 XC 1 XC 1 XC 1 XC

)

The dimensions in the above equations of material and
energy balances are:
kJ
- the mass fraction of carbon in the ash
Cg
kgB

qg

2500 W

(1.7)

1
B

X CO + 10785 X H 2 + 35880 X CH 4

O
8

The amount of carbon:
1
kmolC
C=
C
12
kgB
The amount of oxygen:
kmolO2
1 16
8
O2 =
W + R C +8 H
32 18
3
kgB
The amount of hydrogen:
kmolH 2
1
1
H2 =
H+ W
2
9
kgB
The amount of nitrogen:
kmolN 2
1
77 8
N2 =
N+
R C +8 H O
28
23 3
kgB

1855.6
(1.5)
T
Determination of the gas composition and the
gasification temperature is done for the different values
of fix carbon that comes into the reduction zone, and for
the different biomass moisture content.
The equations for determination of the mole fractions in
equilibrium mixture and the temperature of biomass
gasification are:
log K 4 = 1.6945

O2

H

K3 =
K4 =

PCH 4
2
H2

P

=

X CH 4 (1 X C )
p X H2 2

2
2
PCO
p X CO
=
PCO2 (1 X C ) X CO2

PCO PH 2
PH 2O

=

X CO X H 2O
X CO2 X H 2

X CO X H 2 p

X H 2O (1 X C )
.

The equilibrium constants K1, K2, K3, and K4 of the
chemical equations were determined by laboratory
measurements, when the full equilibrium was reached
(homogeneous temperature, pressure, and concentration
fields after sufficient reaction time). These conditions
can not exist in a real process.
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The system of equations was solved by the software
MATLAB R12, and the results are illustrated on the
figures (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4).
TABLE 1.1 GAS COMPOSITION
Gasification
temperature (0C)

703

681

662

645

630

615

The
amount
of
moisture
injected
W1(kg/kgB)

0.2
5

0.2
5

0.2
5

0.2
5

0.2
5

0.2
5

The amount of burned
carbon R

0.3
6

0.3
6

0.3
6

0.3
6

0.3
6

0.3
6

0.0
5
24.
36
19.
00
0.1
9
0.4
5
5.3
9
2.7
3
27.
88
20.
00

0.0
8
22.
26
19.
11
0.1
3
0.6
0
7.1
8
3.6
8
27.
04
20.
00

0.1
1
19.
63
18.
81
0.6
3
0.7
8
8.8
2
4.5
7
26.
76
20.
00

0.1
4
17.
84
19.
13
0.0
05
0.9
5
10.
61
5.6
8
25.
78
20.
00

0.1
7
15.
79
19.
01
0.1
5
1.1
4
12.
13
6.7
6
25.
02
20.
00

Heat loss J
xCO(%)

Gas composition

xH2(%)
xA(%)
xCH4(%)
xCO2(%)
xH2O(%)
xN2(%)
xWG(%)

0.2
13.
66
18.
49
0.3
4
1.3
3
13.
18
7.7
7
25.
23
20.
00

TABLE 1.2 GAS COMPOSITION
Gasification
temperature (0C)

71
9

70
1

68
7

67
5

66
3

65
3

The amount of
injected moisture
W1(kg/kgB)

0.1

0.1
5

0.2

0.2
5

0.3

0.3
5

The amount of
burned carbon R

0.3
5

0.3
5

0.3
5

0.3
5

0.3
5

0.3
5

0.0
8
26.
74
18.
59
0.1
5
0.3
6
4.6
2
2.2
5
38.
20
9.0
9

0.0
8
24.
60
19.
01
0.0
7
0.4
6
5.8
1
2.8
6
24.
15
13.
04

0.0
8
23.
15
19.
52
0.0
8
0.5
8
6.9
9
3.5
2
29.
50
16.
66

0.0
8
21.
44
20.
00
0.0
4
0.6
9
7.9
4
4.2
1
25.
68
20.
00

0.0
8
20.
01
20.
28
0.0
8
0.8
1
8.9
1
4.9
1
21.
93
23.
07

0.0
8
18.
46
20.
54
0.0
8
0.9
9
9.8
2
5.6
2
18.
57
25.
92

Heat loss J
xCO(%)

Gas composition

xH2(%)
xA(%)
xCH4(%)
xCO2(%)
xH2O(%)
xN2(%)
xWG(%)

Applying the energy balance equation with the definite
losses through sensible heat allows determination of gas
composition as a function of biomass moisture content
and an assumed amount of burned carbon at reduction
zone.
With the use of the homogeneous reaction can be seen
the difference between the model prediction and real gas
composition at lower gasification temperatures. At
higher gasification temperatures, the predicted gas
composition coincides with a real gas composition.

Figure 1.2 Gas compositions as a function of biomass
moisture content

Figure 1.3 Gas compositions as a function of biomass
moisture content
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TABLE 1.3 GAS COMPOSITION
Gasification
temperature (0C)

624

614

604

594

584
.2

574
.2

amount
of
The
moisture
injected
W1(kg/kgB)

0.2
5

0.3
0

0.3
5

0.4
0

0.4
5

0.5
0

The amount of burned
carbon R

0.2
9

0.2
9

0.2
9

0.2
9

0.2
9

0.2
9

0.1
4
15.
70
21.
94
0.4
9
1.4
0
13.
08
7.9
0
19.
49
20.
00

0.1
4
13.
90
21.
56
0.1
4
1.7
2
14.
10
9.3
0
15.
58
23.
70

0.1
4
12.
40
21.
35
0.1
1
1.9
4
14.
61
10.
0
13.
67
25.
92

0.1
4
11.
0
21.
17
0.2
4
2.1
3
15.
44
11.
10
10.
35
28.
57

0.1
4
10.
00
20.
94
0.0
6
2.4
8
16.
16
12.
14
7.1
9
31.
03

0.1
4
8.8
1
20.
76
0.0
9
2.8
1
16.
88
13.
22
4.1
0
33.
33

Heat loss J
xCO(%)

Gas composition

xH2(%)
xA(%)
xCH4(%)
xCO2(%)
xH2O(%)
xN2(%)
xWG(%)

CONCLUSION
Comparing the model and experimental results of
biomass gasification gas composition one can notice the
same tendencies of some components, and some
differences at the different biomass moisture content and
the different amount of available carbon for endothermic
reactions occurring. In a real gasification reactor the
reactions equilibrium does not exist and it is the reason
why the difference between model prediction and
experimental results occurs. The values for equilibrium
constants which are used for analytical determination of
the gas composition, were obtained in laboratory
measuring where chemical equilibrium does exist
(homogeneous temperature, pressure and concentration
fields after sufficient reaction time) that is, the condition
which does not occur in a real process.
Comparing experimental results with the model
prediction of the gas composition can be concluded that
the model can be used for determination of the
temperature and the gas composition of biomass
gasification.
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INCREASE OF ENERGETIC EFFICIENCY AT CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
1

2

Dr Zoran Petrovic , Branko Radicevic , Miso Bjelic

3

Summary: In this papers it were showed how to determinate coefficient of specific power consumption for different
types of regulation. It is also showed that using frequency regulation can be achieve biggest energy saving (11.5%), and
at some specific areas of network pressure and flow rate, bypass system can be most effective. De-emphasis regulation
system is always system of pure energy loss. Energy saving level can be higher if frequency regulator works at area of
economic and stable pump operating considering well richness.
Key word: regulation, frequency regulator, bypass, de-emphasis, pump regulation graphic
1. BRIEFLY REPORT
Increasing of the energetic efficiency is very important
at all areas of industry. Optimization of the city’s water
supply systems takes important place at energetic
efficiency area because there is a lot of space for
decreasing of energy consumption which is one of the
most important resources. From aspect of energy
consumption and use of control system in water supply
of our cities, we use technology from 1980.
Experimental results from this paper are connected to
one of the Kraljevo pump stations. At the structure of
the water production costs, electric energy has most
important place. In theory there are a lot of solutions for
control of asynchronous motors, but they were very
expensive. Today’s level of production technologies
makes possible production of equipment for frequency
regulations at low price.
In this paper is shown how specific consumption
parameters can be calculated for different types of
regulation. It is also shown that use of frequency
regulator produce the biggest energetic savings (11.5%),
and at some specific levels of pressure and flow rate,
bypass system can be the most efficient. De-emphasis
regulation system is always system of pure energy loss.
Percent of energy saving can be higher if frequency
regulator does regulation of revolution number at area
of economic and stabile pump operating and if the
pump operating is optimized with respect of well
richness. Area of economic pump operating can be up to
80-90% relatively to pump efficiency at the nominal
duty. Using the suggested methods, energetic efficiency
energy consumption for one pump station for different
types of pressure regulation.
3.SPECIFIC CONSUMTION OF ENERGY
Considering percent participation of individual flow rate
vs. maximal flow rate during the total number of
1

can be raised up to 15%. At the basis of research, when
it is economic reasons in question, investment in
frequency regulation equipment is very reasonable.
2. INTRODUCTION
Water consumption at production and distribution
systems fluctuates significantly during the 24 hours. It is
very small by night, but during the day is much
significant.
Wells can be sorted in two different types. First type is
corresponding to those who have one well from which
water is directly pumped to water supply network.
Second type of wells corresponds to those who have
system of wells and from where is water pumped to
storage tank.
Subject of this analysis is selection of type of regulation
for motors control at pump stations with tendency to
improve energetic efficiency.
Centrifugal pumps and related equipment are two
systems with serial link. Regulation of flow rate can be
achieved at one of two next ways:
• using de-emphasis equipment
• using bypass control
• control the pump speed rotation
Upon the choose of new systems for motors control, it
should attend to possibilities of using them at extreme
conditions. At first part of this paper it is shown specific
working hours for some relevant period of time and
using the coefficient of specific consumption of energy
(fig 1.b) for system with applied frequency regulator,
efficiency percent can be calculated for any flow rate.
In case of de-emphasis systems, specific consumption
of energy is always at maximum flow rate. If we use
smaller flow rate, specific consumption is increasing,
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rapidly. In case of systems with speed regulation,
specific consumption of energy is not only decreasing
with decrease of flow rate, but also gain minimal work
point and works at maximal percent of efficiency.

Affirmation coefficient of specific consumption of
energy is the best way for determination of best system
for flow rate regulation at centrifugal pumps.
The most economic way for flow rate regulation is
regulation by changing the number of revolution of
pump, with limitation that pump must work at defined
regulation area.
5.1 Pump characteristics at different number of
revolutions. Regulation diagram
If we use following marks: Q for flow rate, H for effort
and for efficiency, then the work characteristics are
functions of flow rate H(Q), N(Q) and (Q) calculated
at constant number of revolutions (fig. 2.)

a) Energy consumption vs flow rate

N

H
H(Q)
H+

N(Q)

+

b
N+

min.doz.

(Q)

A – economic work area
B – stabile work area

Fig.1. b) Coefficients of specific consumption of energy
vs. flow rate
4. ENERGETIC EFFICIENCY
In matter of work time consideration for de-emphasis
work regime, it is necessary to observe flow rate,
pressure, number of working motors for a long period of
time. If we add product of relative flow rate quotient
comparing to maximal flow rate to product of relative
quotient for specific consumption of energy, we will get
a cumulative percent of system efficiency for system
with applied frequency regulator vs. de-emphasis
system.
Table 1. Cumulative efficiency coefficient for deemphasis and frequency regulation systems
Flow
Percent of
Q/Qmax
Relative
rate
participation
quotation[%]
[%]
[l/s]
[%]
21
32
100
32
19
45
86.3
38.84
17
9
83.5
7.51
15
1
80.4
0.80
13
5
76
3.8
11
8
73
4.38
< 11
2
60
1.2
C
88.53
5. REGULATION DIAGRAM

Q+

0

Q

A
B

Fig. 2.
The most efficient regime of pump functioning is called
nominal work regime, and parameters at this regime are
shown at fig. 2. like Q+, H+, N+, and += max. Area of
economic pump functioning is restricted by smallest
acceptable efficiency percent. This area is usually
restricted with following restriction,
(0.8-0.9) +,
where bigger value corresponds to bigger pump. Area of
stabile regimes is at monotonously decreasing part of
H(Q) characteristic (dH/dQ<0).
Left flow rate at economic work area for centrifugal
pump is usually bigger than flow rate at stabile work
area border, so the regulation area is economic work
area.
If we use following marks: Q(n0) and Q(n) for flow rates
at revolution numbers n and n0 and H(Q(n)), N(Q(n)),
(Q(n)) for work characteristics at n n0 then from
analogy theory for flow in turbo-machinery follow:
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Q ( n)
Q ( n0 )

=

n

H (Q ( n))

,
=
n0 H (Q ( n0 ))
n0

N (Q ( n))
N (Q ( n0 ))

=

H(Q(n0)) = a0 – b0Q(n) – c0Q(n)2

2

n

,

(1)

3

n

, (Q ( n)) = (Q ( n0 ))

n0

Automodel flow at Reynolds number are called flows
which has coefficients of flow resistance that not depend
of Re. Flows that can be called automodel has following
characteristics: Re u = 5 105, Re u = uD/ , where D is
diameter of pump’s rotor, u-circumference speed, coefficient of kinematical viscosity.
Equation (1) can be used at following condition:
n

3 10
D

7

[ o / min ]

2

(2)

Where for clean water at 20°C, =10-6 m2/s
Work characteristics are affirmed at n0, using equations
(1) and (2) and can be copied for other number of
revolutions (fig. 3.)
H
max.doz.

min.doz.

= const

nmax
n0
n = const
nmi

H ( Q ) = a0

n
n0

2

b0

n
n0

Q c0 Q

2

(5)

The biggest number of revolutions at which pump can
work is restricted with respect to strength of work
elements.
At water supply systems pumps are driven by low power
electro motors, so modern regulations of these pumps
can be done using frequency regulation. Frequency
regulation can not just decrease but also increase
number of revolutions. Number of revolutions can’t be
increased more than 20% beyond nominal number. The
smallest number is defined by (2). At lower numbers of
revolution, efficiency is decreasing.
With respect to smallest and the biggest number (nmin,
nmax), the smallest allowable efficiency and restriction
that pump can’t be in unstable area at diagram (3) we
can isolate regulation diagram (bordered area at fig. 3)

If we eliminate n/n0 from (1), we will get:
H(Q(n)) = kp(Q(n))2 , for

= const.

1.

2.
(3)

H (Q ( n0 ))
(Q ( n0 ))

Increasing of energetic efficiency for centrifugal pumps
at water supply systems is very important because it can
be saved up to 11.5-20% of electric energy which has
the most significant part at drinking water price. Except
that, electric energy is one of the most important
resources, so its rational use can achieve multiple
benefits. Economic reasons for investing in frequency
regulation an equipment for work optimizations are
obvious.
7. LITERATURE

Q

Fig. 3.

kp =

Coefficients a0, b0, c0 can be determinate using the least
square method. Using this method, error value is smaller
than 1%.
With respect to (1) and (4), characteristic H(Q) at
different revolution number can be interpolated by
following function:

6. CONCLUSION
+

0

(4)

3.

2

Conclusion is that similar work regimes lie at parabola
(3) apropos these are parabolas of constant efficiency
percents (fig. 3.)
At stabile work area, characteristic H(Q(n0)) can be
interpolated by following polinom:
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ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
AND CHEMICAL ACCIDENTS
Rade Biocanin.

1

Abstract
Not a long time ago we were the witnesses of a number of accidents that included dangerous chemical substances
during the transport. This fact is also important because we are the crossroad of numerous important European
communications where a lot of such transports are passing by. Great number of such substances can seriously damage
human environment for a very long period of time. The risk is defined as a product of a failure probability and its
consequences. This work studies such events according to different parameters, trying to show the way how to
successfully prevent them and protect from this threat as in the peace time, such as during the war operations.
At the time when dangerous substances are transported we usually don’t have the valuable information about
everything we need to know to prevent it. The emphasis of the paper is on chemical risks caused by structural failures
leading to the serious involving pressure wave, flames, explosions and toxic contamination. So, realization of the
universal and united system of NBCD gives us a possibility, using modern communication equipment and very effective
mobile units, to react in a real time and successfully perform monitoring, alarming, protection and decontamination.
Keywords: human environment, risk, chemical accident, dangerous substances, transport, contamination,
risk management, monitoring, protection, preventive measures, decontamination, mobile system

1. INTRODUCTION
Chemical accidents are damages of production plants or
damages that appear with toxic, flammable or explosive
substances. Impacts happen suddenly and without
control, so most of the liquid, evaporation or aerosols
release in long term of time. Contamination of objects,
atmosphere, and soil occurs with consequences for
humans and nature.
Uses of chemical weapons in war, chemical accidents in
peace and terrorism have similar characteristics of
effects and consequences on the nature. Differences
reflect in diversity of chemical compounds, their
amount, dangerous concentrations, big range of effect,
difficult identification etc. By analyzing past events of
chemical accidents we can say that they were divers
with heavy consequences on human population.
Chemical accidents mostly happen in facilities of
production, but they also happen in car accidents
(distribution of dangerous chemical cargo). In the case
of heavy accidents many hours and days had past before
population received warning about potential danger.
Reactions of accident in a country appeared with delay
so the consequences were higher.
Many facilities have great amounts of toxic substances
which are raw materials or final products intended for
peace or war purposes. Causes of chemical accidents lie
in fire (40% of accidents), explosions, and uncontrolled
turbulence of toxic material in atmosphere, water and
soil. They occur because of old technology, “higher

1

force”, negligence, disrespecting proper form of
protection, diversion, sabotage, terrorist actions etc.
In war in conditions of chemical weapons usage,
terrorism and conventional weapons, number of
chemical accidents with enormous consequences would
be great. A problem is present in the case of chemical
accidents, that they are discovered much too late or
never and that the cause of accident is never discovered,
many of them happen during the night and in series.
Chemical accidents can happen in multiple ways,
explosions, terrorist actions, war impacts, old
technology, disrespecting proper form of protection etc.
By that, vast amount of toxic material goes to
atmosphere and in the soil and it can be very dangerous
to plats and human population. As chemical facilities are
often located in urban surroundings, accidents present
great danger to human and nature. There are many
significant industrial objects in Balkan, with various
technologies, complicated warehouses and difficult
transport. Transport of harmful and dangerous material
goes through air, by see or river, by railroads and
highways, through pipelines and other sorts of transport.
That is very much alike human blood veins and it can be
easily compared. Harmful effects of these accidents are
mostly of local character but they can be even regional
or international.

Colonel prof. PhD. Rade Biocanin, High science associate Ministry of Military Serbia and Montenegro
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Picture 1. Consequences of chemical accidents are
catastrophic

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF CHEMICAL
ACCIDENTS

evaporations and aerosols. By keeping that in mind,
accident in a chemical facility could be classified in four
levels of danger:
I Level (local): effects would be limited only to facility,
warehouse, and industry in which the accident would
happen. For its control and sanitation would only be
required local means and forces.
II Level (city): effects would affect a wider territory and
it would require forces and means of the city to control
and sanitize the accident.
III Level (regional): this means an accident in a big
territory whose effects are of regional significance.
Control and sanitation would require joint local and
regional forces.
IV Level (interregional): accident is of interregional
proportion. For control and sanitation are required
special mean and international aids.

Damages in stationery objects are all damages in
production facilities, storage rooms and pipelines in
production system. Basic characteristic is that every
possible location of damage is known. The problem is
that we do not know in advance when damage will
occur. Next characteristic is also familiar, all kind of
chemical substances that can leak out are known. They
are being determent by the sort of technology. Only if
they change, which does not happen very quickly, the
number and sort of dangerous chemical substances will
change. Taken this into consideration we must take care
of amounts of substances, because they change during
production, which depends on dynamics of supply,
production holdbacks and other. However, from the
point of environment protection, that is, necessary
measures for damage sanitations it must be taken into
consideration the number of chemical compounds that
are being used so as the amount that is being stored in a
facility. Only then safety measures can be predicted to
eliminate consequences.
When we speak about sorts of chemical substances, and
their amounts, we should emphasize that there are more
than just those that go through chemical process, but
also the substances that appear as side products or inter
products in production process and that they can in a
case of damage be relished into the surroundings.
Chemical accidents represent suddenly and uncontrolled
release of dangerous and harmful material into the
surroundings. Fire, explosions, high pressures and burst
of contaminators cause great material damage, victims,
destructions and degradation of nature for a long period
of time with enormous consequences. Damages in non
stationary objects are those that happen during the
chemical transport by water (ships) or ground (railroads
and automobiles) transport. By this we will leave out air
transport because this transport is unique.

Picture 2. Possible contaminators in cities in Serbia

Summing all information about damages followed by
chemical leaking into the nature, we can say that we are
confronting with momentarily and consequential effects
which are practically the same as the use of chemical bio
weapons. In the case of Mississauga there was the
chlorine- the first bio poison used in World War I.

Table 1Locations of chemical accidents
In case of industry accident, there would be an
occurrence of explosion or so called strike of fire ball,
fire and uncontrolled appearance of contamination, Location of
Fixed
Sort of
which would lead to sudden appearance of toxic clouds, accident
installation
transport

Other
locations
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No. (%)
accidents
Scope of
accident

379
246
97
(53)
(34)
(13)
Technological
Major
Important
catastrophe
accidents
accidents
Gas (propane, butane, LPG, propylene,
butadiene, …)
Mine-explosive resources (explosive,
dynamite, ammo, pyrotechnical resources)
Substances
Oil derivatives (oil, benzyl, kerosene, oils.)
High-toxically
substances
(chlorine,
ammonium, phosgene)
Pesticides, acids, base and other.
Remark: In this table are not being taken into
consideration the values taken during an air bombing of
chemical facilities by NATO aggression on Iraq, Libya, ex
republics SFRJ, SRJ and other. Evaluation is still in
progress.
Seriousness of this problem illustrates the knowledge
which was gained by recording the situation in Nis in
scope of production facilities. Among the other, some of
conclusions were brought:
Most of the facilities had not developed systems of work
and assignments of proper employed personnel in the
case of an accident.
- That there had not been done a cadastre of
dangerous material, and that some of the facilities
do not have records about dangerous material;
- That the state of alert in the case of an accident is
not on required level;
- That the training of employed personnel is being
performed only for cases of explosions and fire, not
in the case of chemical accidents.

Picture 3. Chemical accident in a facility

3. MANAGEMENT OF PROTECTION
QUALITY
By perceiving all of this elements of potential chemical
accident and their mutual influence we come to
conclusion on which protection of population, units and
facilities is being made. Security measures against NHB
accident is monitored by the orders of commandant of
the garrison (airport-seaport) in cooperation with MUP
and persons responsible for local community. Orders for
security measures have a cause of security, assignments,
forces and means, warnings, alert, measures of chemical
protection, ways of a region evacuation, forces and ways
of engagement in security assignments, accidents
control, removing the consequences, logistics
organization of command and connections In order to
effectively response to chemical accidents in these
conditions it is necessary to define and form adequate
forces for completing assignments for security measures
- protection of environment. In the form of program
assignments it is necessary to define a unique system of
ABHO (constantly on duty and mobile), to prevent or
lower consequences of chemical accidents, followed by
leaking of chemical substances into the environment. In
the form of AIS environment protection there should
always be data (with what crew, work teams are
specialized for high professional work with certain
groups of chemical substances) for sanitation of
accidents consequences and other damages. Solution
should be found in form of improvement of present
system of ABHO society, that is, he’s subsystem PNHB
security of military and civil defense and protection
society. It is also needed the modernization of means
and equipment, especially for conditions of security –
protection from nuclear and chemical accidents in peace.
It is necessary to train personnel, that can effectively
respond to go there and chemical accident in peace. In
this paper we’re not discussing the causes of social,
ideal, material or other aspects but we’re facing the fact
that in that cases the information as were late. Causes
were different: human factor, technological factor, late
discovery of danger, fear of consequences and
responsibility, political reasons and other.
Discovery and following of distribution of contaminated
cloud after the chemical accidents is possible to monitor
with half empirical model. In this case, in the zone of
accidents the primary cloud of contamination appears by
steam release, gases and aerosol poison after which by
the influence of whether is being distributed to certain
distance. Larger dispersion systems first of all
contaminate the ground and objects, and then evaporate
and form secondary contamination.
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Picture 4. Automated information system of NHB protection
Most chemical facilities, especially those with intent and
production carry in self certain risk in the process of
production and material distribution. Therefore it is
necessary to constantly monitor and prevent, on
scientific basis, chemical accidents. Most of the world
countries can’t great importance and insist on readiness
in case of chemical accidents, and deceive to form
international body for safety of modern technologies. In
this way, it is required the responsibility of governments
that do not take certain measures of protection on work
and do not inform international community about
danger, that can happen.
Plan of security of chemical accidents in these is being
worked on the level of production, garrison (Airport,
seaport) of military region and county. The barrier is the
command of the garrison (Airport, seaport) and in
realization of the work is also engaged:
• Coordination team for security from accidents in
peace,
• Experts command and units in garrison,
• Proper authorized and expertise body of country
management and facilities
By this plan is being enveloped all the essential interests
for the organization of security activity with which are
being made conditions for live and work of units
(facilities) in the case of accident. Plan of security
consists of danger evaluation from an accident,
conclusion from estimation and orders for organization
of security. With these documents there also other
essential documents that provides better organization of
security (men with the preview of element estimation,
when of forces engagement, directions for teamwork,
plan of connections and other).

Basics of the plan are being made by an evaluation of
danger from the accident and the quality of information
will depend on the quality of security and protection of
the environment. The evaluation of an accident is a
process in which is constantly monitored the condition
and changes of threat in objects and settlements in the
zone of responsibility and it consists on: evaluation of
source of the danger from the accident, evaluation of
threatened and units and objects, evaluation of territory,
evaluation of whether and climatic conditions, forecast
of primary and after stricken regions, evaluation of
consequences of accidents and other
In the form of this estimation the number of production
facilities and other objects are being defined, their
position in correlation of vital objects and facilities and
the type and amount of dangerous substances on
disposal. Data about facilities and other objects which
are occupied by production, processing, transport and
other activities and in connection with dangerous
materials are very important and they are the basics of
other estimations. These data are received from the
authorized county parliament and the data about the
activities with dangerous materials from the code of
processing. Data can be compared with the data from
the, communal inspection, that is, inspector for
protection of environment. The same time we get data
about sort and amount of dangerous material. Based on
the data, a list is being made of the production facilities
that handle dangerous material by using the code book
that defines the risk of accidents and planning of
measure to eliminate consequences when the dangerous
material is present in the amount equal or higher than
listed in the “book of dangerous material after which a
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cadastre of dangerous material is being made. All of
unnamed material is defined by the code book.
It is important to say that the possession of chemical
material does not present a potential source of danger.
Therefore, who will be the potential source of danger
and go into the cadastre of potential source is being
decided according to sort and amount of material they
possess. In the code book the procedure is defined when
in one place are more of materials, that is, when one
material has, at the same time, properties of more sorts
of dangerous material.
For every material from the cadastre are being determent
its properties. These data are relevant for the sort of
means for protection, solution for decontamination,
dimensions of the region’s and other. The most
significant data that must be known are: name of the
material, manufacturer, and year of production, quality,
and package. About physical properties we should
know: state of aggregation under normal circumstances,
color, scent, temperature of melting on twenty degrees,
air density. Most important chemical properties are:
molecule weight, empirical and structural formula,
reaction capability (moister sensitivity, oxygen
sensitivity, possibility of the decontamination, reaction
with acids and bases and flammability and properties of
decontamination).
Maximum of three amounts during the chemical
accident is being estimated by the fact mother in:
Ideal models, which suppose that the surface of
horizontal cut of the container is constant, that
the material is released from a hole in the wall,
that it is not two phase system and the they’re
no resistance during the release
Real models, which regards the phenomenon of
friction
Two phase models, which regards the quality
and the specific volume of the mixture of
evaporation and liquid
Models that regards sudden burst of liquid, gas
and steam
In this part of estimation data is being determent
according to manual. Also, it is estimated the position of
the potential source of danger if an accident might
happen during the transport of dangerous material. By
that the data is being established about the
communications with which transports is being made,
distance of communications between objects, azimuth,
sectors in which the possibility of an accident is greatest,
relative difference of height, natural and artificial
obstacle between source of the danger and threatened
objects. On the basis of all these data the cadastre of
potential source of danger is made.
And the map (codebook predicts proportion of 1:500 to
1:10000) the source of danger is being marked:
industrial objects, warehouses, transport and means on
communications. On the map is also being marked the
izo-lines of specific concentrations of gases, aerosols
and solid particles of dangerous material (in g/m3 or
mg/m3) for concentrations that cause death for
momentarily death, that are dangerous for people unless
immediate evacuation is performed, that can be harmful

to shield of people if exposure last more than 30-40
minutes, which are determent as MDK and
concentrations that are taken as the top value of a
emission. By calculating the range and concentrations,
the most negative weather conditions are being taken,
obstacles between source of danger and threatened
objects, the most possible wind direction, objects that
channel movement of the clouds with dangerous
material ( streets, heights, valley’s and other ). Besides
that, on the map is being marked the limitation of the
zone and objects that are threatened, then units of civil
protection, department for observing and information
and other)
In the table are written the data about the source of the
danger: name of the facility, type and amount of
dangerous material, probable cause of accidents,
maximum of the least amount on accident, procedure
and material for neutralization, distance in miles from
the source of the danger, and many more time available
for unit alert and bad conditions. By estimation of
endangered object from possible accidents in the zone of
responsibility the degree of danger, that is, the
possibility of influence of accident on objects and
settlement is being perceived. Evaluation is done by the
usual methods as for other situations. The condition of
objects and the quality of means and equipment for
detection and identification is determent, for chemical
protection and for removing the consequences. So, the
endangered units or object can be from irrelevant to very
high threatened.
It is important to say that it can be influenced to lower
the danger. Endangered units or object are estimated on
the basis of the probability of accident and the possible
consequences, by which it is determent in the risk is
acceptable. Acceptable risk that can be managed under
certain circumstances is foreseen by regulations and
activities. If the risk cannot be managed under certain
circumstances it cannot be accepted. The risk quantifies
as minor (I), little (II), medium (III), large (IV) and very
large (V). Risk qualifies on the basis of accidents and
possible consequences.
By estimating the territory we perceive all of her
elements, which influence the appearance of the
accident, spread and behavior of chemical effects,
engagement of capacity of territory through solving
problem of control protection and elimination of
consequences. In addition to that, we estimate the
micrographic and urbanity characteristics: settlement
and surroundings, relief map, cover, communications,
and the especially natural and artificial obstacles
between sources of danger and objects. After that, it is
estimated at the possibility of evacuation, as the
directions for evacuation. In form of evaluation is
considered beta of possibility of the military garrison,
production facility, civil protection, department for
observing, and information about accidents (control of
danger, announcement and information, organization of
protection, and possibilities to eliminate consequences
and neutralize the source of danger). Use of computers
for monitoring the spread of contamination in
atmosphere, time to response on the accident is
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significantly lowered and this is of the great importance.
Possible consequences of an accident are seeing
separated the P3P and N3P, on the basis of the data
about the source of the danger, condition of the units
facilities and whether data. On the basis of seeing
possibilities we come to conclusion about necessity of
actions in control, protection and removing the
consequences. By perceiving all these elements of
estimation from the potential accident and influence we
come to the conclusion on which is planned and
performed the protection of the population and security
of units and facilities from NHB accident periods
security from accidents in these is being regulated by the
orders of the garrison commandant (airport, seaport) and
by the orders of the president of the county.

being transported, their destination and other relevant
data.
For an effective answer to accident in peace, in current
conditions, it is necessary in form of organizationformation changes and further enlargement to the find
and form adequate forces for completing the special
assignments in the form of security in these and defense
in war conditions. It is necessary, also, modernization
of means and equipment and training the personnel,
which will be in the condition will effectively respond to
accident in peace. It is necessary to have a unique
response unit, highly trained and prepared for
eliminating the consequences of an accident in peace,
informed of environment protection on the territory of
our country. Planned activities of society from accidents
in peace (prediction, organization, conduction and
control of life security measures) are real and only way
to prevent, control, protect and effectively eliminate
consequences in all conditions.
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4. CONCLUSION
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dangerous and harmful substances to life and health of
people, animals and plants lies in possibilities of
chemical accidents in peace, direct war danger.
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here we can say that there were many, mostly by
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In the system should be included specialize teams of
chemical industry facilities. Basic part of the system
should be office for observance and information which
can manipulate with all data about substances that are
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OIL DEBRIS MONITORING AS A DIAGNOSTIC METHOD
FOR FAILURES DETECTION AT AIRCRAFT ENGINES
Prof.dr Dragoljub Vuji
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Abstract. Oil debris monitoring and its application for failures detection at aircraft engines are considered. Some
practical experiences gained during realization of the monitoring system on the engine of military combat aircraft are
exposed. A special attention is dedicated to definition a logic for failure detection.
Key words: aircraft engines, condition based-maintenance, magnetic detector, monitoring system, sophisticated
dianostic systems, fault detection

1. INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of the 1980s significant changes
occurred in turbojet engines maintenance, in combat
aircraft as well as in engines of civil aircraft of
commercial flights. Instead of maintenance based to
precisely defined number of flight hours [1] a new
maintenance concept based on-condition appeared. This
concept was first applied to the RB199 engine of the
Tornado aircraft [2], which has been in use since August
1986. It was a very serious design, development and
production project. This engine was a product of three
leading European aircraft engines producers: English
Rolls-Royce, German Motoren-und-Turbinen-Union and
Italian Fiat Aviazione.
In the 1980s, Rolls-Royce and Turbomeca developed the
Adour RT172-56 engine for the Hawk aircraft and the
version RT172-58 with afterburning for the Jaguar
aircraft. The engine is of modular design, equipped with
magnetic chip detectors for early detection of bearing
and gears failures, as well as with equipment for
vibration pickups. In the late of the 1980s Rolls-Royce
and Turbomeca developed a family of RTM322
helicopter engines with the 1345 - 1943 kW power range
with digital electronic control and on-condition
maintenance.
The Eurojet EJ200 engine of European hunter which
entered in use 1995 also belong to a new generation of
turbojet engines. The engine is modular design, and it
represents an example of on-condition maintenance with
build-in equipment for testing and monitoring.
The emphasized addition of reliability and
maintenanceability of engines, especially in the USA
aviation, and a need that aircraft delivered from the base
operates without failures, require sophisticated
maintenance systems and expensive diagnostic
equipment. Such systems have to provide reliable,
consistent state diagnosis and to minimize requirements
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for maintenance personnel training. These requirements
can be satisfied only by the diagnostic systems based
knowledge, so-called knowledge-based system.

2. ENGINE HEALTH MONITORING ON
THE BASIS OF OIL DEBRIS
MONITORING
A traditional method of quantitative measurement and
analysis of particles of the wearing parts contained
within the lubricating oil is used for determining health
conditions of aircraft engines. Based on the analysis of
this particles, in terms of quantity, size, shape, colour
and material can be concluded about the source and kind
of the incipient failure. The main aim of this method is
to detect failures before they produce secondary
damages and become evident by means of other
methods as measuring vibrations, high oil themperature,
etc. On-line and off-line methods with different occuracy
and effectiveness are used for failures detection.
The off-line technology based on testing in laboratory
conditions comprises spectral, ferrographic, colorimetric
analysis, etc. It is a conceptually simple procedure that
provides relativly accurate results.

2.1 Spectrographic oil analysis
Spectrographic oil analysis is used for detecting any
wear of rotating parts which can cause a failure. The
analysis is based on the nature and concentration of
particles, total operating time, operating time since last
oil sampling (evolution of concentrations), oil type and
brand, and oil consumption. The extraction of a sample
of 60 cc of hot oil is performed as soon as possible after
the engine shutdown (15 to 30 min at the latest). The
analysis determines any excessive concentration of wear
material (Table 1).
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Table 1. Materials contained in oil
Iron (Fe)
Titanium (Ti)
Copper (Cu)
Aluminium (Al)
Nickel (Ni)
Zinc (Zn)
Chromium (Cr)
Silver (Ag)
Phosphorous (P)
Silicon (Si)
Magnesium (Mg)

Most significant metals

Secondary identifiers of parts distress

Oil contamination indications

Fig. 1. Spectrographic oil analysis
However, laboratory analysises (Fig.1) require time and
adequate equipment, and affect aircraft availability.
Another major drawback is that there are no automatic
rules for failure determing based on the analysis results
and the conclusion has to be drawn from case to case.
This means that the experience of operators plays a
major role in the assessment. This approach requires a
significant maintenance burden due to frequent
inspections performed each of 10-20 engine running
hours, as well as to the necessary time for analysis.
For this reason, great efforts have been made to develop
a more requested monitoring system enable to
automatically detect the beginning of a failure.
2.2 Monitoring system
Historically, the first „intelligent” system was the
electrical chip detector, arisen as a result of the magnetic
plug development. It consists of a collective magnet
with two electrical contacts, acting as a switch. The
switch is closed when the collected debris fill the gap
between the contacts, thus providing an electrical
indication about the amount of collected particles.
Although this is a good method to avoid a scheduled
inspection, the accuracy of the resulting information and
related prognostic capabilities are questionable. The

main question here is that gap size which should be
specified in order to be capable of detecting the
minimum particle that is deemed critical. Normal sizes
are anyway in the order of 2 mm.
The electrical chip detector finds a major application in
helicopter gearboxes, where the generation of a large
amount of fine particles is not considered critical for
engine operation, while occurrence of chucks has to be
promptly detected. More sophisticated version of the
electrical chip detector provide the capability to measure
the resistance across the gap. This feature enables the
monitoring of the debris accumulation and
differentiating between critical and non-critical
conditions.
Nevertheless, a systematic attempt to correlate between
the resistance changes, debris type and quantity is quite
difficult. A further refinement of the same approach is to
quantify the size of the bridging particles from the
energy required to destroy them. When the gap is closed,
a series of the sparks is generated to try and open the
gap. The energy required to destroy the particle is then
related to the particle size. Although this system can
detect debris in the micron range, the major drawback is
the possible hazard related to the electrical discharge
within hot oil. For that reason, it is necessary to provide
an appropriate protection system.
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Nowadays, a significant role in the failure detection
belongs to closed monitoring systems providing mass
indication of all particles accumulated on the magnetic
sensor. Also, great efforts are made to define an
appropriate logic that should be provided alarm for
maintenance personnel whenever critical conditions for
engine operation are detected. Therefore, it is necessary
to define the rules related to particles generation.
Number of particles, their mass and/or size and the rate
of debris generation are the parameters used in this
exercise. In the rule, more detailed and accurate
measuring of the particles can be used to design of more
complex and reliable detection system. From the review
of the development and validation activity of the
existing systems, it can be concluded that there is no
common understanding about debris generation profile
along failure progress as well as the exact relationship
between the type of debris and the engine failure modes.
In that sense, several interesting efforts have been done,
but they still have not provided satisfactory results.
Moreover, there is no general approach to the definition
of system requirements, such as type of output and
measurement accuracy and the approach to the
validation task is not standardized. Although several
interesting trials have been performed (laboratory
investigations, rig tests, engine data collection) the
definition of the criteria to assess correct system
operation is left to the system supplier. For those
reasons, the development of the specified devices above
can not be considered to finish. There are still certain
difficulties for the system designer to choose a
technology for a particular engine application. The
extensive flight testings are currently performed on
engine of military combat aircraft.
2.3 Realization of the monitoring system
In the realization of the monitoring system it was
assumed that all types of ferromagnetic particles,
whatever their size, were significant to identify onset of
a failure, and that the mass accumulation rate is the key
parameter for engine health monitoring. Therefore, the
first goal was to ensure that sufficiently high capture
efficiency could be achieved by the collective device, in
order to base the analysis on the greatest possible debris
quantity. This was obtained by using the centrifugal
separator within scavenge line.
A photo of the sensor tip, about 2 cm in diameter,
completely covered by particles, following a gearbox
breakdown is presented in Fig.2. The need to distinguish
significant events, i.e. high debris generation rates, from
environmental noise was the major problem during the
system validation. Also, the difficulty arises from high
temperatures which are experienced in the scavenge
line.

Fig.2 Sensor for debris collection.
Although some technical difficulties, the major problem
was the definition of a failure detection logic. In that
sense, it was a question how to define a warning
threshold. The problem was solved by means of a
bearing dectruction test. Rig simulating the operating
conditions of shaft bearing on the engine was used in the
test. The bearing was damaged before the start of the
test, in order to induce a failure. The monitoring system
was fitted onto the scavenge line in order to collect the
produced debris. The bearing failed after 105 hours
testing. Fig.3 shows the results obtained from data
processing. It can be easy concluded that the highest
debris accumulation mass rate, as an upper warning
limit, is plotied a few hours before the bearing
breakdown. This electrical signal, similar to the warning
raised by electrical chip detector was a trigger for the
maintenance service.
The experience gained from the rig testing was very
useful to define a validation method on the engine. It has
also statemented that the system validation can be done
over a long period of monitoring normal engine
operation, data collection and analyses. The background
for defining some guidelines for the monitoring system
is obtained from laboratory testings. The guidelines will
be checked during the engine development testing.
The traditional oil debris monitoring, via magnetic chip
detector, is used in parallelly to this system in order to
avoid undetected failures. The occurrence of engine
failures, although undesirable, would help a lot in the
validation process. When sufficient confidence in the
automatic oil debris monitoring function will be
achieved, then it will be possible to discard the
traditional inspection techniques and rely on the oil
debris monitoring function alone.
As mentioned, the goal of the presented debris
monitoring approach is to provide a simple and reliable
criterion to warn maintenance personnel about the
arising of critical conditions for the engine operation.
This will induce all required additional investigations
and analysis which can be better performed off-line in
laboratory environment.
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Fig.3 Mass accumulation
Due to relatively infrequent arising of failures detectable
via debris generation, it should avoid false warnings and
unnecessary maintenance actions. The maintenance
personnel at the first line should only be informed
whether the engine is safe to continue to operate or not.
Of course, it is a great challenge when it is necessary
from a relatively safe approach, based on regular checks,
to across to the new on-condition warning system.
Therefore, the reliability of the failure detection logic
has to be well checked and proven through a series of
back-to-back testings with the current methods.
Until that time the magnetic chip detector, despite all
their limitations, will have an irreplaceable role on most
in service engines.
Based on the previous considerations, it can say that a
proposal for oil debris monitoring function, supporting
engine on-condition maintenance, will be composed of:
an automatic on-line device for quantitative
measurement and indication of the amount of debris, an
on-line failure detection logic, as well as of additional
methods for off-line and on-line oil debris analyses.
CONCLUSION
The real time engine health monitoring and diagnostic
systems enable to optimize maintenance procedures and
to prevent fatal failures. Those systems can be
significantly reduced engine life costs and whole aircraft
costs. In that sense, the sensor technology for integration
into engines of current and future aircraft develops
rapidly. Great efforts are addressed to integral
monitoring development that will be presented a future
technology.
At oil debris monitoring systems, problems of the failure
detection logic and warning threshold question of oil
debris indicating to failure have not still solved. After
ending flight testings that are currently ongoing and
validation of the monitoring systems, useful oncondition maintenance tool will be obtained. Until then,
the magnetic chip detectors, will have an irreplaceable
role on most service engines.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE THERMAL EFFICIENCIES FOR
THE USE OF DOWNDRAFT GASIFICATION PRODUCTS BY FUEL CELL
AND GAS TURBINE
Rade Karamarkovi 1,Miljan Maraševi

2

Resume: Biomass as an alternative and environmental friendly energy resource will gain an important roll in total
energy consumption of society. There are many different ways for the use of biomass. This paper examines the concept
of using downdraft biomass gasification in conjunction with gas turbines or fuel cells to generate electricity. The syngas
used in this paper is obtained from downdraft gasification of woody biomass.
Key words: gasification, downdraft gasification, gas turbine, fuel cell

INTRODUCTION
The use of biomass energy emits fewer amounts of
pollutants than fossil fuel combustion. Green plants
again use carbon dioxide produced by biomass
combustion during photosynthesis reactions, while
emissions of sulfur and nitrogen oxides can be ignored.
Biomass gasification represents the process of obtaining
gas fuel by thermal disintegration of solid particles at
high temperatures in the presence of medium for
gasification. As a media for gasification can be used: air,
water vapor, oxygen, carbon dioxide and hydrogen. The
gas gained by gasification can be used for power
generation, in industry, in metallurgy or for syngas
production.
There are many different types of gasification reactors.
However, commercially and technically the most
important are: updraft (countercurrent), downdraft (cocurrent) and fluidized bed gasifiers. For the purpose of
this paper, experiments on the half-industrial downdraft
gasifier were generated.
In downdraft gasifier the combustion zone is in the
upper part of the gasifier, while the produced gas leaves
the reactor at the bottom (figure 1). For that reason, the
products from devolatilization zone, which is located
above the combustion zone (figure 1), must pass through
the high temperature combustion zone, where
degradation of tar and volatiles takes place. Another
advantage of downdraft gasifiers is the possibility for
use of biomass’ moisture. That can substantially reduce
the cost of the reactor usage.
For the reason of low organic contaminant loadings,
downdraft gasifiers represent less danger for
environment.

1

1

5
3

3

2

2
4
3
b)

Figure 1 Biomass downdraft gasified
1- Biomass, 2-gas outlet, 3-gasification medium, 4-ash,
5-reaction zone
Downdraft gasifies have their own deficiencies. The
reduction zone is placed near the gas outlet (figure 1) for
that reason, the gas temperature at the outlet is very high
concerning updraft and cross draft gasifies. This reduces
the gasifier efficiency. However, with the development
of fuel cells especially molten carbonate and solid oxide
fuel cells the high outlet temperature of the gas is no
more deficiency and intrudes coupling a downdraft
gasification reactor with a fuel cell in a system for
electricity generation. Downdraft gasification reactors
also demand the adequate dimensions of biomass
particles.
Downdraft gasifiers are relatively simple, low cost, lowpressure devices, which produce relatively clean gas
suitable for power generation. Figure 2 is a schematic of
a downdraft gasifier system, and Table 1 compares
gasification technologies and gas contaminant levels.
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M.Sc. Maraševi Miljan, Faculty of mechanical engineering in Kraljevo, marasevic.m@maskv.edu.yu
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If the average efficiency of a gas turbine is 33% from
1kg of woody biomass, with the lower heating value of
14283 kJ/kg, is obtained 3848 kJ of electrical energy or
1.07 kWh.

FUEL CELLS AND TYPES OF FUEL
CELLS
Figure 2 Downdraft gasification system
1- downdraft gasifier, 2 – blower, 3 – venturi
scrubber, 4 - fine filter, 5 – check filter, 6 – power
generator and room
Table 1 Gasifier contaminant loadings
Relative
Gasifier type
Tar production
particulate
loadings
Updraft
50000-200000ppm
intermediate
Downdraft
100-1000ppm
low
Fluidized bed
1000-50000ppm
high
In next sessions of this paper will be analyzed
employment of the downdraft gasification process in
systems with a gas turbine or a fuel cell for electrical
generation.
All analyses were generated with the gas
obtained from the downdraft woody biomass
gasification. As the representative gas was taken a gas
with the following volume composition: CO = 14.9 %,
H2= 15.3 %, CH4= 1.6 %, CO2= 10.5 %, O2= 0.9 %, N2=
46.3 %, H2O = 10.5 %. This gas was obtained by the
downdraft gasification of woody biomass with the lower
heating value of 14283 kJ/kg. 1 kg of this biomass
produced in half industrial downdraft gasifier 2.839 m3
of the gas. This presents chemical coefficient of
efficiency 81.6%.

A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that converts the
chemical energy of a fuel directly into electrical energy
by an oxidation reaction in which energy is liberated as
electrical work rather than as a heat. Therefore, a fuel
cell is not a heat engine and consequently is not subject
to the severe efficiency limitation of the Carnot cycle.
Fuel cell energy conversion efficiencies can approach
100% under the proper conditions.
Fuel cells are classified primarily by the kind of
electrolyte they employ. This determines the kind of
chemical reactions that take place in the cell, the kind of
catalysts required, the temperature range in which the
cell operates, the fuel required, and other factors.
Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells deliver
high power density and offer the advantages of low
weight and volume, compared to other fuel cells. PEM
fuel cells use a solid polymer as an electrolyte and
porous carbon electrodes containing a platinum catalyst.
They need only hydrogen, oxygen from the air, and
water to operate and do not require corrosive fluids like
some fuel cells. They are typically fueled with pure
hydrogen supplied from storage tanks or onboard
reformers.

THE USE OF GAS TURBINES FOR
ELECTRICAL GENERATION
The efficiency of gas turbines for electrical generation is
30%-35%. The advantage of these turbines over fuel
cells is that they can use the syngas with much lower
purity. A downdraft gasification system is coupled to a
turbine power system, which consists of the components
shown
in
the
Figure
3.
4

Figure 4. Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell
1- anode, 2 – electrolyte, 3 - cathode
3

1

2

Figure 3. Generation of electricity by gas turbine
1 – compressor, 2 – turbine, 3 – combustion chamber, 4
– heat exchanger

Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells operate at
relatively low temperatures, around 800C. Low
temperature operations allows them to start quickly (less
warm-up time) and results in less wear on system
components, resulting in better durability. However, it
requires that a noble-metal catalyst (typically platinum)
be used to separate the hydrogen’s electrons and
protons, adding the cost. The platinum catalyst is also
extremely sensitive to CO poisoning, making it
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necessary to employ an additional reactor to reduce CO
in the fuel gas. Therefore, these fuel cells are not
suitable for use when as fuel is used the gas obtained
from the process of downdraft gasification.
The most suitable fuel cells for the use of downdraft
gasification gas are molten carbonate fuel cells and solid
oxide fuel cells.
Molten carbonate fuel cells are high-temperature fuel
cells that use an electrolyte composed of a molten
carbonate salt mixture suspended in a porous,
chemically inert ceramic lithium aluminum oxide
(LiAlO2) matrix. Since they operate at extremely high
temperatures of 6500C and above, non-precious metals
can be used as catalyst at the anode and cathode,
reducing costs.

even use carbon monoxide as a fuel, which allows them
to use gasification products as a fuel.

Figure 6 Solid oxide fuel cell
1 - anode, 2 – electrolyte, 3 – cathode
Table 2 delineates the different electrochemical
reactions of PEM, MCFC and SOFC technologies.
Table 2 Electrode reactions for various fuel
cells
Fuel
cell
PEM
MCFC

Figure 5 Molten carbonate fuel cell
1- anode, 2 – electrolyte, 3 – cathode
Molten carbonate fuel cells can reach efficiency
approaching 60%, but when the waste heat is captured
and used, overall fuel efficiencies can be as high as 85
percent. Molten carbonate fuel cells are not prone to
carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide “poisoning” they
can even use carbon oxides as fuel, making them more
attractive for fueling with the gas made from
gasification of biomass. They are more resistant to
impurities than other types of fuel cells. The primer
disadvantage of current molten carbonate fuel cells is
durability.
Solid oxide fuel cells use hard, non-porous
ceramic compound as the electrolyte. These fuel cells
are expected to be around 50-60 percent efficient at
converting fuel to electricity. In applications designed to
capture and utilize the system’s waste heat, overall fuel
use efficiencies could top 80-85 percent.
Solid oxide fuel cells operate at very high
temperatures around 10000C. High temperature
operation removes the need for precious-metal catalyst,
thereby reducing cost.
These fuel cells can tolerate several orders of
magnitude more sulfur than other cell types. They can

SOFC

Anode reaction
H2 2H++2eH2+CO32H2O +CO2+2eCO+CO32- 2CO2+2eH2+O2-- H2O+2eCO+O2-- CO2+2eCH4+4O22H2O+CO2+8e-

Cathode reaction
0.5O2+2H++2e- H2O
0.5O2+CO2+2eCO320.5O2+2e- O2-

ANALYTICAL AND REAL OVERALL
COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY FOR
DOWNDRAFT GASIFIER-FUEL CELL
SYSTEM
We can calculate the maximal coefficient of efficiency
with the following formula:

Where:
gi (kJ/kmol)– molar specific Gibbs functions at 250C
and 0.1 Mpa
R = 8.314 kJ/kmolK universal gas constant
T (K)– the reaction temperature
Pi (Pa) – partial pressure of each gas component
P0 = 0.1MPa
Since it is assumed that the reaction takes place at
0.1MPa and that all present gases are ideal gases that
obey the Gibbs-Dalton ideal gas mixture low than partial
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pressures can be expressed in terms of the mole
fractions as: (pi/p0) = xi , where xi is the molar fraction of
the component in the mixture.
Using the above formula for t=250C and p=0.1MPa and
a molten carbonate fuel cell we can gain the fuel cell
efficiency of 85.2%, but for the reactions at t=6500C this
coefficient of efficiency slightly decrease to 81.8%.
These efficiencies are very high and can not be obtained
in a real fuel cell that operates with approximately 50 to
60 percent of efficiency. Which for our syngas, and
efficiency of a fuel cell of 55%, allows obtaining of
6412.6 kJ =1.78kWh electrical energy, which makes
overall coefficient of efficiency 44.9%.

CONCLUSION
As it was expected, the system downdraft gasifier-fuel
cell would be more efficient than the system downdraft
gasifier-gas turbine. However, the lower cost of the
system downdraft gasifier- gas turbine makes it more
attractive. The purpose of this paper is to show the
different possibilities for the use of the gas obtained
from downdraft gasification for generation of electricity,

and to evaluate the value of this gas for this kind of
systems.
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REDUCTION AIR POLLUTION – REQUIREMENT STORAGE LIVING
ENVIRONMENT AND PROVIDE QUALITY OF LIFE
Marjanovi3 V.1), 4uri5i3 M.2), Drobnjak R.3), Kova5evi3 B.4)

Abstract
Ecological problems in Užice are about air pollution, water pollution, ground pollution, imperilled health of people
and unrational use of natural resources. Institution for protection of health in Užice measure concentration of air
pollutants for many years. We affirm by analysis of results that soot, sulphur(IV)-oxide and sediment materials are
continually present in Užice. One part of municipal contaminant come from heating (central and individual) and traffic,
but another part come from process of production.
Key words: ecological problems, protection of natural environment

1. INTRODUCTION

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Clean air is foundation for health and life of people and
hole ecosystem. Because of industrial activities, traffic
and heating, concentration of dangerous materials in air
is in standing progress. Frequent air pollutants are
showed on table 1.

Kr$agovo is industrial zone of Užice. Dangerous
materials pollution work environment in factories
located in this zone of Užice, in process of production.
Because of obsolete technology of refinement and being
systems are not observance for many years dangerous
materials are portable in life environment. Factories are
one of three most contaminant of atmosphere. Other
contaminants are heating (central and induvidual) in
winter and traffic because highway to downtown pass by
Kr$agovo (picture 1.).

Table 1. Frequent air pollutants
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

sulphur(IV)-oxide
nitric oxides
organic volatile material
chlorine
ammonia
hydrogen fluoride
carbon bisulphide
hydrocyanic acid
carbon oxychloride
vinyl chloride
3,4-benzo-pyrone
tetraethyl lead
ozone and oxidation’s medium
aerosol
soot

Purpose of this work is analyse of air pollution in life
environment in industrial zone of Užice, in which the
hospital is beside the factories. Results of measurement
of air pollutants in life environment come from referee
laboratories. We will give suggestions for reformation of
quality of life environment.

1)
2)
3)
4)

Results received measurement air pollutants in life
environment for four successive years are illustrated
tabular: average monthly value (AMV) of concentration
of sulphur(IV)-oxide and days with the biggest measure
values (table 2), average monthly value (AMV) of
concentration of soot and days with the biggest measure
values (table 3) and average monthly values overall
sediment materials (table 4).
We arrive to verdict by analyses of concentration of
sulphur(IV)-oxide that pollution by sulphur(IV)-oxide in
first year wasn't big. In second year measure
concentration wasn't bigger than maximum permissive
concentration (MPC). In winter of third year (in january,
february and march) concentration of sulphur(IV)-oxide
was or over MPC or they had smaller value than MPC.
Altough in fourth year concentration of sulphur(IV)oxide was smaller than third year, these two years were
very similar by mode of change of concentration of
sulphur(IV)-oxide. The biggest values of concentrations
of sulphur(IV)-oxide were noted on 3. II in third year
(197 µg/m3) and 27. I in fourth year (169 µg/m3).
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Analyses of resultes of measure of concentration say
that concentration of soot was often bigger than MPC in
all four years. Frequent overflow were in winter (from
december to march) in first and second year. In that
periods measure concentrations have value which are
five time bigger than MPC. The biggest values of
concentrations of soot were noted on 19. XII in first year
(214 µg/m3) and on 19. to 21. XII in second year (232
µg/m3). The biggest average monthly value was noted in
first month of first year.

•
•
•
•
•

dust

We arrive to verdict by analyse of results of measure of
sediment materials that they are present in all four year.
Owerflows of MPC were noted mostly in spring and
summer. The biggest owerflows are: VIII month of first
year 703.10 mg/m2/day, V month of second year
8725.83 mg/m2/day (measure value of all sediment
materials is 19.39 bigger than MPC), IV month of third
year 474.52 mg/m2/day and VI month of fourth year
565.70 mg/m2/day. In winter of all four years measure
values were in border of MPC. Exception is winter and
XI month in third year when measure value was 465.50
mg/m2/day.

Air
chimneies of industry
motor engine
central heating
dust and smoke
individual heating

dust
acid rain

acid rain

Ground

• waste materials of industry
• waste materials off
establishment
• funds for safeguard of plants
• acid rain
• unnatural fertilizer
• dirty water

•
•
•
•
•

to wash off

watering

Water
sewage of industry
waste materials
to wash off ground
acid rain
sewage of establishment

Picture1. Cycle of pollution of life environment
Table 2: Average monthly concentrations of sulphur(IV)-oxide and days with the biggest measure values
µg/m3

I

II

III

IV

First
year

-

-

-

-

V

VI

VII

31.

14-18.

29.

IX

X

XI

-

-

-

-

XII

2

5

129

0.16

28.90

-

-

-

-

0.52

0.6

Second
year

1-5.

5.

3.

9.

1-4.

16.
-

82

87

124

58

10

14

AMV

41.29

41.96

33.26

23.00

5.58

1.43

-

Third
year

13.

3.

30.

1.

14.
-

-

143

197

104

38

10

63.35

39.61

39.61

14.5

1.00

-

-

MPC

19.

4

AMV

AMV

VIII

19-21.

30.

7-9.

4.

12

70

138

110

-

2.83

20.13

52.87

54.61

11.

15-16.

28.

19.

21.

8

8

24

26

38

0.71

0.77

4.52

15.23

18.71

150

150

150
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Fourth
year

AMV

27.

22.

15.

8.
-

169

78

25

13

24.65

28.54

13.96

5.37

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3.

28.

10

14

2.83

8.16

-

-

-

150

Table 3: Average monthly concentrations of soot and days with the biggest measure values
µg/m3

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

First
year

11.

2-4.

13.

30.

9.

21.

2.

12.

12.

21.

28-30.

19.

176

199

72

32

259

15

10

27

54

93

155

214

AMV

83.7

73.4

22.0

17.6

20.5

5.77

2.23

9.26

18.3

39.97

55.67

80.68

Second
year

1-5.

5.

3.

3.

1-4.

17.

2.

29-31.

4.

16.

27.

19-21.

168

192

94

38

25

26

22

25

64

47

119

232

AMV

61.17

65.22

29.61

17.6

11.32

11.23

49.13

12.19

16.87

22.35

47.13

65.16

Third
year

19.

16.

24.

1.

21.

8.

20-30.

7-9.

16.

23-25.

3.

28.

156

94

64

46

21

24

7

10

100

52

105

161

AMV

52.19

50.72

30.29

15.54

10.74

6.85

5.61

6.84

17.3

23.77

28.67

48.77

Fourth
year

27.

16.

1.

20.

1-2.

8

30-31.

6-8.

23.

29-31.

3.

10-12.

150

56

40

17

12

6

7

12

19

8

8

5

60.13

20.43

14.29

5.23

4.00

4.00

3.77

5.84

5.17

4.84

4.17

3.35

AMV

MPC

50

50

50

50

Table 4: Average monthly concentrations of all sediment materials
µg/m3

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

MPC

First
year

173.93

186.47

133.65

55.95

122.28

59.19

114.35

703.10

45.33

15.20

191.42

155.85

450

Second
year

192.41

121.13

176.39

289.23

8725.83

31.96

77.66

189.77

189.55

191.29

141.13

64.43

450

Third
year

207.27

112.58

129.43

474.52

310.58

565.70

264.93

144.42

204.14

322.48

465.50

85.30

450

Fourth
year

186.75

722.81

92.87

123.09

31.05

162.95

63.65

99.75

102.22

275.14

168.94

96.97

450

We detailed study attained data and view overall stage
of life environment in looked industry zone. We arrive
that stage is often very critical because concentrations of
some dangerous materials are bigger than MPC.
Because that is necessary to project safeguard with
object to bring stage of concentrate of air pollution in
MPC. Safeguard can be arrange on preventive and
correction.

Preventive safeguards are:
to shut construction of industry objects which are
potential contaminants by methodical documents of
Community
to verify Study of rating of effect on life
environment (for all potential contaminants)
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to do controls about integrity of car's engines
(Police Department),
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to do constant control of industries chimneies and
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In looked time, factories in Užice didn't do with full
power. Their systems for air refinement have many
faults. One part of municipal contaminant come from
heating (central and individual) and traffic, but another
part come from process of production. Uncontrol
emission of air pollution relate to rise concentration of
air pollutants in air which specific affect on quality of
life. We arrive to verdict by analyse of results of
measure of air pollutions in industrial zone of Užice that
we must do preventive with construction of optimal
devices for refinement and we must use system of
preventive care by stage.
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pollution_control.ppt,Washington,2004

9. D. Stanivukovi , D. Ševi , Od QMS do TQM, TQM,
No2, Vol.31, Beograd, 2003.
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ENERGY CRISIS AND PROTECTION OF HUMAN ENVIRONMENT
Vesna Vasovi

1

Resume: One of the most important postulates of ecological society in the field of energetics is conservation , i.e.,
reduction in use of irrevocable natural resources, as well as the development of energy alternatives. Future of global
and local developing strategy will depend on domination of mechanistic approach to reality and on projecting of
ecological paradigm. For the beginning, identification of key interventions for protection of human environment, when
we talk about domestic environment, is of the greatest importance.
Key words: energy, ecological paradigm, pollution, human environment
Serbia and Montenegro only 50% of waters is
collected, there are no rubbish dumps which satisfy
sanitary standards, all dangerous materials, starting
from communal to toxic are disposed together.
Impossibility of accessing to the systems of
watersupply is a big health problem for poor
settlements whose inhabitants are primarily
internally displaced persons, Dipsies or refugees.

INTRODUCTION
Modern society, including domestic environment as its
integral part, is faced with a complex problem of human
environment pollution. It is a broad term which includes
unwanted, dangerous changes in the characteristics of
water, air, soil or food and which determine present and
future of living beings. Eruption of technicaltechnological prejudices contribute to overall destruction
of living environment. Fear of eco-acids open numerous
questions to which modern society and science must
give the answers. The most important one is: how to
make the balance i.e., harmony between man and its
environ. Although this answer is still being searched, it
is clear that mechanism, reductionism, idealization,
apocentrism are some notions that must be exceeded.
However, holism, sense of responsibility, mental and
spiritual reconciliation with nature, development of
authentic needs are some notions whose realization will
support a possible answer to the related challenge. The
direction into ecologically-preserved society means the
development of new energy solution together with
overcoming of negative state of living environment.

2.

The state of coastal part of Montenegro is getting
worse because ofuncontrolled building, lack of
strategy of control over this area, lack of facilities for
treatment of waste waters. The situations of bacteria
infections are increasing and very often there are
shortages of water during
summer season.
Ambitions of Montenegro to achieve 22 millions of
tourists require elimination of these trends.

3.

Black spots concerning air pollution are connected
primarily with industrial zones: Pljevlja, Podgorica,
Niksi’ in Montenegro and kolubrsko-obrenovacki
corridor in Serbia. A big source of pollution is the
use of gasoline with lead addition and diesel fuel
with high percentage of sulfur. In medium-term SCG
should gradually stop using gasoline with lead
addition and develop standards for provision of high
quality gasoline.

4.

Inefficient consumption of energy. Although the
main cause of air pollution is burning of ignite of law
quality in inefficient plants for production of energy
which do not have necessary technology of pollution
control, the situation becomes even harder due to
high demand for these sources of energy by
households and industry, which is caused by its low
price. Restructure of energy sector together with
gradual abolishment of subventions should result,
after some time in larger investments in cleaner
technologies, as well as in other activities for
decreasing polluting effects created by energy
production.

PROBLEMS AND PROTECTION OF
DOMESTIC LIVING ENVIRONMENT
The arsenal of burning problems, which deal with
negative influence on the present sate of domestic living
environment includes:
1. Trends in worsening of watersupply, sewerage
system and control of wastes. So, 86,6% of
population uses watersupply network which brings
water directly to their homes or gardens, 88,3% has
the access to the sewerage system of septic tanks;
thus the infrastructure of watersupply is quite good,
but there are some visible differences in providing
services between regional areas, then rural and urban
areas. Furthermore, in relation to wattersupply
infrastructure and waste waters, the infrastructure of
disposal of solid wastes considerably fell behind. In
1
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5.

Excessive industrial pollution. The most
endangered black spots in Serbia are towns: Bor,
Kragujevac,
Pancevo
and
Sabac.
These
environments are contaminated by dichloroethane ,
mercury, heavy metals, pyralene oils, refinery
wastes, phenols....
6. Institutional and legally inadequate system of
living environment protection. Due to bad and
antiproductive system of awarding, lack of
supervision, monitoring of capacity for putting the
law into effect by the Government authorities,
unsatisfactory approach to information referring to
living environment by the public, due to inaccessible
capital which is to be used for improvement of
technology. Strengthening of the system for control
of living environment in SCG in combination with
general reforms of state administration and efforts
for decrease of corruption is necessary.
7.

Boundary waters and global questions on living
environment protection. SCG contributes about 13%
in polluting the Danube by organic matters. In order
to eliminate this problem, politics and support for
decrease of pollution by organic matters in the sector
of farming and improvement of treatment of rural
and industrial waste waters in the Danube river
basin.

8. Lack of preserved management of forestry. Our
country possesses significant forest resources which
are endangered because of unreasonable cutting,
fires and attacks of pests. In this field, it was also
shown as necessary to improve the management of
forestry by strengthening of related industries, in
order to provide increase of compensations for
cutting of forests for covering the costs, then to make
standards and regulations, both on international and
domestic plan. (1)

TOWARDS
POINT

ENERGY

TURNING

Condition for survival of each species is its adjustment
to energy contents of the environment. Thus, only those
forms which fit into energy matrix of the environment,
i.e., whose energy is fitted with it, is able to secure their
survival. Other species which ignore this rule are
condemned to death. Living organisms, during the phase
of the adjustment, pass first through colonizing, and then
through climacteric phase. Precisely, because of the
need for growth, for each biological form the imperative
is maximal flow of energy from its own environment,
while mature phase search minimal flow and uniform
exchange of matters and energy with natural
environment. Exploitation of environment of the
environments and logic of growth shows that the
mankind strongly stirred up into colonizing ambient
without any wish to change it. However, all experiences
show that if we do not pass into climacteric phase, we
will eliminate chances for survival. Lack of energetic
turning point, attitude that the modern technique and

technology will prevent the planet to precipitate, and
provide its further undisturbed robbing, then fast
growing of its artificial needs opened numerous
questions and the future depends on their answers.
Solution was searched through institutional regulation of
energy flow. But, bureaucratic atmosphere of economic
and political institutions and their totalitarian and
parasitic spirit made this problem more complex. With
each stronger energy shake related institutions would
undergo bigger expansion broadening their sphere of
activity, power even more and shook the energy system
which has been deeply broken. (2) So, the state in which
modern society found itself could be characterized as
the energy collapse. Fear of this catastrophe infects more
and more the change of activity, habits and behaviour.
Thus it becomes quite clear - without living nature the
projected future becomes useless. Namely, nobody
denies that owing to scientific achievements we
succeeded in finding out a lot of things, starting from
the chemical composition of human gene to cosmic
worlds and microcosmos. Yet, besides all these
grandiose discoveries remains the unsolved question:
how to prevent degradation of human environment in
the best way. (3) It is obvious that mankind must be
freed from various rooted errors if it wants to change
the state of human environment. In these rooted
prejudices Grul includes:
- attitude that the world is endless
- attitude that our economy is based only on work and
capital
- attitude that “an invisible arm” governs over all
human actions
- attitude that the number and quality are on the first
place
- attitude that material wealth is the only condition
for fortune
- attitude that man has unlimited possibilities
- attitude that science and technique always serve to
progress...(4)
In order to be freed from temptation of modern, i.e.
idealistic picture of reality according to which the
fortune is guaranteed end of history and postmodern for
which all alternatives are used up, mankind must support
ecological paradigm, that is, instinct for human holistic
and friendly approach to life of nature – mechanistic
combination must become past while the premises of
entropy paradigm must be included into basis of abstract
and active sphere. According to many authors the only
possible platform of future will be jump into solar
phase, for which the present form of industrial society is
quite inadequate. Rifkin is warning: ”When we once
realize deeper sense of transfer of energy phase of
society with concentrated reserves (fossil fuels) on
diffuse flow (solar energy) will obviously become our
present industrial structure which can be used in solar
future.”(2)
Previous practice and logic of industrial society was
extremely hostile towards all alternative forms of
energy. Investigations in this field were often blocked
and destimulated by high costs and low prices of fossil
fuels. Still with oscillations on the market of energy
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sources the interest for energy alternatives becomes
stronger. To present commercial and dominant energy
sources the alternatives are natural and recoverable
resources: energy of solar light, wind, water but also the
strength of sea waves, tide and geothermal energy and
even gravitation. (5)
Thus, breaking up with mechanistic approach is a must
because “Our future is, no doubt, a solar future. The
question is only if we will make useless attempts to
produce highly technological solar energy base which
will use a lot of raw materials and accelerate decay of
the planet, build such a base which will tend in each
phase to maintain energy flow and raw materials at the
minimum.”(2)

CONCLUSION
In order to provide undisturbed economic and spiritual
life of a community the problem of human environment
pollution must be treated in a good way. No ad-hoc
methods and insufficient critic evaluation of abstract and

active sphere cannot bring better situation. Ecological
transformation of material culture of life production is to
be done. In the interest of stating the real diagnosis of
the adequate therapy in the field of projecting of
preserved society, the most important is to analyze the
most important problems and promote new qualitatively
different alternatives.
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